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Message from the Workshop Organizers

The Linguistic Annotation Workshop (LAW) is organized annually by the Association for
Computational Linguistics’ Special Interest Group for Annotation (ACL SIGANN). It provides a forum
to facilitate the exchange and propagation of research results concerned with the annotation,
manipulation, and exploitation of corpora; work towards harmonization and interoperability from the
perspective of the increasingly large number of tools and frameworks for annotated language resources;
and work towards a consensus on all issues crucial to the advancement of the field of corpus annotation.
These proceedings include papers that were presented at LAW XVI, held in conjunction with the 13th
LREC in Marseille, France, on June 24, 2022.

The series is now in its sixteenth year. The first workshop took place in 2007 at the ACL in Prague.
Since then, the LAW has been held every year, consistently drawing substantial participation (both in
terms of paper/poster submissions and participation in the actual workshop) providing evidence that the
LAW’s overall focus continues to be an important area of interest in the field, a substantial part of which
relies on supervised learning from gold standard data sets. This year’s LAW has received 28
submissions, out of which 20 papers have been accepted to be presented at the workshop.

In addition to oral and poster paper presentations, LAW XVI also features a panel on this year’s special
theme—The Impact of Multimodal Language Understanding on Annotation Practices and
Representations. Recent years have seen rapid improvements in performance of machine learning
models across multiple modalities of communication such as, text, speech, images, video, gestures, etc.
Improvements in unsupervised representation and learning have resulted in state of the art models
needing less manually annotated data for training. However, the need for high quality, manual
annotations for capturing multiple layers of information surrogates across various signals, including
linguistic, is unlikely to go away. On the contrary, annotation practices, guidelines and representations
will need to be adapted, extended, to address the challenges brought about by a richer landscape of
phenomena. Historically these communities have existed as separate islands, and have crafted solutions
that satisfy local research and application needs. The evolution of next generation, situated language
understanding systems is likely to create a greater demand on the availability, and ease of use of such
multimodal annotations and frameworks.

Our thanks go to SIGANN, our organizing committee, for its continuing organization of the LAW
workshops, and to the LREC 2022 workshop chairs for their support. Most of all, we would like to
thank all the authors for submitting their papers to the workshop and our program committee members
for their dedication and their thoughtful reviews.

— Sandra Kübler and Sameer Pradhan
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Automatic Approach for Building Dataset of Citation Functions for  
COVID-19 Academic Papers 

 
Setio Basuki, Masatoshi Tsuchiya 

Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Toyohashi University of Technology 
1–1 Hibarigaoka, Tempaku-cho, Toyohashi 441-8580, Aichi, Japan 

{setio,tsuchiya}@is.cs.tut.ac.jp 

Abstract 
This paper develops a new dataset of citation functions of COVID-19-related academic papers. Because the preparation of new labels of 
citation functions and building a new dataset requires much human effort and is time-consuming, this paper uses our previous citation 
functions that were built for the Computer Science (CS) domain, which consists of five coarse-grained labels and 21 fine-grained labels. 
This paper uses the COVID-19 Open Research Dataset (CORD-19) and extracts 99.6k random citing sentences from 10.1k papers. These 
citing sentences are categorized using the classification models built from the CS domain. The manually check on 475 random samples 
resulted accuracies of 76.6% and 70.2% on coarse-grained labels and fine-grained labels, respectively. The evaluation reveals three 
findings. First, two fine-grained labels experienced meaning shift while retaining the same idea. Second, the COVID-19 domain is 
dominated by statements highlighting the importance, cruciality, usefulness, benefit, consideration, etc. of certain topics for making 
sensible argumentation. Third, discussing State of The Arts (SOTA) in terms of their outperforming previous works in the COVID-19 
domain is less popular compared to the CS domain. Our results will be used for further dataset development by classifying citing 
sentences in all papers from CORD-19. 

Keywords: citation function, citing sentence, COVID-19, state of the art. 

 

1. Introduction 
Citation functions represent the reason why authors of 
academic papers cite previous works. Valenzuela et al. 
(2015) stated that the citations should not be treated 
equally. This is because citations indicate different roles, 
e.g., introducing the background, comparing and 
contrasting between studies, using or extending of existing 
methods, criticizing the previous works, etc. The existence 
of citations plays an important role in the preparation of a 
research manuscript since it helps the authors understand 
the big picture of a topic (Qayyum & Afzal, 2018), position 
their proposed research in the broad literature (Lin & Sui, 
2020), and show their research novelty (Tahamtan & 
Bornmann, 2019). Moreover, citations can indicate the 
quality of proposed research (Casey et al., 2019; 
Raamkumar et al., 2016). Therefore, providing appropriate 
citations requires serious attention to support research 
dissemination. 

There is a continuous development in designing labels for 
Rhetorical Structures (RS) and building datasets in the 
medical domain. Existing works have designed RS and 
developed the dataset (Alliheedi et al., 2019; Dayrell et al., 
2012; Dernoncourt & Lee, 2017; Green, 2015; Jia, 2018; 
Kim et al., 2011; Liakata, 2010; Shatkay et al., 2008; 
Wilbur et al., 2006). However, several issues appear in 
these works. The first issue is that not all these RS were 
developed based on full text papers; several works built the 
RS using only papers’ abstracts. The second issue is that 
most of the RS were not specifically designed for citing 
sentences (i.e., sentences which contain citation marks). 
Since the existing RS covers both citing sentences and non-
citing sentences, the number of labels is considered small, 
which causes several potential missing citation functions 
being accommodated—the last issue. Moreover, due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic, the number of published papers 
covering this topic has significantly increased. Existing RS 
is not designed specifically for this purpose, and this has 
become an additional issue. Considering this, we aim to 
develop a new dataset of citation functions that contains 
more detailed labels, covers full text papers, and is specific 
for the COVID-19 domain. 

Designing new labels of citation functions and building a 
new dataset is challenging. This is because we need to 
provide large, labeled training data, which is time-
consuming, expensive, and requires much human effort. To 
obtain the labeled instance with less effort, this paper uses 
our previous labels of citation functions that have been built 
based on Computer Science (CS) papers. Note that the 
process to design the labels was accomplished prior to and 
has not become part of this paper. The developed labels 
consist of five coarse-grained labels and 21 fine-grained 
labels. By using these labels, we obtained classification 
models with accuracies of 83.6% and 90.1% for coarse-
grained labels and fine-grained labels, respectively. This 
paper uses these models to categorize citing sentences on 
COVID-19-related papers obtained from the COVID-19 
Open Research Dataset (CORD-19) (Lu Wang et al., 2020). 

Through completing this research, we deliver several 
contributions: 

• The automatic classification of citation functions 
on COVID-19 domain achieved accuracies of 
76.6% for coarse-grained label and 70.2% for 
fine-grained labels. 

• The experimental results show that several fine-
grained labels experienced a meaning shift (the 
expansion of the labels’ definition while 
remaining in the same idea).   

• The COVID-19 domain is dominated by 
statements highlighting the importance, cruciality, 
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usefulness, benefit, consideration, etc. of certain 
topics for making sensible argumentation. 

• We noticed that discussing State of The Arts 
(SOTA) in terms of outperforming previous 
studies in the COVID-19 domain is less popular 
compared to the CS domain. 

• Lastly, we released a final dataset consisting of 
99.6k labeled citing sentences1. 

This paper uses two main terms: citing paper, which is used 
to define the paper citing other papers, and cited paper, 
which is used to define the papers cited by the citing paper. 

2. Dataset Development 
This section describes how our proposed dataset of citation 
functions is developed. The dataset consists of several 
parts, the first of which concerns the obtainment of data 
sources of COVID-19-related papers. The second part 
describes the labels of citation functions, and the last part 
builds the dataset of citation functions on COVID-19 
domains. 

2.1 COVID-19-related Papers 
This paper uses a collection of papers from the COVID-19 
Open Research Dataset (CORD-19) (Lu Wang et al., 2020). 
Initially, this dataset provided 28k papers. The present 
number of papers has significantly increased during the 
continuous development. The CORD-192 collected papers 
from several sources (e.g., PubMed Central (PMC), 
PubMed, and the World Health Organization’s COVID-19 
Database). Moreover, it contains a collection from preprint 
servers such as bioRxiv, medRxiv, and ArXiv. This paper 
uses the latest version of the dataset (version: 2021-12-20) 
from JSON parsed from the full text of 314,391 (PDF) and 
243,652 (PMC) papers. The distribution of CORD-19 is 
shown in Figure 1. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: The paper distribution in CORD-19. The x axis 
depicts year, and the y axis depicts the number of 

papers. This figure is taken from Lu Wang et al.'s work 
(2020). 

2.2 The Labels of Citation Functions 
The labeling scheme of citation functions used in this paper 
is obtained from our previous research. The dataset used to 
develop the scheme is obtained from Färber et al. (2018), 
which provided 90,278 papers from ArXiv in the CS 
domain from January 1993 until December 31, 2017. Since 
this data source provides all parsed sentences from research 
papers, we perform filtering to separate the citing sentences 
and non-citing sentences. The filtering is performed using 
regular expressions based on certain citations tags. In this 

 
1 https://github.com/tutcsis/COVID-19 

stage, we obtained around 1.6 million instances of citing 
sentences. 
Our proposed labels of citation functions are developed 
through three steps: top-down analysis, bottom-up analysis, 
and annotation experiment. While the top-down analysis 
reviews the definitions of the labels from existing works, 
e.g., background, usage, and comparison, the bottom-up 
analysis is performed to identify the citing sentence 
patterns on the dataset. At this point, we obtained an initial 
dataset consisting of 5,669 samples. Next, we conducted 
the pre-annotations experiment to develop and finalize both 
labels of citation guidance and the annotation guidance. 
The final labels themselves consist of two categories: five 
coarse-grained labels and 21 fine-grained. The coarse-
grained labels represent the generic idea of the citation 
functions, which are divided into background for stating 
certain topics, citing paper work for focusing on what is 
done by author, cited paper work to show what has been 
done by previous works, compare and contrast to discuss 
the similarity between the citing paper and the cited paper, 
and other for all categories that do not match the above 
criteria. To obtain more specific functions, these coarse-
grained categories are broken down into fine-grained 
categories. 
The annotation step was performed by two annotators who 
have master’s degrees in Computer Science. They were 
provided with annotation guidance which covers an 
introduction to the task, labeling examples, and checking 
mechanism for the annotators’ understanding. For the real 
experiment, the annotators are supplied with an excel 
spreadsheet that consisted of 421 random unlabeled citing 
sentences. Our experiment shows that the inter-annotator 
agreement shows 88.59% for coarse-grained labels and 
72.44% for fine-grained labels. Moreover, Cohen's Kappa 
shows 0.85 for coarse-grained labels and 0.71 for fine-
grained labels. 
 

Coarse-grained Label: Background 
Describes the citing sentences referring to the theory, principle, concept, 
topic, problem, etc. from cited papers. 
Fine-grained Label: 
• (atr0) definition: explains the definition of general theory, 

principle, concept, topic, problem, etc. example: Gianna 
<citation> is a precursor visual environment for modeling CSP. 

• (atr1) suggest: provides the reader with suggestions to refer, see 
more details, and explore other cited papers. example: The 
interested reader may dig deeper on this subject by referring to 
<citation>. 

• (atr2) judgment: highlights the positivity/negativity, 
usefulness/non-usefulness, etc. of concepts, topics, problems, etc. 
example: The n-coalescent has some interesting statistical 
properties <citation>. 

• (atr3) technical: explains how a theory, principle, concept, topic, 
problem, etc. is applied. example: The WMF model <citation> 
learns the latent factors by preserving the personalized rankings.  

• (atr4) trend: explains the significance of the research topic, 
theory, principle, concept, topic, problem, etc. example: CNN has 
been gaining attention and is now used in many text classification 
tasks <citation>. 

Coarse-grained Label: Citing Paper Work 
What is proposed by the author? 
Fine-grained Label: 

2 https://www.semanticscholar.org/cord19/download 
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• (atr5) corroboration: while proposing a research topic, citing 
paper cites cited paper. example: To do this we build upon the 
concept of continuous regression <citation>. 

• (atr6) based on: states that the citing paper follows, considers, is 
built based on, or is inspired by the cited paper. example: Here 
we follow closely the definition of GPs given by <citation>. 

• (atr7) use: cites paper use, implements, employs, or adopts the 
concept, dataset, technique, etc. example: The proof systems we 
use were originally defined in <citation> which is the 
presentation we follow. 

• (atr8) extend: the citing paper extends, adapt, improves, adds, or 
modifies the cited paper’s work. example: Our proposed method 
(multiCCA) extends the bilingual embeddings of <citation>. 

• (atr9) dominant: the citing paper outperforms the cited paper. 
example: Our PredNet model outperforms the model by 
<citation>. 

• (atr10) future: mentions the future plan of the citing paper. 
example: In fact, we plan in the future of reproducing all the 
algorithms in Common2 <citation>, in that spirit. 

Coarse-grained Label: Cited Paper Work 
What is done by the cited papers? 
Fine-grained Label: 
• (atr11) propose: describes the proposed research by the cited 

paper. example: <citation> used CCA to learn bilingual lexicons 
from monolingual corpora. 

• (atr12) success: highlights the success of the cited paper. 
example: <citation> successfully extracts body appearance and 
topology from synthetic and real input. 

• (atr13) weakness: highlights the weakness of the cited paper. 
example: The limitation of <citation> is that the traffic is 
assumed always cross directional. 

• (atr14) result: describes the result of the cited paper (neutral). 
example: In 1994, Kosaraju <citation> reported another solution 
to this problem. 

• (atr15) dominant: states the superiority of the cited paper when 
compared to the citing paper. example: However, <citation> 
performs better than our method on class accuracy. 

Coarse-grained Label: Compare and Contrast 
The citing paper and the cited paper are compared and contrasted. 
Fine-grained Label: 
• (atr16) compare: describes the similarity between citing and 

cited papers. example: Recent work by Xia <citation> is 
independent from, and closely related to, our work. 

• (atr17) contrast: describes the differences between citing and 
cited papers. example: However, unlike <citation> we did not 
observe an increased convergence speed. 

Coarse-grained Label: Other 
This label is prepared for citing sentences that do not match all criteria. 
Fine-grained Label: 
• (atr18) comparison: comparison between cited papers (whether 

similarities or differences between them). example: This idea was 
first proposed by Google <citation> and was then further 
developed by <citation>. 

• (atr18) multiple_intent: citing sentences have two or more 
citation marks for different intents. example: It is noteworthy that 
while <citation> fared better than our system with the SemEval 
data, our system outperformed <citation> on the OEC dataset. 

• (atr18) other: this label is designed for citing sentences that do 
not meet all of the label categories described above. example: 
The first one is due to Valtr <citation>. 

Table 1: The labels of citation functions on CS domains. 
 

2.3 Dataset Development in COVID-19 
Domains 

The proposed dataset of COVID-19 domains is built using 
an automatic approach by following several steps. The first 
step is preparing the source of the papers. In this step, we 
do a simple data analysis to gather a deep understanding of 
the parsed JSON structures of CORD-19. Following this, 
the analysis is accompanied by filtering to select only citing 
sentences. The second step is classifying all extracted 
citing sentences using the best models obtained from the 

dataset of the CS domain. These models were obtained by 
experimenting with several machine learning (ML) 
approaches such as Logistic Regression and Deep Learning 
based on Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) architecture. 
Considering the limitations of available instances, we 
consider using pre-trained word embedding that is both 
non-contextual, such as Glove (Pennington et al., 2014), 
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), and fasttext (Bojanowski 
et al., 2017) and contextual such as the Bidirectional 
Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) 
(Devlin et al., 2019) and work by Beltagy et al. (2019). The 
last step is verifying the automatically labeled citing 
sentences by performing a random selection of 475 
instances and checking the predicted labels manually. 
 

3. Experiment Results 
This section explains the results of the automatic 
classification used to build a dataset of citation functions of 
the COVID-19 domain. The results are divided into several 
parts: brief information about classification models 
developed using the CS domain, the automatic 
classification of citing sentences of the COVID-19 domain, 
and the evaluation of classification through a manual label 
check. Note that, the classification in the CS domain and 
the COVID-19 domain is done through two stages, namely 
the filtering stage and the fine-grained stage. While the 
filtering stage is used to classify the citing sentences into 
two categories, i.e., Other (atr18) and No-Other (atr0-
atr17), the fine-grained stage is applied to classify the 
citing sentences belonging to No-Other class into 18 fine-
grained classes. Finally, the proportional distribution of 
labeled instances and a discussion of results are also 
presented. 

3.1 Classification Results for CS Domain 
Here, we demonstrate the best results for classifications in 
the CS domain. In the filtering stage, BERT and SciBERT 
showed identical accuracies of 90.12%, as shown in Table 
2. To achieve these accuracies, both methods used different 
settings as shown in Table 3. 
 

Methods Accuracy  
Macro avg 
precision 

Macro 
avg recall  

Macro 
avg f1 

 BERT  90.12  71.58  85.15  75.99  
 SciBERT  90.12  74.53  82.72  77.73  

Table 2: The best results on filtering stage. 
 

Techniques Parameters  
BERT 2𝑒"#; batch 64; imbalance 
SciBERT 3𝑒"#; batch 32; balance 

Table 3: Best parameters on the filtering stages. 
 
In the fine-grained stage, the best result was obtained by 
using SciBERT by 83.64%, as shown in Table 4 and the 
hyperparameters is shown in Table 5. 
 

Methods Accuracy Macro avg 
precision 

Macro avg 
recall 

Macro 
avg f1 

 BERT  80.95  80.98  82.40  81.06  
 SciBERT  83.64  83.46  85.35  84.07  

Table 4: The best results on fine-grained classification. 
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Techniques Parameters 
BERT 3𝑒"#; batch 32; imbalance 
SciBERT 3𝑒"#; batch 32; balance 

Table 5: Best parameters on the fine-grained 
classification. 

3.2 Dataset on the COVID-19 Domain 
The classification experiment is conducted on 99.6k 
instances generated from 10.1k parsed paper files (JSON 
format). The automatic classification begins with the 
extraction of all the sentences in the JSON files. Next, all 
extracted sentences are filtered to keep only citing 
sentences. Similar to the dataset on the CS domain, the 
classification is then applied by following two 
classification stages, namely the filtering stage and the fine-
grained stage. To measure the accuracy of labeled 
instances, we perform a manual label check on 25 random 
samples for each label, for a total of 475 samples (18 fine-
grained labels + 1 other label). 
After completing the manual label check, we obtained 
accuracies 76.63% and 70.20% for coarse-grained labels 
and fine-grained labels, respectively. The accuracy of 
coarse-grained labels is easily obtained by summing the 
proportion of correctly and wrongly fine-grained labels. 
Since each label in the fine-grained labels has the same 
number of instances, it is easy to use the confusion matrix 
to compare each label’s accuracy, as shown in Figure 2. 
The highest number of correctly predicted labels is 
achieved by the label technical, with 24 correct predictions 
and only a single incorrect prediction. In contrast, the label 
cited_paper_dominant has the lowest number of correctly 
predicted labels with only nine correct and 16 incorrect 
predictions. 

 
Figure 2: Confusion Matrix of manually label checking 

for (top) coarse-grained labels and (bottom) fine-
grained labels. 

 
 

Fine-grained Labels Number of Instances Label Proportion 
CS Domain COVID-19 Domain CS Domain COVID-19 Domain 

definition 55,508 3,151 4.18% 3.77% 
suggest 51,987 355 3.91% 0.42% 
judgment 215,428 37,885 16.21% 45.34% 
technical 85,374 5,557 6.42% 6.65% 
trend 66,594 6,579 5.01% 7.87% 
citing_paper_corroboration 113,488 2,571 8.54% 3.08% 
citing_paper_based_on 55,878 531 4.20% 0.64% 
citing_paper_use 115,215 1,114 8.67% 1.33% 
citing_paper_extend 28,779 241 2.17% 0.29% 
citing_paper_dominant 24,823 294 1.87% 0.35% 
citing_paper_future 5,439 424 0.41% 0.51% 
cited_paper_propose 243,031 5,442 18.29% 6.51% 
cited_paper_success 34,505 2,128 2.60% 2.55% 
cited_paper_weakness 15,054 1,072 1.13% 1.28% 
cited_paper_result 154,394 15,063 11.62% 18.03% 
cited_paper_dominant 3,215 31 0.24% 0.04% 
compare 39,364 677 2.96% 0.81% 
contrast 20,909 439 1.57% 0.53% 
Total 1,328,985 83,554 100% 100% 

Table 6: The distribution comparison of automatically labeled instances in CS domain and COVID-19 domain. The 
comparison consists of two parts: (a) the number of instances on each label and (b) the proportion of instance on each 

label to the total instances in the dataset.
 
Applying classification models built from CS papers to 
COVID-19 related papers results in two consequences. The 
first consequence is that there is a decrease of fine-grained 
label accuracy from 83.64% in CS domain to 70.2% in 

COVID-19 domain. The second consequence is that two 
fine-grained labels experienced a meaning shift: the label 
citing_paper_dominant and the label citing_paper_future. 
The definition of the label citing_paper_dominant changed 
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from expressing the citing paper’s performance over cited 
paper to discussing the success of citing paper, with or 
without comparison. On the other hand, the definition of 
the label citing_paper_future changed from stating the 
future plan of the citing paper to a general recommendation 
without specifying whether it is done by citing paper or 
cited paper. 

3.3 Citation Functions Distribution 
To give more analysis on the current COVID-19 dataset, in 
Table 6 we show a comparison of the distribution datasets 
in the CS domain and COVID-19 domains. Note that, the 
distribution in this table represents the number of 
automatically labeled citing sentences in the datasets. The 
current dataset in this paper consists of 99,691 labeled 
instances, of which No-Other label has 83,554 instances 
and the Other label 16,137 instances. Since the labels of 
citation functions are designed for CS papers, it is worth 
determining whether the classification models are effective 
for domains related to COVID-19. Instead of using the 
number of instances to compare both datasets, this paper 
uses the proportion of labels as indicators due to the 
datasets having different sizes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Proportion Comparison between No-Other and 
Other labels. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: The average number of citing sentences in each 
paper 

 
First, the comparison is done on the filtering stage to show 
the percentage of No-Other vs Other labels as depicted in 
Figure 3. In this figure, it is seen that both domains share 
the same trend in that the proportion of No-Other label 
much higher than Other label. Surprisingly, the label 
judgment in the COVID-19 domain has a proportion of 
almost half at 45.34%. In second place, the label 
cited_paper_result has 18.03% of proportion. The rest of 
labels constitute less than 10% of the proportion. 
Furthermore, there are eight labels have only under 1% of 
the proportion, with the lowest proportion obtained by the 
label cited_paper_dominant with 0.04%, which is 
equivalent with 31 instances. The CS domain faces a 
similar situation in that this label has the lowest proportion 

at 0.24%. However, this proportion is not as severe as in 
the COVID-19 domain. In the dataset of CS domain, the 
distribution trend is varied among labels, and no single 
label exceeds 20% of the proportion. 
Another comparative indicator between both domains is the 
average number of citing sentences in each paper. Figure 4 
demonstrates that the CS domain has a higher number of 
citing sentences than the COVID-19 domain. To be more 
specific, the dataset of CS domain consists of 1,840,815 
citing sentences extracted from 90,278 papers, while the 
dataset of COVID-19 domain contains 99,691 citing 
sentences extracted from 10,102 papers. 

3.4 Discussion 
The experiments conducted in this paper reveal several 
notable findings. The first finding is a phenomenon of 
meaning shift in two fine-grained labels. This corroborates 
the assertion that even as this paper achieves acceptable 
accuracies, there still exists an issue regarding the labels’ 
compatibility between two domains. Next, the large 
proportion of label judgment (constituting almost half of 
dataset) indicates that citation functions in the COVID-19 
papers are dominated with statements highlighting the 
importance, cruciality, usefulness, benefit, consideration, 
etc. of certain topics for making sensible argumentation. 
Conversely, the smallest proportion, represented by the 
label cited_paper_dominant, which is followed by several 
labels with proportions less than 1% (e.g., compare, 
citing_paper_extend, contrast, citing_paper_dominant, 
and citing_paper_based_on) indicates that discussing State 
of the Arts (SOTA) in the COVID-19 domain is less 
popular compared to the CS Domain. This trend is 
supported by the average number of citing sentences in the 
CS domain being higher than in the COVID-19 domain, 
which emphasizes the fact that discussing the SOTA needs 
more citing sentences and cited papers. 

4. Conclusion 
This paper developed the dataset of citation functions using 
citing sentences extracted from COVID-19 related papers. 
Instead of designing new labels of citation functions from 
scratch and preparing training data, this paper uses our 
previously developed labels and applied the best ML 
models that have been built from the CS domain. The 
experiments show that the application of labels of the CS 
domain to the COVID-19 domain is promising. 
Furthermore, the evaluation for obtaining the automatic 
labeling accuracies uncovers several notable patterns such 
as label compatibility between two domains, the dominant 
citation roles on each domain, and the relation between a 
citing paper and the SOTA. For future work, we intend to 
apply the labels and the models to all papers in the CORD-
19 dataset.  
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Abstract 
Pronunciation dictionaries are an important component in the process of speech forced alignment. The accuracy of these dictionaries has 
a strong effect on the aligned speech data since they help the mapping between orthographic transcriptions and acoustic signals. In this 
paper, I present the creation of a comprehensive pronunciation dictionary in Spanish (ESPADA) that can be used in most of the dialect 
variants of Spanish data. Current dictionaries focus on specific regional variants, but with the flexible nature of our tool, it can be readily 
applied to capture the most common phonetic differences across major dialectal variants. We propose improvements to current 
pronunciation dictionaries as well as mapping other relevant annotations such as morphological and lexical information. In terms of size, 
it is currently the most complete dictionary with more than 628,000 entries, representing words from 16 countries. All entries come with 
their corresponding pronunciations, morphological and lexical tagging, and other relevant information for phonetic analysis: stress 
patterns, phonotactics, IPA transcriptions, and more. This aims to equip socio-phonetic researchers with a complete open-source tool 
that enhances dialectal research within socio-phonetic frameworks in the Spanish language. 

Keywords: pronunciation dictionary, forced alignment, Spanish dialects, socio-phonetics, annotation tools 
 

1. Introduction 
Within current research frameworks in socio-phonetics, 
workflows are becoming more and more complex due to 
the amount of data to be processed and the specialisation 
that the field is experiencing. This has been strongly 
influenced by the rapid advances in speech processing 
technologies readily available to be used. One area that has 
experienced a great level of specialisation is the forced 
alignment of natural speech data (Bailey 2016; Fruehwald, 
2014), which is now widely used in socio-phonetic research 
(cf. DiCanio et al, 2012; Gonzalez et al, 2018; Strunk et al, 
2014). The goal of the forced alignment process is to create 
time-aligned segmentations at the phonemic level, 
following acoustic parameter transitions between units, and 
derived from orthographic transcriptions at the utterance 
level (Fromont & Hay, 2012; Gonzalez et al., 2018; Kisler 
et al, 2017; McAuliffe et al., 2017; Reddy & Stanford, 
2015). In this sense, the accuracy of the alignment strongly 
depends on the level of accuracy of the transcription, which 
works best when it is transcribed annotating the closest to 
the spoken speech. 

An important component of the forced alignment process 
is the pronunciation dictionary. This stores all the 
phonemic representation of the segments that will be 
aligned in the speech data. In the case of English, there are 
publicly available dictionaries that represent English 
phonemes in different ways. One well-known available 
tool in English is the CMU dictionary (CMU, 2016), which 
uses an encoding from the ARPABET system, representing 
vowels with two uppercase symbols (e.g. IPA 
/e/=ARPABET ‘EH’1) , and consonants with one or two 
uppercase symbols (e.g. /d/=‘D’; /h/=‘HH’). Another one 
is the Disc option within the CELEX dictionary (Baayen el 
al., 1995), which uses one letter or number to represent a 
phoneme (e.g. /eɪ/ = ‘1’; /tʃ/ = ‘J’). After establishing the 
segments, the next step in the forced alignment process is 

 
1 Across this paper, IPA transcriptions will follow the 
conventional // for phonemes and [] for allophonic transcription. 
Orthographic spellings will be represented with double quotation 

to annotate all available words in the dictionary, which is 
also referred to as g2p (grapheme-to-phoneme conversion), 
and it is the process of converting orthographic text into its 
corresponding phonological transcription. 

1.1 Challenges in Pronunciation Dictionaries 
Here we present four of the relevant challenges when 
deciding how to annotate words. The first challenge is the 
type of phonemic representation, whether following more 
orthographic-oriented conventions, as the CMU, or more 
IPA-oriented conventions. For example, the word “cat” has 
three phonological segments: starting with a consonant, 
followed by a vowel, then ending in another consonant. 
This can be represented using the phonemic representation 
/kat/, but we can also use ‘KAT’. This last use has been 
preferred because of computational practicalities, due to 
having simpler encodings than IPA symbols.  

The second challenge is the question on what are the 
phonological elements that we represent in the annotation. 
One of them is stress marking. In languages where the same 
vowel can be in stressed and unstressed syllables, as in 
Russian and Spanish, for example, one question is whether 
we represent stress in the annotation or not. In a study on 
Russian (Gnevsheva et al., 2020), it was found that when 
the annotation reflected the stress differences in words, the 
accuracy of the forced alignment improved. Results like 
this are in line with the selection by some forced aligners 
to use dictionaries that represent stressed and unstressed 
syllables for their words. 

When it comes to annotating socio-phonetic variation, the 
challenges become more pronounced. This is especially 
crucial when deciding the type of annotation since 
inaccuracies, or errors, in the forced alignment output must 
be traced back to the real cause: either inaccuracies in the 
forced alignment algorithm, or mismatches between the 
speech signal and the transcription. For example, if we 

marks “ ”, and pronunciation dictionary entries with single 
quotation marks ‘ ’. 
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want to annotate the word “car”, we can either annotate it 
to reflect rhotic variants, such as American English, where 
the annotation would be ‘kAr’ [kaɹ], or it can be annotated 
to represent non-rhotic variants, such as Australian English 
‘kA’ [kɐː]. This has been approached in three different 
ways. In one approach, researchers used a rhotic model on 
a non-rhotic accent, and then did the corresponding 
corrections post hoc after the alignment (MacKenzie & 
Turton, 2020). In other approaches, the acoustic model of a 
non-rhotics variant was used for another non-rhotic variant, 
as in Fromont & Watson (2016), where the model from 
British English was used to forced align New Zealand 
English. A final approach is when the acoustic model is 
trained on the non-rhotic variant itself, as in Gonzalez et al. 
(2020), where they trained the acoustic model on the same 
data, then used this model to force align the data in 
Australian English. 

A final challenge is related to the stage following the forced 
alignment process. The forced-aligned data is a preparation 
process to then analyse it in the light of socio-phonetic 
questions, which can be on specific segments (vowels and 
consonants), but also on higher levels, such as morphology, 
syntax or suprasegmentals (e.g., prosody). This means that 
the level of annotation does not stop at the pronunciation 
dictionary, but also has an impact at the word and 
syntactical levels. It is common practice to do this work 
after the alignment by doing a new wrangling of the data, 
using other resources available that map aligned words 
with their corresponding lexical information, such as word 
type and part of speech classification. However, when 
trying to map outcome data to new sources, and using new 
tools, results are prompt to have more errors in the final 
product of the wrangling process. 

1.2 Spanish Pronunciation Dictionaries 
All these challenges are latent for any language that can be 
forced aligned, and in this paper, we focus on Spanish and 
its variants. Here, we assess these factors in relation to 
Spanish research, and we also look at the current 
advancements on pronunciation dictionaries. We discuss 
the areas of improvement and present the results of the 
development of a resource that aims to contribute to the 
work on forced alignment (and further) on Spanish socio-
phonetic research. The aim is to develop a tool that can be 
used for two stages: the first one is for the preparation of 
data for forced alignment, and the second one is for lexical 
and grammatical tagging (POS) of the forced aligned 
output. We expect that such a tool can facilitate the 
transition stage from forced alignment to further analysis 
without loss of any data and the avoidance of mapping 
inconsistencies. 

2. Related Work 
In this socio-phonetic revolution, many technologies and 
resources have been developed across different languages 
to achieve great accuracy from annotated dictionaries. A 
seminal work on this type of annotations has been done for 

 
2 Other aligners used for Spanish data include EasyAlign 
(Goldman, 2011), LaBB-CAT (Fromont & Hay, 2012), and 
PraatAlign (Lubbers & Torreira, 2016). 
3 Gonzalez, S., Grama, J. and Travis, C.E. (2020). Comparing the 
performance of forced aligners used in sociophonetic research. 
Linguistics Vanguard, vol. 6, no. 1 

CELEX (Baayen el al., 1995). It contains information on 
four levels: 

• Orthography: shows spelling variations for all 
corresponding words. 

• Phonology: shows corresponding phonological 
transcriptions, and corresponding variations in 
pronunciation. It also includes syllable 
information such as syllable structure and stress 
types, e.g. primary stress. 

• Morphology: shows the derivational and 
compositional structures for all words, showing 
their inflectional paradigms. 

• Syntax: shows the word class, and all word class-
specific subcategorizations, with their 
corresponding argument structures. 

 
This is an extensive work on linguistic annotation available 
for English, Dutch, and German. To our knowledge, there 
is not a version for Spanish available in CELEX. 
 
In terms of pronunciation dictionaries used in forced 
alignment, there have been great advances in both English 
and Spanish. For English, state of the art available aligners 
includes MFA (McAuliffe et al., 2017), MAUS (Kisler et 
al, 2017), FAVE (Rosenfelder et al., 2014), LaBB-CAT 
(Fromont & Hay, 2012), and DARLA (Reddy & Stanford, 
2015). For Spanish, MFA and faseAlign (Wilbanks, 2021) 
are two widely used aligners2. In this paper, we assess only 
the phonetic dictionaries available for each of these. We do 
not evaluate their accuracy3. 

2.1 TalnUPF 
MFA has two available dictionaries. The first one is the 
TalnUPF Spanish IPA dictionary, and its annotations use 
IPA symbols, showing stress information. A sample4 of the 
dictionary is shown below. 
 

Word Annotated pronunciation 
matamoros m a t a m ˈo ɾ o s 
torreón t o r e ˈo n 
campeche k a m p ˈe ʧ e 
zúñiga θ ˈu ɲ i ɣ a 
guasave g w a s ˈa β e 
allende  a ʝ ˈe n d e 

Table 1: Sample pronunciation dictionary from TalnUPF 
IPA 

 
The second dictionary available is the TalnUPF Spanish 
gpA dictionary. Contrary to the previous one, this uses 
alphabetic letters (similar practice as in the CMU 
dictionary) and not IPA symbols. An important observation 
is that there is no stress specification in this dictionary, 
contrary to the IPA version. In addition, like the IPA 
version, it makes a distinction between monophthongs and 
semivowels, as seen in the sample below, where the letter 
“u” in the word “guasave” is represented with the 

4 These words in the dictionary samples were chosen to be 
compared to the ones given by Wilbanks (2021) for faseAlign. 
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semivowel ‘w’. This is compared to the vowel /u/, that is 
represented as ‘u’ in the word “zúñiga”. 
 

Word Annotated pronunciation 
matamoros m a t a m o rf o s 
torreón t o r e o n 
campeche k a m p e tS e 
zúñiga T u n~ i G a 
guasave g w a s a V e 
allende a L e n d e 

Table 2: Sample pronunciation dictionary from TalnUPF 
gpA 

 
In terms of individual segments, the letter “ñ” uses two 
separate symbols: ‘n~’, which is the palatal nasal /ɲ/. The 
dictionary also makes the correct distinction between single 
and complex trills in Spanish: simple (/ɾ/=‘rf’) and complex 
(/r/=‘r’). Another distinction is the alveolar /l/ using the 
lowercase ‘l’, and the upper case ‘L’ to represent the palatal 
lateral /ʎ/ or the palatal fricative /ʝ/, depending on the 
variant. The third characteristic is that the palato-alveolar 
affricate /tʃ/ is represented with the two letters ‘tS’. Since 
Spanish voiced stops /b, d, g/ are lenited in intervocalic 
positions ([β, ð, ɣ], respectively), the dictionary accurately 
makes the distinction between intervocalic contexts and 
non-intervocalic, for example, “vaca”=‘baka’, 
“abeja”=‘aVexa’. This is the same for the other voiced 
plosives: ‘b’ and ‘V’, ‘d’ and ‘D’, and ‘g’ and ‘G’. This 
distinction is also implemented in the IPA version of the 
same dictionary. In terms of Spanish variants, since it is 
based on Castilian Spanish, it represents the labiodental 
voiceless /θ/=‘T’ and the velar voiceless fricative /x/=‘x’, 
as in the word “jarrazo”= ‘x a r a T o’. 

2.2 faseAlign 
The dictionary used in faseAlign follows a similar structure 
to the TalnUPF Spanish gpA dictionary. The similarity is 
that there is no stress specification in the annotation, but it 
differs from the TalnUPF in that it does not make a 
distinction between monophthongs and semivowels, as 
seen in the words “guasave” and “zúñiga”, both of which 
use the same phonemic representation ‘u’ for “u”. 
 

Word Annotated pronunciation 
matamoros m a t a m o r o s 
torreón t o R e o n 
campeche k a m p e CH e 
zúñiga s u NY i g a 
guasave g u a s a b e 
allende a y e n d e 

Table 3: Sample pronunciation dictionary from faseAlign 
 
Another major difference is that it does not make the 
intervocalic distinction for voiced stops, this is, it gives the 
same representation regardless of their phonological 
context. In this sense, faseAlign gives a more phonemic 
representation whereas TalnUPD focuses on a more 
phonetic one. In terms of the other phonemes, it represents 
complex trills with an upper case ‘R’ and the single one 
with the lower case ‘r’. The palato-alveolar affricate is 
‘CH’, the palatal nasal ‘NY’, and palatal lateral ‘y’. Finally, 
in terms of Spanish variants, faseAlign targets Latin-
American dialects where there is no /θ/ and /x/. In the case 
of /θ/, most of the variants realise it the same as /s/ (called 

seseo, where /θ/ and /s/ merge to /s/), and /x/ is realised as 
/h/. 

3. Assessment on Current Tools 
When considering that the stage of forced alignment is a 
transitional stage to prepare the data for phonetic analysis, 
we assess the available tools in relation to an overall view. 
It is very important to note that these resources are not 
necessary lacking for the tasks they carry out, but rather we 
propose here to improve phonetic annotations that can be 
easily adapted to most Spanish variants and combine these 
with other linguistic annotations. 
 
In terms of the lexical and grammatical tagging, CELEX 
offers great functionality. However, as observed before, it 
is not available for Spanish. We therefore propose to create 
an annotated dataset of Spanish words that have the 
following six features available: 
 

• Orthography: showing spelling variations for all 
corresponding words based on dialectal 
differences. 

• Phonology: showing corresponding phonological 
transcriptions, and corresponding variations in 
pronunciation. The variants can be modified as 
needed by the users. This flexibility allows us to 
adapt the dictionary to a virtually infinite number 
of dialectal phenomena. 

• Syllable divisions: showing syllabic information 
such as syllable structure and stress types. 

• Stress: showing the stress pattern of words. 
• Morphology: showing the derivational and 

compositional structures for all words. 
• Syntax: showing the word function in the 

sentence. 
 
The aim of the dictionary is to be both comprehensive and 
flexible to be used on any documented Spanish variant. In 
the table below, we show the functions available in the 
three dictionaries discussed, and the areas where we aim to 
contribute with this tool. 
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fase 
Align 

Yes Yes No No No 

Taln 
gpA 

No Yes Yes No Yes 

Taln 
IPA 

No No Yes Yes Yes 

Table 4: Feature comparison for the three pronunciation 
dictionaries for Spanish data.  

 

4. Aims of the Paper 
By implementing these improvements in the annotations, 
our final product includes both phonetic/phonological 
layers, as well as grammatical/lexical layers, compared to 
CELEX. We have called it ESPADA ([E]Spanish 
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[A]nnotation [Da]ta). The first advantage is that all these 
will be available in one resource, which minimises 
inaccuracies and inconsistencies in data mapping, and 
offers users the opportunity to change between all available 
dialectal options without recreating new pronunciation 
dictionaries. 
 
Based on a preliminary literature review on major dialectal 
variants, we identified major phonological contexts which 
capture regional variants, and they are described as 
follows5: 
 

• Stress: choose annotations with or without stress 
information. 

• Voiced Stops Lenition: choose whether Voiced 
Stops are only represented in their phonological 
form /b, d, g/ or with their lenited intervocalic 
counterparts [β, ð, ɣ]. 

• Semivowels: specify whether semivowels are 
represented with only their phonological forms /i, 
u/, or with their phonetic representations [j, w]. 

• /ʝ/: choose variants where /ʝ/ is realised as /ʎ/. 
• /θ/: choose variants where /θ/ and /s/ are 

distinctive, or where they merge into /s/. 
• /x/: choose variants where /x/ is realised as /h/. 
• /s/: choose /h/ in contexts where the /s/ is 

debuccalized (Morris, 2000). In this case, we have 
chosen the phonological context where this has 
been most commonly observed: in post-nuclear 
position, such as “las”=/las/->/[lah], as in Chile 
and Venezuela. 

• /ɾ/: choose to represent /ɾ/ as /l/ in post-nuclear 
position (also known as lambdacism), which has 
been observed in some Caribbean dialects 
(Guitart, 1997), such as in Cuba and Puerto Rico 
(e.g. “porque”=/poɾke/->[polke]). 

 

5. Methodology 
The Spanish lexicon was extracted from two freely 
available sources. The first one is all the entries from the 
Diccionario de la Real Academia de la Lengua Española 
(REAL ACADEMIA ESPAÑOLA, 2021), and the text file 
was compiled by Domínguez (2015). The second database 
was available from the LibreOffice software (Foundation, 
T. D, 2020). This database contains word entries, ordered 
in alphabetic order. A great advantage of this resource is 
that there is a folder for each of the 16 countries available. 
This can be maximised in our research by selecting to use 
a pronunciation dictionary customised for a specific 
Spanish variant, following the dialectal features presented 
in the previous section. In our approach, we use countries 
as a proxy for dialectal variants, mainly in terms of 
orthographic spelling and words used in a specific country. 
The other way of using this is by merging two or more 

 
5 Here we do not make a clear-cut distinction between European 
and Latin-American Spanish. The first reason is because there are 
features that appear in some dialects within Spain that are also 
found in dialects of Latin-America. Also, Spanish in Latin-
America is not homogenous since there are many distinct dialects, 
and characterising Latin-American Spanish as one single variant 
is inaccurate. However, with these features we aim to capture 
major dialectal distinctions, and new distinctions can be added to 
the dictionary. 

countries sources to encompass more accurate lexicon. For 
example, this can be used in the case where there is a study 
focusing on Caribbean Spanish, which would include 
Cuba, Colombia, Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, 
Panama, and Venezuela (cf. Álvarez et al., 2009; Núñez-
Méndez, 2021). In this case, users can choose these 
countries to create a single pronunciation dictionary. 

The data processing was done in RStudio (R Core Team, 
2021), by applying a wide range of scripts developed by the 
main author. The following section describes the 
segmentation and classification of the data, from words to 
their corresponding lexical and grammatical tagging. 
 

5.1 Word Level 
The phonology of Spanish allows an almost one to one 
correspondence when assigning individual letters to 
individual phonemes. This makes the computational 
process of annotation more reliable and accurate. This also 
considers the fact that in standard orthography, there are 
only two diagraphs in Spanish: “ch” (/tʃ/), and “ll” (/ʎ/ or 
/ʝ/). Another adjustment is the letter “h”, which is silent in 
Spanish. Apart from these exceptions, the other letters can 
have a one-to-one representation between letters and 
phonemes. The main motivation for this approach is to 
allow the expansion of this dictionary and facilitate the 
automation of adding new entries, in which the algorithm 
can identify the letters and then create a pronunciation 
representation from there. 
 
This process has its own challenges. The main one is when 
we create phonemic representations of borrowed words 
from another language. For example, the English word 
“today”, following the automatic parsing would be ‘t o d a 
j’, but this must be corrected to ‘t u d e j’, if the aim is to 
reflect pronunciations that are closer to source language. In 
the current version, we have identified these words in a 
semi-automatic way, but we aim to fully automate this 
process in future versions. However, due to the open-
source nature of the dictionary and its expandability option, 
this can be done by users as needed. 
 
Another important aspect of standard Spanish orthography 
is the writing of the acute accent6  in written words. This 
was maximised in our computational approach. The rules 
of orthography help identify where the stress is located 
within the syllable, which is the main function of the accent 
in Spanish7. However, not all stressed syllables are 
indicated with an accent. In those cases, these are 
exceptions when the accent is not written, and the stressed 
syllable can still be identified following the orthographic 
rules. This is expanded in Section 5.5. 
 

6 In this paper, we will use the word “accent” to refer to the 
orthographic marking in Spanish, and we will use the words 
“variant” and “dialect” to refer to the speech-related differences. 
We will also use the word “stress” for the phonetic emphasis of 
syllables within words. 
7 This is an important difference between accents in Spanish and 
other languages such as French. In French, for example, accents 
are used to indicate the nature of the vowel (open/close), whereas 
in Spanish is to indicate phonological stress. 
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Taking into consideration the orthographic rules, we then 
proceeded with the phonemic mapping. The first step was 
to break down each word into the individual letters. Each 
letter then was mapped to a pronunciation counterpart, 
which represents the phonemes. For this, all “h” letters 
were excluded since this affects the identification as shown 
below. For this mapping, we created representations that 
are one single letter per phoneme, which is similar to the 
CELEX annotation, with a combination of upper- and 
lower-case letters. Having one-to-one letter mapping 
facilitates analysis in further stages, for example, when 
counting characters, which is effective at dealing with 
transcriptions with no space between characters. Here, each 
individual letter would represent a single phoneme, thus the 
total number of characters would represent the total number 
of phonemes. 
 

5.2 Vowel Classification 
Vowels were classified into two groups: monophthongs or 
semivowels. If a vowel is not in contact with another vowel, 
then it was assigned its corresponding value as a 
monophthong. But if it was in contact with another vowel, 
it was classified as either a vowel or a semivowel. This 
depended on the stress pattern represented by the accent. If 
the vowel being classified did not carry the accent/stress, 
then it was assigned to the semivowel category. If it carried 
the accent, then it kept its monophthongal classification. 
 

5.3 Consonant Classification 
Our consonant classification process aimed to capture the 
main phonetic variations presented in Section 4. It does not 
mean to be exhaustive and further additions can be 
implemented in future versions of the tool. For the 
consonants, with only two exceptions, they were assigned 
their corresponding phonological representation following 
their orthography, for example, “p”=‘p’, “m”=‘m’. The 
first exception was the letter “c”. It can represent either a 
fricative (/s/ or /θ/) or a stop (/k/). If it was before “a, o, u”, 
it was assigned ‘k’. In the other cases it was either /s/ or /θ/, 
depending on the Spanish variant. 
 
The second exception was on the voiced stops /b, d, g/. 
First, all contexts of “g” before “e, I”, (similar to “c”), were 
assigned to ‘h’ or ‘x’ (depending on the variant), which is 
the case that before these vowel letters it is pronounced /h/ 
or /x/. Further, if “b, d, g” were between vowels, then they 
were converted to upper case ‘B, D, G’, respectively, to 
represent their intervocalic nature (lenited forms [β, ð, ɣ]). 
 

5.4 Syllable Breakdown 
The first step towards syllable breakdown was to identify 
the vowels in each word and then assign their onsets and 
codas. For onset and codas, Spanish allows up to two 
consonants in each cluster (Sheperd, 2003). In terms of the 
nucleus, at the phonetic level, a semivowel ([j, w]) can be 

 
8 There are rules that include a fourth group: sobre-esdrújulas, 
which are argued that have the stress in the fourth or fifth syllable. 
However, these are generally a stem with suffixes. For example, 
“ágilmente” has two morphemes: “ágil” + “mente”. This has an 
impact on the pronunciation pattern where the syllable “-men-” 

before and after the nucleus, or both in the case of 
triphthongs. These rules follow the formula below. 
 

O((C1) C2) N(S) V (S) C(C1 (C2)) 
 
For example, in the word “transporte”, the vowel ‘a’ can 
take ‘tr’ as the onset. For the coda, the maximum it can have 
is two consonants, if it is the right cluster. In this case, ‘ns’ 
is a legal cluster. /p/ therefore starts the following syllable. 
In this syllable, even when it can take two consonants in the 
coda position, the cluster ‘rt’ is not a legal cluster in 
Spanish. Thus, the second syllable makes its boundary 
between ‘r’ and ‘t’, leaving ‘t’ as the onset of the last 
syllable. The final syllable breakdown is represented 
below: 

trans|por|te 
CCVCC|CVC|CV 

 

5.5 Stress Assignment 
The next step was to annotate the stressed syllable for each 
word. As mentioned before, Spanish orthography is an 
accurate guideline for making syllabic breakdown and 
stress patterns. The location of a stress is counted in 
Spanish from right to left, i.e. from the final syllable 
backwards. There are three positions a stress can take in 
word stems (Eddington, 2004): last syllable (aguda, e.g. 
“limón”), penultimate syllable (grave, e.g. “casa”), and 
antepenultimate (esdrújula, e.g. “búsqueda”)8. 
 
In our process, the first step was to identify the location of 
an accent in the word. For those words that had the accents, 
the corresponding syllable was classified as stressed. If 
there was no accent, then it was identified following the 
rules of orthography. The first step was to identify whether 
the word ended in ‘n’, ‘s’ or vowel. If this was the case, 
then the stress fell in the penultimate syllable. If the word 
ended in any other letter, then the stress was assigned to the 
last syllable. 
 

5.6 Phonotactics and IPA Annotations 
For the phonotactic labelling, we converted all vowels to V 
and all consonants to C. For the IPA notation, we converted 
each letter to their corresponding IPA representation. This 
was done with both syllabic divisions and without, and also 
by adding the order or segments for a more precise 
annotation. This allows to do searchers like: getting all 
consonants that appear as the second element of a 
consonant cluster (C1[C2]V). 
 

5.7 Morphological and Lexical Annotation 
This section describes the classification of all words based 
on their morphological and lexical information. For this, 
we implemented Natural Language Processing techniques 
in R through scripts developed by the main author. We used 
the UDPipe R package (Straka and Straková, 2017), and we 
used the GSD model for Spanish. This library is widely 

can have a secondary stress. Because of this, most of the literature 
agrees that there are only three places of stress in Spanish. For 
more on secondary stress see  
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used for tasks such as tokenization, tagging and 
lemmatization for many languages. We used this package 
to label all words in the dictionary. The distributions of the 
main lexical categories are presented in the figure below 
with the corresponding final counts across all the 
dictionary. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

Figure 1: Distribution of Lexical Categories in the final 
dictionary, with their corresponding counts. 

6. Results 
All these steps and data processing stages, give a final 
dictionary with 628,300 entries, fully annotated and readily 
available for Spanish data research. The dictionary 
(ESPADA) can be accessed here: 

https://github.com/simongonzalez/ESPADA 
 
A sample of the entries and the columns is shown in Table 
5 below. 
 

Entry POS Base Phonotactics IPA 
aarón PROPN a r O n V CVC a ɾon 
con ADP k O n CVC kon 
gris NOUN g r I s CCVC gɾis 
la DET l A CV la 
mesa NOUN m E s a CV CV me sa 

Table 5: Sample Data from the final dictionary file.  
 
The dictionary contains entries for 16 Spanish speaking 
countries. If only the entries for a given dialect are chosen, 
there is an average of 58,876 words per country, with 
varying total numbers, as shown in Figure 2. This gives 
users the option to select the dialect, or group of dialects, 
that best apply to the forced alignment process. 

Figure 2: Word Distributions across Countries, with 
Argentina having the greatest number of entries and 

Dominican Republic with the least. 

7. Conclusions 
In this paper, we presented the development of a Spanish 
dictionary for phonetic and lexical tagging in socio-
phonetic research. With this tool, researchers can have the 
maximum freedom to choose the dictionary that is the most 
representative of the data to be forced aligned, and then 
analysed in further stages. It has been our aim to facilitate 
the process of forced alignment and data wrangling for 
meaningful and accurate phonetic analysis. The open-
source nature of this project also allows users to make the 
necessary changes to capture the complexity of phonetic 
variation in Spanish dialects. 

8. Future Directions 
This paper presents the development of the tool. Future 
work will aim to evaluate this dictionary with the other 
dictionaries compared in this paper. This will also include 
the assessment on the alignment accuracy across different 
Spanish dialects, especially in socio-phonetic studies. 
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Abstract
This paper presents the creation and the evaluation of a new version of the reference SSJ Universal Dependencies Treebank
for Slovenian, which has been substantially improved and extended to almost double the original size. The process was
based on the initial revision and documentation of the language-specific UD annotation guidelines for Slovenian and the
corresponding modification of the original SSJ annotations, followed by a two-stage annotation campaign, in which two
new subsets have been added, the previously unreleased sentences from the ssj500k corpus and the Slovenian subset of
the ELEXIS parallel corpus. The annotation campaign resulted in an extended version of the SSJ UD treebank with 5,435
newly added sentences comprising of 126,427 tokens. To evaluate the potential benefits of this data increase for Slovenian
dependency parsing, we compared the performance of the classla-stanza dependency parser trained on the old and the new
SSJ data when evaluated on the new SSJ test set and its subsets. Our results show an increase of LAS performance in
general, especially for previously under-represented syntactic phenomena, such as lists, elliptical constructions and appo-
sitions, but also confirm the distinct nature of the two newly added subsets and the diversification of the SSJ treebank as a whole.

Keywords: Slovenian, treebanks, dependency syntax, dependency parsing, Universal Dependencies, annotation guide-
lines, annotation campaign, data evaluation

1. Introduction
Manually annotated language data are essential to the
development and evaluation of natural language pro-
cessing tools. For syntactic analysis in particular, these
mostly involve parsed corpora (treebanks), in which
surface word forms bear additional information on their
morphological and syntactic characteristics with the
structure of a sentence described as a tree-like graph.
To overcome the various drawbacks rising from the
multitude and heterogeneity of treebank annotation
schemes, especially in the field of multilingual parser
development, cross-lingual learning and research on
language typology, the Universal Dependencies (UD)
initiative (De Marneffe et al., 2021; Nivre et al., 2016)
proposed a universal inventory of grammatical cate-
gories and guidelines for their application to facilitate
consistent annotation of similar constructions across
languages.
As of the latest release (Zeman and others, 2022), the
UD scheme has been applied to more than 200 tree-
banks in over 130 languages and has contributed to
important scientific advances in natural language pro-
cessing and linguistics alike. This includes the refer-
ence SSJ treebank for written Slovenian (Dobrovoljc
et al., 2017), which has been used in modelling sev-
eral state-of-the-art parsing tools worldwide (Zeman et
al., 2018). The treebank, first released in UD v1.2 in
2015, included 8,000 parsed sentences comprising of
140,670 words, placing it in the top third of UD tree-
banks ranked according to data size.
Within the project Development of Slovene in a Digi-

tal Environment (DSDE)1 aimed at meeting the needs
for computational tools and services in the field of lan-
guage technologies for Slovenian, more than 5,000 new
sentences have been added to the SSJ treebank to in-
crease the size of manually annotated training data and
thus encourage further advances in the field of Slove-
nian language technology.
In this paper, we present the results of this latest activ-
ity by describing the creation of the new version of the
SSJ Universal Dependencies Treebank for Slovenian,
which has been substantially improved both in terms of
size and the quality of annotations. After a brief presen-
tation of the original version of the treebank in Section
2, we present the extensively documented and slightly
revised language-specific UD guidelines for Slovenian
in (Section 3) which were implemented to the original
treebank (Section 4) and used in the subsequent two-
stage annotation campaign described in Section 5. We
then evaluate the NLP relevance of the resulting dataset
by comparing the performance of a dependency parsing
tool trained on both versions of the SSJ treebank in Sec-
tion 6, and conclude with a short discussion on whether
our results justify the labour-intensive data extension
typical of treebank annotation in general (Section 7).

2. Original SSJ UD Treebank
The original SSJ UD treebank has been created by a
semi-automatic conversion from the reference ssj500k
training corpus for Slovenian (Krek et al., 2020b),

1https://slovenscina.eu/en
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a balanced collection of texts sampled from the Fi-
daPLUS corpus (Arhar Holdt, 2007), a predecessor of
the 1-billion-word Gigafida reference corpus of con-
temporary written Slovene (Krek et al., 2020a). The
ssj500k corpus includes fiction, non-fiction and period-
ical texts dating from 1990 to 2000, which have been
manually annotated on various levels of linguistic an-
notation (Krek et al., 2020b), including lemmatization,
morphosyntactic tagging and dependency parsing in
accordance with the JOS annotation scheme (Erjavec
et al., 2010).
The ssj500k conversion from JOS to UD was based on
a broad set of mapping rules for all three annotation
layers (part-of-speech categories, morphological fea-
tures and dependency relations),2 the conversion to UD
dependencies required highly fine-grained rules given
the several significant distinctions between both anno-
tation schemes (Dobrovoljc et al., 2017), including a
much more detailed set of dependency relations in UD
(37 labels) in comparison to JOS (10 labels).
As a result, the full ssj500k corpus was automatically
converted to UD part-of-speech categories and mor-
phological features with only the instances of the verb
biti ’be’ requiring manual disambiguation (Dobrovoljc
et al., 2019) between AUX and VERB part-of-speech
tags. On the other hand, due to the limited coverage
of the the mapping rules for syntax, not all JOS-parsed
sentences could be converted automatically, especially
those exhibiting complex or rare phenomena pertain-
ing to clausal coordination, juxtaposition and predicate
ellipsis.
Consequently, only around two thirds of the 13,411
JOS-parsed sentences in ssj500k have been fully con-
verted to UD, which resulted in the original SSJ UD
treebank containing 8,000 sentences and 140,670 to-
kens. Despite the continuous improvements of the SSJ
UD annotations since its first release in 2015, the size
of the dataset remained unchanged. The 3,411 unre-
leased partially converted sentences from ssj500k were
thus the obvious starting point for the recent extension
of the SSJ UD dataset for Slovenian, as described in
Section 5.1.

3. Slovenian UD Guidelines Revision and
Documentation

With the exception of the online language-specific
guidelines for UD morphology annotation published
with the initial SSJ release (pertaining to the now ob-
solete Version 1 of the UD guidelines (Nivre et al.,
2016)), the guidelines for Slovenian UD dependency
annotation have only been documented implicitly – in
the form of the rule-based conversion scripts from JOS
to UD annotations (Section 2) and the resulting SSJ
dataset. To bridge this gap and provide the necessary

2The rules and conversion scripts from JOS to UD
are available at https://github.com/clarinsi/
jos2ud.

documentation in support of both annotation and explo-
ration of Slovenian UD data, the official Slovenian UD
guidelines have now been exhaustively documented for
all layers of annotation, by describing the general an-
notation guidelines and its application to specific con-
structions in Slovenian.
In the process, a few changes to the original UD
annotation principles for Slovenian were also intro-
duced to make them better compliant with the univer-
sal guidelines and the annotation principles adopted
by similar languages, mostly relating to comparative
constructions, emphasizing adverbials, sentence-initial
discourse phenomena and expletives.
For example, the Slovenian guidelines for the expl re-
lation, which was previously used for labelling all in-
stances of the reflexive pronouns si and se ’(to) one-
self’, have now been improved so as to distinguish be-
tween true expletives (e.g. reflexive clitics as part of
inherently reflexive verbs or passive constructions) and
pronouns occurring as objects (Figure 1).
The official Slovenian UD guidelines are freely avail-
able both in Slovenian (as a standalone document)3 and
English (as part of the official UD website).4 In ad-
dition to the category-based description of the univer-
sal guidelines and its application to specific examples
in Slovenian, the guidelines document also features a
construction-based appendix, in which the treatment of
specific syntactic phenomena is addressed, including
the challenging constructions identified within the an-
notation campaign described in Section 5.

4. Revision of the SSJ Treebank
In the data preparation stage, the original SSJ treebank
annotations were manually improved to implement the
newly proposed changes in the annotation guidelines
(Section 3) and remove the previously identified an-
notation mistakes and inconsistencies arising from the
original conversion (Section 2). Among others, these
included conflicting annotations of paratactical and co-
ordinating clauses, direct and indirect objects, apposi-
tional structures, specific multi-word expressions, and
a relatively high number of unjustified non-projective
relations.
For each of the approximately 30 identified types of
issues, various heuristics were used to identify sen-
tences with potentially problematic annotations, which
were then manually inspected and corrected in accor-
dance with the guidelines. In the process, 1,670 rela-
tions in the original SSJ dataset have been corrected,
the distribution of which reflects the structures men-
tioned above, as two thirds of the corrections pertained
to the advmod, nmod, obl, parataxis, appos and expl

3The document will be published in accordance with the
DSDE project timeline as part of the official project website.
The preliminary version is available at http://tiny.cc/
ud-sl_guidelines

4https://universaldependencies.org/
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Vrnil se je v dnevno sobo in si na Nutromacu naročil prigrizek
he-returned (clitic) has to living room and himself on Nutromac ordered snack

root

expl

aux case

amod

obl

cc

iobj

case obl

conj

obj

expl expl

(He returned to the living room and ordered himself a snack from Nutromac.)

Figure 1: Example sentence from SSJ illustrating the change of Slovenian UD guidelines for the expletive expl
relation from the initial treebank release (below) to UD release v2.10 (above).

relations. This manual work resulted in the slightly re-
vised version of the original SSJ treebank, which was
used as the basis for subsequent new data addition de-
scribed in the sections below.

5. Extension of the SSJ Treebank
The extension of the old SSJ treebank was performed
in two subsequent stages, in which new sentences from
the ssj500k corpus were added and a new ELEXIS
subset was created. In both stages, the data anno-
tation was performed using the ssj500k-compliant Q-
CAT corpus annotation tool (Brank, 2022), which was
upgraded to also support the CONLL-U format, while
the curation stage was performed using the WebAnno
(Eckart de Castilho et al., 2016) web-based tool hosted
by CLARIN.SI.5

5.1. Extension 1: Semi-Converted ssj500k
In the first stage of the project, the 3,411 sentences
from the original ssj500k corpus which had not been
fully converted from JOS to UD dependency trees at
the time of original SSJ compilation (see Section 2)
were manually inspected so that the tokens with miss-
ing (unconverted) UD dependency annotations were
also labeled. Specifically, the semi-converted dataset
included 95,194 tokens, out of which 22,377 tokens
(23.5%) were initially labeled as unknown dependents
of the root node (Figure 2). This means that on average
6.6 dependency relations per sentence had to be man-
ually created from scratch, while the existing relations
were also checked for the accuracy of conversion.
The process was designed as a multi-annotator anno-
tation campaign, in which each sentence was anno-
tated by two independent annotators (pre-trained lin-
guists) and the final curator in case of disagreements.
Although it is difficult to report on the inter-annotator
agreement given the specificity of the task (manual cor-
rections of partially converted data), on average, the
two annotators agreed on 92.1% annotations (87,675

5https://www.clarin.si/webanno/.

out of 95,194 tokens). For the unknown relations in par-
ticular, the absolute agreement was much lower (80.5%
or 18,023 out of 22,377 tokens), but it was expected
given the complexity of the task (annotation of the most
complex syntactic constructions in long sentences).
In total, the activity resulted in 22,377 newly added de-
pendency relations and 4,623 corrected dependency re-
lations in the semi-converted ssj500k subset, amount-
ing to 27,000 (28.4%) tokens with corrected annota-
tions. Almost one half of the previously unlabeled (un-
known) were punctuation tokens (punct), which was
expected given the original mapping rules, where punc-
tuation attachment was performed after most other sen-
tence annotations were known. This includes the iden-
tification of the sentence root element, which is the sec-
ond most frequent type of unconverted tokens (12%),
followed by parataxis (9%) and (mostly clausal) coor-
dination (conj, 6%), confirming the type of construc-
tions reported to be the most challenging at the time of
the original ssj500k conversion to SSJ (Section 2).
On the other hand, most corrections of successfully
converted labels pertained to change of head attach-
ment for adverbial modifiers (advmod, 20% of all cor-
rections) and punctuation (16%), while most label cor-
rections involved the switch from nominal modifiers
(nmod) to prepositional adjuncts (obl, 4%), with other
corrections being more equally distributed across indi-
vidual relations. This, however, does not necessarily
reflect the accuracy of the original rule-based conver-
sion, given the semi-converted sentences do not reflect
the final output for the fully converted sentences, as il-
lustrated by the inter-dependent rules for punctuation
attachment in the paragraph above.
Given the long learning curve related to this relatively
complex annotation task, the speed of the annotators
varied from an average of 11 sentences (307 tokens) per
hour in the beginning of the first stage to approximately
15 sentences (419 tokens) per hour at its completion.

5.2. Extension 2: ELEXIS
In the second stage of the project, the second new
SSJ subset was created based on the ELEXIS-WSD-
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Pomembno : Preden dvignete roke , jih iztegnite proti stopalom !
Important : before you-raise hands , them reach towards feet !

unknown

unknown

mark

advcl

obj

unknown

obj

unknown

case

obl unknown

(Important: Before raising your hands, reach them towards your feet.)

Figure 2: An example of a semi-converted ssj500k sentence with some missing (unknown) dependency annotations.

SL corpus, the Slovenian subset of the ELEXIS par-
allel sense-annotated dataset (Martelli et al., 2021) ex-
tracted from WikiMatrix (Schwenk et al., 2021), a large
open-access collection of (translated) parallel data de-
rived from Wikipedia. The corpus comprised of 2,024
Slovenian sentences (31,237 tokens) with manual an-
notations of tokenization, lemmatization and JOS mor-
phosyntactic annotations.
For UD morphology (POS tags, morphological fea-
tures), the existing mapping scripts (Section 2) were
used for conversion from JOS to UD, followed by a
manual disambiguation of the AUX and VERB in-
stances of the verb biti. Afterward, the dataset was
parsed with UD dependency relations using the classla-
stanza parsing tool (Ljubešić and Dobrovoljc, 2019)
trained on the concatenation of the available data, i.e.
the slightly revised original SSJ treebank (Section 4)
and the new ssj500k-based extension (Section 5.1).
The automatically parsed ELEXIS dataset was then
manually checked by three annotators and the final cu-
rator. In the process, 1,534 dependency relations have
been manually corrected (854 for wrong head, 252 for
wrong relation and 428 for both), mostly pertaining to
constructions labeled as nmod, advmod, obl, conj and
punct. The indirectly observed parsing accuracy (95%)
was in line with the expected parser performance on
standard written texts (see, for example, evaluations re-
ported in Table 3), and was also reflected in the anno-
tation speed (an average of 37.5 sentences per hour)
and a relatively high inter-annotator agreement (96.3%
identically annotated tokens by the three annotators).

5.3. Overview of the New SSJ Treebank
Finally, the slightly revised original treebank (Section
4) and the two newly available datasets described in
Sections 5.1 and 5.2 have been merged into the new–
improved and extended–version of the Slovenian SSJ
treebank (Table 1), which has been released in UD
v2.10.6

As shown in Table 1, the SSJ treebank size has in-
creased by 5,435 sentences (+67.9%) and 126,427 to-

6This paper reports work on a penultimate release version
(commit fa057316b79779893659bdc007cdc7f6465e58f3),
which has been slightly changed for the official UD v2.10 re-
lease due to stricter validation rules. Namely, approximately
50 annotations were changed, equally distributed across
various morphological and syntactic categories.

kens (+89.9%) in comparison to the old version and
now places as the 30th out of 218 UD treebanks ranked
according to the number of words. In the continuation
of the paper, we evaluate and discuss the impact of this
substantial data increase on the state-of-the-art depen-
dency parsing of Slovenian.

Subset Sent. Tokens Avg.len.
Old SSJ 8,000 140,670 17.58
Ext. 1 (ssj500k) 3,411 95,194 27.91
Ext. 2 (ELEXIS) 2,024 31,233 15.43
Total 13,435 267,097 19.88

Table 1: Overview of the new version of Slovenian SSJ
UD treebank.

6. Evaluation
We evaluate the extensions of the SSJ Universal De-
pendencies treebank by training the Bi-LSTM based
biaffine parser (Dozat and Manning, 2016) available in
the classla-stanza pipeline (Ljubešić and Dobrovoljc,
2019), a fork of the Stanza pipeline (Qi et al., 2020),
the fork containing many improvements primarily on
the level of tokenization, part-of-speech tagging and
lemmatization.
Besides the parsing training data, we use the
CLARIN.SI-embed.sl embedding collection (Ljubešić
and Erjavec, 2018) trained on a 3.5 billion tokens col-
lection of Slovenian texts.
In the following subsections we address the decisions
of the new SSJ data splits in light of the newly available
data, our experimental setup, and, finally, the results of
our experiments.

6.1. Data splits
While constructing the new data split, a prerequisite for
the official data release, we mostly followed the deci-
sions from the old SSJ dataset, which was a consecutive
split, i.e., the first part of the dataset was used as a train-
ing dataset, with the two latter parts being the dev and
the test datasets, in a rough 8:1:1 sentence-based ratio.
Given that Extension 1 of the SSJ dataset, coming from
the same text source as the original SSJ (ssj500k), con-
sists of sentences roughly uniformly distributed across
the whole dataset, it was possible to keep a similar di-
vide of the newly added ssj500k data, with minor de-
viations due to the fact that in the new split document
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boundaries were respected, which was previously not
the case. The large majority of the original SSJ sen-
tences was thus preserved in the same (data, dev or test)
portion of the dataset.
Given the specificities of each of the two data exten-
sions (the first extension adding significantly longer
and syntactically more complex sentences, the sec-
ond extension adding shorter translated sentences from
Wikipedia), Extension 2 data was added to all three
data splits as well, again in a 8:1:1 ratio. This deci-
sion also allows for a more diverse evaluation, which
will prove to be rather useful for identifying potential
biases in our data.
The final size of the split, measured in number of sen-
tences, is given in Table 2. The split shows for all three
splits of the extended SSJ dataset to consist of 85% of
sentences from the ssj500k dataset and the remainder
from the ELEXIS dataset.

Subset Train Dev Test
Old SSJ 6,478 734 788
Extension 1 2,807 313 291
Extension 2 1,618 203 203
New SSJ 10,903 1,250 1,282

Table 2: Comparison (in number of sentences) of the
old SSJ dataset split and the new SSJ dataset split, by
each data extension.

6.2. Experimental setup
To perform an automatic investigation of the potential
gains obtained by the SSJ data extension described in
Section 5 in comparison to the original SSJ data, we
have trained two parsers:

1. The SSJ old model based on the original SSJ
dataset (as described in Section 4)

2. The SSJ new model based on the original SSJ
dataset with both extensions, from the ssj500k
(5.1) and the ELEXIS datasets (Section 5.2).

Both during training, development and testing, we use
gold-annotated upstream data (tokenization, sentence
splitting, morphosyntactic tagging, lemmatization) as
we are primarily interested in the improvements in the
dependency parsing performance, and not the interplay
of automatic upstream and dependency syntax annota-
tions. Using automatically annotated upstream layers
with different taggers and lemmatizers (based on the
specific training data) would have blurred the impact
our data interventions had on the dependency syntax
layer, especially given that classla-stanza tagging and
lemmatization depend also on additional external pro-
cesses and data such as rule-based tokenizers that par-
tially perform tagging, inflectional lexicons, and addi-
tional training data.
We evaluate both parsers on the new SSJ test set (Table
2, 1,282 sentences) using the standard label attachment

score (LAS) that gives the percentage of nodes with
correctly assigned parent node and the type of relation
between them. To explore the scalability of the new
model to different data types, as well as the potential
differences in the three main SSJ subsets, the evalua-
tion results are also reported for each test subset indi-
vidually, i.e. the old SSJ test data (788 sentences), the
Extension 1 test data (291 sentences) and the Extension
2 test data (203 sentences).
We report both on the overall parsing performance
(Section 6.3) and the performance for individual rela-
tions (Section 6.4).

6.3. Overall Performance
The overall parsing performance, reported in Table 3,
confirms the general benefits of our data extensions,
with the improvement of 1.85 LAS on the whole new
SSJ test set (21% relative error reduction).7 As ex-
pected, the biggest increases are observed for the two
newly added subsets, that is +4.41 LAS (29% error re-
duction) for Ext-1 ssj500k data and +2.11 LAS (39%
relative error reduction) for Ext-2 ELEXIS data, while
the benefits of the new model are much less pronounced
when evaluated on the old SSJ data alone (+0.3, 5.5%
relative error reduction).

Models Test datasets
New SSJ Old Ext-1 Ext-2

SSJ old 91.36 94.53 84.67 94.60
SSJ new 93.21 94.83 89.09 96.71

Table 3: Results of the automatic evaluation of the old
and new SSJ model, measured through labeled attach-
ment score (LAS) F1 on the new SSJ test set and its
subsets.

This confirms the distinct nature of the original and the
two newly added datasets, which, as already reported
above, differ in terms of data source, sentence length,
tree complexity and source of annotations. The higher
parsing scores on the old SSJ and the Ext-2 ELEXIS
test data in Table 3 for both models suggest that the old
SSJ and the Ext-2 ELEXIS data are more similar and
easier to parse in general, which is line with the shorter
average sentence length reported in Table 1. On the
other hand, the newly added Ext-1 ssj500k data is defi-
nitely the hardest test set of the three, which is expected
given it mostly includes sentences that were too com-
plex to be covered by the automatic rule-based conver-
sion at the time of the original SSJ treebank creation
(Section 2).
The original SSJ dataset was therefore potentially bi-
ased towards simpler sentences, which is not only illus-
trated by the seeming drop in performance when com-

7We calculate the relative error reduction as the percent-
age of the difference of the LAS score between the new and
the old system in the difference between a perfect LAS score
and the old LAS score, i.e. (LASnew − LASold)/(100 −
LASold) ∗ 100.
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paring the evaluation of the old model on the old test
set (94.53 LAS) and the new model on the new test set
(93.21 LAS), but has also been suggested by the results
of the CoNLL 2018 Shared Task (Zeman et al., 2018)8

and the official Stanza evaluations,9 which list the (old)
SSJ treebank as one of the highest-ranking treebanks
according to LAS score.

6.4. Relation-Based Performance
To better understand which specific constructions ben-
efit from the newly available data and what can be ex-
pected from the new model when used for specific pars-
ing tasks in downstream applications, we extend the
overall evaluation on the new SSJ test set described in
Section 6.3 above to individual dependency relations as
well.
As shown in Table 4,10 with the exception of voca-
tive and dep,11 all relations demonstrate an increase
of LAS F1 in comparison to the baseline old SSJ.
Specifically, the biggest improvements are gained for
relations pertaining to constructions which were rare
or under-represented in the old SSJ treebank, but are
frequent in the newly added data (ssj500k in particu-
lar), such as lists (list, +75.86 F1), elliptical structures
(orphan, +68.24 F1), appositional modifiers (appos,
+13.40 F1) and discourse particles (discourse, +9.97
F1), with a significant error reduction also observed for
fixed multi-word expressions (fixed, 52%) and numeric
modifiers (nummod, 43%).
On the other hand, the smallest gains are observed for
adjectival modifiers (amod, +0.10pp, 8% relative error
reduction), clausal complements (ccomp, +0.23pp, 2%
relative error reduction) and expletives (expl, +0.40pp,
11% relative error reduction), suggesting that increas-
ing the size of the training data and making it more
diverse is less significant for some of the relations.
In absolute terms, the new model is most success-
ful in parsing function words, such as prepositions
(case), auxiliary verbs (aux), determiners (det) and
subordinating conjunctions (mark), as well as adjec-
tival modifiers of nominals (amod), which all exhibit
LAS above 98 F1. For core semantic phenomena,
which are typically the most relevant relations for var-
ious downstream applications, above average perfor-
mance is observed for nominal subjects (nsubj) and ob-
jects (obj). On the other hand, indirect objects (iobj,
adjuncts (obl, advmod) and their clausal counterparts

8https://universaldependencies.org/
conll18/results-treebanks-las.html

9https://stanfordnlp.github.io/stanza/
performance.html

10Relations not occurring in the test set (dislocated,
goeswith, reparandum) are excluded, while extensions (e.g.
flat:name) are truncated to their universal counterparts (e.g.
flat).

11The zero increase of performance for vocative and dep is
expected, given that the former only has a single occurrence
in the test set, while the latter is used for labelling irregular,
marginal phenomena.

(ccomp, csubj, advcl) still exhibit below-average per-
formance despite some important improvements based
on the newly available data (e.g. +5.80 LAS and 29%
error reduction for csubj clausal subjects).

7. Conclusion
We have presented a new version of the reference
SSJ Universal Dependencies Treebank for Slovenian,
which has been revised and extended to almost dou-
ble the original size. The process was based on the
initial revision and exhaustive documentation of the
language-specific UD annotation guidelines for Slove-
nian, followed by a systematic multi-stage annotation
campaign, in which the original SSJ data has been
slightly revised and substantially extended by new sen-
tences coming from the ssj500k and ELEXIS corpora.
After proposing the official UD data splits for the ex-
tended SSJ treebank, the data was used to train a
new dependency parsing model in the classla-stanza
NLP tool,12 and compare its performance to the model
trained on the old, un-extended SSJ data.
At first glance, the results seem very unimpressive
given the labour-intensive data annotation campaign,
with only marginal performance gains when the two
models are evaluated on the old test data. However,
when evaluated on the new, extended and diversified
data, the parsing performance improvements are sub-
stantially more pronounced, especially for previously
under-represented syntactic phenomena, which have
mostly been left out of the original SSJ due to the lim-
itations of its rule-based creation.
The new diversified SSJ dataset might therefore in-
troduce some new challenges to the parsing systems,
but will also make them much more accurate with re-
spect to naturally occurring language data. This is es-
pecially important for under-resourced languages like
Slovenian, where large-scale development of domain-
specific treebanks and parsing systems cannot be real-
istically expected.
Nevertheless, given the now empirically confirmed
distinct nature of the three SSJ subsets, future work
should be dedicated to a systematic in-depth investi-
gation of the possible points of divergence between the
datasets with respect to parsing performance, such as
text source, sentence length, tree complexity and possi-
ble annotation inconsistencies, which could potentially
lead to new insights for further SSJ treebank consolida-
tion and extension on the one hand, and parsing system
modifications on the other.
Last but not least, although our evaluation was deliber-
ately focused on dependency parsing only, the new SSJ
dataset represents an equally important contribution to
the development of lemmatization, part-of-speech tag-
ging and other models for morphological processing of

12The new parsing model is planned to be released on
the CLARIN.SI repository and integrated into the classla-
stanza pipeline: https://github.com/clarinsi/
classla.
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Relation Description SSJ old SSJ new F1 diff RER
acl clausal modifier of noun 80.76 81.73 0.97 5%
advcl adverbial clause modifier 71.37 75.86 4.49 16%
advmod adverbial modifier 87.01 89.95 2.94 23%
amod adjectival modifier 98.8 98.9 0.1 8%
appos appositional modifier 50 63.4 13.4 27%
aux auxiliary verb 98.45 98.93 0.48 31%
case case marking preposition 98.72 99.17 0.45 35%
cc coordinating conjunction 94.94 96.27 1.33 26%
ccomp clausal complement 90.44 90.67 0.23 2%
conj conjunct 81.52 85.91 4.39 24%
cop copula verb 93.4 95.43 2.03 31%
csubj clausal subject 79.73 85.53 5.8 29%
dep unspecified dependency 54.55 54.55 0 0%
det determiner 98.31 98.79 0.48 28%
discourse discourse element 59.26 69.23 9.97 25%
expl expletive 96.31 96.71 0.4 11%
fixed fixed multi-word expression 86.03 93.33 7.3 52%
flat flat multi word-expression 87.97 92.12 4.15 35%
iobj indirect object 78.57 81.66 3.09 14%
list list 0 75.86 75.86 76%
mark marker (subordinating conjunction) 97.88 98.69 0.81 38%
nmod nominal modifier 85.72 87.44 1.72 12%
nsubj nominal subject 93.69 95.28 1.59 25%
nummod numeric modifier 89.95 94.23 4.28 43%
obj (direct) object 95.08 95.53 0.45 9%
obl oblique nominal (adjunct) 89.59 91.14 1.55 15%
orphan dependent of missing parent 0 68.24 68.24 68%
parataxis parataxis 63.32 70.35 7.03 19%
punct punctuation symbol 90.3 93.08 2.78 29%
root root element 95.09 96.26 1.17 24%
vocative vocative 0 0 0 0%
xcomp open clausal complement 91.71 92.87 1.16 14%
ALL all relations 91.36 93.21 1.85 21%

Table 4: Relation-based comparison of LAS F1 performance of the parsing model trained on the old and the new
SSJ data with relations listed alphabetically. The last two columns give the absolute F1 difference and the relative
error reduction (RER).

Slovenian, especially for systems trained on UD tree-
banks alone.
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Abstract 
This paper describes the conversion of the Sinica Treebank, one of the major Mandarin Chinese treebanks, to Universal Dependencies. 
The conversion is rule-based and the process involves POS tag mapping, head adjusting in line with the UD scheme and the dependency 
conversion. Linguistic insights into Mandarin Chinese alongwith the conversion are also discussed. The resulting corpus is the UD 
Chinese Sinica Treebank which contains more than fifty thousand tree structures according to  the UD scheme. The dataset can be 
downloaded at https://github.com/ckiplab/ud. 
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1. Introduction 
The recent surge of interest in using a unified tagset and 
annotation guideline for treebanks of many languages has 
led to the speedy growing of the Universal Dependencies 
(UD) Project (Nivre et al., 2016). The project aims to 
facilitate the development of parsing technologies, 
enabling the use of techniques such as cross-lingual 
transfer. The UD version 2.9 consists of 217 treebanks in 
122 languages with contributions from 477 researchers 
around the world. 

Apart from developing treebanks by manual parsing or 
manual correction of automatic parsing, a UD treebank can 
also be automatically converted from an existing treebank, 
which uses a different annotation scheme (Arnardóttir et al., 
2020). The present work is to convert the Sinica Treebank, 
in which the thematic relation between a predicate and an 
argument is marked in addition to grammatical category, to 
a UD approach treebank.  

There are already 5 Mandarin Chinese UD corpora on the 
UD website. However, compared to other major languages, 
the data size for Chinese is quite small. The Sinica 
TreeBank has been a major Traditional Chinese Treebank 
developed in Taiwan and has made contribution to many 
NLP tasks. We hope to enlarge the usage of the Sinica 
treebank by converting it to the UD format and also gain 
some insights along with the conversion to share with the 
community. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the 
design and contents of the Sinica TreeBank. Section 3 
describes the conversion process. The resulting corpus and 
the comparison with other UD Chinese treebanks are 
presented in Section 4. Section 5 is the conclusion and 
future work. 

2. Sinica Treebank 
The Sinica Treebank1 has been developed and released to 
public since 2000 by the Chinese Knowledge Information 
Processing (CKIP) group at Academia Sinica. It is one of 
the first structurally annotated corpora in Mandarin 
Chinese. Current version 3.0 (6 files) contains 61,087 
structural trees and 361,934 words in Chinese. The textual 
material is extracted from the tagged Sinica Corpus2 so the 
                                                           
1 http://turing.iis.sinica.edu.tw/treesearch/ 

issues of word segmentation and category assignment are 
previously resolved. Based on ICG grammar (Information-
based Case Grammar), the contexts are parsed by an 
automatic parser (Chen 1996) before human post-editing. 

The structural frame of the Sinica Treebank is based on the 
Head-Driven Principle ; that is, a sentence or phrase is 
composed of a core Head and its arguments, or adjuncts. 
The Head defines its phrasal category and relations with 
other constituents. Each structural tree is annotated with 
words, part-of-speech of words, syntactic structure 
brackets, and thematic roles. The POS tagset and themantic 
roles are defined and explained in the CKIP technical report 
93-05 (CKIP 1993) and 13-01 (CKIP 2013) respectively. 
An example  Sinica Tree annotation  and the strutural tree 
are presented below.  

(1) 書生用顫抖的手接過銀子 

“The scholar took the money with trembling hands” 

S(agent:NP(Head:Nab:書生 )|instrument:PP(Head:P39:用
|DUMMY:NP(predication:V‧的(head:VA2:顫抖|Head:DE:
的)|Head:Nab:手))|Head:VC2:接過|goal:NP(Head:Nab:銀
子))  

 

 Scholar     with     trembling    de         hands      took       money 

 

In (1), the Head of the sentence is 接過 “take over” which 
is a transitive verb classified as VC2 in the CKIP tagset. It 

2 http://asbc.iis.sinica.edu.tw/ 
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takes two core arguments agent (scholar) and goal (silver, 
used as money) and an ajunct instrument (hand) in this case. 

There are six primary phrasal categories annotated in the 
Sinica Treebank. S is a complete tree headed by a predicate. 
VP, NP and PP are phrases headed by verb (V), noun (N) 
and preposition (P) respectively. GP is a phrase headed by 
locational noun (Nc) or locational adjunct (Ng). XP is a 
conjunctive phrase headed by a conjunction (C) but the 
actual category depends on the conjoined elements. 

Other non-terminal categories are phrases including 
structural DE, represented as {A, N, V, S, DM, GP, NP, PP, 
VP, ADV}‧{的, 地} or 得‧{V, VP, S}. In (1), for example, 
the phrase V‧的 is the modifier of the DUMMY NP. 

DUMMY is the semantic role marked on the locally 
undecidable categories. It is the semantic head so inherits 
the semantic role from the upper level. The syntactic head 
(Head) is distinguishable from the semantic head (head) by 
the first letter capitalization.  

3. The Conversion 
Our method of converting the Sinica Treebank to a UD 
corpus consists of three steps. First, we map the original 
POS tags of the Sinica Treebank to the UD tags. Some 
dependency relations also correspond to Parts of speech. 
Then we examine and adjust the head marking before 
transferring the dependencies. Finally, we replace the 
semantic relations with the UD dependencies by 
transferring rules.  
 

3.1 POS Tag Conversion 
To obtain the UD tags, a word’s original tag from the Sinica 
Treebank is used along with transferring rules, which map 
each original tag to a corresponding UD tag. The 
correspondent POS tags between two systems are shown in 
Table 1. There are 15 out of 17 UD tags adopted in our 
system. Two UD tags, SYM (symbol) and PUNCT 
(punctuation), are excluded due to the design of the Sinica 
TreeBank. Texts were cleaned up by removing non-word 
symbols before annotating. Foreign words do exist but are 
annotated according to their actual usage. For example, 
CNN (Cable News Network) gets a "Nba"  POS tag.  As a 
result, SYM is useless in our system. As for PUNCT, the 
discussion is in the subsection below. 

3.1.1  Punctuation  
In the Sinica Treebank, texts are segmented not only by 
period, question marks and exclamation marks, but also 
commas, colons and semicolons, resulting the possible 
incompleteness of sentences. That is, there are sentence 
trees as well as phrase trees in the corpus. Most 
punctuations are not included in our system except “、” 
Dun Hao, a special Chinese punctuation which is also 
translated as comma, just like the “,”. To avoid the 
confusion between the two distinct punctuations in Chinese 
texts, we use "Dun Hao" instead of "comma" in this paper. 
Dun Hao is indeed a punctuation but functions as 
coordinating words like “and” and “or”. Therefore, the 
Sinica POS category for Dun Hao is “Caa” (coordinating 
conjunctions) and be transferred to CCONJ in the resulting 
UD corpus. 
 

3.1.2 POS and  Dependency Correspondence 
As shown in Table 1, some dependencies are also available 
according to their lexical categories. The direct mapping 
conducts mainly for modifier words and function words. 
Words which belong to  the lexical categories A (adjective), 
C (conjunction), D (adverbial), P(preposition), I 
(interjection), T (sentence -final particle), and some sorts 
of Nouns in the CKIP 93-05  yield direct dependencies 
according to their POS. For example, conjunction words 
(Caa) such as 和  “and” and 或  “or” always have the 
dependency cc to their governors/heads and copula 是 
(VH_11) is always marked  as  a cop. 

 
SINICA POS UPOS Dependency 
A ADJ amod 
Caa CCONJ cc 
Cab (等、等等、之類) X conj 
Cbaa, Cbab, Cbba, Cbbb, 
Cbca, Cbcb 

SCONJ mark 

Da, Dbb,Dbc, Dc, Dd 
Dfa,Dfb, Dg,Dh,Dj,Dk, 

ADV advmod 

Dbaa, Dbab AUX aux 
Di aux:aspect 
P02 (in short BEI 
construction) 

aux :pass 

Naa, Nab, Nac, Nad, Naea, 
Naeb,  
Ncb, Ncc, Ncda, Ncdb,  
Ndaaa, Ndaad, Ndaba, 
Ndabb, Ndabc, Ndabe, 
Ndabf, Ndca, Ndcb, Ndcc 
Nv1, Nv2, Nv3, Nv4 

NOUN  

DM det/nummod 
Nfa, Nfb, …, Nfi clf 
Nba, Nbc, Nca, Ndaab, 
Ndaac 

PROPN  

Nep, Nes  DET det 
Neqa, Neu NUM nummod 
Neqb NUM nummod:post 
Ng ADP case:post 
Nhaa,Nhab, Nhac,Nhb,Nhc PRON  
I INTJ discourse 
P01, P02, P03, ...P66 ADP case 
VA*,VB*, VC*, VD*, 
VE*, VF*, VG*, VH*, VI*, 
VJ*, VK*, VL*  
(* =1 or 2 digit numbers) 
V_12, V_2 

VERB  

V_11 AUX cop 
Ta, Tb, Tc, Td PART discourse:sp 
DE (的、地、之、得) PART case:de 

mark:adv 
mark:relcl 
mark:comp 

Table 1: The mapping table of UPOS and Dependencies 
 

Both interjection (I) and sentence-final particle (T) are 
discourse elements and the dependency relation is 
discourse. The difference between the two categories is that 
sentence-final particle (T) has an extra  feature sp to 
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distinguish it from interjection.  That is, (I) maps to 
discourse and (T) to discourse:sp. 

DM is the determiner measurement compound and its 
dependency varies according to different conditions. For 
the detailed discussion, please refer to section 4.2. 

3.2 Head Adjustment 
As mentioned in Section 2,  the head of each phrase is 
already marked in the Sinica structural trees. However, the 
principles for determining the heads of phrases in the UD 
project are somewhat different from the Sinica Treebank. 
Some adjustments have to be made before converting. The 
different aspects are described below. 

3.2.1 Content over Function 
In the UD, function words attach to the content words they 
further specify (Nivre et.al 2016). In the Sinica Treebank, 
this principle also fits for the NP or VP clauses but diverges 
in other grammatical structures. There are two kinds of 
head markers in Sinica. “Head” indicates a syntactic head 
and “head” reveals a semantic head. In an endocentric 
phrasal category like NP or VP, the syntactic head and the 
semantic head are identical. However, in PP, GP, XP or 
“VP-de” constructions, the syntactic Head doesn’t carry 
sufficient semantic information so the original Sinica 
annotations violate the UD principles. The conversion from 
Sinica to UD need to reversely choose the semantic heads 
as the governors of these structures. We use a PP phrase 為
整 頓 國 內 交 通  ‘for rectifying the domestic 
transportation’to illustrate the head ajustment.  

In (2a), the original Sinica corpus marked the preposition 
為 ‘for’ to be the head. However, the UD version should 
reversely choose the DUMMY VP and find the VP head 整
頓 ‘rectify’ as the head. 

(2a) 

          for               rectify               domestic      transportation 

 

(2b) 

                     for           rectify       domestic       transportation 

 

3.2.2 First Head is the Parent in Parallel-Head 
Constructions 

The UD in principle assumes conjuncts of the coordinate 
structure have equal status as syntactic heads. However, the 
dependency tree format does not allow this analysis to be 
encoded directly, so the first conjunct in the linear order is 
by convention always treated as the parent of all other 
conjuncts. On the other hand, two conjuncts in Sinica are 
conjoined by means of a conjunction to form a new 
DUMMY and continue to conjoin with the right-side 
conjunct until achieving the rightmost one. The rightmost 
conjunction word is the head of the whole coordinating 
structure. An example demostrate in (3a) and the 
conversion involving both content-oriented and leftmost-
dominated is shown in (3b). 

(3a) 自私、猜忌和怨恨  ‘selfishness, suspicion, and 
resentment’ 

     Selfishness                                suspicion               and                resentment 

 

(3b) 

          Selfishness                 suspicion   and         resentment      
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Apposition is another case of parallel-head constructions. 
In UD, the appos relation is also strictly left to right, 
meaning the first nominal is treated as the head. However, 
in Sinica, the apposition relation represents as head-final 
formalism and needs to reverse the head selection. The 
Sinica tree for the NP phrase 美國總統拜登  “U. S. 
President Biden” presents in (4a) and the UD version with 
reversed head is shown (4b). 

(4a)  

                          US                 president       Biden 

 

(4b) 

                 US       president       Biden 

 

3.2.3 Copula 
In the Sinica Treebank, the copula word 是  ‘SHI’ is 
classified as a verb and its POS tag is “V_11”. It functions 
as the head of a clause just like other verbal predicates and 
takes two arguments which are “theme” and “range”. An 
example is shown in (5). In the UD scheme, however, the 
head shifts to the range NP. 

(5a) 

we                  are            neighbors 

(5b) 

                            we        are     neighbors 

3.3 Dependency Conversion 
Since the dependent relations, which are semantic roles,  
have already existed in the Sinica treebank, our challenge 
is to convert semantic-based relations to syntactic-based 
UD dependencies. As stated in section 3.1.2 and shown in 
Table 1, for most function words and modifiers, assigning 
dependecies according to the lexical categories shows a 
better result than a direct relation-dependency mapping. 
For example, “quantifier”  sometimes transfers to det but 
sometimes to nummod. By mapping Nep, Nes, and DM to 
det and Neu and Neqa to nummod, the ambiguilty is solved. 

As for the core arguments, it depends on the root of a tree 
to assign the proper dependencies. For example, in (1) the 
root is  接過 “take over” and the arguments agent and goal 
should be converted to nsubj and obj respectively, as shown 
in (6). 

(6) 

         scholar  with   trembling  de   hand    took    money 

 

3.3.1 Conversion According to the Sentence 
Patterns of Each Category 

However, it is possible to convey a concept with different 
surface structures. Consider the sentences (7) and (8) below: 

(7) 老師罵學生們 ‘The teacher scolded  students’ 

(8) 學生們被老師罵 ‘Students are scolded by the teacher’ 

They both convey the same meaning and 老師 ‘teacher’is 
the agent and 學生們‘students’ is the goal of the scolding 
event. Clause (8) is the passive way of saying clause (7) 
and the object (goal) of the active clause becomes the 
subject (goal) of the passive clause. As a result, we also 
need rules to deal with such situation and a dependency 
nsubj:pass is introduced to mark the subjects  of passive 
clauses. Thanks to the earlier work that has been done and 
recorded in CKIP 93-05, the possible sentence patterns for 
each verb category have been analysized in detail and  we 
can make use of the analysis to produce the transferring 
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rules. We take VC2 for example to demostrate the 
conversion. 

There are five sentence patterns for VC2. The first is the 
active sentence pattern in which agent is in the subject 
position and goal is in the object position. The second is the 
BA (把) construction of Chinese in which the goal is led  
by a preposition and be put right after the subject. In other 
word, the BA construction turns the word order from SVO 
to SOV. The third is BEI (被) construction with the reverse 
order  of agent and goal. The last two can be seen as the 
special cases of  BA/BEI  constructions (把/被句) with an 
extra argument theme which is a part of arguemnt goal. The 
sentence patterns and corresponding UD dependencies are 
listed below: 

1. AGENT[{NP,PP}]〈 *〈GOAL[NP]  
  (case)  nsubj〈 root〈 obj 

2. AGENT [NP,PP]〈GOAL [PP]〈 *  
 (case) nsubj 〈 case   obl:patient 〈 root 

3. GOAL[NP]〈 AGENT [{PP,P}]〈 * 
 nsubj:pass〈case  obl:agent / aux〈root 

4. GOAL[NP]〈AGENT[{PP,P]〈 *〈 THEME 
[NP] 
nsubj:pass〈 case  obl:agent / aux〈root 
〈obj  

5. AGENT [NP,PP]〈 GOAL [PP]〈 *
〈 THEME [NP] 
 (case) nsubj〈 case obl:patient〈 *〈 obj 

3.3.2 Conversion of Phrases including Structural 
Particle DE 

The structural particle {的、地、得}DE are widely used 
and can be classified as four types:  

1. possessive DE : 她的作品 ‘her works’  
2. attributive DE :美妙 的 聲音 ‘beautiful sound’ 
3. adverbial DE 大聲地叫 ‘shout loudly’ 
4. complement DE :踩得水花四濺 ‘stamp one’s feet 

to make water splashes’ 

By analysing the sinica tree structures of DE phrases, we 
can gain the following converting rules.   

 possessor:{N,NP}‧的   
 nmod :poss < case:de 

 property:{N,NP, GP, PP, DM}‧DE 
 nmod < case :de 

 {property,predication}:{A, V, VP, S, VP, 
ADV}‧DE  
 acl < mark:relcl 

 manner:{A, ADV, DM, V,VP}‧DE}  
 advcl < mark:adv 

 complement:得‧{V, VP, S} 
 mark:comp <xcomp (if V orVP) 
 mark:comp <ccomp (if S) 

Examples of possessive DE 她的作品 ‘her works’ shows 
the orginal Sinica Tree in (9a) and the converted UD tree 
in (9b). Similarly, complement DE 踩得水花四濺 ‘stamp 
one’s feet to make water splashes’ also presented in (10a) 
and (10b) below. 

(9a) 

                          her                 de              work      

(9b) 

                            her           de        work 

(10a) 

stomp          de              water spray       splash  

(10b) 

            Stomp                          de    water spray    splash 
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3.4 Evaluation 
To evaluate accuracy of the automatic conversion, we 
manually annotated a selection of 183 trees from the Sinica 
Treebank. There are 62 sentences manually selected to 
cover a wide range of syntactic categories which yield 
different constructions. The remaing 121 trees which have 
consecutive id numbers in our corpus are also selected to 
check  the accuracy of the conversion. In total, the selection 
includes 966 tokens and the average tokens per tree is  5.28. 

The evaluation results are showed in Table 2. The 121 trees 
with a lower average tree length (4.66 tokens per tree) reach 
92.55% accuracy. However, the result of the 62 hand-
picked sentences drops down to 83.83% accuracy because 
of the longer tree length (6.48 tokens per tree) and more 
complex sentence structures. The overall accuracy is 0.89 
for all 966 tokens. Since the average tree length for the 
Sinica Treebank is 6.28 tokens per tree (shown in Table 3), 
which is lower than the hand-picked trees in the evaluation, 
we expect the accuracy of the whole converted corpus 
might be slightly higher than 83.83%. 

 121 sentences 62 hand-
picked 

all selected 
sentences 

Aver. tree 
length 

4.66 6.48 5.28 

All token 
numbers 

564 402 966 

Right-
converted 

522 337 859 

Accuracy 92.55% 83.83% 89.93% 

Table 2 : The evaluation results for 183 selected trees 

4. The UD Chinese Sinica Treebank 
After the conversion process mentioned above has done, 
the output of resulting corpus in the CoNLL-U format is 
illustrated in (11). 

 (11) The scholar took the money with trembling hands. 

 

While the UD POS tags we adopt is similar to other UD 
Chinese corpora, we have a smaller set of dependencies. 
The reason is that the textual material of the Sinica treebank 
is extracted from the tagged Sinica Corpus which has 
undergone post-editing and compound words and 
multiword expressions are in principle treated as a unit 
before trees are drawn, regardless the internal structure of 
these elements. Also, shorter sentence length results in 
simpler dependency relations. Currently, there are 23 UD 
main dependencies as well as 13 subtypes. The alphabetical 
list of Sinica UD dependency relations explains as follows. 

• acl (clausal modifier of noun) 
• advcl (adverbial clause modifier) 
• advmod (adverbial modifier) 

• amod (adjectival modifier)  
• appos (appositional modifier) 
• aux (auxiliary) 
• aux:aspect (aspect auxiliary) 
• aux:pass (passive auxiliary) 
• case (case marker) 
• case:de (case marker for possessive DE) 
• case:post (localizer) 
• cc (coordinating conjunction) 
• ccomp (clausal complement) 
• clf (classifier) 
• conj (conjuct) 
• cop (copula) 
• csubj (clausal subject) 
• csubj:pass (passive clausal subject) 
• det (determiner) 
• discourse (discourse element) 
• discourse:sp (sentence-final particle) 
• dislocated (dislocated/topicalized element) 
• iobj (indirect object) 
• mark (subordinating marker) 
• mark:relcl (mark relative clause) 
• mark:adv (mark adverbial) 
• mark:comp (mark complement caluse) 
• nmod (nominal modifier) 
• nmod:poss (possessive nominal modifier) 
• nmod:tmod (temporal modifier) 
• nummod (numeric modifier) 
• nummod:post (post quantifier) 
• obj (object) 
• obl (oblique) 
• obl:agent (agent modifier) 
• obl:patient (patient modifier) 
• root (root) 
• xcomp (open clausal complement) 

Because of the complexity of language phenomena, it is 
impossible to have rules covering all the circumstances of 
linguistic expression. About 2% of Sinica trees cannot be 
fully transferred to the UD style annotation. Post-editing is 
needed for these unsuccessful trees. The list of dependency 
relations still keeps on updating.  

Although this is still an ongoing work, we have found some 
aspects worth discussing. In comparison with two other UD 
Chinese research teams, namely Google and City 
University of Hong Kong, the following issues are 
described below. 

4.1 Tree Length 
Due to the phrase/sentence segmentation principle of the 
Sinica Treebank, some trees have one word only so just 
have the root without any branches (dependencies). We, 
therefore, remove the one-word trees and the remaining 
tree number is 53,548. The sentence length is 6.28 tokens 
on average, which is a lot shorter than other UD Chinese 
treebanks.   
Table 3 is the comparison of tree length (tokens per tree) 
among UD Chinese corpora. .Obviously, the sentence 
segmentation principle of the Sinica Treebank is the main 
reason to gain shorter sentences. However, for the sake of 
natural language understanding, shorter sentences are 
easier to process both for humans and for machines.  By 
looking into the existing UD corpora, the annotations for 
super long sentences are quite often questionable. 
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Moreover, the punctuation usage in Chinese is not so strict, 
resulting in the misuse between comma and period in texts. 
Some relations should be treated in the discourse level 
rather than in the syntactic level. 
 

Corpus Sentences Tokens 
Average 
Sentence 
Length 

GSD 4,997 123,291 24.67 
PUD 1,000 21,415 21.41 
CFL 451 7,256 11.09 
HK 1,004 9,874 9.83 
Sinica 53,548 336,281 6.28 

Table 3 : The comparison of tree length among UD Chinese 
corpora  
 

4.2 Classifier 
Classifiers are a special lexical category in Chinese. They 
are often obligatory in a noun phrase with a numeral 
modifier and optional with a demonstrative. The two UD 
Chinese research teams treat classifiers differently. We 
consider both approaches and make our own choice to fit 
the tree structures of the Sinica Treebank in which DM is 
the determiner measure compound/phrase. For the simple 
(a numeral/demostrative and a classifier) construction, the 
two elements are grouped together to form a DM. The 
whole DM depends on the Head of  an NP it belongs to. 
The relation is either det or nummod, decided by the 
determiner types. However, if there are more than one 
numerals as in (12) or zero numeral as in (13), the classifier 
itself has a clf relation to its head Noun.  
 
(12) 

         two            three    classifier   months 
 
(13) 

                        say       classifier    story 
 
Differences in marking the relation of classifiers and its 
surrounding elements between each reseach team are 
shown in Table 4. 
 
 
 

Team condition Determiner Classfier 
Google 1(+)determiner H: classfier 

R:nummod/det 
H: head of NP 
R: clf 

0 determiner n/a H: head of NP 
R: clf 

HK 1(+)determiner H: head of NP 
R:nummod/det 

H: determiner 
R: clf 

0 determiner n/a H: head of NP 
R : det 

Sinica DM H : head of NP 
R :nummod or det 

2(+)determiners H : head of NP 
R :nummod 

H : head of NP 
R :clf 

0 determiner n/a H : head of NP 
R :clf 

Table 4: The comparison of classifiers between 3 research 
teams 
 

5. Conclusion and Future Work 
We have presented the process of converting the Sinica 
Treebank to the UD annotation scheme. It is an attemp to 
create the Chinese language resource in a universally 
accepted format so that  the long-standing Sinica Treebank 
can be more usable for a variety of multiligual NLP tasks. 
The conversion was a challenging task and there is still 
quite a few works to be done.  
More complete converting rules have to be discovered and 
added to the current system. Features are not included in 
this version of converting corpus. We will consider the 
necessity of adding features and make this corpus more 
compatible to other UD corpora. Finally, to make this 
corpus more competitive to others, more complete 
sentences are required. Since sentences are composed of 
phrases, the methods of  finding adjacent phrases and the 
replacement of some dependency relations due to the 
composition  are worth investigating. 
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Abstract
Many annotation schemes for information structure have been developed in recent years (Calhoun et al., 2005; Paggio, 2006;
Götze et al., 2007; Bohnet et al., 2013; Riester et al., 2018), in line with increased attention on the interaction between
discourse and other linguistic dimensions (e.g. syntax, semantics, prosody). However, a crucial issue which existing schemes
either gloss over, or propose only crude guidelines for, is how to annotate information structure in complex sentences. This
unsatisfactory treatment is unsurprising given that theoretical work on information structure has traditionally neglected its
status in dependent clauses. In this paper, I evaluate the status of pre-existing annotation schemes in relation to this vexed issue,
and outline certain desiderata as a foundation for novel, more nuanced approaches, informed by state-of-the art theoretical
insights (Erteschik-Shir, 2007; Bianchi and Frascarelli, 2010; Lahousse, 2010; Ebert et al., 2014; Matić et al., 2014; Lahousse,
2022). These desiderata relate both to annotation formats and the annotation process. The practical implications of these
desiderata are illustrated via a test case using the Corpus of Historical Low German (Booth et al., 2020). The paper overall
showcases the benefits which result from a free exchange between linguistic annotation models and theoretical research.

Keywords: annotation, information structure, complex sentences, subordination, historical data, Middle Low German

1. Introduction
Recent years have seen a boom in language resources
which contain some form of information-structural (IS)
annotation, for which various schemes and guidelines
have been developed (Calhoun et al., 2005; Paggio,
2006; Götze et al., 2007; Bohnet et al., 2013; Riester
et al., 2018). However, the issue of dependent clauses
for IS annotation has been largely neglected; many
have acknowledged complex sentences as an annota-
tion challenge for IS (Bohnet et al., 2013; Cook and
Bildhauer, 2013; Stede and Mamprin, 2016), but few
efforts have been made to get to grips with the issue
in a concrete and nuanced way. Moreover, theoretical
work has highlighted the special status of dependent
clauses with respect to IS and related interface phe-
nomena, and thus suggests that we disregard this aspect
of IS annotation at our peril (Hooper and Thompson,
1973; Haiman, 1978; Bybee, 2002; Bianchi and Fras-
carelli, 2010; Lahousse, 2010; Ebert et al., 2014; Matić
et al., 2014; Lahousse, 2022).
Neglect of this issue can result in inaccurate and/or
conflicting annotations, or even unannotated data. Such
outcomes are unsatisfactory and hold back research
progress, both theoretical and computational. Without
a proper treatment of IS in dependent clauses, theoret-
ical research into the discourse properties of complex
sentences and how this interacts with e.g. morphosyn-
tactic and prosodic phenomena cannot rely on the types
of corpus-based, quantitative and reproducible investi-
gations which have proven so fruitful in other domains
of linguistics. Computational research is also disadvan-
taged in this context, as inaccurate, conflicting or ab-
sent IS annotations, even if confined to a subset of con-

texts, will inevitably impact NLP downstream tasks.

In this paper, I respond to this challenge by outlin-
ing desiderata for the annotation of IS in complex sen-
tences, which can serve as a foundation for novel and
nuanced approaches in future. These proposals are
underpinned by theoretical insights and are also in-
formed by previous IS annotation schemes which have
highlighted specific problems concerning complex sen-
tences. The desiderata relate to aspects of both the
annotation format and the annotation process, and are
tested in relation to the IS annotation of Middle Low
German texts (c. 1200–1650) in the Corpus of His-
torical Low German (Booth et al., 2020), which are
known to exhibit highly complex sentence structures
(Tophinke, 2012).

2. Theoretical Insights

The IS properties of complex sentences constitute a
highly relevant though understudied domain (Matić et
al., 2014). Moreover, even from the existing literature
on the matter, it is hard to establish a general consen-
sus on even essential questions. This lack of consensus
is particularly problematic in the context of linguistic
annotation, where schemes which are as theoretically
neutral as possible and compatible with different ap-
proaches are seen as the gold standard (Bird and Liber-
man, 2001; Ide and Romary, 2004). In this section, I
discuss to what extent some common ground can be
established from previous discussions of IS in complex
sentences, highlighting crosslinguistic generalisations
as well as matters which require nuanced treatment.
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2.1. Information-Structural Primitives
A range of theoretical approaches to IS have emerged
over recent decades and views differ as to the pre-
cise primitives involved and their diagnostic crite-
ria; for useful overviews see e.g. Vallduví (1992);
von Heusinger (1999); Büring (2007); de Swart
and de Hoop (2014). This paper mainly discusses
topic and focus. I follow approaches where topic-
hood is understood as comprising (i) A(BOUTNESS)-
TOPIC, (cf. “sentence topic”, Reinhart (1981; Krifka
(2007)) and (ii) F(RAME)-TOPIC (Krifka, 2007), as
defined in (1). Focus is understood as covering (i)
I(NFORMATIONAL)-FOCUS (Reinhart, 1981; Vallduví,
1992) and (ii) C(ONTRASTIVE)-FOCUS (Neeleman et
al., 2009), cf. (2).1

(1) Topic
• A(BOUTNESS)-TOPIC: entity/proposition

about which a main clause predicates
• F(RAME)-TOPIC: frame within which the

main clause predication is interpreted

(2) Focus
• I(NFORMATIONAL)-FOCUS: new info

which is most relevant to current discourse
• C(ONTRASTIVE)-FOCUS: element/prop-

osition which evokes alternatives

Additionally, I discuss COMMENT, i.e. what is said
about the topic, and BACKGROUND, which is material
which is neither topic nor focus.

2.2. The Domain(s) of Information Structure
A central issue on which views differ concerns what
the precise domain(s) of IS is/are, or more specifically,
to what extent dependent clauses can be considered to
have IS articulation(s) in their own right. The tradi-
tional view is that the domain of IS is the overall ut-
terance, i.e. that even a complex sentence has IS ar-
ticulation(s) only at the matrix level (Mathesius, 1975;
Vallduví, 1992; Vallduví and Zacharski, 1994; Steed-
man, 2000; Komagata, 2003). However, more recent
work assumes that IS can operate within a single utter-
ance at different levels, allowing for dependent clauses
to be considered as a potential IS domain. In particular,
the notion of recursive IS has been adopted by many
(Koktová, 1996; Partee, 1996; Hajicová et al., 1998;
Erteschik-Shir, 2007; Matić et al., 2014), with a dis-
tinction between (i) “external IS”, i.e. the IS status of
a dependent clause in the overall matrix clause and (ii)
“internal IS”, i.e. the IS status of individual constituents
within a dependent clause (Erteschik-Shir, 2007; Matić
et al., 2014). These two perspectives are illustrated in
(3) and (4) respectively (Matić et al., 2014, 9-10). In (3)
(external IS), the whole matrix sentence is considered
as the relevant IS domain, in which the clefted adver-
bial clause after I arrived home is assigned focus. In (4)

1In principle also topics can be contrastive, but I do not
discuss contrastive topics here.

(internal IS), the complement clause is viewed as an IS
domain its own right, within which this book receives a
topical interpretation.

(3) [It was only after I arrived home︸ ︷︷ ︸
FOCUS

that I saw them].

(4) I believe [that this book︸ ︷︷ ︸
TOPIC

Mary gave to Paul].

Combining these two perspectives yields recursion,
whereby a dependent clause can be a topic/focus with
respect to external IS, but can also contain an internal
topic/focus, e.g. (5) and (6) (Partee, 1996, 79, 82).

(5) [What convinced Susan that [our arrest]TOPIC was
caused by Harry]TOPIC was a rumour that someone
had witnessed Harry’s confession.

(6) What convinced Susan that our arrest was caused by
Harry was [a rumour that someone had [witnessed
Harry’s confession.]FOCUS ]FOCUS

In line with the majority of recent work, I assume that
dependent clauses can in principle have internal IS ar-
ticulation(s) under certain conditions, as I discuss next.

2.3. Assertion and Clause Class
It is widely recognised that the possibility of a clause
having internal IS is connected with assertion; clauses
which are asserted are more likely to have internal
IS than clauses which are presupposed (Bybee, 2002;
Lahousse and Borremans, 2014; Matić et al., 2014).
Dependent clauses are traditionally understood as be-
ing presupposed rather than asserted (Quirk et al.,
1985; Hooper and Thompson, 1973; Matsuda, 1998),
and thus less susceptible to internal IS permutations
(Lehmann, 1988; Bybee, 2002). However, general dis-
tinctions can be drawn between different classes of de-
pendent clause, and indeed even within some classes.
Complement clauses, for instance, are more likely to
have internal IS than adverbial and relative clauses,
since the former are often asserted and the latter typ-
ically presupposed (Matić et al., 2014).
At the same time, a long-standing body of research has
shown that the internal IS of complement clauses is
conditioned by the type of embedding predicate in the
matrix clause. Only complement clauses which rep-
resent the main assertive point, i.e. are embedded un-
der nonfactive predicates, can have an articulated in-
ternal IS (Matić et al., 2014), in line with observations
that phenomena connected with topicality are restricted
to such contexts (Hooper and Thompson, 1973; Boye
and Harder, 2007; Dehé and Wichmann, 2010; Matić
et al., 2014). For instance, English topic marking via
fronting is permitted in the complement of the non-
factive predicate explain in (7) (Hooper and Thompson,
1973, 474) but ruled out under a factive predicate like
regret, e.g. (8) (Maki et al., 1999, 3).

(7) The inspector explained [that each part he had exam-
ined very carefully].
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(8) *John regrets [that this book Mary read].

The type of embedding predicate also interacts with
the external IS of complement clauses; complements of
factive verbs are usually discourse-given and generally
unfocable, unless they are contrasted with a compet-
ing presupposition (Matić et al., 2014). Complements
of nonfactive verbs can however carry the main asser-
tion, and in such cases it has been claimed that the ma-
trix clause is informationally demoted to a parentheti-
cal clause (Dehé and Wichmann, 2010).
Likewise, adverbial clauses do not exhibit consis-
tent IS properties. An important distinction here
is between “central” (i.e. event-structuring) and “pe-
ripheral” (i.e. discourse-structuring) adverbial clauses
(Haegeman, 2007). Central adverbial clauses are more
syntactically and prosodically integrated into their host
clause than their peripheral counterparts, but they also
differ in terms of assertion; the central class is gen-
erally assumed to be presupposed, and the peripheral
class asserted (Lahousse and Borremans, 2014), which
has been used to argue for the peripheral type having
internal IS and to explain the occurrence of root-like
phenomena in such environments (De Cat, 2012).
Relative clauses also exhibit diverse IS properties, in
particular, between nonrestrictive, e.g. (9) and restric-
tive relative clauses, e.g. (10) (Fabb, 1990, 57).2

(9) The swans, which are white, are in that part of the
lake

(10) The swans which are white are in that part of the
lake.

With respect to external IS, nonrestrictive relative
clauses have been argued to be neither focus nor topic
but rather backgrounded (Umbach, 2006; Song, 2014),
since they provide extra information about a referent
already determined on independent grounds (Riester,
2009). Restrictive relatives provide a description which
uniquely identifies a referent, and show many simi-
larities with classic focus constructions such as clefts
(Schachter, 1973). With respect to internal IS, re-
strictive relatives are assumed to lack internal IS (De-
praetere, 1996; Matić et al., 2014), since they provide
a description which uniquely identifies a referent and
must thus contain material which is already part of
the “common ground” (Stalnaker, 2002). Nonrestric-
tive relatives contain new, asserted information and are
thus more likely constitute an independent IS domain
in their own right (Depraetere, 1996; Bybee, 2002).

2.4. Clause Ordering
The relative ordering of a main clause and its depen-
dent clause(s) often affects their IS relations with each
other and the wider discourse (Lehmann, 1988; Dies-
sel, 2001; Schilder and Tenbrink, 2002; Komagata,

2In (9), the implication is that all swans under discussion
are white; (10) instead implies that the white swans are dis-
tinguished from some other swans under discussion.

2003). In terms of external IS, it has been observed
for many languages that dependent clauses which oc-
cur before their host clause are often topical (March-
ese, 1977; Lehmann, 1984; Thompson, 1985; Chafe,
1984; Lehmann, 1988; Diessel, 2001). Conditional
clauses, for instance, which typically occur before the
host clause, have been observed to be often topics
(Schiffrin, 1992; Ebert et al., 2014), to the extent that
this has been claimed to be a universal (Haiman, 1978).
Further evidence for the correlation between initial de-
pendent clauses and topicality comes from various lan-
guages where initial adverbial clauses are marked by
the same morpheme as clause-internal topics (Thomp-
son and Longacre, 1985). An example is Lisu (Tibeto-
Burman), where initial adverbial clauses are marked by
nya, which can also mark a topic in the following main
clause, e.g. (11) (Thompson and Longacre, 1985, 232).

(11) [ame
yesterday

thæ
TIME

nwu
you

pats1-a
plain-to

dye-a”
go-DECL

Nu
FACT

bæ” -a”
say-DECL

nya]
TOPIC

nwu
you

nya
TOPIC

asa
Asa

ma
not

mu-a.
see-Q

‘When you went to the plain yesterday, didn’t you
see Asa?’

Clause ordering has also been shown to be relevant for
the internal IS of dependent clauses. Komagata (2003),
for instance, claims for English that dependent clauses
with their own internal IS only appear after the main
clause; dependent clauses which precede a main clause
are expected to lack internal IS, in line with the fact that
they do not involve assertion but instead relay informa-
tion already part of the common ground (Lelandais and
Ferré, 2017).

3. Previous IS Annotation Schemes
With respect to the treatment of complex sentences,
reports on previous IS annotation schemes typically
sidestep the issue or propose only a few crude guide-
lines. For instance, in Buráňová et al. (2000), Bau-
mann et al. (2004) and Calhoun et al. (2005) there
are no specific comments regarding the annotation of
complex sentences. Elsewhere, a certain amount of at-
tention is given to whether dependent clauses should
be treated as having their own internal IS. The guide-
lines by Paggio (2006), for example, allow dependent
clauses to be treated either as an independent IS do-
main with its own focus and potentially topic, or as
simply serving an IS role in the matrix sentence, either
as background or part of the focus domain. This is a
heuristic used to guide annotation which largely “relies
on the coder’s intuition” (Paggio, 2006, 1606).
Likewise, in the (otherwise detailed) scheme outlined
by Götze et al. (2007), relatively scant detail is
provided regarding complex sentences. In terms of
topic annotation, they suggest a strategy whereby one
first checks whether the whole matrix sentence has an
aboutness and/or frame topic. One then examines each
finite clause within the complex sentence – with the
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exception of restrictive relative clauses – to check for
whether it has its own aboutness/frame topic. Thus,
apart from sidelining restrictive relative clauses, which
can be assumed to lack internal IS (see Section 2), no
further distinction is made between different classes of
dependent clause.
In subsequent tests of Götze et al.’s guidelines for
topic annotation (Cook and Bildhauer, 2011; Cook and
Bildhauer, 2013), complex sentences were found to
be a problematic area for annotation consistency. A
particular challenge was whether to annotate depen-
dent clauses for internal IS, and whether different em-
bedding predicates/clause classes merit different ap-
proaches. On this point, Stede and Mamprin (2016) in-
clude some revisions to Götze et al.’s guidelines, limit-
ing topic annotation to adverbial clauses and excluding
complement clauses. This though is an oversimplistic
generalisation, which does not acknowledge that inter-
nal topics are possible in complement clauses embed-
ded under certain predicates, cf. (7) above.
Bohnet et al. (2013), who assume a tripartite IS articu-
lation (“Theme-Rheme-Specifier”), allow for recursive
IS; if a dependent clause constitutes its own proposi-
tion, it can be annotated in terms of both external and
internal IS.3 An example is shown in (12) (Bohnet et
al., 2013, 1251), where the relative clause belongs both
to the R(heme) of the matrix sentence but is itself seg-
mented into T(heme) and (R)heme.

(12) [Years ago]SP, [he]T [collaborated with the new
music gurus Peter Serkin and Fred Sherry in the
very countercultural chamber group Tashi, [which]T

[won audiences over to dreaded contemporary
scores like Messiaen’s Quartet for the End of
Time]R ]R.

Nonetheless, Bohnet et al. (2013) acknowledge that
in highly complex sentences, their parser for automatic
thematicity annotation suffers errors arising from the
incorrect detection of the propositions involved.
Riester et al. (2018) also address the question of
what constitutes an IS domain in their Question-Under-
Discussion (QUD) approach to IS annotation (von Stut-
terheim and Klein, 1989; van Kuppevelt, 1995) . With
respect to dependent clauses, they rely on at-issueness
as a diagnostic. Non-at-issue content, i.e. content
which does not answer the current QUD, expressed by
adverbial and nonrestrictive relative clauses, is treated
as lacking internal IS.
In sum, the main challenges highlighted within pre-
existing IS annotation schemes include (i) to what ex-
tent dependent clauses should be annotated for internal
IS, and (ii) whether generalisations can be assumed and
employed for the IS properties of different classes of
dependent clause.

3Theme and Rheme are roughly equivalent with (about-
ness) topic and comment,; the Specifier sets of the context of
the utterance (≈ frame topic).

4. Desiderata for IS Annotation in
Complex Sentences

In this section, I outline certain desiderata which can
inform future, more nuanced schemes for the annota-
tion of IS in complex sentences, in line with the the-
oretical insights discussed in Section 2 and the prac-
tical issues identified for previous schemes in Section
3. Some of these desiderata derive from the general
nature of IS itself, but many are motivated by the spe-
cific issues which complex sentences raise. Language-
specific concerns are expected, but here I concentrate
on the crosslinguistic generalisations which can be
drawn. I distinguish between desiderata which relate
to (i) annotation format and (ii) the annotation process.

4.1. Annotation Format
While IS annotation can in principle span a range of
different formats, one can nevertheless identify certain
key features which any chosen format should be able
to handle, in order to achieve a theoretically sound and
practically sensible IS annotation: (i) multiplicity, (ii)
recursion, (iii) discontinuity, (iv) supra-clausality, (v)
uncertainty and (vi) meta-annotation.

4.1.1. Multiplicity
Even at the matrix level alone, any IS annotation
scheme needs to be able to handle multiplicity, i.e. mul-
tiple, potentially cross-cutting IS articulations within a
single clause/sentence. Firstly, it is generally acknowl-
edged that topic and focus are not evaluated on the
same basis, and as such cannot be considered comple-
ments of one another (Vallduví, 1992; von Heusinger,
1999; de Swart and de Hoop, 2014). As such, topic-
comment and focus-background articulations cross-cut
each other in various ways. A classic example is pro-
vided by Dahl (1974), repeated here in (13) (as dis-
cussed by Vallduví (1992, 55)).

(13) Q: What does John drink?
A1: John︸︷︷︸

TOPIC

drinks beer︸ ︷︷ ︸
COMMENT

A2: John drinks︸ ︷︷ ︸
BACKGROUND

beer︸︷︷︸
FOCUS

Multiplicity can also surface in clauses which con-
tain multiple topics/foci, although this is a controver-
sial area (Erteschik-Shir, 2007). Some have argued
that a clause can contain more than one aboutness
topic (Nikolaeva, 2001; Erteschik-Shir, 2007; Krifka
and Musan, 2012; Dalrymple and Nikolaeva, 2011), in
particular when a relation between two entities is ex-
pressed and commented on, e.g. (14) (Krifka and Mu-
san, 2012, 29). Many languages have also been argued
to exhibit multiple foci (Krifka, 2007; Surányi, 2007;
Hedberg, 2013), e.g. (15) (Krifka, 2007, 258).

(14) As for JackTOPIC and JillTOPIC, they married last year.

(15) John only introduced BillFOCUS only to SueFOCUS.
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4.1.2. Recursion
The issue of recursion presented in particular by de-
pendent clauses is a different type of challenge, cf. (12)
above. This ultimately requires some level of hierar-
chisisation in a single annotation layer. Hierarchical
structure is no stranger to linguistic annotation, being
widely employed in e.g. syntactic annotation schemes
which encode constituency (Brants et al., 2002; Taylor
et al., 2003). However, the majority of the previous IS
annotation schemes encode IS via flat spans. Moreover,
since many IS annotation contexts involve adding IS
annotations to a syntactically annotated resource, fur-
ther hierarchical IS annotations must be carefully de-
signed so as not to result in conflicting hierarchies.

4.1.3. Discontinuity
Many languages exhibit discontinuous IS fields,
i.e. when a single IS status is assigned to multiple non-
adjacent segments, e.g. (16) (German), which shows a
discontinuous focus (Gussenhoven, 1999, 50), and (17)
(Serbian), which shows a discontinuous topic (Milićev
and Milićević, 2012, 207).4

(16) What happened to the child?
Karl
Karl

hat
has

dem
the

Kind
child

einen
a

Füller
fountain-pen

geschenkt
given

‘Karl gave the child a fountain pen’

(17) Marija
Mary

sutra,
tomorrow

profesorica
professor

latinskog,
of-Latin

odlazi
goes

u
to

penziju.
retirement
‘Mary, professor of Latin, retires tomorrow.’

Discontinuous phenomena are of course not limited to
IS; at the syntactic level, for instance, much work has
focused on the representation of discontinuous con-
stituents in linguistic annotation (Boyd, 2007; Maier
and Lichte, 2011), but the issue has generally not been
addressed in relation to IS annotation.

4.1.4. Supra-clausality
Another issue which arises in particular in relation to
the annotation of complex sentences is the need to en-
code IS fields which are supra-clausal, i.e. span across
clause boundaries. Examples of this were already pro-
vided in (5) and (12). This issue is particularly perti-
nent in contexts where IS annotation is combined with
some form of syntactic annotation. The format must
allow for IS annotations to cross-cut syntactic clause
boundaries. In other words, IS annotation cannot sim-
ply be parasitic on syntactic annotation; it must have
sufficient autonomy.

4.1.5. Uncertainty
Any IS annotation scheme should also be able to en-
code some level of uncertainty in contexts where a

4On the distinction between multiple foci and discontinu-
ous focus, see Gussenhoven (1999, 49–50).

clear-cut identification of IS domains and/or classifi-
cation of IS articulations cannot be made. The anno-
tation of uncertainty has attracted attention in recent
years (Barteld et al., 2014; Merten and Seemann, 2018;
Andresen et al., 2020; Beck et al., 2020), and is par-
ticularly critical for IS annotation across complex sen-
tences where our theoretical knowledge is still under-
developed. In particular, whereas much of the the-
oretical understanding of IS is formulated on the ba-
sis of isolated question-answer pairs, the identification
and classification of IS in long stretches of natural lin-
guistic data, where non-directly questionable depen-
dent clauses are commonplace, is less straightforward
(Lüdeling et al., 2016).
Uncertainty with respect to IS annotation can arise in
relation to two different aspects: (i) whether a par-
ticular segment constitutes an independent IS domain
with its own internal IS articulation(s) and (ii) how
and where the IS articulation(s) in a given IS domain
should be drawn. The former is particularly relevant
in the context of complex sentences where, as dis-
cussed in Section 2, views differ as to whether depen-
dent clauses can be IS domains in their own right. As
such, some mechanism for capturing (different types
of) uncertainty, ideally based on a relatively sophisti-
cated propagation model like that envisaged by Beck
et al. (2020), should be a crucial component of any IS
annotation scheme.

4.1.6. Meta-annotation
IS annotation schemes should also have the capabil-
ity of encoding some form of meta-annotation, i.e. in-
formation about a given IS annotation, which ex-
plains/justifies the choices made. Meta-annotation is
generally recognised as an important enhancement to
linguistic annotations (Leech, 2005; Smith et al., 2008)
and has been implemented in various resources and
schemes (Laprun et al., 2002; Romary et al., 2010).
It is particularly relevant in the context of IS, which
lacks consensus on key concepts and definitions, in par-
ticular in relation to complex sentences. As a result,
judgements involved are often less clear-cut and more
subjective than at other linguistic levels, even with a
carefully operationalised set of diagnostic criteria. The
use of meta-annotations here can promote the usability
of the resources for theoretical studies, making the de-
cision behind the annotation transparent and allowing
the user to reclassify the data if desired. In cases where
the annotator is uncertain, as discussed above, meta-
annotation can also be an important enhancement, set-
ting out the locus of the uncertainty and allowing it to
be potentially resolved at a later date.

4.1.7. Summary
Four of the six requirements discussed here (multiplic-
ity, supra-clausality, uncertainty and meta-annotation)
can be easily satisfied by employing a stand-off, multi-
dimensional annotation format. Such a format in prin-
ciple allows for independent, linked annotation lay-
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ers for modelling (i) multiple cross-cutting IS articu-
lations (ii) IS annotations which are autonomous and
not structurally dependent on syntactic annotations,
(iii) conflicting annotations for a particular IS artic-
ulation across co-existing layers in cases of uncer-
tainty or differing theoretical assumptions, and (iv)
meta-annotations to aid transparency and usability. At
present, the best possibility is to use some stand-off
XML format. This is indeed already recommended by
e.g. CLARIN-D,5 and many others have advocated for
this format in recent years (Dipper, 2005; Lüdeling et
al., 2016) and employed it specifically for IS annotation
(Stede and Mamprin, 2016; Celano, 2019). Moreover,
purpose-built infrastructures, such as the interoperable
corpus-tools.org toolchain (Druskat et al., 2016) which
caters for the creation, annotation, query and analysis
of multidimensional corpora, mean that such projects
are relatively achievable. Yet the full potential on offer
for capturing the nuances of IS in complex sentences
has yet to be exploited.
At the same time, the issues discussed (in particular
multiplicity, discontinuity and recursion) also impose
demands on the format of individual annotation lay-
ers. For any layer which encodes a certain IS artic-
ulation, the structural representation of the annotation
needs to go beyond labelled spans over continuous seg-
ments of text and must be able to capture the distinction
between (i) multiple topics/foci in a single clause and
(ii) non-adjacent segments which are assigned a sin-
gle topic/focus value, potentially via some form of co-
indexation or linking mechanism. Additionally, in or-
der to allow for recursion in complex sentences, IS an-
notation layers need to allow for hierarchical relations.

4.2. Annotation Process
Manual IS annotation based on pragmatic context-
based judgements alone is a relatively subjective and
time-intensive process, especially in relation to com-
plex sentences where, as mentioned, our understand-
ing of IS is generally underdeveloped. Overall, var-
ious models for the automatic annotation of IS have
been trialed (Hempelmann et al., 2005; Nissim, 2006;
Cahill and Riester, 2012; Markert et al., 2012; Rah-
man and Ng, 2012; Ziai and Meurers, 2018), but auto-
matic annotation for IS is not as reliable as for other
tasks (Lüdeling et al., 2016). It generally exploits
pre-existing annotations for morphosyntactic and lex-
ical features which approximately correlate with IS
properties. Most developments in automatic IS an-
notation focus on the discourse status of referents
(e.g. old/new) (Hempelmann et al., 2005; Nissim,
2006; Cahill and Riester, 2012; Markert et al., 2012;
Rahman and Ng, 2012), and these approaches thus
exploit nominal features, e.g. weight (pronoun/noun),
position (sentence-initial/-final), grammatical function
(subject/object) and whether the referent has been pre-

5https://media.dwds.de/clarin/
userguide/text/annotation_aspects.xhtml

viously mentioned or not.
To my knowledge, the possibilities for automatic an-
notation of IS specifically in relation to complex sen-
tences remain as yet unexplored. Given the fact that
certain crosslinguistic syntax-IS correspondences can
be identified for dependent clauses (see Section 2), it
seems sensible to test to what extent these correspon-
dences can be useful in informing a (potentially au-
tomated) rule-based approach to the IS annotation of
complex sentences, especially since many contexts for
IS annotation involve adding additional annotations on
top of pre-existing syntactic annotations. In this sec-
tion, I outline the basis for such an approach, before
testing it in Section 5.
The IS annotation process can be broken down into two
key tasks: (i) the identification of IS domains and (ii)
the classification of IS articulations within those do-
mains. With respect to complex sentences, I argue that
adopting an approach whereby each dependent clause
is annotated in two separate stages, with respect to (i)
external IS and (ii) internal IS (see Section 2), is most
efficient. This is because the classification of a depen-
dent clause in terms of its external IS role, and the de-
cision as to whether it has internal IS, are largely inde-
pendent of each other and informed by different con-
siderations. In particular, it should be borne in mind
that identification of an external IS role for a given de-
pendent clause does not necessarily imply that it has
internal IS.

4.2.1. Stage I (External IS)
In terms of the external IS of dependent clauses, the
most robust crosslinguistic generalisations which can
be identified in the literature are those in (18), where
D stands for dependent clause, RRC for restrictive rel-
ative and NRRC for nonrestrictive relative clause.

(18) Crosslinguistic syntax-IS correspondences
• D occurs before host clause ≈ TOPIC
• D is conditional clause ≈ TOPIC
• D is clefted ≈ FOCUS
• D is nonfactive complement ≈ FOCUS
• D is factive complement ≈ BACKGROUND
• D is RRC ≈ FOCUS
• D is NRRC ≈ BACKGROUND

The correspondences in (18) are general correlations
rather than hard and fast constraints. On the basis
of these correspondences, I propose the rule-based al-
gorithm in Figure 1 for the assignment of external
IS to dependent clauses (D), which exploits syntac-
tic/semantic properties. The top split concerns clause
ordering, i.e. whether D is before the host clause or in
another position. If D is before the host clause, it is
straightforwardly annotated as topic; if D occurs in a
different position, a range of annotations are possible,
subject to clause class and syntactic/semantic proper-
ties (clefting/non-restrictiveness). With respect to the
(non)factivity of complement clauses, I refer to the
predicate classes in Hooper and Thompson (1973).
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case D is before host clause
external IS := TOPIC

case D is not before host clause
if D is conditional clause then

external IS := TOPIC
elif D is clefted then

external IS := FOCUS
elif D is complement clause then

if D is nonfactive then
external IS := FOCUS

else
external IS := BACKGROUND

elif D is relative clause then
if D is RRC then

external IS := FOCUS
else

external IS := BACKGROUND
else

external IS := BACKGROUND

Figure 1: Hand-crafted rule-based algorithm for as-
signing external IS to dependent clauses

4.2.2. Stage II (Internal IS)

Stage II represents a more complex set of tasks, in-
volving the decision as to whether a dependent clause
constitutes an IS domain with its own internal IS and,
if yes, then classifying any relevant IS articulation(s)
within that domain. As discussed in Section 3, the cor-
rect identification of IS domains in relation to complex
sentences has challenged previous approaches to IS an-
notation and so I focus on this aspect of the internal IS
annotation of dependent clauses.

On the basis of the crosslinguistic tendencies discussed
in Section 2, I propose the rule-based algorithm in Fig-
ure 2 as a heuristic to aid the decision as to whether a
given dependent clause constitutes an IS domain with
its own internal IS. Again, this exploits clause ordering
as the top split, and then clause classes and subclasses
at lower levels. This algorithm can also in principle
be combined with information as to whether the de-
pendent clause is asserted or presupposed, as assertive
status generally indicates internal IS, and presupposed
status lack of internal IS. Here, semantic tests for asser-
tion/presupposition are recommended, of which there
are a range in the literature, e.g. the denial and ques-
tion tests (Hooper and Thompson, 1973; Wiklund et al.,
2009) for identifying assertions and the negation test
(Kiparsky and Kiparsky, 1970; Hooper, 1975) and the
Hey, wait a minute test (von Fintel, 2004) for identify-
ing presuppositions. Such tests, however, typically rely
on time-intensive judgements and should be considered
as a potential supplement to the primarily syntactic-
based algorithm in Figure 2, which is designed to ex-
ploit pre-annotated morphosyntactic and lexical fea-
tures as far as possible.

case D is before host clause
status := no internal IS

case D is not before host clause
if D is adverbial clause then

if D is central adverbial clause then
status := no internal IS

else
status := internal IS

elif D is complement clause then
if D is factive then

status := no internal IS
else

status := internal IS
elif D is relative clause

if D is RRC then
status := no internal IS

else
status := internal IS

else
status := unknown

Figure 2: Hand-crafted rule-based algorithm for decid-
ing whether to assign internal IS to dependent clauses

5. Test Case: Middle Low German
The approaches outlined in Section 4.2 were tested in
the IS annotation of dependent clauses in a Middle Low
German text from the Corpus of Historical Low Ger-
man (CHLG) (Booth et al., 2020) specifically the text
Engelhus, which is a Low German version of Dietrich
Engelhus’ Chronica Nova. The text is an historical
chronicle from 1435 CE, and contains 709 clauses an-
notated as dependent clauses (IP-SUB) in the syntac-
tic Penn-style annotation, although some of this num-
ber will be embedded conjuncts within a larger coordi-
nation structure which can likely be assigned a single
external IS tag. Moreover, some of the clauses tagged
IP-SUB will be dependent clauses which themselves
are embedded in dependent clauses, which I do not
consider for external or internal IS annotation for the
purposes of this paper. Whether such multiply embed-
ded dependent clauses should be annotated for their ex-
ternal IS role in the local dependent clause, or exhibit
their own internal IS articulations, I leave open for fu-
ture consideration.

5.1. Annotation of External IS
All dependent clauses in Engelhus were manually an-
notated for external IS on the basis of contextual prag-
matic judgements alone (i.e. irrespective of syntactic
and lexical features), using the annotation tool Anno-
tald (Beck et al., 2015). The categories which were
annotated were as in (19), largely following the diag-
nostics provided in Götze et al. (2007) (cf. also (1) and
(2) in Section 2.1).
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(19) IS tags
• TOPIC, which includes:

– A(BOUTNESS)-TOPIC
– F(RAME)-TOPIC

• FOCUS, which includes:

– I(NFORMATIONAL)-FOCUS
– C(ONTRASTIVE)-FOCUS

• BACKGROUND

A fresh round of (manual) annotation was then per-
formed relying exclusively on the rule-based algorithm
in Figure 1 as annotation guidelines, without considera-
tion of the pragmatic context. The result was then com-
pared against the first round of annotations in order to
assess the algorithm’s accuracy. The overall accuracy
of the algorithm, i.e. the number of correctly classified
instances of all assignments is 81.6%. The precision
and recall for each tag is provided in Table 1.

P R F
TOPIC .849 .753 .798
FOCUS .860 .636 .731
BACKGROUND .704 .884 .783

Table 1: Per tag performance of hand-crafted rule-
based algorithm for annotation of external IS

A particularly high number of assignments of the
BACKGROUND tag were false positives, the majority
of which were in fact foci. The over-assignment of
the BACKGROUND tag is not surprising, given that this
was used as a catch-all for remaining instances of non-
initial dependent clauses, cf. Figure 1. As such, future
refinements of the algorithm could include finding ex-
tra classes/contexts which are likely to coincide with
focus for non-initial dependent clauses.
The algorithm in Figure 1 does not distinguish between
different types of topic/focus, cf. (19), as it is designed
to be crosslinguistically applicable and was thus in-
formed by only the most robust crosslinguistic general-
isations. However, with respect to at least Middle Low
German, some further language-specific correlations
between syntax and specific types of topic/focus can
be observed from the first round of pragmatic, context-
based annotations, which may perhaps turn out to be
more general correlations. For instance, of the 70 de-
pendent clauses which occur before the host clause in
Engelhus, 67 of these are topics. However, only two of
these qualify as aboutness topics, both free relatives in
a left-dislocation/resumption structure, e.g. (20).

(20) [wor
where

auer
however

Noe
Noah

henkeyme]i

comes-to
dati

that
vindest
find

u
you

hir
here

na
after

ffalech
Falech

‘Wherever Noah comes to though, that you find
hereafter, Falech’

The other sentence-initial clauses which qualify
as topics (n=65) are frame-topics. These were
most commonly adverbial clauses, again in a left-
dislocation/resumption structure, e.g. (21), or condi-
tional clauses, e.g. (22).

(21) [Do
when

lamech
Lamech

was
was

clxxii
172

iar
years

olt]i

old
doi

then
ghewan
had

he
he

Noe
Noah

‘When Lamech was 172 years old, then he had
Noah’

(22) [wolde
wanted

eymant
someone

eyn
a

belde
picture

nomen
take

myner]
my.GEN

de
he

nome
take

ok
also

eyn
a

belde
picture

mir
my.GEN

pyne
pain.GEN

‘If someone wanted to one of my pictures, they
would take also a picture of my pain’

With respect to types of focus (informa-
tion/contrastive), some additional patterns were
observed. The (typically nonfactive) complement
clauses annotated as focus were all assigned specifi-
cally information focus in terms of their external IS,
e.g. (23), whereas restrictive relative clauses were
typically annotated as contrastive focus, since their
function to uniquely identify a referent implies the
presence of alternatives, e.g. (24).

(23) Me
one

schrift
writes

von
of

eme
him

[dat
that

he
he

lachede
laughed

do. . . ]
when

‘One write of him he laughed when. . . ’

(24) it
it

wore
be.SBJV

de
DEM

[de
REL

ore
her

gode
god

vorstoren
destroy

scholde]
should

‘unless it were she who was to destroy her god (and
not someone else)’

As such, it seems that, for MLG at least, one should ac-
knowledge extra syntax-IS correlations for dependent
clauses, which pertain to specific types of topic/focus.
Further crosslinguistic research would however need to
be conducted before these could be included in the al-
gorithm in Figure 1, which is intended to be crosslin-
guistically applicable.

5.2. Annotation of Internal IS
In a separate task, each dependent clause in Engel-
hus was manually annotated on the basis of pragmatic
judgements alone for the presence/absence of internal
IS, on the basis of whether internal IS articulations
could be identified given the context, again largely
following the guidelines in Götze et al. (2007) for
the identification of aboutness/frame topics, informa-
tion/contrastive foci, cf. (19). Dependent clauses were
also explicitly annotated if they lacked internal IS.
A fresh round of (manual) annotation was then per-
formed using the rule-based algorithm in Figure 2 as
guidelines to classify each dependent clause as either
having or lacking internal IS, without paying attention
to the pragmatic context. The results of the algorithm
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were then compared with the first round of annotations
to assess the algorithm’s accuracy at identifying inter-
nal IS contexts, which is known to be a challenging area
in the IS annotation of complex sentences (see Section
3).
Overall the accuracy of the algorithm, i.e. the number
of correctly classified instances of all assignments is
88.3%, indicating that the exploitation of pre-annotated
morphosyntactic and lexical features can play a useful
role in informing the annotation of complex sentences
for internal IS. In particular, the algorithm assigned a
relatively large number of false positives for the class
NO INTERNAL IS in places where it is in fact present in
the form of clause-internal contrastive focus, suggest-
ing that contrast as an IS notion merits special attention
with respect to annotation.

6. Conclusion
This paper responded to the challenge of annotating
information structure in complex sentences by outlin-
ing certain desiderata with respect to both annotation
format and the annotation process, informed by state-
of-the-art theoretical knowledge, as well as practical
issues identified for previous IS annotation schemes.
In particular, the specific demands imposed by the IS
properties of complex sentences were shown to add
further weight to the importance of multidimensional,
standoff annotation formats. With respect to the anno-
tation process, a two-stage process was advocated for
the IS annotation of dependent clauses (external IS, in-
ternal IS); for both stages, it was shown that rule-based
algorithms which exploit pre-annotated non-IS features
have the potential to play a useful role in the IS anno-
tation of complex sentences in future.
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Abstract
NLP models are dependent on the data they are trained on, including how this data is annotated. NLP research increasingly
examines the social biases of models, but often in the light of their training data and specific social biases that can be identified
in the text itself. In this paper, we present an annotation experiment that is the first to examine the extent to which social bias
is sensitive to how data is annotated. We do so by collecting annotations of arguments in the same documents following four
different guidelines and from four different demographic annotator backgrounds. We show that annotations exhibit widely
different levels of group disparity depending on which guidelines annotators follow. The differences are not explained by task
complexity, but rather by characteristics of these demographic groups, as previously identified by sociological studies. We
release a dataset that is small in the number of instances but large in the number of annotations with demographic information,
and our results encourage an increased awareness of annotator bias.

Keywords: Annotation, bias, argument mining

1. Introduction
Argument mining is one of the most important and pop-
ular tasks at the intersection of natural language pro-
cessing and the social sciences. Still, it suffers from
“a lack of a standardized methodology for annotation”
(Lawrence and Reed, 2019). Approaches to argument
mining are diverse, i.e. there are various definitions of
what constitutes an argument, how to assess its qual-
ity (Vecchi et al., 2021), how to model arguments, the
granularity of both the input and the target, and hence
how arguments are annotated for training (Lippi and
Torroni, 2016)1. Simultaneously, what constitutes an
argument may be sensitive to social biases among an-
notators. Such social biases have already been docu-
mented for related tasks such as fake news identifica-
tion (Rampersad and Althiyabi, 2020; van der Linden
et al., 2020) and stance detection (Joseph et al., 2017).
One way in which annotation guidelines differ is how
much evidence they require for something to be an ar-
gument, from guidelines that essentially equate claims
with arguments (Morante et al., 2020) to guidelines in
which evidence is a necessary component of an argu-
ment (Shnarch et al., 2020). In addition to fairness,
annotation guidelines must be applicable across topics
or domains (Stab et al., 2018).
This paper compares how annotators from different de-
mographic backgrounds interpret annotation guidelines
of varying complexity and to what extent they subse-
quently agree on how to annotate for arguments. To this
end, we crowd-source an argument annotation task in

1Lippi and Torroni (2016) identify three steps in a full ar-
gumentation mining pipeline: argumentative sentence detec-
tion, argument component boundary detection, and argument
structure prediction. In this work, we focus on annotation
schemes used for argumentative sentence detection.

Cloning Minimum 
wage

G1 G2 G3 G4

FL ML FC MC

Domains

Guidelines

Demographics

Figure 1: We re-annotate data in two domains across
four annotation guidelines and four demographics (par-
ticipant groups), as defined by binary gender (F/M)
and political alignment (L/C) – to study the interac-
tion of these three variables. We show that some guide-
lines promote cross-group differences and that this ef-
fect does not depend on task complexity.

conjunction with demographic attributes, as visualized
in Figure 1, creating a dataset of sentences with multi-
ple annotations balanced across four argument annota-
tion guidelines, gender, and political alignment. We
show that the agreement cross-group is much lower
than the agreement reported in previous work, sug-
gesting social group differences in how guidelines are
interpreted. We further demonstrate clear differences
in how much group annotations vary when annotating
with different guidelines, and we demonstrate the anno-
tator bias effect on model performance, observing sig-
nificant differences in performance across some groups
and guidelines. We stress that bias – not disagreement
– is what has to be mitigated. We need to recruit a
diverse set of annotators if we are interested in a defini-
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tion of arguments that promote cross-group differences.
All our annotations with demographic information will
be publicly available along with IDs for correspond-
ing sentences, but the sentences must be retrieved from
Stab et al. (2018).2

2. Task Definitions in Argument Mining
2.1. What is an Argument?
An argument consists of propositions, which are state-
ments that are either true or false. Such statements are
also commonly known as claims. An argument needs
to have at least two claims, one being the conclusion,
also sometimes referred to as the major claim, and at
least one reason backing up the conclusion, often called
the premise. Arguments are used to justify or explain
claims, and argumentation is usually connected to the
task of convincing or persuading others, but that need
not be the purpose of any argument (Sinnott-Armstrong
and Fogelin, 2014). According to Palau and Moens
(2009), there are several definitions of an argument,
but the (minimal) definition given above – namely that
an argument is formed by premises and a conclusion
made up of propositions – is common to all. The defi-
nition given here deals with explicit arguments. How-
ever, implicit arguments can be inferred from less than
two propositions (i.e. only one proposition from where
both the conclusion and premise can be inferred) and
from sentences that are not propositions (e.g. questions
and imperatives). Such implicit arguments are natu-
rally more complex (and ambiguous) and, therefore,
rarely touched in argument mining (Jo et al., 2020).

2.2. Task Definitions
NLP papers are not always explicit about what they
mean by claim. Sometimes claim means conclusion,
while at other times it seems to indicate either the
premise or both the conclusion and premises (as both
parts are formally claims/propositions). The lack of ex-
plicitness can make it difficult to compare data and sys-
tems. This section describes the definitions used in four
argument mining papers and their respective guidelines
that we will explore further in this study. The four pa-
pers have been chosen based on the availability of an-
notation guidelines, the extent to which they have been
cited, and, most importantly, on the goals of the anno-
tations being very similar, although formulated in dif-
ferent ways. In the following, we will underline how
their definitions fit with the definition given above and
each other.
Morante et al. (2020) use the term claim to refer to
the conclusion and the term premise for the rest of the
argument. They use the term “claim-like” to describe
sentences that are either claims or premises which re-
semble claims and focus the annotation task on find-
ing such claim-like sentences. They furthermore define

2Annotations, annotation guidelines and code
is available on www.github.com/terne/
Annotator-Bias-in-Argmin

claims as opinionated statements wrt some topic, but
do not require annotators to distinguish between sup-
porting or opposing claims.

Levy et al. (2018) define the term claim as “the as-
sertion the argument aims to prove”. Hence, they sim-
ilarly use this term to describe the conclusion. They
do not mention the argument’s premises, but they use
a simple annotation guideline that focuses on finding
statements that clearly support or contest a given topic.
In their guideline, they put forward a rule of thumb for
correctly identifying such statements: “If it is natural
to say ‘I (don’t) think that <topic>, because <marked
statement>’, then you should probably select ‘Accept’.
Otherwise, you should probably select ‘Reject”’. For
this rule of thumb, the example topic is “We should ban
the sale of violent video games to minors”. The exam-
ple seems to contradict the earlier definition of a claim
because the topic itself is a proposition (claim) that
functions as a conclusion. In contrast, the statement
functions as the premise of the argument. However,
they work with claims under the definition of “context-
dependent claims”, which explains the seeming con-
tradiction. They define context-dependent claims as
“a general, concise statement that directly supports or
contests the given Topic” and require annotators to dis-
tinguish whether the claim is pro or contra a topic.

Stab et al. (2018) likewise use a context-dependent
approach. Still, while Levy et al. (2018) use topics
that resemble the conclusions of arguments, Stab et
al. (2018) use more general topics such as “minimum
wage”, that does not reflect a conclusion in itself. Un-
like both Morante et al. (2020) and Levy et al. (2018)
who use the word claim as the subject of interest, Stab
et al. (2018) do explicitly use the word argument. They
also use an additional explicit requirement in their defi-
nition of an argument: it must provide evidence or rea-
soning that can be used to support or contest the topic
(which essentially says that there should be a claim or
premise backing up another claim or conclusion). Like
Levy et al. (2018), they require annotators to distin-
guish between supporting and opposing arguments.

Shnarch et al. (2018) use the term claim as meaning
the conclusion and define the premise as a type of evi-
dence. They work specifically with what they call evi-
dence sentences and try to detect sentences that contain
evidence that can be used to clearly support or contest
a given topic. The topics are the same conclusion-like
topics as Levy et al. (2018). Although detecting evi-
dence might sound like a different task, it very much
resembles the approach of Stab et al. (2018) who say
that a sentence should not be accepted if it only con-
tains a claim – some evidence must back up the claim.
Since Stab et al. (2018) also accepts reasoning as suf-
ficient backing of a claim, Shnarch et al. (2018) are a
bit more strict concerning this requirement.
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Authors Task focus Guidelines IAA

G1 Morante et
al. (2020)

context-independent
claim-like sentence detection

https://git.io/J1OKR F-score = 42.4 (between token-level annota-
tions)

G2 Levy et al.
(2018)

context-dependent
claim detection

See Figure 8, Ap-
pendix A

Cohen’s κ = 0.58

G3 Stab et al.
(2018)

context-dependent
claim+premise detection

See Table 6, Ap-
pendix A

Cohen’s κ = 0.721 for two expert annotators
over 200 sents. For two non-experts κ ≈ 0.4

G4 Shnarch et
al. (2018)

context-dependent
claim+premise detection

See Figure 9, Ap-
pendix A

Fleiss’ κ = 0.45

Table 1: Overview of annotation guidelines used in our experiments. Descriptions of the unmodified guidelines
and inter-annotator agreement (IAA) are those reported in the respective papers. We describe G2-4 as context-
dependent because the topic in connection to the sentence is an integral part of the argument and evaluating stance.
We call G1 context-independent because, even though the topic is provided, it does not ask annotators to take the
topic nor stance towards it into account for recognizing a claim.

2.3. Complexity
In Table 1, we give an overview of the four studies just
described and directions to their guidelines. We enu-
merate them and refer to their guidelines as G(uideline
)1-4. The order reflects the level of requirements that
must be fulfilled before a sentence can be marked as
a claim/argument – which we may also refer to as
complexity – with G4 requiring most. While G3 and
G4 require backing (premises) for claims, G2 and G1
only require claims to be present and opinionated. Be-
fore using these annotation guidelines for re-annotating
data, we make some important modifications which we
explain in section 4.1. Most importantly, the exact
role of the context-dependency is modified such that
all guidelines may work with non-conclusive topics. In
Table 1, we show the agreement between annotators in
the original studies, further indicating the complexity
of the respective tasks.

3. Bias
In this paper, we study bias in the annotations of argu-
ments in online debates. The ability to mine arguments
for and against positions in online debates is critical in
monitoring public sentiment and combating misinfor-
mation. Often such debates are controversial, associ-
ated with high engagement, and susceptible to bias. We
define bias as an inclination or prejudice for or against
something, e.g. groups, individuals, concepts and be-
haviors. The term social bias can be used in two senses:
an individual’s bias which is explained by the (social)
group the individual belongs to, and bias against (so-
cial) groups. The latter is typically the focus of bias
studies in NLP (as in e.g. Sap et al. (2019; Rudinger
et al. (2018); see also Garrido-Muñoz et al. (2021) for
more bias definitions).
Men and women are known to exhibit different be-
havior in online communities (Sun et al., 2020), with
men being more active than women (Tsai et al., 2015).
There is some evidence of gender differences in both
the formulation of and reasoning about arguments

(Preiss et al., 2013), and overwhelming evidence of
gender differences in perception and attention in gen-
eral (Halpern, 2012). Similar differences in online de-
bate behavior have been found for conservatives and
liberals (Feinberg and Willer, 2015; Chen et al., 2021),
as well as differences in how arguments are perceived
(Lakoff, 2006; Gampa et al., 2019). Based on this, we
hypothesize that the subjective nature of the task, as
well as these observations, lead to demographic dif-
ferences in how arguments are annotated. Being un-
aware of such differences may lead to biased models.
Of course, the extent to which argument annotation is
subjective and susceptible to bias depends on how argu-
ments are defined in the task definitions or annotation
guidelines. Different definitions may be more or less
sensitive to disparate interpretations. We expect that
political alignment is likely to produce biased annota-
tions in the annotation of arguments, partially because
of what is known as the affect heuristic (Slovic et al.,
2007). The affect heuristic can be described as a cog-
nitive shortcut whereby a decision is made based on an
emotional response, such as evaluating the quality of
an argument based on your attitude towards it and will
be predominant when the task involves a high degree
of uncertainty (ambiguity).
Disparate interpretations may also result from framing
effects (Tversky and Kahneman, 1981). Something that
could potentially affect annotators in different ways
is the degree to which a task is defined by what you
should do versus what you should not do.3 Investigat-
ing such framing effects in detail is outside the scope of
this paper and would require meticulous experiments
with subtle changes in the languages. Some studies
show gender differences in framing effects (Huang and
Wang, 2010). Finally, Clarkson et al. (2015) found
that conservatives exhibit greater self-control relative

3Examples of the former can be found in G1, e.g., if the
text is [. . . ] you should select Reject, while G4 contains ex-
amples of the latter, e.g., a candidate that [. . . ] should not be
accepted.
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GUIDELINE 1 GUIDELINE 2 GUIDELINE 3 GUIDELINE 4 TOTAL
LIB CONS LIB CONS LIB CONS LIB CONS

♀ ♂ ♀ ♂ ♀ ♂ ♀ ♂ ♀ ♂ ♀ ♂ ♀ ♂ ♀ ♂
n 65 66 61 62 66 62 62 61 65 66 62 64 61 64 63 63 1013
AVG SENTS 9.2 9.1 9.8 9.7 9.1 9.7 9.7 9.8 9.2 9.1 9.7 9.4 9.8 9.4 9.5 9.5 –

Table 2: The first row shows the distribution of the 1013 unique annotators of this study, and the second row shows
the average number of sentences, out of 600, annotated by each individual in each annotator group.

to liberals due to their enhanced endorsement of free
will. This potentially makes conservatives more prone
to confirmation bias (Baron and Jost, 2019), more re-
luctant to follow complex guidelines, and more reluc-
tant to change (Salvi et al., 2016). This may partly ex-
plain our observation below that (male) conservatives
disagree the most with other groups.

Bias and fairness Our study of bias in annotations is
closely related to the concept of fairness because an-
notator biases could skew the representation of certain
phenomena in data, which would, in turn, result in un-
fair treatment for some users. E.g. while an image gen-
der classification system may struggle with classifying
dark-skinned females (Buolamwini and Gebru, 2018)
due to lack of representation in the data, a text classifier
could struggle with potential arguments that would be
treated systematically different by annotators with dif-
ferent backgrounds if people of both or all backgrounds
are not represented among the annotators. In argument
mining, this could lead to discrimination against cer-
tain ways of formulating an argument and against ar-
guments expressing certain political viewpoints. What
it actually means for a system to be fair is purely value-
based, and some notions of fairness can be completely
contradictory (Friedler et al., 2021). Hence, what at-
tributes are important when investigating annotator bias
depends on which aspects we value as important to be
fair towards, and our beliefs about how to successfully
be fair, and hence it is crucial that researchers and de-
velopers are explicit about the values their work em-
bodies. In this study, we operationalize fairness as de-
mographic parity wrt protected attributes that are sen-
sitive to bias in the context of argumentation.

4. Experiments
4.1. Modifications of guidelines
To be able to compare annotations resulting from dif-
ferent guidelines, some modifications of the guide-
lines were necessary: Firstly, G1 was changed from
token-level (marking spans of claims in documents) to
sentence-level annotation, and an extra task of identi-
fying claim source was omitted. Secondly, the topics
used in G2 and G4 are different from those in G3 (as
described in section 2.2). The data we are using in this
study is from Stab et al. (2018) (G3), where topics are
short and without stance, and therefore we changed the
wording of the topics in G2 and G4, such that they
could work with the topics ”cloning” and ”minimum

wage”. Furthermore, in G2, we changed the word-
ing of a rule-of-thumb and removed the underlining of
claims/statements in example sentences. Thirdly, the
guideline of Stab et al. (2018) is not public. Therefore
we constructed a guideline based on the description in
their paper and sent it to the authors who confirmed the
similarity.

4.2. Data collection
From the corpus created by Stab et al. (2018) for cross-
topic argument mining, we re-annotated 600 sentences.
The source is web documents and a wide range of text
types within eight controversial topics. Of the 600 sen-
tences we extracted from their corpus, half is from the
cloning topic half from the minimum wage topic, i.e.
two distant topics; one from the medical domain and
one from the political domain. Each sentence was an-
notated following G1–4 and, within each guideline, by
individuals with different demographic backgrounds.
Demographics We defined demographic back-
grounds by gender identifications (female or male)
and political alignments (liberal or conservative).
Binary genders were chosen due to the lower fre-
quency of non-binary individuals and the need for
having balanced sets of annotators in this study – but
when asked about their gender, respondents could
choose “other”. The political alignments chosen are
well suited for the dataset, which seems to consist
of instances mostly discussing topics from a US
perspective. Only annotators with a US nationality
were invited to participate in the study. It is standard to
study liberals and conservatives as opposing ideologies
in a US political scene, where the large majority of the
population identifies as either liberal or conservative,
though with a larger part conservative.4

Process Importantly, a meticulous process was used
to balance the number of annotators and the number
of sentences each annotator was given, to ensure reli-
able statistical tests of differences: Firstly, annotators
were recruited through Prolific56 with the relevant de-
mographic backgrounds and a US nationality as pre-
screening conditions, and they performed the annota-

4According to a recent Gallup poll https:
//tinyurl.com/45nadh6z

5https://www.prolific.co/
6mTurk does not enable balanced recruitment across par-

ticipant groups. We include an mTurk replication of our study
without balanced groups, which served as a pilot study, in
Appendix C for interested readers.
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Figure 2: Interaction plots showing the interaction between variables (guideline, political alignment, gender and
age) in terms of positive rate (the mean of binary labels). The plots furthermore illustrate the distribution of binary
labels within demographic groups and guidelines.

tion task in a Qualtrics7 survey. Annotators who passed
the pre-screening were directed to the Qualtrics sur-
vey designated to annotators with their background,
and here they were firstly met with a few questions on
their background to confirm the pre-screening condi-
tions and to get further information that could be con-
founding factors: age, ethnicity, and education. Survey
question formulations followed standards from Euro-
pean Social Survey and US Census. Secondly, when
an annotator had passed the pre-screening conditions
and the confirmation of these, one of the four guide-
lines was presented, at random, to the annotator, fol-
lowed by a set of 10 random sentences. The random-
ization in Qualtrics made sure each element (guideline
and sentences) was presented evenly. However, when
annotators left the survey without finishing, a count of
the presented items would still be added and, there-
fore, some manual checks and new recruiting had to
be done to make sure all sentences where annotated
with each guideline and by an annotator of each de-
mographic background.
End-result Table 2 shows that the number of anno-
tators, and the number of sentences each annotator re-
ceived, were balanced across groups and guidelines.
In our final dataset, the individuals representing dif-
ferent demographic backgrounds are composed of be-
tween 61-66 annotators within each guideline, giving
a total of 1013 annotators used in this study, as there
are 4(guidelines)×4(backgrounds) set of annotations.
With this process, each sentence was re-annotated a to-
tal of 16 times (and by 16 individuals).
To be able to compare the annotations across both
guidelines and demographics, we binarized all non-
binary annotations before later model training and
analysis, such that 1 equals a claim/accept/supporting
argument/opposing argument, and 0 equals no
claim/reject/no argument.

4.3. Models
We fine-tuned BERT-base on one topic and evaluated
on the other using each of the 16 sets of re-annotated
sentences. We used a batch size of 5, learning rate of

7https://www.qualtrics.com

5e-5 and fine-tuned each model over 5 epochs and 10
random seeds (of which we took the majority label).
The models were fine-tuned and tested with binarized
labels.
We then fine-tuned another BERT-base and a model
for multi-task learning on the entire corpus of Stab et
al. (2018), the source of the re-annotated sentences,
but those 600 sentences were removed from the train-
ing and validation set of the corpus before fine-tuning,
leaving approx. 17,000 sentences, herein approx.
3,500 sentences from the cloning and minimum wage
topics. We used Huggingface’s BertForSequenceClas-
sification for the single-task setup, and for multi-task
learning, we used Microsoft’s MT-DNN (Liu et al.,
2019; Liu et al., 2020) with a pre-trained BERT-base as
the main (shared) layer and eight classification heads,
i.e. for each topic. Using 5 epochs, a batch size of 8,
cross-entropy loss for MT-DNN, and otherwise default
hyperparameters, we trained and tested each model
over 10 random seeds and collected the majority pre-
dictions for analysis.

5. Analysis
5.1. Demographic (dis)parity
We analyze the interaction between the positive rate
of binarized annotations and four variables of interest:
the guideline and three demographic attributes of the
annotator: gender, political alignment, and age. Ex-
pectantly, positive rates differ between guidelines: the
guideline containing most requirements for detecting
a claim (G4) also exhibits the lowest positive rates.
This holds for all annotators, but there are notable
gaps between the positive rates of female/male and lib-
eral/conservative annotations with G2–4: males and
conservatives – and especially male conservatives –
annotate more sentences as claims or arguments than
other annotators. The following will explore the differ-
ences across demographic groups of the annotators. We
analyze the per guideline difference in positive rates
between all groups: female liberal (FL), male liberal
(ML), female conservative (FC) and male conservative
(MC), shown in Figure 3. The differences vary greatly
between groups, and most importantly, they vary in
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Figure 3: Absolute difference of positive rates of bina-
rized annotations, i.e., the difference between annotator
groups using the same guideline.

a meaningful way; we observe minor differences be-
tween groups that are, from a social science empirical
perspective, also more similar: female conservatives
are more similar to male liberals than to male conser-
vatives and female liberals; all groups are distant from
male conservatives; male conservatives are in particu-
lar distant from female liberals. Table 3 summarizes
where significant differences were found using a χ2-
test. G2–4 exhibit significant differences across politi-
cal spectrum and gender, and annotations with G3 and
G4 also show significant differences across ages. Only
G1 exhibits no significant proportional differences in
labels across these three attributes. The positive rate is
higher for middle-aged (31–40) annotators, and this is
a bit more pronounced for conservatives. See Figure 2.
Since the group of male conservative annotators are on
average older than the other groups, it is reasonable to
question whether age may be a mediator for the rela-
tionship between this group and its higher fraction of
positive annotations. We performed a mediation anal-
ysis8, and we found that there is no mediation effect of
age.

G1 G2 G3 G4

Political spectrum ns ≤0.01 ≤0.0001 ≤0.001
Gender ns ≤0.01 ≤0.01 ≤0.001
Age ns ns ≤0.01 ≤0.0001

Table 3: p-values from χ2-tests of differences of label
frequencies given different backgrounds across the four
guidelines. χ2-tests were made over contingency tables
of non-binarised labels.

5.2. Agreement
We measure the inter-annotator agreement with Co-
hen’s κ between each set of annotations from each

8Performed with statsmodels.stats.mediation-
.Mediation.
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Figure 4: Agreement by Cohen’s κ between the 600
(binarized) annotations from each group. The line in-
dicates guideline means.

guideline, and for all guidelines, we find the high-
est agreement within genders and political alignments
(Figure 4). The lowest agreements are found between
male conservatives and all other groups, even female
conservatives. This aligns with findings in social sci-
ence that female conservatives are more liberal than
male conservatives (Welch, 1985; Bonica et al., 2015).
We note that when measuring the agreement between
females–males and liberal–conservatives (both at ap-
prox. 0.2 highest κ-score), i.e. of higher-level groups,
there is a lot of information loss, including insight to
considerable disagreements between female and male
conservatives. We emphasize that more fine-grained
knowledge of background (including more attributes)
expose such hidden patterns. We also see, in Figure
4, that the agreement varies depending on guidelines.
G3, based on Stab et al. (2018), has low differences in
agreement. Counterintuitively, the guideline exhibiting
the lowest difference in label distributions (and posi-
tive rates), i.e. G1, also shows low agreement. We in-
clude examples of sentences that were easiest to agree
on (Table 7) and more difficult to agree on (Table 8-
11) in Appendix B. In general, it seems easier to agree
on sentences that clearly state a thought outcome (e.g.
of raising the minimum wage). Agreeing on the stance
of the argument is of course more difficult than agree-
ing on whether it is an argument at all. More diffi-
cult sentences to agree on seem to include factual state-
ments, and statements with unclear stance relations, but
also statements with a clear political narrative such as,
“And, of course, you can also expect to hear conserva-
tives shout back that the idea is a job killer.”
We compare our annotations to the original from Stab
et al. (2018) in Figure 5. For three out of four guide-
lines, annotations by liberals match the original an-
notations best. The min-max difference in agreement
is fairly equal across G2–3, with a difference of 0.2.
Even though Figure 4 show that G3 has the most sta-
ble cross-group agreement, when we compare them to
the original annotations, there is a clear hierarchy in the
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Figure 5: Agreement between the original annotations
from the Stab et al. (2018) dataset and each set of
our new annotations. Note that our κ-scores for G3
is higher than those reported for non-experts in Stab et
al. (2018), see Table 1. This indicates that our anno-
tation setup is generally of high quality and that low
levels of agreement across groups reflect group differ-
ences rather than poor annotation conditions. We also
compared our annotations to those gathered in a pilot
study on mTurk, likewise finding the highest agreement
with G3, with a κ-score of .34.

agreements, indicating that the original annotators were
likely liberal and also mostly female. The higher mean
Cohen’s kappa scores may also be explained by us-
ing female, liberal annotators, as they agree most with
other groups, as we saw in Figure 4.

5.3. Algorithmic bias
We have shown that annotator bias exists in the annota-
tion of arguments. We now investigate the consequence
of guideline differences and annotator bias on model
performance. As described in §4.3, we firstly trained
and tested models, cross-topic, on each combination
of the 16 sets of annotations. Figure 6 shows the re-
sults, but here we focus on the cross-group and cross-
guideline differences. We, therefore, perform student’s
t-tests between the sets of F1-scores (i.e. between each
map in fig. 6). Models trained on data annotated us-
ing different guidelines produce significantly different
cross-group performances. The bottom half of Table
4 shows that cross-group F1-scores differ significantly
when comparing all guidelines except G1 and G3. The
top half of Table 4 shows that cross-guideline F1-scores
are significantly different when comparing the scores
of models trained by annotations by male conservatives
to models trained on both annotations by female con-
servatives as well as by female liberals. This aligns
with the findings above, that male conservatives dis-
agree more with other groups.
We then fine-tuned BERT and MT-DNN on the entire
original dataset. From Figure 5, we infer that annota-
tions from male conservatives are most likely underrep-
resented in the dataset of Stab et al. (2018). In effect,
the large models systematically perform worse when

Mean diff. p-value

FC FL 0.02 ns
FC MC 0.16 ≤0.001
FC ML 0.08 ns
FL MC 0.14 ≤0.001
FL ML 0.06 ns
MC ML -0.08 ns

G1 G2 -0.11 ≤0.01
G1 G3 0.03 ns
G1 G4 -0.21 ≤0.001
G2 G3 0.14 ≤0.001
G2 G4 -0.09 ≤0.01
G3 G4 -0.24 ≤0.001

Table 4: We test the cross-topic performance of all
pairs of annotations and perform pairwise, two-tailed
student’s t-test of F1-scores, with Tukey’s post hoc
correction. The top half shows results from mod-
els evaluated on annotations from different guidelines
(than train data), but by annotators with the same
demographic attributes as train data and comparing
these cross-guideline results to those of other demo-
graphic groups. The bottom half shows results from
cross-group evaluations, evaluating models on annota-
tions from a different demographic group (than train
data) but using the same guideline as train data. All
cross-group and cross-guideline scores are visualized
in heatmaps in Figure 6.

evaluated on this group’s annotations. With BERT,
we see that the min-max difference between groups
is more pronounced when data is annotated using G1
and G3 (Figure 7b). G1 also stands out with MT-DNN.
(See scores of both models in Table 5.) However, χ2-
tests with proportions of correct and incorrect predic-
tions of MT-DNN tell us that group differences within
each guideline are only significant when including MC.
I.e. differences in performance between FL, ML and
FC are not significant given the same guideline. Differ-
ences between guidelines for each group are significant
at the 95% significance level for all except MC.

Based on the above analysis, it seems that differences
in annotator bias, depending on task definitions, cannot
be simply explained by differences in guideline com-
plexity. If this was the case, we would expect that
more complex tasks, given by G3 and G4, contain more
instances of ambiguity where intuition will play are
larger role in the annotations. Vice versa, we would
expect less intuition-lead annotations with G1 and G2.
This may hold true when comparing positive rates, but
when comparing agreement and model performance,
differences seem to derive from annotator characteris-
tics, with especially one demographic group standing
out.
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Figure 6: Cross-topic performance with binary F1. Top row: evaluating models on annotations from different
guidelines (than train data) but by annotators with the same demographic attributes as train data. Means from left
to right: 0.55, 0.61, 0.53, 0.69. Bottom row: evaluating models on annotations from annotators with different
demographic attributes (than train data) but from the same annotation guideline as train data. Means from left to
right: 0.68, 0.57, 0.71, 0.48.
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Figure 7: These models are trained on all 8 topics of the dataset of Stab et al. (2018) and tested on our 300
sentences from the topics cloning and minimum wage, which we have re-annotated and removed from the training
data. MT-DNN shows similar results, see Table 5.

6. Related Work
6.1. Evaluating argument annotation

schemes
Argument annotation schemes (and specifically argu-
ment schemes that define the annotation of relations
between argumentative discourse units) have been the-
oretically compared and evaluated extensively (Benta-
har et al., 2010; Lippi and Torroni, 2016; Lawrence
and Reed, 2019; Visser et al., 2021), and to a lesser
degree practically or directly, by annotating the same
data with different guidelines (Habernal et al., 2014).
Most related to ours, wrt practically comparing anno-
tations deriving from different annotation guidelines, is
the work of Lindahl et al. (2019) who investigate an-
notations of argument schemes, following the schemes
by Walton et al. (2008). Here, an argument – consist-
ing of a conclusion and a set of premises – is given an
additional label reflecting the type (scheme) of the ar-
gument, such as argument from analogy, practical rea-
soning, or argument from consequences. They find low
inter-annotator agreement in both the selected schemes

and the selected conclusion and premises and observe
that annotators may recognize and annotate argument
conclusions, premises and types very differently, even
when having expert (linguistic) knowledge9.

6.2. Annotator bias
Geva et al. (2019) show that conditioning on annotator
ID leads to better performance in question answering
and natural language inference (NLI). Al Kuwatly et al.
(2020) investigate annotator bias in hate speech classi-
fication, focusing on the role of gender, first language,
age and education on annotators’ ability to identify per-
sonal attacks and on model performance and find all
variables except gender to affect the annotation of hate
speech. A different approach is taken by Gururangan
et al. (2018) who investigate what they call annotation
artifacts in NLI datasets, and they find that simple clas-
sifiers perform well when only observing the hypothe-

9The challenges in identifying argument schemes and
ways of improving schemes and annotation guidelines have
also previously been identified by Musi et al. (2016).
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GUIDELINE 1 GUIDELINE 2 GUIDELINE 3 GUIDELINE 4
LIB CONS LIB CONS LIB CONS LIB CONS

♀ ♂ ♀ ♂ ♀ ♂ ♀ ♂ ♀ ♂ ♀ ♂ ♀ ♂ ♀ ♂
BERT .62 .63 .62 .59 .67 .66 .67 .65 .70 .71 .72 .69 .59 .58 .60 .58
MT-DNN .62 .63 .60 .58 .67 .66 .66 .64 .70 .71 .69 .68 .60 .59 .60 .57

Table 5: F1 scores of fined-tuned BERT and the multi-task learning model MT-DNN. MT-DNN is trained with
the 8 topics as separate tasks, and predictions are made with the classification heads for the two topics of interest.
BERT results are visualized in Figure 7.

sis without the premise, likely due to the framing of the
annotation task. Recently, Prabhakaran et al. (2021) in-
vestigated the impact of label aggregation (e.g. major-
ity vote) on demographic biases, showing that aggrega-
tion under-represents, or ignores, a substantial number
of annotators, and they encourage to release more infor-
mation about annotators and transparency of selection
biases. Davani et al. (2021) further tests the effective-
ness of using individuals’ annotations in a multi-task
learning scheme and find it outperforms majority vot-
ing.

6.3. Fairness
The paper contributes to the fairness literature by point-
ing out how group-level biases may have a severe influ-
ence on our gold standards. In our point-of-view, mod-
els should be insensitive to protected attributes such as
gender and political leaning. How fairness is defined
varies, with some seeing fairness as (approximately)
equal positive class rates (or equal odds) (Hardt et al.,
2016; Ghassami et al., 2018), and others are seeing
fairness as (approximately) equal risk (Donini et al.,
2018) or equal error (Zafar et al., 2017). Our study has
been focused on fairness defined by demographic par-
ity. See Williamson and Menon (2019) and Mehrabi et
al. (2021) for surveys of fairness definitions.

7. Conclusion
We have shown that annotator bias is sensitive to task
definitions. By re-annotating data from two domains of
online debate, using four guidelines and four groups of
annotators with distinctly different demographic back-
grounds known to affect argumentation (political lean-
ing and gender), we find significant differences in de-
mographic disparity, agreement and algorithmic bias
depending on both the guideline and the background
of the annotators. Differences in group disparity are
not explained by task complexity; instead they seem to
be driven by social characteristics from the differences
in demographic backgrounds.
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Appendix A: Annotation guidelines
We present the guidelines used for annotating the ref-
erenced corpora either as screenshots of the actual
guidelines, when these are provided by the authors or
as extracts from the articles, describing the annota-
tion rules and process. Our slightly modified guide-
lines are available on www.github.com/terne/
Annotator-Bias-in-Argmin.

(Stab et al., 2018) We define an argument as a span of text expressing evidence or reasoning that can be used
to either support or oppose a given topic. An argument need not be “direct´´ or self-
contained – it may presuppose some common or domain knowledge or the application of
commonsense reasoning – but it must be unambiguous in its orientation to the topic. (...)
unlike (other) models, which are typically used to represent (potentially deep or complex)
argument structures at the discourse level, ours is a flat model that considers arguments
in isolation from their surrounding context. A great advantage of this approach is that
it allows annotators to classify text spans without reading large amounts of context and
without considering relations to other topics or arguments. (...) Annotators classified the
sentences using a browser-based interface that presents a set of instructions, a topic, a
list of sentences, and a multiple-choice form for specifying whether each sentence is a
supporting argument, an opposing argument, or not an argument with respect to the topic.

Table 6: Extracts from Stab et al. (2018) describing the rules and process of annotation.

Figure 8: Annotation guidelines of Levy et al. (2018)
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Figure 9: Annotation guidelines of Shnarch et al. (2018). Besides the general instructions shown here, the guideline
also includes some examples.
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Appendix B: Annotation examples

topic sentence label1 label2 label3 label4

Cloning God Bless you man. NO CLAIM Reject Non-
argument

Reject

Minimum
wage

Regular increases allow workers’ wages
to keep pace with inflation.

CLAIM Accept/Con Supporting
argument1

Accept

Minimum
wage

Scarda says that the downside to a $15
minimum wage is that some minimum
wage earners will lose their jobs or have
their hours cut.

CLAIM Accept/Con2 Opposing ar-
gument

Accept

Minimum
wage

Proponents of minimum wages argue
that giving workers more disposable in-
come puts money back into the econ-
omy, which in turn creates jobs.

CLAIM Accept/Pro Supporting
argument

Accept

Minimum
wage

Despite the inevitable negative out-
comes that will surely result from a
$ 15 minimum wage – we’ve already
seen negative effects in Seattle’s restau-
rant industry – politicians and unions
seem intent on engaging in an activity
that could be described as an “economic
death wish.

CLAIM Accept/Con3 Opposing ar-
gument

Accept

Minimum
wage

Raising the wage will make it more ex-
pensive to hire younger and low-skill
workers.

CLAIM Accept/Pro Opposing
argument4

Accept

Table 7: Examples of sentences that were easy to annotate with all guidelines, based on all annotators agreeing on
whether the sentence contained a claim/argument or not. Numbering signifies instances with one disagreement wrt
stance: 1MC disagreed and chose Opposing argument; 2FL disagreed and chose Accept/Pro; 3MC disagreed and
chose Accept/Pro; 4FC disagreed and chose Supporting argument. Agreeing on the stance of the argument is more
difficult than agreeing on whether it is an argument at all.
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label
guideline group

1 FL CLAIM
ML CLAIM
FC CLAIM
MC CLAIM

2 FL Reject
ML Reject
FC Accept / Con
MC Accept / Pro

3 FL Non-argument
ML Non-argument
FC Non-argument
MC Supporting argument

4 FL Reject
ML Reject
FC Reject
MC Accept

Table 8: Lebowski-isms aside, among academics, the
minimum wage debate really has become a war over
arcane methodological differences.

label
guideline group

1 FL NO CLAIM
ML CLAIM
FC NO CLAIM
MC CLAIM

2 FL Reject
ML Reject
FC Accept / Pro
MC Accept / Pro

3 FL Supporting argument
ML Non-argument
FC Non-argument
MC Supporting argument

4 FL Reject
ML Accept
FC Reject
MC Accept

Table 9: In cloning, the nucleus of an ordinary cell,
such as skin or muscle, is placed in an egg from which
the nucleus has been removed.

label
guideline group

1 FL CLAIM
ML CLAIM
FC NO CLAIM
MC CLAIM

2 FL Accept / Pro
ML Reject
FC Accept / Pro
MC Accept / Pro

3 FL Non-argument
ML Non-argument
FC Supporting argument
MC Supporting argument

4 FL Reject
ML Reject
FC Reject
MC Reject

Table 10: The White House proposed to increase mini-
mum wages to $10.10.

label
guideline group

1 FL CLAIM
ML NO CLAIM
FC CLAIM
MC NO CLAIM

2 FL Accept / Con
ML Accept / Pro
FC Reject
MC Accept / Pro

3 FL Supporting argument
ML Supporting argument
FC Non-argument
MC Opposing argument

4 FL Reject
ML Reject
FC Reject
MC Reject

Table 11: And, of course, you can also expect to hear
conservatives shout back that the idea is a job killer.
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Appendix C: Mechanical Turk pilot study
In this appendix we describe the method and results of
a pilot study on Amazon Mechanical Turk (mTurk), for
the interested reader. In this pilot study, we learned that
mTurk does not, at the time of writing, facilitate com-
plex data collection and experiments with options to
balance across attributes (demographics and guideline),
randomize presented items and present them evenly
among participants. When collecting annotations in
a standard fashion, i.e. with none on the balancing
and randomization methods, the resulting distribution
of annotators is very unbalanced and there are large
differences in how many items (HITs) each annotator
choose to work on. This pilot motivated us to use the
platforms Prolific and Qualtrics10 for our data collec-
tion for the main study.

Data collection
We designed an MTurk survey in which annotators
could self-report demographic information and express
interest in a text annotation task. Based on this sur-
vey, we recruited annotators that were then presented
with different annotation guidelines (the same as in the
main study) and asked to annotate texts for arguments
according to these guidelines across the two different
domains, cloning and minimum wage.

Figure 10: On the x-axis are the four guidelines and on
the y-axis are the number of annotators who annotated
following a given guideline. All 600 sentences were
annotated once per guideline and demographic group.
Annotator demographics are not balanced per guide-
line, and the total number of annotators also varies
across guidelines.

Figure 10 shows the number of annotators involved
with annotating the 600 sentences within each guide-
line and demographic group. The varying number of
annotators across these dimensions reflect that in some
groups, more individuals were involved in annotating

10We note that Qualtrics is a fairly costly platform and we
therefore see the development of open-source JavaScripts for
controlled data collection as a direction for future research
which many could benefit from.

LIBERAL CONSERVATIVE µ

♀ ♂ ♀ ♂
G1 0.650 0.517 0.690 0.363 0.555
G2 0.805 0.382 0.700 0.342 0.557
G3 0.733 0.487 0.683 0.653 0.639
G4 0.668 0.432 0.383 0.480 0.496

µ 0.714 0.454 0.638 0.460 –

Table 12: Positive rate, i.e., the fraction of sentences
labeled as claims or arguments across guidelines (G1–
4) and demographics, averaged over both topics. The
highest value is boldfaced, lowest is underlined.

the 600 sentences; hence they annotated fewer sen-
tences each, while in other groups, only a few (as little
as one individual with Guideline 4 with the Female and
Liberal background) participated, and hence annotated
more sentences each. Annotations with Guideline 3 is
the most balanced wrt. the number of annotators with
backgrounds who participated. Annotators could anno-
tate using another guideline if at least one day passed
from their last annotation task using another guideline.
Furthermore, they were given instructions saying it was
essential that they only considered the new instructions
given in the new guideline and followed these closely.

Model training
We trained a model on one topic and tested it on the
other using each of the 16 sets of re-annotated sen-
tences. We used Microsoft’s MT-DNN (Liu et al.,
2019; Liu et al., 2020) with a pre-trained bert-base as
the main (shared) layer but trained the model with the
single classification task.11. Using 5 epochs, a batch
size of 5, cross-entropy loss, and otherwise default hy-
perparameters, we trained and tested each model over
10 random seeds and collected the majority predictions
for analysis. Table 13 show the positive rate of all pre-
dictions and Table 15 show F1 scores between the pre-
dictions and the matching guideline-group annotations.

Results
We briefly outline some of the main results from the
pilot. Due to attributes not being balanced, we caution
against too much interpretation of the results.

Female liberals and male conservatives disagree the
most The agreement between two different groups
can be calculated from our data as pairwise F1 scores
and can be seen in Table 14. The agreement is gener-
ally highest within genders and political leanings. The
macro-averaged agreement across the four guidelines
is 0.734 between female conservatives and female lib-
erals, but only 0.641 between male conservatives and
female liberals. The agreement is 0.677 between fe-
male conservatives and male liberals.

11Meaning the model is comparable to simply fine-tuning
bert-base.
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LIBERAL CONSERVATIVE µ

♀ ♂ ♀ ♂
CLONING→MINIMUM WAGES

G1 0.683 0.243 0.710 0.133 0.442
G2 0.950 0.217 0.753 0.073 0.498
G3 0.963 0.297 0.713 0.693 0.667
G4 0.670 0.000 0.133 0.217 0.255

µ 0.817 0.189 0.577 0.279 –
MINIMUM WAGES→CLONING

G1 0.760 0.503 0.680 0.143 0.522
G2 0.783 0.183 0.543 0.137 0.412
G3 0.977 0.277 0.637 0.603 0.623
G4 0.603 0.057 0.127 0.233 0.255

µ 0.781 0.255 0.497 0.279 –

Table 13: Positive rate of cross-topic predictions of
fine-tuned argument mining models. To understand
how to read the table, take this example: the first value,
0.683, is the mean of the predictions over the minimum
wage sentences by a model trained with the cloning
sentences that were annotated by liberal females using
Guideline 1. Highest value is boldfaced, lowest is un-
derlined.

Cross-group argument mining is hard From Ta-
ble 14, we immediately see that cross-group argument
mining is hard. This follows directly from the low
agreement rates. We also see clear performance drops
when evaluating our models across different groups.
Training a model on one domain with annotations from
liberal females following Guideline 1, for example,
lead to an F1 score of 0.86 on the other domain (on av-
erage, across both directions), when the test data is also
annotated by liberal females; for the other three groups,
F1 scores drop to 0.85, 0.76, and 0.66. Similar results
are observed across the other group combinations.

LIBERAL CONSERVATIVE

♀ ♂ ♀ ♂

G
1 L

IB
. ♀ 1.000 – –

♂ 0.703 1.000 – –

C
O

N
. ♀ 0.759 0.707 1.000 –

♂ 0.615 0.617 0.644 1.000

G
2 L

IB
. ♀ 1.000 – – –

♂ 0.612 1.000 – –

C
O

N
. ♀ 0.855 0.647 1.000 –

♂ 0.570 0.624 0.608 1.000

G
3 L

IB
. ♀ 1.000 – – –

♂ 0.601 1.000 – –

C
O

N
. ♀ 0.744 0.721 1.000 –

♂ 0.714 0.800 0.696 1.000

G
4 L

IB
. ♀ 1.000 – – –

♂ 0.639 1.000 – –

C
O

N
. ♀ 0.577 0.634 1.000 –

♂ 0.665 0.687 0.651 1.000

Table 14: Agreement between groups within guidelines
calculated with F1 for the positive class. These align
well with the reported inter-annotator agreement scores
in the literature; see Table 1. Average agreement for
Guideline 1-4 is .67, .65, .71 and .64, respectively.

LIBERAL CONSERVATIVE µ

♀ ♂ ♀ ♂
CLONING→MINIMUM WAGES

G1 0.833 0.498 0.850 0.426 0.651
G2 0.871 0.451 0.846 0.262 0.608
G3 0.833 0.579 0.818 0.785 0.754
G4 0.798 0.000 0.438 0.507 0.436

µ 0.832 0.382 0.738 0.495 –
MINIMUM WAGES→CLONING

G1 0.862 0.656 0.825 0.413 0.689
G2 0.859 0.432 0.772 0.397 0.615
G3 0.846 0.449 0.797 0.736 0.707
G4 0.704 0.169 0.419 0.495 0.507

µ 0.818 0.427 0.703 0.510 –

Table 15: Cross-topic F1 score of fine-tuned argument
mining models across different guidelines. F1-scores
are for the positive class between predictions and an-
notations of same guideline-group combination, e.g.
cross-topic predictions over the minimum wage sen-
tences from a model trained on cloning sentences anno-
tated by liberal females using guideline 1 are compared
to the annotations for the minimum wage sentences by
liberal females. Highest value is boldfaced, lowest is
underlined.
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Abstract
In this paper we explore the use of an NLP system to assist the work of Security Force Monitor (SFM). SFM creates data about
the organizational structure, command personnel and operations of police, army and other security forces, which assists human
rights researchers, journalists and litigators in their work to help identify and bring to account specific units and personnel
alleged to have committed abuses of human rights and international criminal law. This paper presents an NLP system that
extracts from English language news reports the names of security force units and the biographical details of their personnel,
and infers the formal relationship between them. Published alongside this paper are the system’s code and training dataset.
We find that the experimental NLP system performs the task at a fair to good level. Its performance is sufficient to justify
further development into a live workflow that will give insight into whether its performance translates into savings in time and
resource that would make it an effective technical intervention.

Keywords: Ethics and Legal Issues; Information Extraction, Information Retrieval; Knowledge Discovery, Representa-
tion; Named Entity Recognition; Tools, Systems, Applications

1. Introduction
Human rights organizations around the world gather
large amounts of information for the purposes of pro-
moting and protecting human rights. The promise of-
fered by automated information extraction and pro-
cessing technologies is of making these rivers of infor-
mation easier to comprehend and take action on. This
promise is much touted; it also feels like such capac-
ities might be more accessible to everyone in a world
where software can drive cars or defeat a 9 dan ranked
Go master. What, however, does this promise mean
in practice for the basic daily work of human rights re-
searchers, rather than their counterparts in commercial,
scientific and industrial domains? In this paper we try
to provide some insight into this question by reporting
the initial outcomes of a multi-disciplinary collabora-
tion to explore the value of Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) methods as components of information ex-
traction systems used to gather detailed data about state
security and defense forces implicated in human rights
abuses.
Security Force Monitor1 (SFM) (Wilson, 2017) is a hu-
man rights research project that compiles and analyzes
public information to create detailed data on the or-

1Security Force Monitor is part of the Columbia Law
School Human Rights Institute (https://securityfo
rcemonitor.org).

ganizational structure, command personnel and opera-
tions of police, army and other security forces. They
provide this data to other human rights researchers,
investigative journalists and litigators to help them
identify and bring to account specific units and com-
mand personnel alleged to have committed abuses of
human rights and international criminal law. SFM’s
research has been used in the investigation of drug-
related killings by police in the Philippines (Security
Force Monitor, 2019), allegations of war crimes com-
mitted by the army in Mexico (Longley, 2018), and
the use of lethal force by the Nigerian military against
protesters in Nigeria (Searcey and E., 2018).
SFM’s approach2 is to identify salient material
(“sources”) through targeted web searches, extract up
to 80 specific pieces of information about people, lo-
cations and organizations from these sources, and ar-
range them into a graph-like data structure. These data
are transformed into hierarchical organograms or other
visualizations of security force structures, showing ad-
ditional information about personnel (name, rank, role,
title), geographic footprint (facilities, bases, camps)
and areas of operation. For example, figures 1 and 2
show the command structure and areas of operation of
the Western Regional Military Command of the Myan-

2See “Research Handbook for Security Force Monitor”,
https://help.securityforcemonitor.org/
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Figure 1: Western Regional Military Command of the
Myanmar Army – Rakhine State (1995 to 2018) – a
chart by Security Force Monitor (CC-BY-4.0) (Secu-
rity Force Monitor, 2018)

Figure 2: Western Regional Military Command of the
Myanmar Army – Rakhine State (1995 to 2018) – a
map by Security Force Monitor (CC-BY-4.0) (Security
Force Monitor, 2018)

mar Army.
SFM performs this extraction work mostly “by hand”.
For example, in the course of its research SFM would
review the following extract from an article published
in Nigeria’s Vanguard newspaper in 2012 (Obateru,
2012):

General Officer Commanding 3 Armoured
Division of the Nigerian Army, Major Gen-
eral Jack Nwaogbo, has again re-assured
Nigerians that the Boko Haram insurgency
would soon be contained.

From this, SFM would extract the following pieces of

information and enter them into a database:

• Name of person: “Jack Nwaogbo”
• Rank of person: “Major General”
• Title of person: “General Officer Commanding”
• Organization/unit: “3 Armoured Division”
• Role of person in unit: “Commander”

SFM also applies a number of integrity measures to ev-
ery data point: they are specifically evidenced by one
or more sources, are time-bound (valid from, valid un-
til) and are rated for confidence in their accuracy (from
low to high). SFM also extracts and encodes geograph-
ical information about the emplacements and opera-
tions of specific units. The resulting datasets are made
public by SFM, and can be searched through a public
website3. At the time of writing, SFM has manually
analyzed over 8,000 documents (of which 130 have
been annotated for use in this experiment), assembling
data on 10,900 specific units, 2,700 command person-
nel and over 200 alleged human rights violations in 19
countries, going back a decade. Already faced with
managing a rich and complicated dataset, SFM faces
challenges of scale on numerous fronts: extending cov-
erage to include new force branches and new coun-
tries, updating existing data as relevant new material
appears online, and working in a number of different
languages.
Given the centrality of this type of text analysis to
SFM’s research process, NLP would seem to hold po-
tential in automating - partly, or fully - time-consuming
tasks like identifying and relating a specific person to
a specific unit, and extracting contextual biographical
data such as rank and official title. The value to SFM
is in picking out common named entities (like Persons
and Organizations), and in establishing and extracting
the relationships between them in a format that can be
quickly appraised for accuracy.
This paper explores this potential in the form of a pi-
lot study and is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes the research task and an annotated dataset of
130 news reports about the defense and security forces
of Nigeria, which is released with this paper. Section 3
presents initial results of a pilot/baseline system imple-
mented by the authors. We show the system’s results
with respect to both named entity recognition and rela-
tion extraction tasks. Finally, in Section 4 we look at
some of the limitations of the system and the experi-
mental results.

2. Data and task description
SFM identified 130 of the most information-rich text
documents from which it has extracted material to cre-
ate its data on the Nigerian Army and Nigerian Police
Force. This document corpus contains 4,711 lines. A
single, expert annotator annotated the text of these ar-
ticles to create a gold standard dataset for use in the

3https://WhoWasInCommand.com
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Figure 3: An example from our dataset

development of an NLP system. A single expert anno-
tator annotated the 130 documents in the corpus. In the
future we plan to develop this dataset by introducing
additional annotators and monitoring inter-rater agree-
ment to assure quality. The annotations describe the
relationships between persons and the units to which
they are posted, which is one of the main informa-
tion extraction tasks done by hand by SFM. SFM have
published the corpus of annotated texts online, along
with extensive documentation on the document selec-
tion, processing and annotation process .4

The SFM expert annotator created the annotations us-
ing the Berkeley Rapid Annotation Tool (BRAT) (bra,
2020a), which has a graphical interface that the anno-
tator can use to highlight and connect different infor-
mation contained in the text. The types of information
that can be annotated are described in a BRAT config-
uration file:

[entities]
Person
Organization
Rank
Title
Role
[relations]
is_posted Arg1:Person, Arg2:Organization
has_title Arg1:Person, Arg2:Title
has_role Arg1:Person, Arg2:Role
has_rank Arg1:Person, Arg2:Rank
<OVERLAP> Arg1:Role, Arg2:Rank, <OVL-TYPE>:<ANY>
<OVERLAP> Arg1:Title, Arg2:Role, <OVL-TYPE>:<ANY>

The “entities” section above shows us that an annota-
tor can decide a particular word or extract describes a
“Person” or an “Organization”, as well as biographical
information like the “Title”, “Rank” or “Role” the per-
son may have within that organization. The “relations”
section shows how these building blocks can be con-
nected to each other: a “Person” can be “Posted” to an
“Organization”, and a “Person” can have a “Role” and
a “Rank” during the course of that posting.
Each document in the annotated corpus has two corre-
sponding files: the first stores the raw text, the second
the annotations made to that text. A third file contains
the document title, date, and other metadata and is not
used in the research. The text and annotation files share
the same file name (a 36-character UUID) while the
suffixes are ‘.txt’ and ‘.ann’, respectively.
Annotations follow the BRAT Standoff format (bra,
2020b). Named entities are identified by text-bounds,
which use two numbers to locate the first character and
the last character of a name entity. Relations are identi-
fied with two arguments, which are the ID’s of the two

4https://github.com/security-force-mo
nitor/nlp starter dataset

Class Unique Mentions
Person 409 531
Rank 103 513

Organization 320 735
Title 151 360
Role 44 167

All Classes 1028 2307

Table 1: Annotations - Unique Named Entities and
mentions

Class Occurrence
has rank 507
has title 450
has role 168
is posted 391

All Relations 1416

Table 2: Annotations - Relationships between Named
Entities

name entities involved in the relation. Relations are di-
rected. The following is an example of the annotations
for the sentence mentioned above:
T1 Title_Role 35 38 GOC
T2 Title_Role 52 70 Officer Commanding
T3 Organization 71 90 3 Armoured Division
T4 Organization 98 111 Nigerian Army
R1 has_rank Arg1:T1 Arg2:T2
R2 is_posted Arg1:T1 Arg2:T3
R3 has_title Arg1:T1 Arg2:T4

The annotations can be also be visualized in the BRAT
tool, an example of which is shown in Figure 3. Sum-
maries of the occurrence of Named Entities in the cor-
pus, and the relationships between them, are included
in Table 1 and Table 2.
In addition to this dataset of annotated documents,
SFM also provided lists of known names of Nigerian
military and police units.5 These additional datasets
were extracted from SFM’s own research into the
Nigerian security forces, as well as from lists of named
Nigerian military units that the United States govern-
ment has provided with assistance and training since
2000.
Our research task is to automate the extraction of such
annotations from a raw-text input, and gain insight into
way in which this capability could replace, substan-
tially augment or otherwise assist researchers in per-
forming this task. The experimental system is not re-
quired to reconcile entities across documents or with

5Available at https://github.com/security-
force-monitor/nlp starter dataset/tree/ma
ster/other training data
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Class True
Positives

False
Positives

False
Negatives

Precision Recall F1 Score

Person 87 13 6 0.87 0.94 0.90
Rank 80 14 11 0.85 0.88 0.86

Organization 103 33 31 0.76 0.77 0.76
Title/Role 85 20 23 0.81 0.79 0.80

All Classes 355 80 71 0.82 0.83 0.82

Table 3: NER model evaluation

an external dataset (entity linking). Even though our
pilot system is basic, our aim is to quantify the sys-
tem’s performance and identify the key factors that af-
fect this performance, sufficiently to say whether or not
the task can be accomplished in a way that would make
it worth implementing as part of SFM’s research work-
flow. The following section discusses some of these
factors.

3. Pilot System
Our pilot system6 addresses only two sub-tasks of the
full knowledge graph extraction task: Named Entity
recognition, and relation extraction. We aim to address
entity linking in a future paper.

3.1. Named Entity Recognition (NER)
To extract name entities, we use BiLSTM-CNN-
CRF model (Ma and Hovy, 2016) in the traditional
inside–outside–beginning (IOB) tagging framework
(Sang and Veenstra, 1999). Here is an example of the
IOB tagging for the sentence in Figure 3:

General Officer Commanding 3 Armoured Division
B-TTL I-TTL I-TTL B-ORG I-ORG I-ORG

of the Nigerian Army , Major General Jack
I-ORG I-ORG I-ORG I-ORG B-RNK I-RNK B-PER

Nwaogbo, has again re-assured Nigerians that the
I-PER O O O O O O

Boko Haram insurgency would soon be contained.
O O O O O O O

We first compute input representations for each token
by applying a convolutional neural network (CNN) to
compute character-level representations. CNNs have
been shown to be effective at extracting morphologi-
cal information (Dos Santos and Zadrozny, 2014; Chiu
and Nichols, 2016). The output of the CNN layer is
concatenated with pre-trained GloVe word embedding
(Pennington et al., 2014) to represent each token.
Next, we compute context representations from the
word-level representations by encoding the context us-
ing a BiLSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997;
Pascanu et al., 2012). Because we are using the IOB
tagging format (Sang and Veenstra, 1999), the label se-
quence follows certain rules. For instance, I-ORG can-
not follow I-PER. Therefore, label sequences are mod-
eled jointly using a conditional random field (CRF)
(Lafferty et al., 2001).

6Available at https://github.com/security-
force-monitor/sfm-graph-extractor

Because the data created by SFM for this task is rela-
tively small (Security Force Monitor, 2020), and part of
it is needed for testing, we retrained the model with two
additional datasets. First, we added part of the CoNLL-
2003 dataset (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003).
The CoNLL-2003 dataset has two classes which also
appears in our dataset: ‘Person’ and ‘Organization’. In
addition, as mentioned above, SFM provided a a list of
known organizations that could be added our dataset.
Since it is hard to draw a clear line between the class
‘Title’ and the class ‘Role’, which were specified as
distinct in SFM’s knowledge graph, we decided to col-
lapse them into a single class.
The performance of the named entity model is shown
in Table 3.

3.2. Relation Extraction
In our pilot system, we experiment with three ap-
proaches to relation extraction: nearest person, short-
est dependency path, and a neural network based ap-
proach. These approaches all share the same underly-
ing idea: starting at each non-Person named entity e,
our system tries to identify an entity of type Person in
the same sentence that stands in a relation with e, and
then tries to predict the type of this relation. We will
look at each approach in turn.

3.2.1. Nearest Person
This baseline algorithm is based on the simple idea that
a non-Person named entity is often related to a Per-
son named entity nearby. For example, one could say
“General Lamidi Adeosun” where ‘’‘Lamidi Adeosun”
has the rank “General”, as in one of the documents in
our corpus. The algorithm, therefore, merely relates
a non-Person named entity to the Person named entity
immediately to the right; if there is no Person named
entity to its right, then the algorithm relates it to the
nearest Person entity no matter which side the Person
entity is on. Although we did not expect performance
of this system to be competitive, an immediate advan-
tage of this simple technique is that its decisions are
transparent.

3.2.2. Shortest Dependency Path
Instead of using the distances between named entities
in raw text, we can take syntactic information into ac-
count. This method relates a non-Person named entity
to the person named entity to which the dependency
path is shortest. This relies largely on how well the de-
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Method True
Positives

False
Positives

False
Negatives

Precision Recall F1 score

Nearest Person (Baseline) 993 759 423 0.567 0.701 0.627
Shortest Dep. Path (No constraint) 1083 651 333 0.625 0.765 0.687

Shortest Dep. Path (With constraint) 1180* 559 236* 0.679 0.833* 0.748*
Neural Network (No constraint) 1086 667 330 0.620 0.767 0.685

Neural Network (With constraint) 1103 450* 313 0.710* 0.779 0.743

Table 4: RE algorithms evaluation

Figure 4: The architecture of the neural network:
The weight matrix W1 for path pattern information is
shared across all path pattern one-hot vectors, but it is
distinct from the weight matrix W2 for type one-hot
vector. The softmax-activated output vector represents
the probability of potential Person name entities.

pendency parser performs, so we used a state-of-the-
art dependency parser (Nguyen and Verspoor, 2018).
Since one named entity could span multiple tokens, we
only use the shortest path among the various possible
paths between the tokens of two named entities.
We find that constraining the algorithm to only choose
between the two Persons that appear immediately to
the left and to the right increases performance, at least
on our data set. We use this constraint in the final ver-
sion of our system.
Assuming reasonable performance by the dependency
parser, decisions of this heuristic dependency based ap-
proach are easy to trace.

3.2.3. Neural Network
In this approach, we use machine learning to predict
relations based on dependency paths and named entity
types. We use the phrase “path pattern” to refer to the
list of edge types along a dependency path. The path
patterns are encoded into one-hot vectors. Uncommon
path patterns are treated as a single “unknown” cate-
gory. Since there are multiple possible persons in a
sentence, there will be a one-hot vector for each Per-
son. We pass these multiple vectors as input to the net-
work, so that it makes a joint decision over multiple
candidate entities of type Person.
In addition, the path length is concatenated to the one-
hot vector to compensate for the loss of information
when we replace the less frequent path patterns. Mul-
tiple one-hot + length vectors of different persons are
concatenated together along with a small one-hot vec-
tor which encodes the type of the non-person name en-

tity, which makes up the input of the neural network.
The network architecture is shown in Figure 4 and
its performance is shown in Table 4. The first layer
has a set of shared weights for those one-hot + length
vectors and a separate set of weights for the name
entity type vector. The second layer is a dense layer
whose output is activated by a softmax layer. The
softmax layer outputs a vector where the largest
element corresponds to the target Person.

The number of persons that the model could process
within a sentence is limited to 7. If there are more than
7 persons in a sentence, we set the target to an all-zero
vector. If a prediction does not correspond to any per-
son, such as when there are only 3 persons in a sentence
while the model predicts the fourth person, then we do
not build any relations for the name entity.
To include the constraint mentioned in Section 3.2.2,
we made the target a 3-element vector. If the first el-
ement is the largest, then the Person on the left side
is the predicted person; if the second element is the
largest, then the Person on the right side is the pre-
dicted Person; if the third element is the largest, then
the model predicts that the correct Person should be
some Person other than the two nearest Persons. When
the model predicts that the Person is not nearby, we
select the Person that has shortest dependency path ex-
cluding the two nearest Persons.

4. Experimental results
For sentences with relatively few named entities (for
example, a sentence has only 1 Person named entity),
both Shortest Dependency Path and Neural Network
perform very well since there are not many choices to
make. When there are more named entities in a sen-
tence, it becomes harder to make a correct choice and
that is where the two methods make different predic-
tions.
The neural network method looks at the path length, its
pattern and the named entity type, so it sees more in-
formation than the shortest dependency path method,
which only looks at path length. These two additional
pieces of information sometimes do help make a better
prediction, but they can confuse the neural network as
well. In Figure 5, the shortest dependency path method
falsely related the name entity “Chief of Logistics” to
the person “M. T. Ibrahim”. “Chief of Logistics” is
closer to “M. T. Ibrahim” than to “Emmanuel Atewe”
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(a) True Annotations

(b) Shortest Dependency Path

(c) Neural Network

Figure 5: Two methods make different mistakes

(a) True Annotations

(b) Shortest Dependency Path

(c) Neural Network

Figure 6: Neural Network is more conservative
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Component Time
(Seconds)

Model Size
(Parameters)

NER 1.54 6153100
Dep. Parsing 0.70 8791858

Shortest Dep. Path 0.0039 N/A
Neural Network 0.051 294

Table 5: Average processing time per line and model
sizes

in the dependency tree, but the additional information
helped the neural network method make the correct
choice. But when predicting “Commander”, simply
using the length of the dependency path yields the right
relation.
The neural network method has fewer false positives,
since the shortest dependency path method is forced
to build a relation for every non-Person name entity
while the neural network has the option not to build a
relation. Therefore, the neural network has fewer false
positives and more false negatives. This indicates that
the neural network is slightly too conservative when
deciding whether there exists a correct relation for a
given non-Person name entity. One example is shown
in Figure 6.
There are some obvious limitations of our algorithms.
First, all three algorithms only relate two named enti-
ties when they are in the same sentence. When there
are relations that cross sentences, our algorithms will
not be able to capture them. Second, sometimes, one
named entity can be related to multiple other entities.
Our algorithms only relate one non-Person name en-
tity to a single Person name entity. Third, we have not
implemented the functionality to collect and reconcile
the information of Person named entities that exist in
different documents.
We also measured the average processing time of dif-
ferent components in the pipeline, as shown in Table 5.
The results are based on three independent but identi-
cal measurements of the processing time on our entire
dataset. The numbers are obtained by averaging the
measured time after discarding obvious outliers. The
measurements are conducted on a MacBook Pro with a
quad-core CPU @ 4.1GHz Max. It is worth noting that
the processing time of NER and dependency parsing is
dependent on the length of the sentences and the pro-
cessing time of the shortest dependency parsing algo-
rithm or the neural network is dependent on the amount
of named entities in a line.

5. Discussion and conclusion
The results show that an NLP system can perform the
research task with a fair to good degree of accuracy, al-
beit with some clear limitations that we must acknowl-
edge.
Our experiment was conducted in an unusual domain
in which attention to NLP is in its infancy and there
are no pre-existing, domain-specific systems against

which we could compare our results . That said, our
experiment would have benefited from the inclusion of
a comparison between the system designed and trained
to perform the present task and a different, off-the-shelf
NER system. Though we saw some improvement to
the system’s performance in identifying Organizations
by including items from CoNLL-2003 and SFM unit
lists, bench-marking against a distinct, untrained sys-
tem would have provided us with an additional insight.
The size of the material available for training, even if
it were not further restricted to the context of the Nige-
rian security forces, also poses a challenge. The an-
notated documents were drawn from English-language
news sources in Nigeria, and as such are similar to
the news-wire material used to train many English lan-
guage NER models. There are three points worth mak-
ing, however. First, the approach that we took to anno-
tation could be strengthened in future work with the in-
clusion of additional annotators and monitoring inter-
rater agreement. Second, we did not tune the NER
model to better identify Nigerian given and patronymic
names, which could have helped boost the system’s
performance in detecting Persons. Finally, the names
of security force units are often generic and contain
numbers (“4 Motorized Regiment”, “25th Division”).
It is an open question about whether there is, in the uni-
verse of military naming, sufficient material to identify
and distinguish these from non-military entities.
The system skews a little towards recall, which is
preferable where a subsequent human review is in-
tended. Demonstrating this capability meets the first
objective of this collaboration. However, the results
alone do not tell us whether its performance is tolera-
ble within SFM’s research workflow (and by extension
that of other human rights researchers). Understanding
this requires implementing the system in a way that
enables SFM to accept, reject or quickly update the
proposals it makes, and assessing whether this creates
savings in time and resource as compared to doing the
work wholly “by hand”. Subsequent work will focus
on this next, implementation step.
Although the present paper is mostly technical and fo-
cused on practical application, throughout the authors’
collaboration we have ranged across the wider matters
of NLP and the challenges of technology implemen-
tation within the human rights domain. The potential
that NLP represents is set against the sector’s consider-
able financial and technical capacity constraints and a
dearth in transparent examples of successful NLP use
within it. Surrounding this are concerns about the hu-
man rights implications of NLP methods themselves:
the discriminatory potential of the datasets used to train
them; the dominance of government and corporate ac-
tors in their technical development; and, implementa-
tions that infringe human rights directly. In future pa-
pers drawn from our research, we aim to assess how
these affect the desirability and feasibility of NLP use
within the wider non-profit domain.
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Abstract
Recently, many corpora have been developed that contain multiple annotations of various linguistic phenomena, from
morphological categories of words through the syntactic structure of sentences to discourse and coreference relations in texts.
Discussions are ongoing on an appropriate annotation scheme for a large amount of diverse information. In our contribution
we express our conviction that a multilayer annotation scheme offers to view the language system in its complexity and in
the interaction of individual phenomena and that there are at least two aspects that support such a scheme: (i) A multilayer
annotation scheme makes it possible to use the annotation of one layer to design the annotation of another layer(s) both
conceptually and in a form of a pre-annotation procedure or annotation checking rules. (ii) A multilayer annotation scheme
presents a reliable ground for corpus studies based on features across the layers. These aspects are demonstrated on the case of
the Prague Dependency Treebank. Its multilayer annotation scheme withstood the test of time and serves well also for complex
textual annotations, in which earlier morpho-syntactic annotations are advantageously used. In addition to a reference to the
previous projects that utilise its annotation scheme, we present several current investigations.

Keywords: complex language description, multilayer annotation scheme, linguistically-based pre-annotation, linguistically-
based checks, corpus-based study

1. Introduction

One of the aims of modern linguistic studies is to de-
scribe and explain the collection of language phenom-
ena as a structured whole and at the same time to un-
derstand this structured whole as a functioning means
of communication. In this context, several concepts of
function should be distinguished; in one of these inter-
pretations, function is opposed to form, which comes
close to Saussure’s binary understanding of sign (Saus-
sure, 1916). This interpretation offers a basis for un-
derstanding language as a set of levels, which gave rise
to several descriptive frameworks, from the original
stratificational grammar of Lamb and Newell (1966)
through Halliday’s systemic grammar (Halliday, 1970)
to Sgall’s Functional Generative Description (Sgall,
1967; Sgall et al., 1986) or Mel’chukovian Meaning-
Text Model (Mel’chuk, 1988), to name just a few that
refer to strata or levels explicitly, and leaving aside
those which acknowledge the existence of units with
different status without giving them specific names (as
is e.g. the case of the so-called construction grammar).

Following the multistratal descriptions of the language,
various multilayer annotation schemes have been pro-
posed, the purpose of which is to take into account mul-
tifarious linguistic phenomena from morphological cat-
egories of words through the syntactic structure of sen-
tences to discourse and coreference relations in texts
and other semantic features (such as temporal or spatial
annotation), which allow for an assignment of labels to
tokens, groups of tokens, sentences and entire sections
of the raw texts.

In the present paper, we want to substantiate our con-
viction that such a complex annotation scheme offers to
view the language system in its complexity, in the in-
teraction of individual phenomena and thus contributes
to the theoretical studies of this system. All aspects
supporting a multilayer annotation scheme are demon-
strated on the case of the Prague Dependency Treebank
based on the language description framework known
as Functional Generative Description. The annotation
scheme of the Prague Dependency Treebank is de-
scribed in Sect 3. In Sect. 4, annotation related aspects
of a multilayer annotation scheme are demonstrated.
The possibility to base linguistic research on a corpus
search on more than a single layer of annotation has led
to a series of studies which are introduced in Sect. 5.

2. Related Work
Recently, there has been an increased interest in the
development of multilayer corpora, e.g. Groningen
Meaning Bank (Bos et al., 2017) based on Discourse
Representation Theory (Kamp, 1984; Kamp and Reyle,
1993) and Combinatory Categorial Grammar (Steed-
man, 2001), Manually Annotated Sub-Corpus (Ide,
2017) based on Linguistics Annotation Framework (Ide
and Romary, 2004), Georgetown University Multilayer
Corpus (Zeldes, 2017), OntoNotes (Hovy et al., 2006;
Pradhan and Ramshaw, 2017), AnCora-UPF corpus
(Mille et al., 2013), which is based on the Meaning-
Text Model mentioned above. An overview of recently
developed multilayer corpora with a proposal of a mul-
tilayer semantic annotation scheme is most recently
presented by Silvano et al. (2021).
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Figure 1: Multilayer annotation scheme of the PDT-treebank

In principle, a multilayer corpus is such a corpus that
“contains mutually independent forms of information,
which cannot be derived from one another reliably”
(Zeldes, 2018). However, Ide et al. (2017) note
that there are different types of multilayer annotation
schemes. The layers may be defined in an independent
way or a single scheme may be used that integrates all
the layers; each layer may point directly into raw data,
or each layer may define independently its units by re-
ferring to tokens in raw text, or to other units on some
other annotation layer. The decision to represent an-
notation layers in this way does not automatically lead
to a distribution of layers in separate data files or to a
visualization of layers in separate graphs, etc.

3. The case of a complex multilayer
annotation scheme:

Prague Dependency Treebank
In the paper, we outline and illustrate the advantages
of a multilayer corpus based on the hierarchical archi-
tecture of several annotation layers as applied in the
family of the Prague Dependency Treebank (PDT). In
order not to lose any piece of the original information,
units (tokens, nodes) at a lower layer are explicitly re-
ferred to from the corresponding closest (immediately
higher) layer. These links allow for tracing every unit
of annotation all the way down to the original raw text.
Thus, an annotation layer can provide information both
about raw data and also about other annotations.
The annotation scheme of the PDT is inspired by
and theoretically rooted in the stratificationally and
dependency-based Functional Generative Description
of language as proposed by Petr Sgall in the sixties
(Sgall, 1967) and then developed and enriched by his
students and followers up to the present time. The an-
notation scheme was first introduced at the end of the
nineties of the last century (cf. (Hajič, 1998), more re-
cently (Hajič et al., 2017; Hajič et al., 2020a) and the

annotation manuals presented on the project web site1).
The hierarchical multilayer architecture of PDT-
annotation scheme is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1
on the example of the Czech sentence:

Když nebudete rozumět obrázku, vysvětlı́me vám to
napřı́kladu.
When you-will-not understand picture we-will-explain you it
onexample.
‘If you do not understand the picture, we will explain it to
you on an example.’

In Fig. 1, each layer of the system is indicated by a sep-
arate box. The links between the layers are indicated by
the red arrows. In fact, all nodes/tokens are linked. The
original raw text is stored at the lowest layer of the sys-
tem (w-layer box in Fig. 1). At this raw text layer, the
text is segmented into documents and paragraphs and
individual tokens are assigned unique identifiers.
Above the raw text layer, there are the following layers
of annotations:

• morphological layer (m-layer box in Fig. 1): all
tokens from the raw text (including punctuation
marks) get a lemma and a (disambiguated) mor-
phological tag and they are linearly structured.
Also, typos and similar errors are corrected here.
As we can see in Fig. 1, there is a typo in the orig-
inal sentence: the preposition na ‘on’ is not sepa-
rated – as it should be – from the following noun
přı́kladu ‘example’ and at the m-layer, a correc-
tion is realized.

• analytical layer (a-layer) capturing surface syn-
tactic dependency structure in the shape of a tree
with the specification of the head for each node
and the assignment of a syntactic function (so-
called afun) that denotes the relation between the
dependent node and its head (e.g. subject (Sb),

1https//ufal.mff.cuni.cz/pdt-c/
documentation
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object (Obj), adverbial (Adv)). In the PDT-style
surface syntactic annotation, every token from
the raw text of a sentence (including punctuation
marks – cf. nodes for comma (AuxX) and termi-
nal symbol of the sentence (AuxK) in Fig. 1) is
represented by a node of the tree and at the same
time, no additional nodes are allowed. The linear
ordering of nodes corresponds to the word order
of the tokens in the sentence.

• tectogrammatical layer (t-layer) representing
the deep syntactic structure. The deep syntactic
relations are captured by the so-called functors;
cf. the value PRED for predicate, ACT for actor,
PAT for patient, COND for adverbial with con-
dition meaning, etc. in Fig. 1. The tectogram-
matical dependency structure of a sentence con-
sists of nodes only for the content (lexical) words;
function words such as prepositions, subordinat-
ing conjunctions, auxiliary verbs, etc. are not
present as separate nodes, their contribution to the
meaning of the sentence is captured within the
complex labels of the content words. Thus, there
is for example only one node for the prepositional
phrase na přı́kladu ‘on example’ in the tectogram-
matical tree in Fig. 1. The red arrows indicate the
links between the nodes at the tectogrammatical
layer and corresponding nodes at the analytical
layer. At the tectogrammatical layer, new nodes
are also established for semantic units deleted on
the surface; in Fig. 1 the restoration of deletions
is illustrated by the #PersPron nodes for the Ac-
tors of the predicates in the main and dependent
clause.

The green values t and f (in front of the functor
values) stand for topic-focus articulation: t is for
contextually bound nodes and f for contextually
non-bound nodes. The ordering of nodes corre-
sponds to the information structure of a sentence
(cf. different position of pronouns vám ‘you’ and
to ‘it’ at the analytical and tectogrammatical layer
in Fig. 1.)

• The last box attached to the t-layer box in Fig. 1
indicates additional annotations such as textual
coreference, bridging and discourse relations and
other properties of the sentence such as genre
specification, name entities which are technically
also captured at the tectogrammatical layer of an-
notation. However, these phenomena are not a
part of the tectogrammatical layer in the sense
of the theoretical framework of Functional Gen-
erative Description. The additional annotation is
exemplified here by the orange link between the
predicates of the main and the dependent clause
and is labelled as a discourse relation of condition,
and by the blue coreferential link between the ac-
tor of the predicate rozumět ‘understand’ and the
addressee of the predicate vysvětlit ‘explain’.

In the paper, we use the data of the Prague Dependency
Treebank (PDT) sub-corpus published within the con-
solidated release of the PDT-treebanks of Czech texts
PDT-C 1.0 (Hajič et al., 2020),2 and the Prague Czech-
English Dependency Treebank PCEDT 2.0 (Hajič et
al., 2012).3 The whole Prague Dependency Treebank
- Consolidated consists of over 2.2 million tokens, or
175 thousand sentences. The PDT sub-corpus con-
sists of 675 thousand tokens, or 49 thousand sentences
annotated at all annotation layers. The parallel cor-
pus PCEDT sized over 1.2 million tokens in almost 50
thousand sentences for each part.
The corpora are encoded in the Prague Markup Lan-
guage data format, PML (Pajas and Štěpánek, 2008),
and the research was performed in the PML application
framework: tree editor TrEd4 for browsing and editing
the PML data, btred for applying Perl scripts to the
data and Prague Markup Language - Tree Query, PML-
TQ (Pajas and Štěpánek, 2009), as a powerful graphi-
cally oriented query system.5

4. Annotation related aspects
of a multilayer annotation scheme

A multilayer annotation scheme makes it possible to
use relevant features of the existing annotation of a
given layer to design a scheme for the annotation of
other (not necessarily neighbouring) layers both con-
ceptually and in a form of an automatic pre-annotation
procedure (Sect. 4.1) or in a form of annotation check-
ing rules (Sect. 4.2).

4.1. Automatic pre-annotation based on
cross-layer relations

In the theoretical framework we subscribe to, informa-
tion structure is considered to be a semantically rele-
vant phenomenon and as such it should be represented
at the layer of sentence meaning (tectogrammatical, in
our terms). However, it has its reflection in the sur-
face shape of the sentence, be it word order, prosody
or similar means. This approach has led us to the idea
to formulate and test a pre-annotation module of in-
formation structure in the PCEDT treebank assign-
ing the features of contextual boundness (t for contex-
tually bound nodes and f for contextually non-bound
nodes) from which the global division of the sentence
into its Topic and Focus can be derived based on sev-
eral features present in the annotation of sentences on
some of the lower layers (Mı́rovský et al., 2013). The
pre-annotation procedure was able to mark over 40%
of the text and the results of the application of such
a pre-annotation procedure were evaluated face-to-face
a sample of manually annotated sentences and the re-
sults were very encouraging: the average success rate
was over 96%.

2https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/pdt-c
3https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/pcedt2.0/
4 https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/tred/
5 http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/pmltq
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The benefits of tectogrammatical dependency structure
used in the PDT for annotating language phenomena
that cross the sentence boundary, namely coreference
and bridging relations were also studied, described and
applied by Nedoluzhko and Mı́rovský (2013). The au-
thors use the detailed representation of deletions (im-
portant esp. in pro-drop languages), information on the
deep syntactic relations (functors), and syntactic deci-
sions for coordination and apposition structures at the
tectogrammatical layer. These features make possible
to code basic coreference relations in cases that are
not so easy when annotating on the raw texts.
In distinction to methods based on raw texts, (Jı́nová
et al., 2012a; Jı́nová et al., 2012b) formulated an au-
tomatic pre-annotation procedure determining dis-
course relations, connectives and their arguments
directly on tectogrammatical trees, based on the as-
sumption that certain syntactic features of a sentence
analysis correspond to certain discourse-layer features.
Hence, the authors looked for a possible analogy be-
tween intra-sentential syntactic relations already anno-
tated in the corpus and intra-sentential discourse rela-
tions. An ideal case for the automatic detection based
on tectogrammatical functors were those that directly
correspond to some discourse type; this was the case
e.g. of the functors of REAS (reason), CSQ (conse-
quence), and CAUS (cause) all indicating the discourse
relation reason-result; also the temporal functors were
used as signals of a certain discourse relation. The
scope of the discourse arguments was identified on the
basis of the tectogrammatical tree structures. As a re-
sult, 9,991 tectogrammatical dependencies were con-
verted into discourse relations, along with all proper-
ties of the relations (i.e. the position of arguments, the
discourse type and the connective).

4.2. Automatic annotation checking rules
based on cross-layer relations

Currently, the Prague team is in the process of extend-
ing the fully manual mid-layer syntax annotation to all
parts of the PDT-C. To get a higher quality and a greater
consistency of annotated data, a set of automatic check-
ing procedures has been proposed and created in accor-
dance with the annotation guidelines and incorporated
into the annotation process to prevent the annotators
from making accidental mistakes. When building the
annotation rules, we also utilize the multilayer structure
of PDT and use relevant information from the finished
manual annotation of the lower morphological layer.
There are two main groups of rules which exploit the
already established morphological tagging. The first
group includes rules that take advantage of the fact that
some surface syntactic functions (afuns) strictly cor-
respond to the word-type of the word or token (part
of speech (abbreviated POS), or type of punctuation),
which is contained in the morphological tag of the cor-
responding node at the morphological layer, cf. the fol-
lowing examples:

• Prepositions are assigned afun AuxP: a node with
the afun AuxP corresponds to a node with the tag
for preposition at the morphological layer (the tag
has the letter R in the first position).

• Subordinate conjunctions are assigned afun
AuxC: a node with the afun AuxC corresponds to
a node with the tag for subordinate conjunction at
the morphological layer (the tag has the letters J,
in the first two positions).

• Auxiliary verbs are assigned afun AuxV: a node
with the afun AuxV corresponds to a node with
the tag for verb at the morphological layer (the tag
has the letter V in the first position).

• Punctuation marks are assigned afun AuxX (in
case of comma), AuxG (in case of colon, slash,
bracket, etc.), or AuxK (in case of final punctu-
ation mark): a node with the afun AuxX, AuxG
or AuxK corresponds to a node with the tag for a
non-alphanumeric character at the morphological
layer (the tag has the letter Z in the first position).

The second group of rules is based on the fact that de-
pendency relations are defined with respect to the POS
characteristics of the head node (e.g. attribute depends
on a noun), see the following examples:

• Attribute (afun Atr) never depends on a verb, i.e.
the corresponding node at the morphological layer
does not have a tag for a verb (the tag with the
letter V in the first position).

• Adverb (afun Adv) never depends on a noun, i.e.
the corresponding node at the morphological layer
does not have a tag for a noun (the tag with the
letter N in the first position),

• Nominal part of a predicate (Pnom) depends on
the verb být ‘to be’, i.e. the corresponding node at
the morphological layer has the lemma být.

Annotators run the checking procedure after annota-
tion of every single tree and consequently check and
fix possible errors.6 The experiment we performed at
the beginning of the annotation project (Mikulová et
al., 2022) showed that the control rules considerably
contribute to the quality of the resulting annotation.
Moreover, the rules formulated on the basis of current
knowledge about language not only contribute to the
improvement of annotation, but also point to insuffi-
ciently described phenomena and refine knowledge of
language.

6A similar automatic linguistically-based (rule-
formulated) checks have been used with advantage also
in previous annotation projects (for example, the annotation
at the tectogrammatical layer of PCEDT corpus; (Mikulová
and Štěpánek, 2010)).
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5. Corpus studies based on features
across the layers

The possibility to base linguistic research on a corpus
search on more than a single layer of annotation has led
to a number of findings that take advantage of the mul-
tilayer annotation scheme in PDT-corpora to more ac-
curately describe language phenomena. E.g., a valency
dictionary of Czech (Urešová et al., 2021) is based on
the relation between tectogrammatical, morphological
and analytical annotation. It not only describes the par-
ticipants of predicates, but also provides a detailed list
of their formal realizations including surface syntactic
structure. A lexicon of Czech discourse connectives
(Mı́rovský et al., 2021) also draws on information from
multiple layers. Similarly, a detailed description of the
forms and functions of adverbials of place (Mikulová et
al., 2017) and time (Panevová and Mikulová, 2020) ex-
ploit the cross-layer information of the adverbials. Dif-
ferent principles of annotation at the syntactic layers
(see Sect. 3) are also an invaluable basis for examining
the surface deletion (Hajičová et al., 2015). A mono-
graph devoted to the syntax of Czech was also created
on the basis of the PDT (Panevová et al., 2014).
A substantial part of the cross-layer studies examines
the information structure and discourse structure in re-
lation to the form of its expression at the analytical
layer and at the tectogrammatical layer, also in com-
parison of Czech and English (in the PCEDT). There
belongs e.g. our study on the variability of the position
of adverbials of time and place in Czech and English
word order and their function in the information struc-
ture of the sentence (Hajičová et al., 2019).
The annotation of Czech and English at the analyti-
cal and tectogrammatical layers has also allowed us
to examine the morpho-syntactic properties of three
representatives of the class of the so-called focalizers,
namely only, also and even, and their word order posi-
tion in English compared with Czech and their seman-
tic scope vis-à-vis the information structure (Hajičová
and Mı́rovský, prep).
The corpus served as a basis for another study of the
contribution of expressions having the functor of fo-
calizers at the tectogrammatical layer to the discourse
structure as discourse connectors and for determina-
tion which kinds of discourse relations they indicate
(Hajičová et al., 2020).
In the following two sections, we present two recent
case studies as an illustration of the use of a multilayer
annotation for a comprehensive description of a lin-
guistic phenomenon performed on the data presented in
Sect. 3. In the first study (Sect. 5.1), the syntactic anno-
tations are used for a more precise part-of-speech deter-
mination of uninflected word types. Sect. 5.2 contains
a comparative corpus study of Czech and English with
regard to the relation between the analytical syntactic
functions, the surface word order and the information
structure as captured at the tectogrammatical layer.

5.1. Case study I: Distinguishing
homonymous uninflected words

One of the traditional language phenomenon that com-
bines morphological, syntactic and semantic features is
the part of speech category (POS). In our study, we fo-
cussed primarily on uninflected word types and tried to
show how sentence representation at the different lay-
ers can be useful for their better description, classifica-
tion and annotation.
At the morphological layer, all tokens of a sentence are
traditionally assigned the part of speech value within
the morphological tag (e.g. Dg for adverbs forming
negation and degrees of comparison, Db for the other
adverbs, J for conjunctions, R for prepositions, T for
particles). We are aware that from the strictly mor-
phological point of view a subcategorization of un-
inflected words might be considered questionable be-
cause in case of uninflected words the morphological
criterion is rather irrelevant; moreover, together with
the frequent homonymy of these words such a subcat-
egorization leads to issues concerning disambiguation.
However, there are several practical reasons for POS
tagging of uninflected words: The most important one
is that the structure and also the content of the PDT-
C morphological layer is unified with the MorfFlex -
the Morphological Dictionary of Czech (Hajič et al.,
2020b). MorfFlex, among other things, serves for tag-
ging and lemmatization of other synchronic corpora of
Czech, which have a one-layer structure and therefore
the morphological tag is their main/only source of lin-
guistic information.
Thanks to the fact that each syntactic layer of the
PDT scheme captures different aspects of syntactic be-
haviour of a word, we postulated a hypothesis that the
annotation of values of an afun (at the analytical layer)
and of a functor (at the tectogrammatical layer) might
be helpful in the disambiguation of homonymous unin-
flected words at the morphological layer.
We identified 12 types of homonymous uninflected
POS combinations at the morphological layer. The
most frequent are homonyms used as a preposition and
an adverb (30 different words; e.g. kolem: šel kolem
domu ‘he walked around the house’ (preposition) vs.
šel kolem ‘he walked by’ (adverb)), then a non-graded
adverb and a particle (25 words; e.g. hned: přijď hned
‘come immediately’ (adverb) vs. hned ze dvou důvodů
‘even for two reasons’ (particle)), graded adverb and
particle (14 words; e.g. prostě: oblékl se prostě ‘he
dressed plainly’ (adverb) vs. prostě to udělej ‘just do it’
(particle)), and a conjunction and a particle (11 words;
e.g. přece: pršı́, a přece šli ‘it’s raining and yet they
did go’ (conjunction) vs. tomu přece nevěřı́š ‘surely
you don’t believe that’ (particle)). Due to the lack of
distinctive features, the most problematic are the words
used as adverbs and particles, in contrast to preposi-
tions and adverbs, which differ in the presence of a va-
lency potential, or in contrast to particles and conjunc-
tions, which usually differ in the position in a sentence.
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Functor Afun Tag Freq
RHEM AuxZ TT------------- 247
CM AuxZ TT------------- 63
CM Apos TT------------- 3
CM Adv TT------------- 1
ATT AuxZ TT------------- 1
RHEM Adv TT------------- 1

Table 1: Annotation of the homonymous particle
zejména ‘particularly’ at the three layers of PDT

Functor Afun Tag Freq
ATT AuxY Dg-------1A---- 33
ATT Adv Dg-------1A---- 18
ATT AuxY TT------------- 15
ATT Adv TT------------- 3
MANN Adv Dg-------1A---- 3
ATT AuxZ Dg-------1A---- 1

Table 2: Annotation of the homonymous particle prostě
‘plainly, just, simply’ at the three layers of PDT

At the analytical layer, particles are assigned the afun
AuxY (for modifying words) or the afun AuxZ (for
emphasizing words) and at the tectogrammatical layer,
these words are assigned the functor RHEM or CM (for
words with a rhematizing function), PREC (for words
linking the sentence to its preceding context), MOD (for
words expressing modality), and ATT (for words ex-
pressing attitude). Thus we expect that a co-occurrence
of a “particle” afun and a “particle” functor with a sin-
gle word in a text indicates also the particle value of
the POS at the morphological layer (T). Cf. the results
of annotation of a non-homonymous particle zejména
‘particularly’ in Tab. 1. We can observe that with the
exception of two errors (the combination of “particle”
functors RHEM or CM with “adverb” afun Adv), the
tectogrammatical functor, analytical afun, and morpho-
logical tag are consistent.
As an example of homonymous particle annotation see
the analysis of the words prostě and hned. The word
prostě is understood as a graded adverb Dg (plainly) or
a particle T (just). According to the annotated data, the
frequency of the particle prostě is quite higher, there
are only 3 examples of the adverb prostě in the an-
notated dataset (cf. Tab. 2). The combination of the
tectogrammatical functor ATT (attitude) and the ana-
lytical afun AuxY (modifying word) seems to be an-
notated correctly (ex. (1)), as well as the combination
of functor MANN (adverbial of manner) and afun Adv
(adverbial) function (2).

(1) ATT+AuxY: Padělek chtěl mladı́k prostě vyměnit.
‘The boy just wanted to exchange the fake.’

(2) MANN+Adv: Veronique, prostě oblečena, tı́pla
cigaretu.
‘Veronique, plainly dressed, lit the cigarette.’

These two cases represent two main meanings of the
word prostě (its particle and adverb function). How-
ever, in Tab. 2, we can observe that the POS annota-
tion at the morphological layer is not consistent with
the annotation at the syntactic layers. The combination
of the functor ATT (attitude) and the afun Adv (adver-
bial) represents transitional cases (3); combination of
functor ATT and afun AuxZ is a mistake made by an
annotator at the analytical layer. (Mistakes of this kind
should be detected using the automatic checking rules
described above in Sect. 4.2.)

(3) ATT+Adv: Roku 1981 předvedla světu svůj prvnı́ os-
obnı́ počı́tač, nazvaný prostě IBM PC.
‘In 1981, it introduced to the world first personal com-
puter, called simply/just IBM PC.’

From this, we can deduce: if a word prostě is annotated
at the syntactic layers by a combination of the functions
ATT and AuxY, then the word prostě belongs to the
POS of the particle (T) at the morphological layer; if
a word prostě is annotated at the syntactic layers by
a combination of functions MANN and Adv, then the
word prostě belongs to the POS of the adverb (Dg) at
the morphological layer.

Functor Afun Tag Freq
RHEM AuxZ Db------------- 58
TWHEN Adv Db------------- 36
RHEM Adv Db------------- 13
TWHEN AuxZ Db------------- 9
RHEM AuxZ TT------------- 2

Table 3: Annotation of the homonymous word hned
‘immediately, even’ at the three layers of the PDT

Similarly, the word hned is considered an adverb Db
with a temporal or spatial meaning (immediately, soon)
and an emphasizing particle T (even, right). The PDT
data show that in most cases there is a match between
the assignment of the given functor and the assignment
of the afun (cf. Tab. 3) with 60 matches of the parti-
cle combination of functor RHEM (rhematizer) and afun
AuxZ (emphasizing word; (4)), and 36 matches of the
combination of functor TWHEN (temporal adverbial an-
swering the question ”when?”) and the afun Adv (ad-
verbial; (5)). The other combinations point again to
questionable cases.

(4) RHEM+AuxZ: Spolupráce pediatra s obchodnı́kem je
výhodná hned z několika důvodů.
‘The cooperation of a pediatrician with a businessman
is beneficial even for several reasons.’

(5) TWHEN+Adv: Přinášı́ blaho hned, hoře z něj později.
‘It brings happiness immediately, grief later.’

The analysis of words prostě and hned shows that man-
ual annotation at the two syntactic layers can be rele-
vant for the tagging of the POS information at the mor-
phological layer. While the annotation at the morpho-
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logical layer appears to be quite inconsistent, in most
cases there is an agreement in the annotation of func-
tions at the syntactic layers. A minority of cases where
there is no consistence between functions at the two
syntactic layers points to a transitional area between
the two possible POS values. In these cases, the de-
termination of the POS is always questionable.

5.2. Case study II: Information structure
and its expression in Czech and English

At present, our attention is focussed on a compara-
tive corpus study of Czech and English with regard to
the relation between the analytical syntactic functions,
the surface word order and the information structure
as captured at the tectogrammatical layer. It is com-
monly assumed by traditional comparative grammars
of Czech and English (see e.g. Dušková et al. (1971)
following up Mathesius (1947) pioneering observa-
tions) that if the information structure of sentences in
Czech and English is to be preserved (which is a pre-
condition consistent with the assumption of the seman-
tic relevance of information structure we subscribe to),
the grammatically fixed English word order (the prever-
bal position of subject, in our case) and the relatively
free word order in Czech (the subject may principally
occur in any word order position) makes it necessary
to use some means other than word order to express
information structure in English.
For our study, we used the part of the parallel English-
Czech corpus PCEDT containing 267 documents with
4,826 sentences annotated also for information struc-
ture. We searched for Czech sentences in which the
noun with the afun Sb (subject) at the analytical layer
was placed after the governing predicate and at the tec-
togrammatical layer it was annotated as belonging to
the Focus. There were 328 cases fulfilling these condi-
tions. We then searched in the English part of the cor-
pus for corresponding (i.e. aligned) English sentences
and we have found 133 cases in which the noun corre-
sponding to the subject in the search in the Czech part
was also placed after the predicate though in any syn-
tactic function and at the tectogrammatical layer anno-
tated as belonging to the Focus.
Based on this search, we have found that there were
three most frequent English constructions correspond-
ing to the Czech subject in Focus: (i) the use of passive
voice (6), (ii) the use of a there-construction (7), and
(iii) the use of a different verb allowing for a change of
the Czech subject into another analytical afun that can
be placed in English after the predicate (8). In addition,
our material has allowed us to identify some special
contexts where the subject was placed after the verb in
English. This was the case of structures in which the
predicate is the verb to be ((9) and (10)).

(6) Most of the picture is taken up with endless scenes of
many people.
Většinu filmu zabı́rajı́ nekonečné scény velkého
množstvı́ lidı́.

(7) Moreover, there have been no orders for the Cray-3
so far.
Kromě toho nepřišly dosud na Cray-3 žádné ob-
jednávky.

(8) Besides Messrs. Cray and Barnum, other manage-
ment at the company includes Neil Davenport.
Kromě pánů Craye a Barnuma je hlavnı́ řı́dı́cı́ pra-
covnı́k ve společnosti Neil Davenport.

(9) Behind all the hoople is some heavy-duty competi-
tion.
Za všı́m tı́mto nadšenı́m je velmi tvrdá soutěž.

(10) The one character at least somewhat interesting was
Irving Louis Lobsenz.
Jednou alespoň trochu zajı́mavou postavou je Irving
Louis Lobsenz.

It is important to note that besides these special con-
texts we have found no case in which the two languages
would differ in the information structure with regard
to the postverbal placement of the nominal subject in
Czech at the analytical layer and its functioning as (a
member of) Focus at the tectogrammatical layer.
The observation presented in this case study offers an
additional support for our thesis that information struc-
ture is a semantically relevant phenomenon, which may
be expressed on the surface structure of sentences by
different means such as word order (esp. in the so-
called free word order languages), prosody (the posi-
tion of the intonation centre or the intonational con-
tour), or special constructions (such as the particles
wa and ga in Japanese, or the above mentioned there-
construction in English). The nature and the extent of
the use of these means depend largely on the type of
language concerned.

6. Conclusion
In our contribution, we argue that a complex multi-
layer annotation of a corpus provides an invaluable
resource for both an in-depth study of different lan-
guage phenomena in their relationships as well as for
the automatic pre-annotation and checking procedures.
We have supported these claims by several case stud-
ies based on the multilayer annotation scheme of the
Prague Dependency Treebank.
This scheme is a hierarchical architecture of several an-
notation layers where units (tokens, nodes) at a lower
layer are explicitly referred to from the corresponding
higher layer. These links allow for tracing every unit
of annotation all the way down to the original raw text.
The annotation scheme was introduced at the end of the
nineties of the last century, and to this day, the annota-
tion scheme has proven to withstand the test of time:
it can serve very well for complex annotations of dis-
course and coreference relations over whole texts, in
which earlier morpho-syntactic annotations are advan-
tageously used.
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Abstract
This paper aims to introduce StarDust, a new, open-source annotation tool designed for NLP studies. StarDust is designed
specifically to be intuitive and simple for the annotators while also supporting the annotation of multiple languages with different
morphological typologies, e.g. Turkish and English. This demonstration will mainly focus on our UD-based annotation tool
for dependency syntax. Linked to a morphological analyzer, the tool can detect certain annotator mistakes and limit undesired
dependency relations as well as offering annotators a quick and effective annotation process thanks to its new simple interface.
Our tool can be downloaded from the Github.
Keywords: Dependency parsing, Annotation tool, Turkish

1. Introduction
With recent developments in Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) studies and tools such as parsers, the de-
mand for datasets is constantly increasing. The quality
of these corpora, which are used to train and evaluate
parsers, mostly lies in an efficient annotation process.
User-friendly and effective annotation tools enable hu-
man annotators to have a better and easier experience.
Our aim in creating StarDust is to develop a simple and
easy-to-learn interface, which can be used by anyone
with minimal instruction and regardless of prior ex-
perience. Our interface offers a multi-layered struc-
ture with many different tools for different purposes.
These include tools for semantic and morphological
analysis, dependency annotation and verb frame anno-
tation.We also seek to minimize annotator errors and
increase inter-annotator agreement by embedding the
rules of Universal Dependencies (UD) (Nivre et al.,
2016) annotation scheme as a restriction for possible
head-dependent relations. In this paper we will firstly
introduce related work and our motivation for a new
tool and elaborate on the features of our interface and
how it is used. Then, we will briefly talk about its im-
plementation and some technical details. Finally, we
will refer to the treebanks annotated using this tool.

2. Related Work and Motivation
There are currently several annotation tools for depen-
dency annotation, all of which promise different advan-
tages for different tasks. Before introducing StarDust,
it is useful to give an overview of some of these tools
and explain why they did not suffice to use for our goals
personally. The one which is used for the UD doc-
umentation system is BRAT (Stenetorp et al., 2012),
which is a web-based tool that requires user log in to do
annotations. It has a good range of features; however,
it was not ideal for us to opt for a web-based tool and
it does not support word tokenization. The most recent
one is Palmyra (Habash and D.Taji, 2020). It is suitable

for morphologically rich languages and its ability to an-
notate various linguistic features are attractive. How-
ever, its dependency tree representation is not ideal for
our purposes. Other annotation tools include Prodigy
(Montani and Honnibal, 2018) which is a great tool for
those who are experienced in the field and it is a desk-
top tool which is what we desire; however our aim in
creating a new tool was to provide a beginner friendly,
easy annotation process, therefore it did not suit our
needs. ConlluEditor (Heinecke, 2019), WebAnno (de
Castilho et al., 2016) , UD Annotatrix (Tyers et al.,
2017), and Arborator (Gerdes, 2013) are some of the
other tools used for annotations. WebAnno, UD Anno-
tatrix and Arborator permit collaborative work and they
are web-based tools. A full list of tools can be found
on UD’s website. 1 For the functions we needed and
our desire for simplicity, we needed another tool.
We need an annotation tool that is both multifaceted
and user-friendly for precise annotations in languages
of different typologies such as Turkish, an agglutinative
language with rich morphology and free word order.
For this reason, we present StarDust, an open source
annotation tool that aims to simplify the main editing
window while only keeping the main information such
as POS-tags and dependency relations. In doing so, we
still made sure to offer some crucial functions such as
editing and deleting tokens, finding and grouping to-
kens based on their initializer tags, and preventing in-
valid tags or tree structures. We have opted for a lin-
ear representation of the sentences instead of using tree
representations to make the annotation more intuitive
for inexperienced or first-time annotators. By linking a
semi-automatic disambiguation tool to our dependency
annotator, we wanted to make sure that human annota-
tors can immediately correct the morphological analy-
sis of tokens. Overall, this has increased the accuracy
of the annotations and reduced the time spent for cor-

1https://universaldependencies.org/
tools.html
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Figure 1: A screenshot of the StarDust’s morphological disambiguation layer

rection considerably. StarDust is efficient in annotating
compounding languages like English as well as mor-
phologically rich languages like Turkish. It can also be
adapted to annotate other languages, if there is a mor-
phological analyzer for the language we can intergrate.

3. Features
StarDust is a desktop annotation tool which can be used
offline. To keep the interface clean, we have opted for
a linear representation and used a layered architecture
where only two layers are necessary for dependency
annotation purposes. Nonetheless, extra layers could
be implemented for more in-depth annotations. For de-
pendency annotations, the first layer of the tool is for
the morphological disambiguation layer and the second
layer is dependency annotation layer .
The annotators navigate between layers freely during
the annotation process while keeping both layers un-
cluttered yet functional. Even though morphological
features cannot be edited in dependency annotation
layer, switching back to morphological disambiguation
layer to fix the errors is possible. This prevents any
errors from accumulating and yield higher accuracy in
annotations. Opting for a desktop tool rather than a web
based tool comes with a few challenges such as col-
laboration issues and ensuring inter-annotator agree-
ment. These can be easily overcome if the annotators
are working online. They can easily see other anno-
tators working on the data and check with their anno-
tations. However, when working offline, the annotator
can only see the last synchronised version, which can
still be helpful with their decisions but it would require
them to check their annotations when everything is syn-
chronised. In the future versions, we can optimize it for
web platforms to make collaborative work easier.
Changes are saved automatically for each token; how-
ever, the change history can be seen in Dropbox and the
token can be reverted back to its original form. This
might be useful for those who wish to see the original
token for any reason. A change history feature that is
internal to the tool might be added in the future. If there
are changes made to a specific word form - POS tag
combination at any level, you can go back to morpho-
logical analyzer and list all the annotations from View
Annotations tab (See Figure 2 ) to apply the changes
to all of the same word form - POS Tag combination
in the dataset consistently. The features of both layers

will be demonstrated in the following sections.

4. Pos Tagging
Typically, the burden of annotating each word, its root,
its features, and its POS-tag and falls on the depen-
dency annotator. Thanks to our multi-layered interface,
all this information is provided by the morphological
analyzer. All words are parsed automatically, and to
enable alternations, all possible features that might
constitute their internal morphology are listed for
annotators to choose from. It uses a rule-based method
to parse the words and their features.

Figure 1 shows a screenshot of our interface. The au-
tomatic annotation checkbox on the top of the pro-
gram automatically parses the word in all possible
derivations. The annotators can also select the rele-
vant derivation manually. This configuration leads to
a consistent annotation for the morphological analyses
and saves time. For the morphological annotation, our
current editor makes use of the format introduced by
(Oflazer, 1994). However, we are working on convert-
ing this format into the CoNLL-U format. Each sen-
tence is stored as a different file, therefore, the anno-
tators can work on different files simultaneously. The
arrows on the control panel allows the annotators to go
back and forth between files in different distances.
Our morphological analyzer tool is suited for the anal-
ysis of languages with different morphological typolo-
gies such as English, an analytic language, and Turkish,
an agglutinative language. Agglutinative languages
need more in-depth analyses in morphology for de-
pendency parsing because the grammar of such lan-
guages is encoded at the word level rather than at sen-
tence level. Also, in agglutinating derivation systems
the same word forms can have multiple different mean-
ings depending on their internal morphology. Previ-
ous dependency tools developed for agglutinative lan-
guages such as Hungarian and Turkish address this fact
(Zsibrita et al., 2013); (Türk et al., 2020). At this layer
of StarDust, morphological disambiguation for Turkish
and Pos tagging for English are automatically derived.

4.1. Turkish Morphological Disambiguation
Due to its high reliance on affixation, Turkish word
forms bear great complexity; thus, Turkish morphol-
ogy needs to be analyzed and disambiguated before
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Figure 2: Viewing All Annotations in Morphological Analyzer

Figure 3: A screenshot of the StarDust’s Pos-tagging layer for English

Figure 4: Dependency Layer of StarDust’s Interface

dependency relations can be established. Our method
for automatic annotation of words finds the roots of the
words and annotates their POS-tags and features. For
each word, it takes the word with its annotation lay-
ers and sets the corresponding morphological layers.
For each annotation layer, the method divides the lay-
ers and derives all possible internal morphologies layer
by layer. If the language is Turkish, it directly calls
Universal Dependency POS tags of the parse. Next, it
returns the features of the Universal Dependency rela-
tions of the word. For instance all possible derivations
of ”kalemi” are shown in Figure 1. As can be seen, the
internal morphology of Turkish is so complicated that
one word form with minimal affixation can have three

different meanings encoded in it, and our method can
derive them automatically and successfully.

4.2. English Pos Tagging

English is an analytical language; therefore, internal
morphologies of the words in English are simpler. En-
glish mostly depends on functional words instead of
multiple suffixes on words. Thus, our method follows
different rules for English words. Our method takes
the word and returns its annotation layers and sets cor-
responding layers. When setting the dependency layer
of the word, If the language is English, it returns Uni-
versal Dependency POS tags based on the Penn tag of
the word from Penn Treebank Project. For instance, if
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the Penn tag of the word is “VB”, “VBD” or “VBN”,
it returns the POS tag “VERB”. There is not always a
one-to-one mapping between POS tags and Penn tags,
in these cases, extended versions of POS tags are used.
Then, it returns the features of the UD relations of the
word. After this, dependency features are established
based on the Penn tag of the word (Figure 3)

5. The Dependency Annotation Layer
The front-end of our dependency editor helps the an-
notators to visualize the head-dependent relationships
between the words. Its simplistic structure has enabled
some untrained annotators to make annotations by only
watching basic annotation videos 2 created by our team.
Figure 4 shows our interface. The buttons on the top
left corner in here make it possible to browse the data
by skipping different amounts of files. The most em-
bedded arrows skip one file, the two headed arrows
skip 10 files, and the ones with a vertical stroke skip
100 files at once. Each word token has its POS tag
shown below. This information comes from the pre-
vious layer. The annotators click on a word and drag
the cursor from the dependent to its head. Upon this,
a box pops up displaying all possible dependency tags
between those two words based on the UD annotation
framework. Possible dependency tags are listed for an-
notators to choose according to the frequency rate of
their use with the chosen dependent and head. Another
feature is displaying examples for each dependency tag
listed. (See Figure 5 ) When the annotator holds the
cursor on the tag, a few example sentences highlighting
the words between which the tag is used appear. These
features are available for both Turkish and English tags.
Once the relevant dependency tag is chosen, the rela-
tion is shown with arrows. The little circle on the tail of
the arrow marks the head word of the constituent while
the head of the arrow indicates the dependent word.
The Automatic Dependency Annotation checkbox au-
tomatically annotates some certain structures by using
the information that comes from the previous layer. In
the most basic two layered structure, nominal modi-
fiers, punctuations, and the root nodes can be annotated
automatically with the information provided from the
morphological analyzer. It is possible to edit the word
tokens during the annotation. Ctrl+click to the word
token enables the annotators to edit or delete the words
individually. Whenever a change is made for a token
during the dependency annotation, the changed token
is also updated on the other levels of the editor. How-
ever, the annotator should make sure to check and if
needed update the morphological analysis of the token.
Since the tool was designed to be used with a translated
corpus, the annotators are able to see the original sen-
tence that corresponds to the sentence being annotated
as represented in the bottom left corner of the Figure
4 . StarDust allows the users to see all the annotations

2The videos are available here (in Turkish): https://
tinyurl.com/y2jq5lrw

sorted as in Figure 7. The annotations can be sorted
according to the alphabetical order of the word tokens,
or they can be sorted according to the number of the
data types. This function mainly helps the annotators
to check the annotations. Another feature of the Star-
Dust is the error warnings. It has been mentioned that
this editor is designed for UD style annotations. The
editor prevents the annotators from doing any annota-
tion that conflicts with the UD annotation framework
by giving an error as shown in Figure 6. In Figure 6 the
black cautions shows the earlier mistakes made in the
annotation by stating which node causes the error.

6. Implementation
Our tool is compatible with all platforms on Desktop
(Windows, OS, Linux) with its implementation in Java.
We have not opted for a browser-based system to en-
sure that annotators can work offline, when needed. For
the projects which were carried out so far, the edited
files and .jar editors were all kept in Dropbox, ensuring
immediate synchronization of the data. The back-end
is supported in many other languages such as Python,
Cython, C#, Swift, Javascript, and C++. The back-
end of the morphological analyzer has been discussed
briefly in Section 4. Our morphological analyzer fol-
lows different methods for Turkish and English. It cre-
ates the roots, the features and POS tags of each token
following from rules written specific for the specific
language. There are rules and methods for the mor-
phological analysis; for example, methods for poss-
esives, plurality etc. For inter-annotator agreement and
gold standard annotations, we implemented rule-based
methods of restrictions and controls that are indepen-
dent of the language and follow rules of Universal De-
pendencies (UD). These controls can check the depen-
dency relations and rule out the impossible ones.
The front-end is currently only available in Java but it
can be adapted to any desired language. Before depen-
dency annotations are done, all other annotated layers
are stored on each token within a .txt file. Each text
file contains one sentence or phrase. In order to store
dependency annotations, these .txt files are processed
by Annotated Sentence Library and transformed into
CoNLL-u format. This library also contains informa-
tion from Turkish WordNet and FrameNet, which can
provide automatic annotation for certain compounds.

7. Annotated Corpora
So far, our tool has been used in five different Turk-
ish Treebanks, and one English Treebank project. The
annotated sentences of the Turkish FrameNet Project
are already available on Github.3 English Atis : This
treebank is taken from English ATIS corpus4. It con-

3https://github.com/
UniversalDependencies/UD_
Turkish-FrameNet

4https://github.com/howl-anderson/
ATIS_dataset/blob/master/README.en-US.md
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Figure 5: Example sentences feature in dependency layer

Figure 6: UD-based errors and limitations

Figure 7: Show Annotations feature of dependency layer

sists of 5,432 sentences5. Turkish Atis : This treebank
is a translation of English ATIS corpus. It consists of
5,432 sentences6. Turkish FrameNet Project: In this
project, about 2,500 example sentences were manually
annotated with the help of our annotation tool (Marsan
et al., 2021). Turkish WordNet : This project contains
18,700 example sentences from the Turkish Wordnet
(Bakay et al., 2021). Turkish Penn TreeBank : The
Turkish version of Penn Treebank (Kuzgun et al., 2020)
includes the translation of 17,000 sentences retrieved
from the original Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993).
Tourism : This is a domain-specific corpus that con-
tains around 20,000 sentences. (Arıcan et al., 2021).

5https://github.com/
UniversalDependencies/UD_English-Atis

6https://github.com/
UniversalDependencies/UD_Turkish-Atis

8. Conclusion and Future Work
Overall, the convenience of our annotation tool lies in
its approachable interface with the basic functions. Its
easy-to-learn and easy-to-use interface makes it usable
by anyone without lengthy instructions or learning pe-
riods. The tool could be improved by embedding the
morphological layer into the dependency annotator to
facilitate any necessary changes in POS tags, without
navigating back to morphological analyzer. Currently,
any mistake done during the annotation process can
be arranged simply by rearranging the arrows. So far,
there has been no reported problems about this but an
“undo” button could also be implemented in the fu-
ture. For more feedback from the annotators, we plan
to conduct user studies in the future. Moreover, even
though we have used a linear representation for the sen-
tences to make the annotation more intuitive, an option
to view the sentences as tree representations could be
added. This would allow different annotators with dif-
ferent preferences to choose the view that suits them.
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Abstract 

To develop an influencer detection system, we designed an influence model based on the analysis of conversations in the “Change My 
View” debate forum. This led us to identify enunciative features (argumentation, emotion expression, view change, ...) related to 
influence between participants. In this paper, we present the annotation campaign we conducted to build up a reference corpus on these 
enunciative features. The annotation task was to identify in social media posts the text segments that corresponded to each enunciative 
feature. The posts to be annotated were extracted from two social media: the “Change My View” debate forum, with discussions on 
various topics, and Twitter, with posts from users identified as supporters of ISIS (Islamic State of Iraq and Syria). Over a thousand posts 
have been double or triple annotated throughout five annotation sessions gathering a total of 27 annotators. Some of the sessions involved 
the same annotators, which allowed us to analyse the evolution of their annotation work. Most of the sessions resulted in a reconciliation 
phase between the annotators, allowing for discussion and iterative improvement of the guidelines. We measured and analysed inter-
annotator agreements over the course of the sessions, which allowed us to validate our iterative approach. 

Keywords: annotation, influencer, social media

1. Introduction 
1.1 Research problem: influencer detection 
An influencer is defined in sociology as a person having the 
power to change peoples’ views or behaviour simply by 
interacting with them (Katz and Lazarsfeld, 2017). Social 
psychology analyses such an impact by describing 
interpersonal interactions as a set of stimuli that can lead to 
a psychological change in everyone involved (Turner and 
Oakes, 1986). We define the process of influence by 
interactions initiated by an influencer, leading to the 
production of new opinions or actions among the targeted 
individuals.  

Recent years have seen an increasing interest in influencer 
detection as it helps identify key users within a large inter-
personal network. Influential users are likely to express 
their ideas with a greater impact than other individuals, as 
seen in political (Katz, 1957), commercial (Trusov et al., 
2010) or terrorist recruitment contexts (Fernandez et al., 
2018). 

Interpersonal interactions being the vehicle of influence, 
we choose social media as a ripe field of observation as 
they are inherent to its very structure. The development of 
social media has boosted research on many issues 
pertaining to artificial intelligence and its impact on 
society; the detection of influence being one of them. 

1.2 Annotation requirements: development of 
an influencer detection system 

Our study is centred around an influence model designed to 
characterise the process of influence (Deturck, 2021). As 
computational linguists, we follow our predisposition to 
analyse the textual content of conversations. Our goal is to 
detect the linguistic markers of influence we identified by 
analysing conversations in the “Change My View” debate 
forum1. The markers reflect the specific discourse of both 

 
1 https://www.reddit.com/r/changemyview/ 

(1) the influencers, initiating the influence process, and (2) 
the individuals reacting to the influencers. 

 
To develop an influencer detection system based on our 
model, we needed reference data to (1) develop linguistic 
rules, train models by learning and (2) evaluate the different 
modules of the system. As our model features original 
linguistic markers, we had to produce the corresponding 
reference data by supervising human annotators through 
successive annotation sessions. 
 
Our annotation task corresponds to the unitizing type 
(Krippendorff, 1995). A unitizing annotation consists in 
extracting units by segmenting a text and categorizing the 
resulting segments. In our case, it is a matter of identifying, 
in social media messages, the text segments that correspond 
to one of our linguistic markers of influence.  
 
The task is particularly difficult because annotators must 
identify both the relevant text boundaries and the 
corresponding category. In addition to that, the text 
segments are not necessary nor usually on sentence 
boundaries, they can be sub-sentence or super-sentence 
level spans. 
 
The annotation task is also particularly difficult because it 
requires the identification of linguistic markers which 
involve interpretation of statements: on the one hand, each 
annotator must manage to do this interpretation work, 
which is complex, and, on the other hand, we must achieve 
consistent annotation across through the interpretations of 
the different annotators to build a reference corpus. 
 
The rest of the article is organised as follows: in section 2 
we introduce our influence model, in section 3 we present 
the annotation schema, in section 4 we describe the data, in 
section 5, we present and analyse the results of the 
annotation campaign, then we conclude in section 7. 
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2. Influence Model 
The model we present in this section is in line with works 
in social psychology, such as the one by Mason et al. 
(2007), and communication science, for example the one 
by Dillard and Wilson (2014). It describes influence as a 
process with source individuals impacting the minds of 
target individuals through the exchange of messages. 

Our model contains three components: the stimulus and 
stimulation components correspond to a theoretical 
framework in social psychology, described by Turner and 
Oakes (1986), which gives an individual's social 
environment as a carrier of stimuli that can stimulate (or 
modify) the psychological state of the individuals in it. The 
decision component relates to the decision-making process, 
particularly studied in social psychology, as in the work by 
Ajzen (1996); the impact on decision-making is the 
conclusion of the influence process in our model. 

3. Annotation Schema 
3.1 Stimulus Linguistic Markers 
3.1.1 Claim 
A claim is a type of expression by which an individual 
delivers a description as factual, i.e. an assertion of what is 
allegedly a fact in the world (Saurí and Pustejovsky, 2012). 
A claim can be factual only in appearance, i.e. it can make 
a concrete description with certainty without it being true. 

Example: “#ISIS has showered Ayn al-Asad airbase”, in a 
tweet from the “pro-Islamic State” dataset used for the 
annotation campaign (cf. section 4.1). 

3.1.2 Pedagogy 
The linguistic marker Pedagogy is the statement of an 
individual who guides other individuals in their 
understanding of the world or their behaviour in the world. 
This type of discourse is based on advices and 
explanations. Pedagogy had already been identified by 
Dillard and Wilson (2014) as having a link to influence. 
 
Example: “Turn it off so they can stay in the darkness of 
their misguidance.”, in a tweet from the “pro-Islamic 
State” dataset. 

3.1.3 Argumentation 
Argumentation is a type of discourse that consists of 
supporting the truthfulness of a statement with one or more 
logically articulated arguments (Eckle-Kohler et al., 2015). 
Example: “It appears that ISIS are the best diplomats on 
Earth since they work for Iran, America, Turkey, Saudi and 
Israel”, from the “pro-Islamic State” dataset used for the 
annotation campaign (cf. section 4.1). 

3.2 Stimulation Linguistic Markers 
3.2.1 Understanding 
Understanding is manifested in the discourse of an 
individual reporting on the reasoning they have managed to 
produce through a message. This type of expression links 
to research in social psychology which considers the 
process of understanding a message as an important factor 
for the impact of communication (Wyer and Shrum, 2015). 

Example: “Yours was the first comment to make me 
understand how changing the definition would render the 
word useless”, a participant in the “Change My View” 
forum 

3.2.2 Information 
Information acquisition appears in any utterance where the 
enunciator indicates receiving new information. 
Information acquisition corresponds to a stimulation of the 
intellect (Hidi and Baird, 1986). 

Example: “I realised that i was misinformed when it came 
to Duty to Retreat laws”, a participant in the “Change My 
View” forum 

3.2.3 Affectation 
Any reaction relating the experience of a feeling or emotion 
by the enunciator, in relation to the enunciation situation. 
The influence of affect on decision making is a research 
topic (Binali et al., 2010). 

Example: “You gave me some hope for the oils”, a 
participant in the “Change My View” forum 

3.2.4 Agreement 
An utterance in which the speaker posits an equivalence 
between his or her viewpoint or actions and the viewpoint 
or actions of others, to whatever degree. Agreement is 
studied in relation to individuals' decision making 
(Germesin and Wilson, 2009). 

Example: “I do agree that the left has similar issues”, a 
participant in the “Change My View” forum 

3.3 Decision Linguistic Marker: Change of 
Mind 

Change of mind is the purpose of an influencing action in 
the “Change My View” forum. We identify the expression 
of a change of mind with any statement in which the 
speaker indicates a questioning or evolution of his or her 
opinion, to whatever degree. 

Example: “I won't continue with the position I stated I'm 
my last comment”, a participant in the “Change My View” 
forum 

4. Methodology 
4.1 Material 
An annotation guide was designed to drive and facilitate 
the annotation process. It is a 24-page PDF document that 
provides definitions supplemented with examples and 
counter-examples for each of the markers (Deturck, 2021). 
This document was revised after each annotation session, 
based on post-annotation meetings between and with the 
annotators, to iteratively refine the marker definitions, an 
agile corpus annotation (Voormann and Gut, 2008). 

For the variety of our reference corpus, we used two 
complementary data sources in English: the “Change My 
View” debate forum, in which the authors must elaborate 
on their views, and a corpus of tweets, constrained to a 
limited number of characters, posted by individuals 
categorized as supporters of the “Islamic State of Iraq and 
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Syria” (ISIS) organisation2; we used the latter only for the 
stimuli markers as it was not designed to provide reactions 
to the pro-ISIS’ tweets. 

We partitioned the data to distribute it among annotator 
groups and thus maximise the quantity of messages 
annotated during a session by including several groups. To 
simplify the annotation and thus promote its quality, we 
made sure that each dataset contains only one kind of 
message (“Change My View” or Twitter). 

We sized each dataset so that it could be processed by a 
single annotator in a maximum of two hours, which is the 
duration imposed for session. We empirically estimated the 
annotation time for a single message according to its textual 
genre (a tweet or a forum post): 45 seconds for a tweet and 
80 seconds for a forum post. This led us to create “Twitter” 
datasets containing 100 messages and “Forum” datasets 
containing 80 messages. 

We used Gate software (Cunningham et al., 2013) as an 
annotation tool. This software provides a graphical 
interface for selecting portions of text and assigning a label, 
which allowed us to use it as is for our "unitizing" 
annotation task. 

4.2 Annotators and Sessions 
We organised five annotation sessions with non-native 
English speaking NLP students as annotators (see Table 1). 
It is not a concern that for all annotators English is not a 
native language, they can still understand enough the 
documents to correctly annotate it. In each session, the 
annotators were divided into groups of two or three and 
each group was given one dataset to annotate. 

Table 1: Annotation session configurations 

 The annotators in sessions 1 and 2 were completely 
different, whereas sessions 3 to 5 were held with four 
annotators who had already worked in session 2. Each 
group in a session annotated a different dataset; in session 
3, the group that annotated the “Twitter” dataset had time 
to annotate one more while the other group was annotating 
a “Forum” dataset. 

With the same objective of simplifying the task and thus 
improving the annotation quality as for the choice of one 
genre per dataset, we had annotated a subset of the markers 
per session. 

 
2 https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/fifthtribe/how-isis-uses-
twitter 

Most of the sessions are focused on the markers used by 
influencers, claims and more broadly stimuli. For these 
sessions, “forum” datasets contain only messages from 
participants who are not the initial authors of discussions: 
in the “Change My View” debate forum, discussions are 
initiated by participants who expose their point of view on 
a topic of their choice, then, the other participants have to 
change the initial participants’ mind and be influencers. 

Session 1 focuses on claims because the annotation guide 
was written only for this marker at this point in the 
campaign. 

Session 5 is the only session dedicated to reaction markers 
(Stimulation and Decision). Only forum messages are used 
for this session as it is the only resource that presents the 
reactions to the messages. Also, we selected for the datasets 
only the messages of the initial authors of discussions 
because, in the “Change my view” forum, they are the ones 
that must be influenced by other participants in a 
discussion, what we want to detect in their reactions. 

At the end of each annotation session, we organised a 
reconciliation phase: each group of annotators discussed 
their disagreements (the text segments they did not 
annotate identically) to reach a single annotation set that 
could be used in the gold corpus.  Finally, the conflicts were 
discussed together in a final phase, allowing us to update 
the annotation guide for future sessions. 

As our annotation task is particularly subjective, we think 
that this reconciliation process, as it integrates different 
judgements, allows to achieve a relative objectivity and 
thus a better reference (Bonin et al., 2020). We can 
nevertheless question the limits of this objectivity, which 
may only be local, reconciliation leading to overtraining 
(Hovy and Lavid, 2010), limited in our case by the small 
number of sessions shared by the same annotators. 

5. Results 
5.1 Quantitative Synthesis 

 

Session Annotators Datasets Markers 
Session 1 7 duos 5 “Twitter”,  

2 “Forum” 
Claim 

Session 2 5 duos,  
1 trio 

4 “Twitter”, 
 2 “Forum” 

Stimuli 

Session 3 2 duos 2 “Twitter”,  
1 “Forum” 

Stimuli 

Session 4 2 duos 1 “Twitter”,  
1 “Forum” 

Stimuli 

Session 5 2 duos 2 “Forum” Stimulation, 
Decision 

Figure 3: “Change My View” forum annotation 
distribution 

 

Figure 2: Pro-ISIS tweet annotation distribution 
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We compare the volumes of annotated marker types 
between the Twitter and forum datasets, respectively 
represented in figures 2 and 3. 

To characterise the stimuli across the two textual genres, 
we can notice that forum messages contain, for two out of 
three sessions (sessions 2 and 4), a majority of 
argumentation. This shows a reasonable characterization of 
the authors’ attempts to influence the debate forum and thus 
defend one's opinions. Tweets tend to contain more claims 
than forum messages, which corresponds well to the 
particularly brief nature of tweets. 

The distribution of stimulation markers (Figure 3) shows a 
large predominance of Agreement; this is a reasonable 
response to the predominance of Argumentation among 
stimuli markers because agreement is an alignment of 
opinions while argumentation is used to support an opinion. 
The predominance of stimuli markers over the decision 
ones (see Figure 3) shows that it is rare for an influence 
process to reach its conclusion. 
 
A gold dataset was created only for the stimuli markers, on 
the one hand because we did not have time to develop for 
stimulation detection and on the other hand because we 
performed change of mind (decision) detection by using as 
reference the “delta” system in the “Change My View” 
forum (Deturck, 2021): when initial authors of discussions 
change their mind because of messages, they have to cite 
them with a new message including a “delta” symbol and 
an explanation of their change of mind, then, an automatic 
moderation validates or not the delta. 
 
We present in Table 2 the number of annotated messages 
in the gold dataset per marker, with the percentage of these 
messages that contain at least one occurrence of the marker. 

Table 2: Message volumes by marker in the gold dataset 
 
Quantity differences among markers are directly related to 
the session configurations (see Table 1): one more session 
was dedicated to claim annotation, also, tweets are more 
represented than forum messages, which explains the 
higher proportion of pedagogy compared to argumentation. 

 

5.2 Qualitative Synthesis 
5.2.1 Inter-annotator Agreement 
Since it is argued that an annotation is more reliable if it is 
reproduced by several annotators (Krippendorff, 2004), we 
measured inter-annotator agreement. Two measures have 
been specifically designed for unitizing annotation tasks: 
the Alpha family (Krippendorff et al., 2016), and the 
Gamma family (Mathet, 2017). Alpha measures cannot be 
applied to annotations containing overlapping entities, as 

may be the case in our annotation task. We will therefore 
use Gamma measures.  

We use two coefficients in the Gamma family: the standard 
Gamma coefficient, which takes the location and 
categorisation of annotations into account, and the 
GammaCat coefficient, which focuses on the categories 
associated with the selected units. This allows us to 
distinguish between two forms of disagreement: (1) a 
confusion between categories or (2) differing boundaries of 
relevant text. 

 Gamma score GammaCat score 
Session 1 0.38 N/A 
Session 2 0.35 0.53 
Session 3 0.48 0.7 
Session 4 0.62 0.88 
Session 5 0.71 0.91 

  Table 3: Average inter-annotator agreement scores 

Table 3 shows the Gamma inter-annotator agreement 
measures for each session. These results were calculated by 
averaging the scores of all groups in a session. We present 
sessions 2 to 4 in a different colour because they are fully 
comparable in terms of the annotated categories (the stimuli 
ones).  

We observe an interesting improvement in results between 
sessions 2 and 4, both for Gamma and GammaCat. These 
three sessions were specifically designed using the same 
traits to evaluate the annotation progression. This 
improvement confirms the relevance of our iterative 
approach, especially as regards improving the annotation 
guide. 

Overall, we notice that the GammaCat coefficient gives 
much better results than the Gamma coefficient. We can 
therefore conclude that the disagreement measured is 
mainly due to a problem in delimiting the units rather than 
to a difficulty in identifying the presence of categories in 
the messages. This is a positive result for the use of 
annotations since the units found, even not exact in their 
boundaries, are consistent with the defined categories. 

5.2.2 Annotation Mistakes 
Error type 
              / Expected 

Claim Pedagogy Argumentation 

Claim confusion N/A 20% 17% 
Pedagogy 
confusion 

25% N/A 25% 

Argumentation 
confusion 

2% 16% N/A 

Delimitation error 49% 36% 32% 
Out of the scope 24% 28% 26% 

Table 4: Statistics on error types regarding stimuli 
 
We manually identified the “mistakes” made by annotators, 
that is those annotations, among disagreements, that 
contradict the guidelines. It is a necessary step to determine 
annotation difficulties and improve the annotation guide. 

Marker Number of 
annotated 
messages 

% of messages containing 
the marker 

Claim 1126 45% 
Pedagogy, 

Argumentation 
716 14% for pedagogy, 

7% for argumentation 
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Besides confusion between markers, we distinguished 
between two error types that we describe below. 
 

• Delimitation error: boundaries incorrect, but 
semantics are valid, for example, the two claim 
annotations in “[[Most to all mass shootings in the 
US are where carrying guns is banned]1 (for the 
laws abiding)]2, 

• Out of the scope: semantics are not valid; it is a 
critical error, for example, “These types of 
calculations aren't helpful” is out of the scope 
because it is a judgement alone, without 
argumentation 

 
 
We present the distribution of these error types for stimuli 
markers (see Table 4), which constitute a significant part of 
the annotations. A large proportion of annotation errors 
relates only to the delimitation of units. This is a relatively 
positive observation as regards the quality of the 
annotations since annotations of this type still contain 
relevant statements. 
 
Confusion between marker types is important due to 
similarities: pedagogical discourse may contain claims, 
pedagogy explains a fact and argumentation explains a 
point of view. Out of scope errors are globally in a minority; 
they are mainly due to the difficulty of distinguishing 
factual from viewpoint statements. 
 

6. Conclusion 
We have described an annotation campaign organized as 
part of the development of a system to detect influencers. 
The annotation schema is composed of linguistic markers 
corresponding to our influence model. 

The annotation task was particularly difficult, on the one 
hand because the linguistic markers involved the 
interpretation of statements and on the other hand because 
it required annotators to precisely identify the text 
segments that corresponded to each marker. To deal with 
this difficulty, we chose to design an iterative annotation 
campaign, involving multiple annotation-revision cycles. 

Inter-annotator agreement measures throw different 
annotation sessions showed that our method allowed to 
build a relative consensus. It may be a validation of our 
approach to get reliable annotations, but it may also reflect 
overtraining due to the reconciliation phases. The resulting 
gold annotations have been used to train models that we 
applied for influencer detection. 
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Abstract
This paper presents Charon, a web tool for annotating multimodal corpora with FrameNet categories. Annotation can be made
for corpora containing both static images and video sequences paired – or not – with text sequences. The pipeline features,
besides the annotation interface, corpus import and pre-processing tools.
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1. Introduction
Multimodality refers to the property of any com-
munication phenomenon where two or more modes
– defined as experientially recognized resources for
meaning-making shaped by society and culture – are
brought into play (Jewitt and Kress, 2003; Kress, 2010;
Bateman et al., 2017) . This paper approaches the ex-
pansion of FrameNet annotation into the multimodal
domain, as proposed in Belcavello et al. (2020), by pre-
senting Charon: a semi-automatic, human-in-the-loop
tool for annotating static and dynamic images for se-
mantic frames. Charon was developed to meet the fol-
lowing key requirements: (i) compatibility with exist-
ing FrameNet software; (ii) annotation of image with
FrameNet categories; (iii) linkage of image and textual
annotations.

2. FrameNet Annotation
FrameNet is a curated language model where lex-
ical items have their meaning defined against sys-
tems of concepts called frames (Fillmore and Baker,
2009). For instance, words such as arrive.v and
arrival.n have their meanings defined based on a
scene where a THEME arrives at a GOAL: the
Arriving frame (Figure 1). Moreover, frames are
connected to one another via a network of typed rela-
tions. The Arriving frame, for instance, is inher-
ited by the Vehicle landing and preceded by the
Departing frames.
Annotation plays a key role in FrameNet, to the extent
that it provides evidence supporting the analysis in the
model. Two text annotation methods are used: lexico-
graphic and full-text. In the former, the focus lies on a
specific Lexical Unit (LU), and sentences instantiating
that LU are extracted from corpora and annotated for a
given frame. The aim is to cover the valence patterns
of the LU, i.e. its semantic and syntactic affordances.
In the latter, the focus is on the corpus being annotated,
and the annotator creates Annotation Sets (AS) for each
word for which there is an LU in FrameNet. Figure 2
shows two of the ASs created for the sentence in (1).

Figure 1: The Arrival frame.

(1) Então, acabei de chegar em Reykjavik, na
Islândia.
So, I have just arrived in Reykjavik, Iceland.

In (1) the word forms acabei and chegar, highlighted in
black in Figure 2, are the annotation targets. Note that,
for each of them, there are three layers of annotation:
Frame Element (FE), Grammatical Function (GF) and
Phrase Type (PT). The column NI is used for indicating
that core FEs are not instantiated in the sentence, but
can be inferred.
The idea behind the development of Charon is that
other communication modes, namely visual objects,
can either evoke frames – similarly to LUs – or com-
plement the valencies of LUs present in text accom-
panying the images (Belcavello et al., 2020), expand-
ing FrameNet annotation to the multimodal domain. In
section 4, we describe the tool, but, first, let us turn to
a brief summary of other multimodal annotation tools.
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Figure 2: Full-text annotation for sentence (1).

3. Related Work
The past two decades have witnessed accelerated de-
velopment of data labeling tools for human annotation
of monomodal visual corpora – e.g. COCO Anno-
tator (Lin et al., 2014), ImageTagger (Fiedler et al.,
2018), and LabelBox (Sharma et al., 2019). More-
over, highly generic and flexible multimodal annota-
tion tools, such as Anvil (Kipp, 2001) and ELAN (Wit-
tenburg et al., 2006), allow users to design their own
annotation schemes for timeline-based annotation of
both audio and visual phenomena from multiple syn-
chronized streams. Finally, frameworks, like SIDGrid
(Levow et al., 2007), extend the functionality of ELAN
by allowing the application of user-defined analysis
programs to media, time series, and annotations asso-
ciated with each project.
Nonetheless, none of these tools and annotation clients
allows for the combination of data labeling with the ex-
tensive semantic granularity offered by the network of
frames and frame elements provided by FrameNet. Al-
lowing for such a combination is the main contribution
of Charon, which is presented next.

4. Charon: Multimodal Annotation Tool
Charon is a multimodal annotation and database man-
agement tool. It was developed to annotate visual ob-
jects, correlate them with textual data and label frames
and Frame Elements evoked by them. Charon is com-
patible with the FN-Br WebTool: a database man-
agement and annotation software used by both local
framenet projects in Brazil, Sweden, Croatia and Japan,
and in the Global FrameNet Shared Annotation Task
(Torrent et al., 2018).1 Charon is composed of two
modules: a static mode, for annotating picture-text
pairings, and a dynamic mode, for annotating video.
Both are described next.

4.1. Annotation of Picture-Caption Pairings
Charon’s static annotation mode can be used to im-
prove multimodal datasets containing picture-text pair-
ings by adding fine-grained semantic information pro-
vided by FrameNet. The version of the tool presented
in this paper has been tuned to the requirements of the

1The FN-Br WebTool is available at https://
github.com/FrameNetBrasil/webtool.

Flickr 30K Entities dataset (Plummer et al., 2015) –
an expansion of Flickr 30K (Young et al., 2014) that
adds manually annotated bounding boxes and corefer-
ence chains linking entities from each image to their
correspondent descriptors in each caption. However,
any dataset featuring pictures, captions and bounding
boxes identifying parts of the picture can be used. The
annotation process is divided into two stages: (i) corpus
import and pre-processing, and (ii) annotation.

4.1.1. Picture Corpus Import and Pre-Processing
To upload a new corpus, all related files – a folder
with JPEG images, a text file with all the sentences,
and a XML with the classes and coordinates for each
object’s bounding box – must be compressed into a
ZIP file. Next, Charon creates a new corpus folder
in which documents containing lists of image-sentence
pairs are built. Before being presented to the annota-
tor, the sentences in these documents are pre-processed
by a disambiguation algorithm – DAISY (Torrent et
al., 2022) – that identifies and associates each frame-
evoking lemma with a semantic frame in the FrameNet
database, resulting in an automated frame annotation
for each sentence. Such an automated annotation
can be checked during a human-in-the-loop process.
Charon also checks the image related files for all ob-
jects that might have been previously tagged via data
labeling tools or computer vision algorithms, and auto-
matically correlates the classes of these objects – ob-
tained from datasets like COCO (Lin et al., 2014) and
Open Images (Kuznetsova et al., 2020) – with existing
Lexical Units in FrameNet. After that, images and sen-
tences are loaded into the interface where the human
annotation happens.

4.1.2. Picture Annotation Process
Figure 3 presents the static mode interface, used for
the annotation of Picture-Caption pairings. This an-
notation interface is composed of several panels that
are loaded depending on the type of corpus or anno-
tation task being developed. The upper left corner of
the interface offers a view of the uploaded image. The
panel titled Boxes shows the coordinates for the bound-
ing boxes related to each object/entity being annotated
in that picture. The Annotations panel shows the cor-
relations between each object/entity in the image, its
co-referenced phrase extracted from the sentence in the
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Figure 3: User interface for the annotation of Picture-Caption pairings.

middle panel, and the class used to label this object in
the original dataset. Finally, the panels Entities and Ob-
ject are the ones used by the human annotator to assign
a Semantic Frame and a FE to each picture-text pair
composed by the object/entity in the bounding box and
the highlighted phrase in the sentence.
Example sentence (2) has the phrases “A girl”, “a pony-
tail”, “her shoes”, “a bent knee”, and “a grassy field”
correlated with five distinct objects/entities in the im-
age. For the phrase “A girl”, corresponding to the En-
tity 1 in the image, the annotator assigned the frame
People by leisure activity and the FE PER-
SON.

(2) A girl in a ponytail is tying her shoes with a bent
knee while on a grassy field.

This annotation mode generates an XML file, allow-
ing the output to be used with other multimodal anno-
tation tools and integrated with existing transcriptions
and annotations from other modules and databases in
the FN-Br Webtool environment.

4.2. Annotation of Videos
Two types of media are involved in the annotation of
videos in FrameNet: audio and image. Therefore, this
module of Charon was designed to pre-process videos
by (i) extracting verbal data from both audio and im-
ages (i. e. subtitles) and deliver it for annotation in
the FN-Br Webtool; and (ii) submitting image to an ex-
ternal computer vision system that identifies visual ob-
jects and make bounding boxes for those objects avail-
able for annotation in Charon. In the following subsec-
tions we describe the video annotation pipeline.

4.2.1. Video Corpus Import and Pre-Processing
The pipeline designed for corpus import and video pre-
processing starts with the selection of the video input,

which is imported, pre-processed and separated into
two data flows: one for the audio and another for the
images.
The next step is the selection of the language of the
verbal mode. After the language is selected, the au-
dio data runs through a speech-to-text cloud service,
which detects word by word what is said throughout
the video.2 Each word receives time stamps indicating
the time span during which they are spoken.
From the image flow, subtitles are extracted using an
optical character recognition software. They are time-
stamped and then merged to the text corpus with the
output of the speech-to-text software.3 Words and sen-
tences extracted then go through a human-in-the-loop
stage, where users can build sentences from the words,
edit them, as well as check and adjust time stamps. Fi-
nally, the textual part of the corpus is saved and sent to
the FN-Br Webtool for annotation.
Charon also processes non-verbal visual data. The
images extracted at a 25 frames per second rate are
stamped for both time (in seconds) and video frame
(in sequential numbers). They run through a computer
vision algorithm, which automatically tags objects in
each frame, associating a bounding box and a category
to them. 4

At the end of the pipeline, annotators access the video
annotation module, where they visualize both the anno-
tated sentences and the automatically detected objects.
This module is described next.

2For the current implementation, Google Cloud
Speech API (https://cloud.google.com/
speech-to-text) is used.

3For the current implementation, Tesseract OCR
(https://github.com/tesseract-ocr/
tesseract) is used.

4For the current implementation, YOLOv3 (Redmon and
Farhadi, 2018), trained on the COCO dataset (Lin et al.,
2014) is used.
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Figure 4: Example of video annotation.

4.2.2. Video Annotation Process
Charon provides a myriad of possibilities for video an-
notation by human users, in terms of both methodolo-
gies and goals. So far, it has been used to annotate
and compare semantic frames evoked by visual objects
with those evoked by LUs in sentences. This is why the
video annotation module features not only the annota-
tion tools for tagging images, but also the visualization
of the sentences annotated in the FN-Br WebTool for
the same corpus.
Human annotators can start by reviewing the objects
automatically detected by the computer vision soft-
ware. If annotators agree with the bounding box drawn
by the CV software, they select the object in the panel,
then use the edit tracking button in the player to link the
bounding box to the object through the following video
frames. Once the object is not visible anymore or there
is a cut point, the annotator presses the pause tracking
button, and then the end object one. If annotators do
not agree with the bounding box drawn, they can select
the object in the panel and delete it.
To create new objects, annotators use the new object
button, draw the bounding box over the object they
want to detect, then start tracking it. Tracking can be
executed manually, frame by frame, or automatically,
using the start tracking button. In both cases, annota-
tors determine the end point for the bounding box when
the object is not visible anymore or there is a cut point.
Next, annotators have to manually attribute a Semantic
Frame and a FE to the object. They choose the frame
from the list under the Frame Name field. Once the
frame is chosen, a list of its FEs is loaded in the Frame
Element field. Annotators should also attribute a Com-
puter Vision name to the object or confirm the label au-
tomatically assigned by the computer vision software.
This category associates one LU with the object, con-
sidering its value as an entity recognizable by computer
vision tools or algorithms. In the CV Name field, users
may choose from any LU in the framenet database they
are using. Figure 4 shows an example of video anno-

tation. At the moment the image in Figure 4 is seen
on screen, viewers listen one of the men speaking the
sentence annotated as in (3):

(3) BomDesirability que aquiLocative relation

a gente bebeIngestion e vai
esquentandoChange of temperature, né?

It’s good that here we drink and warm ourselves
up, innit?

When looking for correspondences between text and
image, objects 323 and 324 were annotated as the IN-
GESTORS for the Ingestion frame (Figure 5). On
the other hand, as what is visually recognizable are two
human figures, the CV Names chosen were person.n
in the People frame. Object 325 was annotated as the
INGESTIBLES in the Ingestion frame and as glass.n
in the Container frame for the CV Name. What
is interesting here is that in the sentence there is no
mention to the INGESTIBLES FE – it is a null instanti-
ation, – neither to the Container Frame. Therefore,
this example shows how meaning layers and granular-
ity can be added to the FrameNet semantic representa-
tion by annotating visual data in correspondence with
textual data in a corpus.

5. Expected Datasets
As demonstrated so far, the addition of other com-
municative modes to FrameNet annotation allows for
building fine-grained semantically annotated multi-
modal datasets. Two datasets are being currently built
by means of Charon’s annotation affordances: the
Framed Multi 30k and the Frame2 datasets (Torrent et
al., 2022).
The Framed Multi 30k Dataset will consist of an im-
proved version of two datasets: the Multi30k dataset
(Elliott et al., 2016) – a multilingual extension of the
popular dataset for sentence-based image description
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Figure 5: The Ingestion frame.

Flickr30k (Young et al., 2014), – and Flickr30k Enti-
ties (Plummer et al., 2015). For each of the 276,000
bounding boxes from Flickr30K Entities, our Framed
Multi 30k dataset will add five new sets of Entity-
Frame-Frame Element relations, 155,070 new Brazil-
ian Portuguese descriptions, and 155,070 new English-
Portuguese translated descriptions.
The Frame2 dataset, in turn, is being built to provide
means to analyze the interaction between the frame-
based semantic representation of verbal language and
that produced by the frame-based annotation of video
sequences, i.e. sequences of visual frames related with
audio, forming a video. The aim is to make it possible
to analyze audio and video combination possibilities in
terms of frames, as in the example shown in Figure 4.
This dataset is composed by the multimodal objects se-
lected for annotation in the corpus of the TV Travel
Series “Pedro pelo Mundo.” The first data release of
Frame2 will comprise the annotation of all 10 episodes
of the show’s first season. This means approximately
12,200 annotation sets for text and 5,000 for image.

6. Conclusion
Charon is a unique and robust tool that provides an
user-friendly, web-based interface for fine-grained se-
mantic annotation of both static and dynamic multi-
modal corpora. The integration with the ever-growing
network of semantic frames provided by framenets
worldwide allows for large-scale multimodal data anal-
ysis. While the current release has already demon-
strated its usefulness, many updates and extensions are
in the works. A priority is to improve the integration
with metadata obtained from machine vision models
for automatic object detection.
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Abstract
The Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) annotation schema was originally designed for English. But the formalism has
since been adapted for annotation in a variety of languages. Meanwhile, cross-lingual parsers have been developed to derive
English AMR representations for sentences from other languages—implicitly assuming that English AMR can approximate an
interlingua. In this work, we investigate the similarity of AMR annotations in parallel data and how much the language matters
in terms of the graph structure. We set out to quantify the effect of sentence language on the structure of the parsed AMR. As a
case study, we take parallel AMR annotations from Mandarin Chinese and English AMRs, and replace all Chinese concepts with
equivalent English tokens. We then compare the two graphs via the Smatch metric as a measure of structural similarity. We find
that source language has a dramatic impact on AMR structure, with Smatch scores below 50% between English and Chinese
graphs in our sample—an important reference point for interpreting Smatch scores in cross-lingual AMR parsing.

Keywords: Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR), Chinese language resources, annotation

1 Introduction

Though the Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR;
Banarescu et al., 2013) framework was originally de-
signed for annotating English sentences, and not in-
tended as an interlingua, it has since been adapted to a
number of other languages (§2.1), raising the question
of how well it abstracts away from the particularities
of individual languages. To investigate AMR’s ability
to serve as an interlingua, previous work has explored
methods of characterizing the types of differences be-
tween parallel AMR graphs (AMRs annotating parallel
sentences in different languages; §2.2). However, there
has not yet been an effort to systematically quantify the
effect on AMR structure of the language of the sen-
tence being parsed (hereafter, the source language). We
hypothesize that regardless of any language-specific in-
formation in the AMR (i.e. if the labels are made to be
in the same language), the structure of AMRs across
language pairs will likely differ because of the linguistic
properties of the source sentence. To better understand
the impact of language on AMR structure in the pur-
suit of effective evaluation of cross-lingual AMR pair
similarity, we aim to quantify the amount of impact in
parallel AMRs.

Here we explore the effect of source language on
AMR structure in the large annotated parallel corpus of
Mandarin Chinese and English AMRs (Li et al., 2016).
To quantify the impact of source language on the AMR,
we eliminate the measurable impact of lexical diver-
gence and focus solely on structural divergences. To
do this, we take a pair of parallel English and Chinese
AMRs and manually translate every word in the Chinese
graph into its English equivalent. Structural elements of
the AMR are largely unchanged (§3.2). We then eval-
uate via Smatch (Cai and Knight, 2013), which is an
algorithm to compare AMR graphs and calculate simi-
larity. Ultimately, we have a Smatch score quantifying

the effect of source language on AMR structure.
From these Smatch scores, we are able to demon-

strate that the source language has a dramatic effect on
the structure of an AMR, even if the AMR is a gold an-
notation with no noise introduced by automatic parsing.
This result has important implications for (1) identify-
ing cross-linguistic inconsistencies in the AMR schema,
and (2) interpreting scores in cross-lingual AMR parsing
evaluations (Damonte, 2019).1

Our primary contributions include:
• a novel approach to quantifying effect of source

language on AMR structure;
• a small dataset of 120 Chinese AMRs with English

concept labels, following our approach;2 and
• an analysis of the Smatch score differences be-

tween our Chinese AMRs with English concept
labels and the corresponding gold English AMRs.

2 Related Work
2.1. Abstract Meaning Representation
The Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) formal-
ism is a graph-based representation of the meaning of a
sentence or phrase. In AMR annotations, nodes reflect
entities and events, and the edges are labeled with se-
mantic roles. AMR aims to abstract away from surface
details of morphology and syntax in favor of core ele-
ments of meaning, such as predicate-argument structure
and coreference. With that in mind, sentences with the
same meaning (and content word vocabulary) should
be represented by the same AMR. English AMR an-
notations are unanchored—the nodes are not explicitly

1“Cross-lingual AMR parsing” typically refers to parsing
a sentence from a language other than English into a standard
English AMR.

2Our annotations can be found at https://github.com/
shirawein/effect-language-amr-structure
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mapped to tokens in the sentence—but the concepts (se-
mantic node labels) largely consist of lemmatized words
from the sentence.

AMR was designed exclusively for English and
was not intended to be an interlingua (Banarescu et al.,
2013), but has now been extended to multiple lan-
guages. AMR has been adapted to Chinese (Li et al.,
2016), Portuguese (Anchiêta and Pardo, 2018; Sobre-
villa Cabezudo and Pardo, 2019), Spanish (Migueles-
Abraira et al., 2018; Wein et al., 2022), Vietnamese
(Linh and Nguyen, 2019), Turkish (Azin and Eryiğit,
2019; Oral et al., 2022), Korean (Choe et al., 2020), and
Persian (Takhshid et al., 2022).

A multilingual adaptation of AMR, the Uniform
Meaning Representation (Van Gysel et al., 2021), was
developed to incorporate linguistic diversity into the
AMR annotation process.

2.2. Differences in Cross-lingual AMR Pairs
AMR has been assessed as an interlingua, considering
the types of differences which appear across AMR lan-
guage pairs, for Czech (Hajič et al., 2014), Chinese (Xue
et al., 2014), and Spanish (Wein and Schneider, 2021),
in comparison to English.

Xue et al. (2014) explore the adaptability of En-
glish AMR to Czech and Chinese. They suggest that
AMR may be cross-linguistically adaptable because
it abstracts away from morpho-syntactic differences.
Cross-linguistic comparisons between English/Czech
and English/Chinese AMR pairs indicate that most pairs
align well. Also, the compatibility is higher for English
and Chinese than for English and Czech.

Hajič et al. (2014) describe the types of differences
between AMRs for parallel English and Czech sen-
tences, and find that the differences may be either due
to convention/surface-level nuances which could be
changed in the annotation guidelines, or may be due
to inherent facets of the AMR annotation schema. One
notable cross-lingual AMR difference is from the ap-
pearance of language-specific idioms and phrases.

Wein and Schneider (2021) define the types and
causes of divergences between cross-lingual AMR pairs
for English-Spanish parallel sentences. The causes of
structural differences between parallel AMRs are iden-
tified as being due to semantic divergences, syntactic
divergences, or annotation choices.

Though previous work has explored methods of
characterizing the differences between pairs of cross-
lingual AMRs, in this work, we aim to quantify the
impact of the source language on AMR structure.

3 Annotation

3.1. Dataset
For our annotation and analysis, we make use of parallel
gold Chinese and English AMR annotations of the novel
The Little Prince—the Chinese AMRs from the CAMR

dataset (Li et al., 2016)3 and their parallel English AMR
annotations (Banarescu et al., 2013).4 We were inter-
ested in using this set of parallel data because of the
notable divergence in linguistic properties between Chi-
nese and English, as well as the prominence of Chinese
sentence–to–English AMR parsing (Damonte and Co-
hen, 2020). The 100 AMRs used are the first 100 anno-
tations of both development sets, corresponding to the
first 100 sentences of The Little Prince.5 The average
sentence length is 15.3 tokens for the 100 English sen-
tences and 19.5 tokens for the 100 Chinese sentences.
Since the Chinese AMRs do not include :wiki tags, we
remove all :wiki tags from the gold English AMRs.

Note that The Little Prince was originally written in
French, so both the English and Chinese versions are
translations and may exhibit features of translationese
and/or may be subject to differences due to French serv-
ing as a third pivot language (Koppel and Ordan, 2011).

3.2. Approach
Our broad approach to annotation consists of taking the
CAMR annotation and replacing the Chinese concepts
with English tokens. We want to replace the Chinese
concepts with English tokens so that we do not penalize
lexical differences (which are apparent as the words are
originally in different languages), but rather, exclusively
measure the structural differences between the AMRs.
Specifically, this consists of a three-step process:
1. Manually translate the Chinese concepts to equiva-
lent English tokens.
2. Check the parallel gold English AMR to identify
synonyms of the manually generated translations of the
Chinese concepts.
3. If a synonym (close enough in meaning such that
faithfulness to the Chinese sentence is not lost) of the
manually generated translation appears in the gold En-
glish AMR, the term from the English AMR is used to
replace the manually generated translation. Otherwise,
the manually generated translation is used.

Additionally, there are some terms that appear in the
CAMR annotations which would not appear in English
AMR annotations. For example, functional particles
such as就 (a central particle with a multitude of uses)
appear in the CAMR annotation schema but prepositions
and other morphosyntactic details do not appear in the
English AMR annotation schema. We remove these
functional particles from the Chinese annotations rather
than attempt to translate them into English. No other
structural changes are made to the Chinese AMR.

We trained two linguistics students bilingual in En-
glish and Chinese in our approach. Approximately 4
hours were spent per annotator to produce the annota-
tions and no annotation tool was used.

3https://www.cs.brandeis.edu/~clp/camr/res/blj_

dev.txt
4https://amr.isi.edu/download/

amr-bank-struct-v1.6-dev.txt
520 sentences were double-annotated: see §4.
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4 Results & Analysis
We collect 60 annotations from each annotator, with 20
sentences overlapping so that we can calculate inter-
annotator agreement (120 annotations total, on 100
unique sentences). We calculate the Smatch scores
between the annotations (Chinese AMR with English
concepts) and the corresponding gold English AMR.

4.1. Inter-Annotator Agreement

English translation: Nothing about him gave any sug-
gestion of a child lost in the middle of the desert, a
thousand miles from any human habitation.
Annotation 1:

(x0 / look-02

:polarity (x2 / -)

:degree (x3 / slightest)

:arg0 (x4 / he)

:arg1 (x5 / child

:quant (x6 / 1)

:arg0-of (x7 / lose-02

:location (x8 / desert

:mod (x9 / large)

:mod (x10 / uninhabited)))))

Annotation 2:

(x0 / seem-01

:polarity (x2 / -)

:degree (x3 / remote)

:arg0 (x4 / he)

:arg1 (x5 / child

:quant (x6 / 1)

:arg0-of (x7 / lose-02

:location (x8 / desert

:mod (x9 / huge)

:mod (x10 / uninhabited)))))

Figure 1: Both annotations (from Annotator 1 and Anno-
tator 2) for one of the sentences in our dataset. Note that
the annotators provided the English concepts and the
structure of the annotation is derived from the parallel
Chinese annotation.

We find that the average inter-annotator agreement
(calculated by Smatch) is 0.8645, on a scale from 0
to 1, with 1 being exactly the same. Inter-annotator
agreement here measures lexical agreement between the
translators. The reason IAA would not be 1 is because
translation choices are being made when producing the
annotations. For example, in figure 1, one annotator felt
that a more faithful translation of像 is seem, while the
other annotator decided that a more accurate translation
would be look. The same is true for the difference be-
tween slightest and remote, as well as between huge

and large. None of those terms (either item of any of
the three pairs) are captured in the parallel gold English
AMR, so these differences reflect translation choices

and not errors in annotation. This pair of annotations
received an IAA score of 0.85.

4.2. Annotations versus Gold English AMRs

English sentence: “It has horns.”
Gold English annotation:

(h / have-03

:arg0 (i / it)

:arg1 (h2 / horn))

Chinese sentence: “还有犄角呢。”
Annotation (Chinese AMR with English concept labels):

(x0 / say

:arg1 (x2 / have-03

:manner (x3 / even)

:arg1 (x4 / horn)))

Figure 2: Gold English AMR and our annotation for
parallel sentences.

English sentence: “Boa constrictors swallow their prey
whole , without chewing it.
Gold English annotation:

(s2 / say-01

:arg0 (b2 / book)

:arg1 (s / swallow-01

:arg0 (b / boa)

:arg1 (p / prey

:mod (w / whole)

:poss b)

:manner (c2 / chew-01 :polarity -

:arg0 b

:arg1 p)))

Chinese sentence: 这本书中写道：“这些蟒蛇把它
们的猎获物不加咀嚼地囫囵吞下
Annotation (Chinese AMR with English concept labels):

(x11 / writes-01

:arg0 (x13 / book-01)

:arg1 (x14 / swallow-01

:arg0 (x15 / boa

:mod (x16 / these))

:arg1 (x17 / prey

:poss (x25 / x15))

:manner (x19 / whole)

:manner (x21 / chew-01 :polarity -))))

Figure 3: Gold English AMR and our annotation for
parallel sentences (some roles removed for brevity of
presentation).

The production of our annotations is motivated by
the ability to then quantify the amount of difference be-
tween our annotations and the gold English AMRs. We
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English sentence: And after some work with a colored
pencil I succeeded in making my first drawing.
Chinese sentence: 于是，我也用彩色铅笔画出了我
的第一副图画。
Literal English translation of Chinese sentence: So, I
also drew my first drawing with colored pencils.

Figure 4: An English and Chinese sentence pair from
the dataset, displaying slight variation in the translation.

use Smatch to quantify this difference as the standard
similarity evaluation technique for AMR pairs.

The Smatch score for the gold English AMRs in
comparison to the annotations is 41% for those pro-
duced by Annotator 1 and 44% for those produced by
Annotator 2. These Smatch scores are over 60 sentence
pairs each. This indicates that there is a sizable effect of
source language on the structure of the AMR even with
the Chinese labels being replaced, raising questions for
how we evaluate cross-lingual AMR parsers.

We expect that some of the differences we capture
in our approach are due to translation, and some differ-
ences are due to syntactic and semantic properties, as
established by previous work comparing more similar
languages (Spanish and English) (Wein and Schneider,
2021). One example of a syntactic effect on AMR struc-
ture can be seen in figure 2.

This divergence arises out of the ability in Chinese
to omit sentence subjects when they can be understood
from context, which explains why the Chinese graph is
missing an :arg0 argument. It is likely that there are
differences in meaning in parallel sentences as caused by
the translation process, though there are also observed
syntactic differences as noted in the example in figure 2.

A more subtle effect of source language on AMR
structure can be seen in figure 3 relating to the :arg1

prey. In English, we have “swallow their prey whole,”
such that “whole” is a semantic modifier of “prey,” de-
noted by :mod. In Chinese, the equivalent is 囫囵
(wholly, possibly barbarically)吞下 (swallow). Wholly
(囫囵) is annotated as :manner to the swallowing (吞
下), instead of as the :mod of prey. We consider this
a faithful and standard translation reflective of cross-
linguistic differences between the “swallow whole” con-
struction in English and the “wholly swallow” construc-
tion in Chinese. This difference is reflected in the AMR.

One example of sentences being slight variants of
each other rather than literal translations is the sentence
pair seen in figure 4. The annotation (same for both an-
notators) received a Smatch score of 0.43 similarity with
the gold English AMR. The majority of the sentences
are closely parallel, so we expect that the difference we
are quantifying is an effect of syntactic and semantic
divergence between Chinese and English.6

6If Chinese and English gold AMRs are released in differ-
ent domains in future work, it would be interesting to repeat
this analysis on those texts and compare our findings.

4.3. Accounting for Design Differences
A few relatively superficial differences in annotation
guidelines between Chinese and English need to be
accounted for, as they may impact the Smatch score
without being a direct reflection of source language
impact. We found four types of differences which have
an impact on AMR structure:

• CAMR uses the concept mean for elaboration/
further explanation of another concept/structure,
which is often included in parentheses/colon
(present in 3 AMR pairs)

• CAMR uses the concept cause instead of
cause-01 to refer to the cause of an event, which
is considered a non-core role (in 4 AMR pairs)

• CAMR occasionally uses :beneficiary instead of
:arg2 to refer to indirect object (in 5 AMR pairs)

• While English AMR does not account for the sen-
tence being a quotation, CAMR roots all quotations
with say (in 13 AMR pairs)7

Removed Diff. Anno.1/Gold Anno.2/Gold
None 41% 44%
Mean 43% 44%
Cause 41% 44%

Beneficiary 41% 43%
Quotation 41% 43%

All 42% 45%

Table 1: Smatch scores without each of the four design
differences.

As can be seen in table 1, even when removing all
AMR pairs noticeably affected by schema differences,
the Smatch score similarity between our annotations and
the gold English AMRs only increases incrementally,
and a large effect of source language remains. This
indicates that the dissimilarity we measure in AMR
structure is not due to differences in annotation schema.

5 Conclusion
Our case study between Chinese and English serves as
an analysis of the impact of linguistic divergence be-
tween those two languages on AMR structure. Through
our annotation process of translating Chinese concepts
to English, we find that there is a dramatic impact on
AMR structures, with Smatch scores between our anno-
tations and the gold English AMRs falling below 50%.
For comparison, inter-annotator Smatch scores within
a single language (Chinese) in the same domain have
been reported at 83% (Li et al., 2016).

This substantive impact on AMR structure moti-
vates further consideration for source language when
working with AMR cross-lingually—either in evaluat-
ing cross-lingual AMR parsers or when developing and
comparing AMR schema in new languages.

7In English AMR, only the first sentence in the quotation,
starting with open quotes, is rooted with say. In Chinese
AMR, any sentence containing quotes is rooted with say.
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As a meaning representation, it is critical that an
AMR graph effectively reflect the meaning of the sen-
tence being parsed. Current cross-lingual AMR parsers
evaluate accuracy of a parsed non-English sentence by
comparing to the corresponding gold English AMR. Our
newfound evidence that source language has a sizable
effect on AMR structure should be taken into account
when interpreting cross-lingual Smatch evaluations. Ide-
ally, gold AMRs should be created in the source lan-
guage for evaluating cross-lingual parsers (even if suffi-
cient training data is only available in English). Future
work might investigate steps to mitigate source language
impact when evaluating cross-lingual AMR parsing, or
further investigate the effect in other language pairs.
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Abstract
Large scale annotation of rich multilayer corpus data is expensive and time consuming, motivating approaches that integrate
high quality automatic tools with active learning in order to prioritize human labeling of hard cases. A related challenge in
such scenarios is the concurrent management of automatically annotated data and human annotated data, particularly where
different subsets of the data have been corrected for different types of annotation and with different levels of confidence. In this
paper we present Midas Loop, a collaborative, version-controlled online annotation environment for multilayer corpus data
which includes integrated provenance and confidence metadata for each piece of information at the document, sentence, token
and annotation level. We present a case study on improving annotation quality in an existing multilayer parse bank of English
called AMALGUM, focusing on active learning in corpus preprocessing, at the level of sentence segmentation, which remains
surprisingly challenging for automated systems. Our results show improvements to state-of-the-art sentence segmentation and a
promising workflow for getting “silver” data to approach gold standard quality.

Keywords: corpus, annotation, collaborative, active learning, multilayer, sentence segmentation, human in the loop

1. Introduction
Multilayer corpora (Ide et al., 2010; Santos and Mota,
2010; Zeldes, 2018) are richly annotated language re-
sources that contain information about a variety of lin-
guistic phenomena in parallel, such as morpho-syntactic
analyses, named entity recognition, semantic role label-
ing or ‘PropBanking’ (Palmer et al., 2005), coreference
resolution and more. While they are highly valuable for
both linguistic studies and computational applications,
such datasets can be challenging to maintain: the exis-
tence of multiple annotations for each text means that
different annotations may be aligned or interconnected,
that segmentations such as word tokenization and sen-
tence splitting will often need to match across layers
(Krause et al., 2012), and that correcting one part of
a corpus may have complex consequences for another
(Peng and Zeldes, 2018). These challenges can more
easily be overcome for small, hand-curated datasets, but
may become unmanageable for larger corpora, espe-
cially if iterative improvement and corrections to the
data are envisioned.

In this paper we present a new, open-source,
production-ready system for iterative correction of large-
scale multilayer data. The system, called Midas Loop,
integrates with retrainable NLP models to provide con-
fidence metadata for CoNLL-U annotations. This con-
fidence metadata allows for both the targeting of low
confidence areas of the data for manual review, as well
as harnessing higher confidence areas of the data in or-
der to curate subsets that can be used for tasks that have
specific requirements regarding annotation quality.

We use the freely available AMALGUM corpus
(Gessler et al., 2020) as a case study, containing 4M
tokens in 8 English genres, automatically annotated
for high quality Universal Dependencies (UD) parses

(incl. enhanced dependencies); document structure us-
ing TEI p5 XML tags (Burnard and Bauman, 2008);
typed and nested named and non-named entity recog-
nition; normalized time expressions; coreference res-
olution; and discourse parses in Rhetorical Structure
Theory (Mann and Thompson, 1988). Of these tasks,
our system currently handles sentence segmentation (at
the document level), as well as structural tasks which
are edited at the sentence level, including POS tag-
ging, lemmatization, dependency syntax corrections
etc. These capabilities thus encompass the standard
UD/CoNLL-U format column annotations1, and in the
future we plan to add extensible support for other kinds
of annotations expressed in the MISC column or meta-
data lines of the CoNLL-U format, such as annotations
for entities, coreference and discourse parses.

Since the substantial size of the data curated by the
system makes comprehensive manual correction unfea-
sible, we adopt an active learning strategy, which allows
users to query the system for likely errors based on NLP
model output probabilities, which are then highlighted
in context and presented to annotators.

We evaluate the effectiveness of our strategy on the
surprisingly tricky task of automated sentence splitting
in multiple genres, by iteratively retraining tools on high-
priority corrected data in a synergistic cycle of manual
and automated correction. The resulting data contains
mixed gold and silver quality annotations, which neces-
sitate facilities for keeping track of version controlled
annotation provenance, as well as qualitative and quanti-
tative quality estimates at the document, sentence, token
and annotation levels.

The main contributions of this paper are:

1https://universaldependencies.org/
format.html; see below for more details
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1. We present an open source annotation system for
large scale multilayer corpus correction incorporat-
ing active learning across a broad range of tasks,
which highlights uncertain NLP outputs prioritized
for annotator correction and tracks annotation qual-
ity through metadata.

2. We also present a new and improved version of
this work’s test case corpus, AMALGUM, with
very high quality automatic and some manually
corrected NLP output.

3. We evaluate the effectiveness of active learning for
sentence splitting and achieve a substantially im-
proved SOTA score for English sentence splitting
on the genre-diverse gold standard GUM dataset,
which includes both spoken and written data, as
well as challenging unedited user generated con-
tent from the Web. (Sanguinetti et al., 2022)

2. Previous work
2.1. Multilayer annotation
Because of their complex structure and potential inter-
dependencies between layers, multilayer corpora can
be particularly challenging to annotate and to maintain.
While an initial focus on correcting treebanking (Lai and
Bird, 2004) allowed the use of single tools without many
cross-checks, subsequent work on integrating frame se-
mantics, prosody and pragmatics led to multilayer data
with intertwined syntactic, phonological, semantic and
pragmatic graphs that pushed single interface tools to
their limit, as in the SALSA project (Burchardt et al.,
2008) or the NXT Switchboard Corpus (Calhoun et
al., 2010). Later corpora such as MASC (Ide et al.,
2010) and OntoNotes (Weischedel et al., 2012) added
increasingly many levels of annotation, such as concur-
rent word senses, semantic role labeling, coreference
resolution and named entity recognition, in addition to
morpho-syntactic analyses, with the result that separate
tools were often used for editing each layer.

Many single-task annotation interfaces exist for
the layers handled by our system, including Arbora-
tor (Gerdes, 2013) and UD Annotatrix (Tyers et al.,
2018) for dependency trees, and CorefAnnotator (Re-
iter, 2018) for coreference annotation. There also exist
widely used generic web based tools, such as WebAnno
(Eckart de Castilho et al., 2016) and INCEpTION (Klie
et al., 2018), which target the annotation of typed spans
and relations. Such tools are highly effective for individ-
ual annotation types. However, they are not designed to
simultaneously handle the full spectrum of annotation
types found in multilayer corpora, nor do they inter-
act well with concurrent editing of segmentation and
sentence-level annotations, or preserve versioned prove-
nance information during iterative improvements to doc-
uments.

There are also a few examples of annotation tools
tailored to multilayer editing, including FoLiA (van
Gompel and Reynaert, 2014) and Atomic (Druskat et

al., 2014), which were built from the ground up to sup-
port diverse, possibly interdependent, annotations in a
single graph data model. Our approach follows these in
that we use a single data model to support multiple lay-
ers, though we maintain a closer workflow to annotation
of corpora such as OntoNotes, in that each annotation
task interface is specialized and separate, exposing only
necessary facets of the data and simplifying user in-
teractions by limiting the amount of training required
for each task. However, this inevitably means that our
API must keep track of single layer changes which have
meaningful consequences for other layers, which we
manage in a non-destructive and version controlled way
during updates (see Section 3).

2.2. Active learning
Active learning (AL), initially called ‘uncertainty sam-
pling’ (Lewis and Gale, 1994) has a long history in NLP
as a technique to reduce the amount of data required to
learn a task: by targeting uncertain outputs from a large
pool of automatically labeled data, human annotators
can focus effort on resolving cases that algorithms find
particularly challenging. AL continues to be applied
successfully in recent papers for sentence classifica-
tion (Ein-Dor et al., 2020), Named Entity Recognition
(NER) (Shen et al., 2017), paraphrase detection (Bai et
al., 2020), sentiment analysis (Ashrafi Asli et al., 2020)
and much more.

We observe two trends in previous work on anno-
tation systems for AL: 1. they typically target a sin-
gle, specific task and/or domain (e.g. NER output for
biomedical data) and typically only support relatively
simple structures, such as non-overlapping span annota-
tions (Searle et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2019) or document
classification (Wiechmann et al., 2021); 2. they often
simplify tasks by presenting specific questions to an-
notators: for example, a system might present a pair
of mentions with questionable coreference status to an
annotator for validation, substantially simplifying the
interaction and interface requirements (Li et al., 2020).

Such systems can be highly valuable for targeted
needs, however they fall short when the goal is to it-
eratively upgrade large-scale, silver-quality data into a
gold-standard-near multilayer resource, with compre-
hensive linguistic annotations. Probably the closest ex-
isting tool to Midas Loop in implementing these goals
is prodigy2, which allows annotation with AL for cus-
tomizable spans, as well as some graph annotations;
however it is a non-freely available commercial tool,
is tied to the SpaCy NLP platform,3 which does not
support some of our annotation workflows, and cannot
handle discourse trees, which are relevant to our work
with AMALGUM.

Finally, although AL is generally expected to im-
prove NLP tool accuracy, care must be taken to pre-
vent a focus on skewed outlier data, which can result

2https://prodi.gy/
3https://spacy.io/
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if AL-selected examples outnumber ‘normal’ common
examples, or substantially alter their relative likelihood
(Baldridge and Osborne, 2004; Karamcheti et al., 2021).
In our experiment in Section 4 we therefore focus on
choosing entire documents with high levels of uncer-
tainty (which presumably also contain ‘common’ cases),
rather than just individual sentences from all documents,
but the risk of data skewing nevertheless remains. To
assess the practical impact of AL in the context of the
present project, Section 4.2 evaluates the gains from
targeted data selection for one early and very important
task in the compilation of multilayer corpora: sentence
splitting.

3. System Architecture
Midas Loop can be divided into two parts. The core
system is a web server which maintains the state of the
data and allows changes to be made to the data via an
HTTP API. The frontend system is a web browser ap-
plication which provides a graphical user interface with
multiple annotation components for making changes to
data. Guidance from machine learning models on which
annotations are most dubious (and therefore most in
need of manual review) is stored in order to be visually
indicated in the interface.

Our frontend system’s functionality enables the
human-in-the-loop workflow described in this paper
and enables editing of most annotations in the popular
CoNLL-U format adopted by UD. However, the core
system’s API is agnostic regarding the frontend inter-
face, and as such it is also possible to interact with the
core system in other ways: for example, another web
browser frontend could be created, or a crowdsourcing
study on Amazon Mechanical Turk could send updates
to the core system, which is an independent component.

3.1. Core System4

Overview The core system is a web server imple-
mented in Clojure5 which provides an HTTP API for
clients to create, read, update, and delete CoNLL-U an-
notations. Token-based authentication restricts access to
only authorized users, and it is possible to import and ex-
port data both via the HTTP API and the command-line.
The core system is distributed as a single standalone .jar
file and works on any platform with a Java Virtual Ma-
chine implementation. The core system contacts NLP
services via HTTP and is therefore completely decou-
pled from them, allowing services to be implemented ad
hoc in another programming language, such as Python.
A full description of the API is included in the system’s
repository.

Data Model Internally, CoNLL-U file strings are de-
serialized and represented as a graph. Each document,
sentence, metadata line, and “token” (i.e., 10-column

4https://github.com/gucorpling/
midas-loop-ui.git

5https://clojure.org/

row) is represented as a node. Additionally, each an-
notation within a token is represented as a node: for
each token, there is a separate node for its FORM col-
umn, and for fields with multiple annotations like mor-
phological features (FEATS) and MISC annotations,6

each key-value pair is represented as a separate node.
This proliferation of graph structure is needed in order
to easily keep track of which annotations are human-
verified “gold” annotations, and which annotations are
NLP system-provided “silver” annotations: some tokens
may have e.g. a gold part of speech annotation but silver
syntactic head and dependency relation annotations.

Database The immutable graph database XTDB7 is
used to store and process this representation. We ad-
ditionally note that XTDB stores the full history of all
past database states. This functionality is not used by
the core system at the moment, but it could be used in
the future in order to allow access to all past versions of
a certain document or sentence.

NLP Integration In order for active learning support
to be available for a certain kind of annotation, an NLP
system must be available which can provide annotation
probabilities. This functionality is entirely “opt-in” and
may be configured for as many or as few annotation
kinds as desired. It is required that NLP systems are
reachable via HTTP and can handle a few standardized
API calls, and we anticipate that users will find it most
convenient to take existing NLP models and wrap them
in an implementation of this HTTP protocol using a
Python web framework such as Flask.

NLP services are consulted at a sentence-level reso-
lution: every time any element of a sentence changes,
all registered NLP services are notified, and have the
opportunity to provide new annotations and probability
distributions for the layer in that sentence. Annotations
from NLP services will overwrite existing annotations,
unless an existing annotation is “gold” (i.e. manually
added by an annotator), in which case the existing anno-
tation will not be overwritten. For example, if sentence
segmentation is altered, we assume that an automatic
parser should be called to parse the resulting, newly
formed sentences.

Supported Data The core system provides full sup-
port for reading, editing, importing, and serializing
core datatypes in a standard CoNLL-U file. This in-
cludes changes to the 10 standard columns, as well as
changes to sentence splits. Multiword and empty tokens
as specified in the CoNLL-U format are fully supported.
Changes to tokenization, changes to metadata lines, en-
hanced dependency editing,8 and creation of new textual
data other than via import of a CoNLL-U string are cur-

6See https://universaldependencies.org/
format.html

7https://xtdb.com/
8For English, as in other UD data, we currently propa-

gate corrected enhanced dependencies automatically based on
corrected un-enhanced morphosyntax.
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rently unsupported, but are planned for future releases.

Future Supported Data Additionally, although our
system does not yet support editing of annotations not
natively expressed in CoNLL-U, such as those for enti-
ties, coreference, and discourse, we plan to support these
eventually using a configuration which will tell the sys-
tem how to read them from the MISC column or meta-
data lines. We also plan to support representations pro-
posed by the recent Universal Anaphora project (http:
//universalanaphora.org/). These extensions
will allow the system to continue working with just
CoNLL-U while allowing it to process arbitrary annota-
tions.

3.1.1. Layer Interdependencies
As some annotation layers have dependencies on others,
a word on how layer dependencies are handled in our
system is warranted. For instance, head attachments
in a dependency syntax layer are constrained by token
and sentence annotations: in UD, valid heads must be
tokens within the same sentence as the child token. This
complicates the process of programmatically applying
changes to multilayer data: for example, if an existing
sentence is split, any head attachments that span the
new sentence boundary must be removed, or else some
tokens will have invalid heads.

For issues such as this, where a change in a “lower”
layer could render existing annotations in “higher” lay-
ers ill-formed, our general approach is to perform the
smallest number of adjustments necessary in order to
arrive at a valid state. For example, in the situation
just described where a dependency syntax layer is af-
fected by a sentence split, we choose to nullify any head
attachments which span the new sentence boundary, en-
suring that the tree will remain valid, albeit incomplete.
(Note however that if an NLP service is registered for
dependency syntax, the new sentences will soon receive
new parses from the service.) Analogous operations are
implemented for other layer interactions which ensure
that data in the system will avoid invalid states.

3.2. Frontend System9

Our frontend system provides a UI for performing our
active learning workflow on a subset of CoNLL-U an-
notation types. Specifically, we support read/write as
well as active learning support for sentence bound-
aries, HEAD/DEPREL, XPOS, and UPOS and currently
read/write only support for LEMMA. We also support
querying and ordering documents according to the num-
ber of probable annotation errors in a document, as
identified by proportion of gold annotations (Figure 3)
or NLP model output probabilities for a given type of
annotation. Specifically, with regard to the output prob-
abilities, given a document D with tokens t1, . . . , tn
and annotations a1, . . . , an for a given layer, and given
a probability distribution over possible annotations on

9https://github.com/gucorpling/
midas-loop

Figure 1: Segmentation interface: ✗ indicates a sentence
split; ⋆ indicates that a space is not a sentence split.
Red indicate a suspicious position for annotator inspec-
tion, while blue indicates edits by the user.

Figure 2: The syntax interface showing a suspicious
annotation in red, and a high-confidence corrected anno-
tation in green. Each suspicious annotation is shown to
the user, who can determine which annotation to keep.

that layer at each position i, P(Ai = ai|D), we com-
pute 1

n

∑n
1 maxai

P(Ai = ai|D), i.e. the average prob-
ability of the most likely label at each position for the
entire document. This information is used in aggregate,
and there is currently no functionality for querying for
documents with specific likely error types.

We have two different interfaces at the document
level: one interface is for handling segmentation bound-
aries (Figure 1), and the other handles all remaining
supported annotation types, i.e. tree by tree editing of
UD data (Figure 2).10 A third annotation UI for entities
and coreference is currently being developed.

4. Evaluation
4.1. Data and setup
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the prioritized
sentence split corrections completed in Midas Loop for
this case study, we used data corrected for sentence
splits from the AMALGUM corpus to supplement the
training data of GUM (Georgetown University Multi-
layer corpus (Zeldes, 2017)), the smaller human an-
notated English web corpus on which AMALGUM is
based. The auto-annotated AMALGUM corpus itself
is considered silver data, while the sentence split cor-
rections completed in Midas Loop are considered gold

10We would like to credit Gerdes (2013) for the look and
feel of the dependencies interface, which re-implements the
graphical style of the annotation Arborator tool.
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Figure 3: The document selection interface, which is
used to query documents for annotation correction.

data. GUM is entirely human annotated and is thus
considered to be composed of entirely gold data.

While sentence splitting has not enjoyed as much
attention as syntactic or semantic analysis, and is some-
times regarded as an easy or solved task, even recent
results on its accuracy in unseen data indicate that it
is highly challenging, with f-scores on the GUM test
set ranging from 86.35 (Stanza, (Qi et al., 2020)), to
91.60 (Trankit, (Nguyen et al., 2021)) to 93.5 (Gum-
Drop, (Yu et al., 2019)).11 At the same time, incorrectly
split sentences by definition result in incorrect syntax
trees, malsegmented discourse parses and potentially
cut off entities or mentions for coreference resolution,
meaning that it is a high priority to start the multilayer
annotation process with high accuracy splitting.

Within the AMALGUM corpus, 10 documents of
the highest priority for correction were chosen from
each of the 8 genres included in the corpus: academic,
biography, fiction, forum, how-to, interview, news, and
travel. To determine the documents most in need of
correction, each document of the AMALGUM corpus
was run through a transformer based, shingled sentence
splitter, which applies tokenwise binary classification to
overlapping spans of 20 tokens in an attempt to find split
points. The splitter is implemented using flair (Akbik
et al., 2019) as an LSTM-based sequence tagger fed
by transformer word embeddings encoded by the pre-
trained English bert-base-cased model.

The splitter’s confidence score (0–1) on whether or
not there was a sentence split at the proceeding space
was recorded for each token: we say that a space needs
to be examined by a human annotator if it precedes a
token with a recorded confidence threshold of under
0.9. The document with the highest count of instances
in need of human inspection, normalized by the token

11These numbers are not perfectly comparable, since dif-
ferent papers have used different release versions of the UD
dataset, but they give an idea of the challenging nature of the
task.

Metric ALL POS.
Raw agreement 0.9965 0.9660
F1 score 0.9827 0.9827
Cohen’s κ 0.9808 —

Table 1: Microaveraged agreement for 8 documents,
considering either ALL tokens or only the positive split
class (POS., no credit for correct negatives)

length of the document, is designated as the document
of highest priority for correction. The 80 AMALGUM
documents identified by prioritization, containing ap-
proximately 68K tokens, were divided amongst three
human annotators and their sentence splits were cor-
rected.

We assess the quality of our gold sentence split an-
notations by double-annotating one document out of
the 10 for each genre, for a total of 8 double-annotated
documents. Sentence split annotation is treated as a
binary sequence tagging task, where the token at the
beginning of each sentence is given the positive label
(“B”) and all other tokens are given the negative label
(“O”). We report our scores in Table 1, including the
measures for raw tokenwise agreement (% tokens where
both annotators made the sae decision), mutual F1 score
(the F1 score, taking one annotator as gold and the other
as the prediction), as well as Cohen’s Kappa. Overall,
our agreement measures indicate very high consistency
in our gold sentence split annotations.

4.2. Results
Due to non-deterministic GPU behavior, we report 5-run
averages for splitting scores on each genre (as is com-
mon practice, we use positive class F1, with no credit for
the very common correct negative class), as well as the
cross-genre macro average and the instance-based micro
average, which can differ since some genres have sub-
stantially more splits per document, as well as different
distributions of longer or shorter sentences per docu-
ment. Results are broken down into several scenarios:
first, we compare the use of just the gold standard GUM
corpus as training data versus adding the AMALGUM
data from the active learning corrections to training. Sec-
ond, because AMALGUM is a multilayer corpus which
includes information about TEI XML tags in the source
data, such as paragraphs, headings, bulleted lists and
more, this information can easily be used to improve
sentence splitting accuracy (Gessler et al., 2020) – for
example, sentences are usually assumed not to cross
paragraph boundaries, or run on from headings into sub-
sequent text. We therefore compare the effect of adding
data both ‘ex situ’ in splitting from plain tokenized text,
and ‘in situ’, with access to the XML tags, which rep-
resents a more realistic but also easier scenario for our
use case.

Figure 4 shows the results, with boxplots for the
spread of scores across genres, without active learn-
ing data (red) and with it (teal). We note that in the
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Figure 4: Sentence splitting results for 8 genres in
GUM’s test set when training on GUM, with and with-
out added AMALGUM data from active learning. In the
XML scenario, XML tags are used to prevent sentences
crossing paragraphs and other block elements. Crosses
and their labels indicate micro-averages and dots mark
the 8-genre macro-averages.

plain text scenario, micro-averaged accuracy improves
by ∼1.5%, which is substantial when scores are already
in the mid-90s, corresponding to a 23% reduction in
errors. Adding XML block information, which prevents
sentences crossing paragraphs, headings, etc., improves
both scenarios almost exactly by 1%, leading to a re-
alistic sentence splitting accuracy score of 96.11%, an
extremely high score compared to scores reported by
systems on past versions of GUM (to the best of our
knowledge, the plain text score, too, constitutes a new
SOTA result on any version of GUM). Although scores
are relatively close, the difference is highly significant
for all contrasts (p < 0.01) across all 5 runs (the added
XML or AL scenarios never underperform scenarios
without them, in any of the five runs).

We also note that the active learning-enhanced data
leads to increased stability across genres in both scenar-
ios (less variance), with a noticeable instability in the
unenhanced XML scenario. Qualitative analysis shows
that the instability is caused by unfortunate split deci-
sions across block elements in both Reddit and news
data, whose elimination by the XML boundaries cre-
ates extremely long unsplit sentences. These contexts
result from the noisiness and lack of punctuation in user-
generated content on Reddit, and oddities of headline
syntax, captions and other ‘news-speak’, which are com-
mon in the news genre (Bostan et al., 2020). It appears
that the active learning data, which was selected to re-
flect contexts that models were uncertain about in each
genre, prevents some of these errors and leads to more
consistent scores, across the 5 runs on average.

We also review the annotator corrections made to
the AMALGUM data in order to determine how effec-
tively we identified documents that were of high priority
for annotators to review. Table 2 shows the propor-
tions of token boundaries flagged for review as well as
proportions of boundaries that were changed by anno-
tators during review. As 46.78% of flagged sentence
splits were identified as false positives by the annotators
reviewing the documents, we note that the cases high-

Splits
Splits flagged 29.85%
Flagged splits merged 46.78%
Non flagged splits merged 1.82%
Spaces
Spaces flagged 0.89%
Flagged spaces split 24.14%
Non flagged spaces split 0.47%

Table 2: Proportions of token boundaries that were
flagged for review and proportions of changes that were
made by annotators during review.

lighted for review were truly non-obvious cases that the
splitter could not reliably predict and as such needed to
be reviewed by a human annotator. We also note that
nearly all of the necessary changes in the documents
were correctly flagged for review, as only 1.82% of non-
flagged sentence splits were additionally identified by
annotators as false positives. Looking at Table 2, we
see a similar picture on a smaller scale when we look at
the non-sentence split spaces flagged as possible false
negatives for review.

5. Conclusion
In this paper we presented Midas Loop, a collaborative
multilayer corpus annotation system built specifically
for active-learning-guided, iterative correction of auto-
matically annotated data analyzed across different and
interdependent annotation types representable in the
CoNLL-U format. By using the system, we were able
to improve annotation quality for the challenging and
fundamental task of sentence splitting, whose accuracy
is a prerequisite for subsequent annotation layers af-
fected by sentence level decisions, such as dependency
annotation, NER, coreference resolution and discourse
parsing.

Our results on sentence splitting indicated that the
system was effective in suggesting documents which
were likely to contain many errors, and that the poten-
tial error positions identified by the system were indeed
likely to require correction (about half of the time) and
contained almost all positions requiring correction (over
98% in this case). Re-training our sentence splitter us-
ing the added AL-selected data proved highly effective,
resulting in new SOTA scores on sentence splitting with
and without XML tag information, and bringing substan-
tial error reductions and cross-genre stability in every
scenario tested.

Our future plans for the system include adding more
annotation functionality, and especially support for dis-
course level annotations covered by the AMALGUM
corpus, such as coreference resolution and the annota-
tion of associated mentioned entities, as well as support
for full document discourse parsing. We plan to leverage
the existing, separate annotation tools used to annotate
the original GUM corpus, but which do not currently
offer good integration for multilayer interactions and
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active learning. These include the GitDox (Zhang and
Zeldes, 2017) editor’s Spannotator widget12 and the dis-
course annotation interface of rstWeb (Zeldes, 2016).13
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Abstract
Conspiracy theories have found a new channel on the internet and spread by bringing together like-minded people, thus
functioning as an echo chamber. The new 88-million word corpus Language of Conspiracy (LOCO) was created with the
intention to provide a text collection to study how the language of conspiracy differs from mainstream language. We use
this corpus to develop a robust annotation scheme that will allow us to distinguish between documents containing conspiracy
language and documents that do not contain any conspiracy content or that propagate conspiracy theories via misinformation
(which we explicitly disregard in our work). We find that focusing on indicators of a belief in a conspiracy combined with
textual cues of conspiracy language allows us to reach a substantial agreement (based on Fleiss’ kappa and Krippendorff’s
alpha). We also find that the automatic retrieval methods used to collect the corpus work well in finding mainstream documents,
but include some documents in the conspiracy category that would not belong there based on our definition.

Keywords: corpus, conspiracy theory, annotation scheme

1. Introduction
Conspiracy theories have found a new channel on the
internet and spread by bringing together like-minded
people, thus functioning as an echo chamber that ac-
celerates the spread of conspiracy theories and con-
tributes to the further polarization of extremes (e.g.,
(Papacharissi, 2016)). In recent years, researchers have
thus become interested in the mechanisms of how con-
spiracy theories are spread, and which types of people
are susceptible to them (Barkum, 2013; Douglas and
Sutton, 2018; Samory and Mitra, 2018, a.o.).
Miani et al. (2021) created LOCO, the Language of
Conspiracy Corpus. They collected the large-scale cor-
pus from automatically retrieved texts using a seeding
approach, one subcorpus focusing on conspiracy the-
ory documents, and the second subcorpus focusing on
mainstream documents for each seed. The corpus cre-
ators intend this corpus to serve as a basis for investi-
gating the linguistic differences between conspiratorial
and mainstream texts.
We use the LOCO corpus as the basis for our work.
Ultimately, our goal is to create machine learning ap-
proaches that can tell conspiracy content from main-
stream content, ideally independent of the individual
conspiracy theory. As a first step, we needed to de-
termine how well the retrieval strategies of the LOCO
corpus worked, in other words, whether the grouping
of documents into conspiracy or mainstream subcor-
pora was reliable. This led to an annotation project,
in which we annotated a considerable number of texts
from two different conspiracy theories, and in the pro-
cess created annotation guidelines. We used documents
using the seed “Sandy Hook” as our first set, and doc-
uments retrieved using the seed “Coronavirus” to de-
cide whether our annotation guidelines were applicable

across different conspiracy theories. Sandy Hook refers
to conspiracy theories centered around the Sandy Hook
Elementary School shooting in 2012, including claims
that the shooting was staged by the US government,
potentially to establish tighter gun control regulations;
that nobody died in the event; or that there was a second
conspirator, etc. The Coronavirus conspiracy theory re-
volves around claims that the virus was engineered in
China; that the virus was spread by elites to gain in-
fluence and increase profit; or that the vaccine is more
dangerous than the virus, etc.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains
our research questions in more detail and section 3 in-
troduces related work. Section 4 presents the LOCO
corpus, and section 5 describes the first round of anno-
tations of Sandy Hook documents. Section 6 explains
the adaptation of the annotation guidelines based on
the first annotations, section 7 the experiment on an-
notating documents from a different seed, and section 8
gives an overview of all the annotations. Section 9 con-
cludes and describes future work.

2. Research Questions
The goal of this project is to annotate the texts of
the LOCO corpus (Miani et al., 2021) for conspir-
acy theory language. This is a challenge that has
not been addressed in this form before (but see the
next section). Similar to abusive language detection
(e.g., (Lopez Long et al., 2021)), we assume that this
type of annotation is non-trivial, since the categories
sound intuitive at first but tend to have soft boundaries,
which may depend on personal stance and knowledge
of the annotator. In order to develop a robust annota-
tion scheme, we need to answer the following research
questions:
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1. Can we start with a minimal definition of conspir-
acy theory, and use the difficulties arising from
applying this definition in annotation to develop
robust annotation guidelines that will lead to high
inter-annotator agreement?

2. Do our guidelines cover both conspiracy theory
and mainstream texts? Are there differences in
the annotation quality between these two types of
texts?

3. If the guidelines are developed based on texts from
one specific conspiracy theory, are they robust
enough so that they can be applied to texts from
other conspiracy theories?

Additionally, we will have a look at the quality of the
texts in the LOCO corpus. Since the corpus texts were
collected automatically without human supervision, it
is important to know how reliable the search criteria
are that were chosen to create the corpus, and whether
the reliability of the retrieval strategies is dependent on
the relevant conspiracy theory.

3. Related Work
Before creating guidelines for annotating the language
of conspiracy theories, we first need a working defini-
tion of what constitutes a conspiracy theory, and what
constitutes a conspiracy theory text. Banas and Miller
(2013) define conspiracy theories (CTs) as “causal nar-
ratives of an event as a covert plan orchestrated by a
secret cabal of people or organizations instead of a ran-
dom or natural happening.” Douglas et al. (2019) de-
fine them as “attempts to explain the ultimate causes
of significant social and political events and circum-
stances with claims of secret plots by two or more pow-
erful actors”. Miani et al. (2021) define CTs as follows:
“Conspiracy theories are narratives that attempt to ex-
plain significant social events as being secretly plotted
by powerful and malicious elites at the expense of an
unwitting population.”
Samory and Mitra (2018) identify three key elements
of previous CT definitions: agent, action, and target.
In the work by Douglas et al. (2019), for example,
the agent is “two or more powerful actors’”, the tar-
get is“significant social and political events and cir-
cumstances”, and the action is “attempts to explain the
ultimate causes ... with claims of secret plots”. We can
easily identify these three key elements from a theo-
retical level, and Samory and Mitra (2018) show that
such methods work well for conspiratorial statements
in real texts. However, Samory and Mitra (2018) also
point out that “conspiracy theories are often collages
of many smaller scale theories”, which makes them a
difficult phenomenon to study.
Investigating linguistic characteristics of conspiracy
theories, Fong et al. (2021) identify lexical cues that
represent ”psychological themes” relevant to “conspir-
acy ideation” identification, for example ingroup vs.

outgroup language or the “we vs. them” ideology,
and cognitive processes creating a higher past- and
certainty-oriented language that is focused on causal
explanations and closure. This distinguishes the lan-
guage of CT from that of mainstream media, which is
more oriented towards the factuality of information. In
addition to lexical cues, the authors also identify lexical
themes based on power, death, and religion. Introne et
al. (2020) use a narrative framework to investigate con-
spiracy theory texts. They use the following definition:
“A conspiracy theory is a narrative explaining an [event
or series of events] that involve [deceptive, coordinated
actors] working together to achieve [a goal] through
[an action or series of actions] that have consequences
that intentionally disenfranchise or harm an [individual
or population].” They identify six main terms, marked
in the square brackets above. Additionally, they dis-
tinguish between CTheory (for which annotators need
to distinguish actors, actions, consequences, and vic-
tims) and CThinking for posts that “implied a conspir-
acist point of view . . . but did not themselves contain
identifiable CTheories”. For this category, only one of
the six categories needed to be present. Introne et al.
found that CTheories are very infrequent in their data,
CThinking less so. Additionally, CT posts mostly fo-
cused on actors and actions.
The next problem to be addressed concerns how to
compile a corpus of CT documents. CT researchers
have studied texts with potential CT content on dif-
ferent social media platforms such as Twitter, Face-
book, and Reddit (Wood, 2018; Smith and Graham,
2019; Samory and Mitra, 2018). However, Miani et
al. (2021) argue that texts from discussion threads are
not a good resource for investigating CT narratives and
tracking how CT beliefs are transmitted, because in
most cases, Twitter comments, etc. are short and very
contextualized in a (potentially asynchronous) “conver-
sation”, and it is difficult to interpret such posts inde-
pendent of the whole thread.
Instead of extracting potential CT content from social
media resources, other efforts focused on building CT
corpora using full documents. For example, Uscinski
et al. (2011) compiled a corpus of conspiracy docu-
ments using letters to the editor of The New York Times
from 1897 to 2010. This corpus contains 100 000 doc-
uments, out of which 800 were manually annotated as
conspiracies. Unfortunately, this corpus is no longer
available (p.c. J. Uscinski, 2021). The most recent,
large-scale corpus of conspiracy documents was re-
leased by (Miani et al., 2021), it covers a wide range
of different conspiracy theories and was collected auto-
matically using a seeding approach. This is the corpus
we will use for our work, for more details see below.

4. The LOCO Corpus
Miani et al. (2021) created the Language Of Conspir-
acy Corpus (LOCO) (Miani, A. et al., 2021), which
contains 23 937 conspiracy and 72 806 mainstream
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Topic Category Round 5 ann. agree 4+ ann. agree Fleiss’ kappa Krippendorff’s alpha
Sandy Hook CT 1 9/20 17/20 0.466 0.469

mainstream 1 18/20 20/20 -0.020 -0.010
Sandy Hook CT 2 14/20 17/20 0.696 0.699

mainstream 2 20/20 20/20 1.0 1.0
Coronavirus CT 12/20 17/20 0.577 0.575

mainstream 19/20 20/20 -0.010 0

Table 1: Inter-annotator agreement for documents from two CT seeds, when annotating for CT vs. non-CT.

documents, about 88 million words overall. All texts
were retrieved based on a set of seeds, following the
strategy used for the WaCky corpus (Baroni et al.,
2009). The seeds were collected from a national poll1,
a list of 17 items from Douglas and Sutton (2018), plus
an additional ”20 seeds corresponding to popular (e.g.,
Illuminati, genetically modified organisms, Pizzagate)
and current (e.g., coronavirus, Bill Gates, 5G) CTs”
chosen by Miani et al. (2021).
There are two categories used in the corpus, conspir-
acy and mainstream documents, which are retrieved
via different strategies: To gather conspiracy texts, Mi-
ani et al. (2021) used a list of conspiracy theory web-
sites based on scores from mediabiasfactcheck2. To re-
trieve mainstream documents, the authors used Google
to search for the seeds and extracted website domains,
from which they retrieved the texts. The authors ac-
knowledge that not all conspiracy theory (CT) texts will
contain conspiracy content. Mainstream documents
may contain CT content, but they reflect the mix of CT
and non-CT that the general public is exposed to.
Compared to previous corpora on related areas (con-
spiracy, rumors, fake news (e.g. (Uscinski et al., 2011;
Kwon et al., 2017; Castelo et al., 2019)), the LOCO
corpus covers a large set of conspiracy texts and a siz-
able number of different CTs, plus a detailed set of
metadata, including date, website, and measures of so-
cial media engagement. To determine the accuracy of
the CT and mainstream categories, Miani et al. (2021)
randomly sampled 60 documents from the conspiracy
and mainstream subcorpora each, and manually anno-
tated them. Their annotation results indicate that 85%
of the conspiracy documents and 92% of the main-
stream documents are correctly labeled.
It is clear that the LOCO corpus is a valuable resource
for exploring the narratives of conspiracy theories and
their effect on social media. However, in order to use
this corpus for creating machine learning models of CT,
we need a better understanding of the quality of the
corpus, i.e., the degree to which the automatic grouping
into the CT and mainstream subcorpora corresponds to
human judgments across the different seeds.

1https://www.publicpolicypolling.com/
polls/democrats-and-republicans-differ-
on-conspiracy-theory-beliefs/

2https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/
conspiracy/

5. Annotating Sandy Hook Documents
5.1. Distinguishing Conspiracy Theory Texts

from Mainstream
Our first question concerns the problem of defining the
target of our annotations. What do we consider a con-
spiracy theory (CT) document? Where do we draw
the line between conspiracy theory and mainstream /
non-conspiracy theory? To answer these questions, we
conducted a first round of annotations on a sample of
40 documents from the set of documents in the LOCO
corpus on Sandy Hook. We chose 20 documents from
the conspiracy subcorpus and 20 from the mainstream
subcorpus. The annotations were conducted by 2 un-
dergraduate and 3 graduate students, who had read and
discussed relevant literature prior to the annotations.
Our starting definition of CT was the definition by Dou-
glas et al. (2019) (see section 3). However, after our
pilot annotation, we found this definition too general
for our goal since it does not give any guidance on
the distinction between reports of the event, reports of
conspiracy theories related to the event, and the prop-
agation of conspiracy theories. Since we are mostly
interested in the latter, we decided to incorporate the
concept of conspiracy belief, as defined by Barkum
(2013): “A conspiracy belief is the belief that an or-
ganization made up of individuals or groups was or is
acting covertly to achieve some malevolent end.” We
adopted the definition proposed by Seelig et al. (2022),
which is based on the definition by Banas and Miller
(2013):

(1) A conspiracy belief is the belief that an orga-
nization made up of individuals or groups was
or is acting covertly to achieve some malevolent
end. It depicts causal narratives of an event as
a covert plan orchestrated by a secret cabal of
people or organizations instead of a random or
natural happening.

The results of this first annotation round are shown in
the first two rows of Table 1. We found that the main-
stream documents from the LOCO corpus were mostly
labeled correctly, and our annotators agreed in most
cases: Only 2 documents had 1 annotator disagreeing
with the majority. Note that the kappa and alpha val-
ues for the mainstream subcorpora show either nega-
tive numbers or 0 even though the annotators mostly
agreed. The reason for this can be found in the very
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How Zionist Politicians Brought On Newtown Killings - Part 2
The first half of this analysis of the Connecticut shootings, MK-ULTRA Links to Sandy Hook Assault, examined
how the CIA’s mind-control program spread like a metastasizing cancer across the Eastern Seaboard, delivering
a nightmarish cocktail of synthetic drugs, sexual abuse and lethal violence. The focus of that essay was on the
three major players in the New England region - CIA/FBI agents, the pedophile Catholic clergy and the Irish drug-
trafficking mob, while giving only passing mention of the Jewish politicians whose salesmanship was needed for
the monumental task of social engineering a proud nation into a herd of sheep.
The major political figure in the Newtown tragedy who has once again evaded personal responsibility for the bloody
consequences of his idiotic policies, which include the war in Iraq and arms shipments to Israel, is Joseph Isadore
Lieberman. The chairman of the Homeland Security Committee and U.S. senator from Tel Aviv and Stamford is
the elephant in the schoolroom that nobody seems to notice.
Soon to retire from the senatorial seat he’s kept warm for 22 years, Joe Lieberman has been a contemporary of
New England gangland boss Whitey Bulger and his CIA controllers. His Senate term has run exactly parallel to
the takeover and transformation of once-puritanical Connecticut into a sleazy hub of underage prostitution, child
porn, drug peddling and gambling.
Without the powerful senator’s protection and nurturing of unsavory characters and corporate criminals over the
decades, the Sandy Hook school massacre probably would never have happened. Here, in Part 2, the role of Jewish
politicians in first promoting and later suppressing child prostitution, kiddie porn and drug use is explored, along
with the blowback from that policy reversal provoking the school attack and subsequent cover-up.

Figure 1: Example of a clear CT document [LOCO ID: C006b9].

Trial Date Set in Sandy Hook Families’ Lawsuit Against Remington – Infinite Unknown
A lawsuit by families of Sandy Hook victims is proceeding against Remington, manufacturer of the AR-15, in the
new push to hold gun manufacturers responsible for what is done by people who purchase their products and use
them illegally.
The New York Times is pretty excited about it: The legal challenge faces long odds, and a key hearing next week
will determine its future.
Question: Do you think it’s a bit hypocritical of the system to applaud the Sandy Hook families for suing Rem-
ington and decry the fact that people can’t sue to hold a company responsible for what people who purchase its
products could potentially do to others, but completely ignore the fact that we live in a country where no one is
allowed to sue vaccine manufacturers directly for vaccine damage?
Also, can you imagine if every company could be sued for every time someone used their products in the commis-
sion of a crime to hurt someone else?
Knife manufacturers sued for stabbings. . . Car manufacturers and alcohol producers sued for DUI deaths. . . Com-
panies who sell lighters sued if an arsonist decides to burn someone’s house down. . . Shoelace manufacturers sued
for someone being strangled by one. . . Swimming pool manufacturers being sued if someone drowns in one. . .
Personal responsibility be damned when there’s an agenda, and this agenda is pretty obvious. If they can’t get the
laws passed to gut the Second Amendment, they’ll just try to sue gun manufacturers out of existence instead.

Figure 2: Example of a document difficult to label [LOCO ID: C06962].

high expected values. Neither metric is useful for data
with very high agreement and small sample size (Zhao
et al., 2013). Given the results in Table 1, we decided
to trust the retrieval strategy used for mainstream docu-
ments, with which the annotators agreed in most cases.
For the CT documents, however, inter-annotator agree-
ment was low, only for 9 out of the 20 documents did
all 5 annotators agree, and Fleiss’ kappa reached 0.466.
Figure 1 shows a clear case of CT.

When discussing the documents on which the annota-
tors did not agree, we found that in some cases, a con-
spiracy theory may be perpetuated, but the text itself
did not show any evidence of the writer’s belief in the
CT. Other examples were unclear. One example for
such a difficult decision is shown in Figure 2.

This article was particularly difficult to label as CT or
non-CT: While the author is clearly opposed to the law-
suit against gun manufacturers, and while the docu-
ment contains leading questions (e.g., “Also, can you
imagine if every company could be sued for every
time someone used their products in the commission
of a crime to hurt someone else?”) and mentions an
“agenda”, there is no indication of a belief in a conspir-
acy. After the discussion, all annotators agreed that this
text should be classified as non-CT.

Many of those documents contain statements that were
verifiably incorrect or misleading and that would indi-
cate covert activities with malevolent intentions. An
example of such a document is shown in Figure 3. In
this example, the claim that the property records show
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Over 30 Sandy Hook Homes ”Gifted” In 2009
Newtown property records suggest that on December 25, 2009 a total of 35 properties located on and around
Yogananda Street in Sandy Hook were transferred at zero value to new owners.
The transactions include the house belonging to mysterious figure Chris Manfredonia, who was apprehended by
police on Sandy Hook School grounds on the morning of December 14, 2012.
”It’s not just Yogananda Street that was given away on Christmas of ’09,” the researcher argues.
Yogananda addresses 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 21, and 23 all bear identical transactions to the ones
exhibited here; 24 is owned by the town, while 18 is a normal transaction. On Charter ridge, 45, 47, 63, 71, and 72
appear normal and 61, 62, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, and 73 are all December 25, 2009 transactions. All of these
properties surround the Lanza home.

Figure 3: Example of a misinformation/fake news document [LOCO ID: C060d0].

Democrats Call For A Complete Ban on All Cryptocurrencies
Brad Sherman told a subcommittee for the House of Representatives Financial Services. Democrats are calling
for a blanket ban on all forms of Cryptocurrencies including Bitcoin, claiming that digital money warrants heavy
regulation by lawmakers. Congressman Brad Sherman told a subcommittee for the House of Representatives
Financial Services that the American public should not be allowed to purchase any form of digital currency. “We
should prohibit U.S. persons from buying or mining cryptocurrencies,” the California Democrat said. According
to Coindesk: He added that, beyond cryptocurrencies being potentially used as a form of money in the future, it
can currently be used by tax evaders and rogue states seeking to bypass U.S. sanctions.

Figure 4: Example of an unrelated article [LOCO ID: C05e2a].

that 35 properties were transferred at zero value to new
owners on the same day is technically correct but ig-
nores that this was due to missing information in the
computer system.
We decided that we would focus on the language of
conspiracy theories, in the sense that a belief in the CT
was shown in the language of the text. We consider
fact checking a separate, but clearly related problem.
When focusing on the language of CT, this document
can be considered non-CT, even though the misinfor-
mation indicates a CT. This decision was made in order
to keep the annotations feasible given time and budget
constraints. A combination of fact checking and infor-
mation about conspiracy beliefs anchored in the lan-
guage will have to be addressed in the future.

5.2. Relatedness
From a cursory look at the CT documents, it became
clear that solely distinguishing between conspiracy and
non-conspiracy was not sufficient since we found that
some documents, which were collected for a specific
seed, may mention that seed, but were otherwise un-
related to the CT. For this reason, we added a Relat-
edness category, with three different labels: closely re-
lated, broadly related, and not related.
Figure 4 shows an extreme example. This is a text
on cryptocurrencies, but the corpus groups it under the
seed Sandy Hook. There is no mention of Sandy Hook
in the whole document, and it is unclear how it was re-
trieved. We consider this document not related to the
Sandy Hook CT.
The first two rows in Table 2 show the results of the
first round of annotations. We see a similar picture to
the annotations of CT vs. non-CT for the mainstream

documents, Fleiss’ kappa reaches 0.512. For the CT
documents, the results are higher, with Fleiss’ kappa
reaching 0.655. A closer look at the documents where
annotators disagreed shows that disagreements concern
the hard boundaries between the labels. Is one cursory
mention of Sandy Hook enough to make a document
closely related? Does Sandy Hook need to be the only
topic in a document for it to count as closely related?
For the future, we will investigate a continuous scale
for this type of annotation.

6. The New Annotation Scheme
After the first round of annotations and the discussion
of the documents that had conflicting annotations, we
updated the definition in (1) to the one in (2).

(2) A conspiracy belief is the belief that an orga-
nization made up of individuals or groups was
or is acting covertly to achieve some malevolent
end. It depicts causal narratives of an event as
a covert plan orchestrated by a secret cabal of
people or organizations instead of a random or
natural happening.
A document is considered CT if and only if such
a belief is manifested in the text via specific
expressions. We explicitly exclude fact check-
ing beyond obvious inconsistencies with infor-
mation present in mainstream coverage of the
event underlying the CT.

Given the retrieval strategies used in the creation of the
LOCO corpus (see section 4), there are obvious dif-
ferences since most of the mainstream documents are
retrieved from news outlets while the CT documents
tend to come from less official outlets. Thus, docu-
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Topic Category Round 5 ann. agree 4+ ann. agree Fleiss’ kappa Krippendorff’s alpha
Sandy Hook CT 1 11/20 16/20 0.655 0.657
Sandy Hook Mainstream 1 8/20 13/20 0.512 0.508
Sandy Hook CT 2 16/20 18/20 0.776 0.778
Sandy Hook Mainstream 2 16/20 18/20 0.819 0.820
Coronavirus CT 17/20 18/20 0.751 0.753
Coronavirus Mainstream 13/20 19/20 0.517 0.518

Table 2: Inter-annotator agreement on relatedness for documents from two CT seeds

cue example
contradictory FBI says No One Killed at Sandy Hook [LOCO ID: C005a9]

Watch Infowars explore why people believe the Sandy Hook shooting to be a hoax. [LOCO
ID: C042fa]
We at Prepare for Change (PFC) bring you information that is not offered by the mainstream
news, and therefore may seem controversial. [LOCO ID: C0443c]

sensational Americans Under Surveillance [LOCO ID: C00650]
If you want more evidence of a government seeking control, look no further than the IRS
scandal where the Obama administration was using the IRS to stop conservatives and reli-
gious groups from organizing opposition. [LOCO ID: C00650]
MK-ULTRA is obsolete when private medical insurance plans are covering the costs of date-
rape capsules [LOCO ID: C006b9]

other CT Internet sleuths immediately took to the web to stitch together clues indicating the shooting
could be a carefully-scripted false flag event, similar to the 9/11 terror attacks, the central
tenet being that the event would be used to galvanize future support for gun control legislation
[LOCO ID: C005a9]

all caps RED ALERT: Google Censorship Is Destroying the Truth Movement [LOCO ID: C00775]
They reported Fake numbers that they made up & don’t even exist. WE WILL WIN AGAIN!
[LOCO ID: C00775]

named entities The Obama White House [LOCO ID: C00a2d]
‘Sleepy Joe’ makes another gaffe on his campaign trail [LOCO ID: C0690d]

punctuation Somebody is going to jail over this un-constitutional crime!!! [LOCO ID: C00a2d]
pronouns I am aware of books by former insiders that describe the CIA’s alliance with members of the

media. When I was a member of the congressional staff, I was warned of the Washington
Post’s collaboration with the CIA. [LOCO ID : C0487a]

questions Lauren Rousseau’s Car Riddled With Bullet Holes In Sandy Hook Parking Lot? [. . . ] how
is it possible for a bullet hole to penetrate the side of her car at the trajectory shown above?
Was there no car beside her? This is just one of the many mysteries about the official story.
More research coming in different articles, stay tuned.[LOCO ID: C06689]

paraphrases Recently released FBI crime statistics curiously show that no murders occurred in Newtown,
Connecticut, in 2012, despite reports that numerous schoolchildren and faculty members
were slaughtered during a shooting rampage in December of that year. [LOCO ID : C005a9]
Mark Zuckerberg Says That Social Media Giant Facebook Will Continue To Give A Voice
To Holocaust Deniers [LOCO ID : C00b0f]

Table 3: Verbal and textual cues for CTs.

ments grouped into the CT category tend to contain for-
matting, spelling, and sentence and discourse structure
anomalies. For this reason, we created a set of cues that
can help the annotators make decisions. The cues listed
below are the ones that the annotators listed when asked
what they noticed in CT texts. However, note that the
cues individually or in their entirety do not constitute
a justification for labeling a document as CT. Instead,
these cues are used as supporting evidence in the deci-
sion process. In order to classify a document as CT, we
need verbal signs of a conspiracy belief.

We use the content and textual cues described below.
The first set of cues focuses on content, examples are
shown in the upper half of Table 3.

1. Contradictory opinion to mainstream opinion

Such cues consist of opinions that contradict opin-
ions in the general domain. Note that this does not
require elaborate fact checking.

2. Sensationalism

Headlines and content are written to excite strong
emotions, often at the expense of correctness.
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If you’re anything like me. . . as soon as you hear the news about a big shooting or a terrorist attack in Europe or
America, you roll your eyes and yawn. Then you go pop some popcorn and kick back in your recliner to watch
the amusing theatrics that ALWAYS follow. [. . . ] “Nope. . . today in 2018. . . anything that makes simultaneous
nationwide headlines and is covered non stop for a week or even a couple days. . . is ALWAYS a faked hoaxed
event. [. . . ] I know it’s hard to swallow. . . that they would prefer to use a hoax model over just really killing ppl.
But they’ve been using the “hoax false flag” now since about 2008. And here is why they fake all of these events
instead of just sending a patsy in and really killing victims.
The deep state learned their lesson after really killing ppl in the false flag of 9-11. The victims families could not
be controlled or managed to say the things they wanted them to say or push the agenda they wanted pushed. [. . . ]
The McDonnell family – their daughter, Grace, was allegedly shot dead at Sandy Hook
Fake victims/no real deaths = crisis actors playing loved ones. Crisis actors instead of real heartbroken angry loved
ones = no lawsuits and NO QUESTIONS. [. . . ] [LOCO ID: C0443c]

Figure 5: Example of a CT document with clear CT language.

’Something’s going on! Please!’ Harrowing 911 calls from inside Sandy Hook Elementary School during massacre
reveal staff desperately begging for help as dispatchers respond calmly. [LOCO ID: M1f6ae]

Figure 6: Example of a non-CT document with some of the verbal cues typical for CT.

3. Mentions of other conspiracy theories

CT documents often draw connections between
different conspiracy theories.

There are also textual cues that are indicative of CTs,
many of these cues are typically also used in other so-
cial media (as opposed to news reports). Examples are
shown in the lower half of Table 3.

1. Extensive use of all caps

2. Atypical named entities

3. Unconventional use of punctuation

4. Frequent use of 1st and 2nd person pronouns

5. Frequent questions directed at the reader

6. Paraphrasing instead of direct quoting

Several documents in the LOCO corpus were written
by or reference prominent conspiracy theory propo-
nents such as Alex Jones and Infowars. If we were
interested in conspiracy theories in general, such doc-
uments should be labeled as CT. Given our definition
in (2), such documents are labeled as non-CT since they
do not contain any language showing the belief in a CT.
Figure 5 shows an example of a document that caused
doubts based on our first definition in (1) but was con-
sidered a clear case of CT based on the new defini-
tion. In this document, we clearly see language relat-
ing to the conspiracy theory, e.g., ”Fake victims/no real
deaths = crisis actors playing loved ones. Crisis actors
instead of real heartbroken angry loved ones = no law-
suits and NO QUESTIONS.” Additionally, it shows a
range of the cues we have identified: “The deep state”,
informal language, words in all caps to show emphasis,
and repeatedly the hedge “allegedly”.
In some cases, however, the verbal cues complicated
the decision. Figure 6 shows an example containing

verbal cues of emotional language, (”harrowing”) and
quotations indicating panic. This language seems to
imply that the “calm” response was inappropriate in
that situation. Within the remainder of the document,
however, there is no claim of a secret plot, etc. Conse-
quently, we annotated this document as non-CT.
The lack of clarity in these documents may allow read-
ers to impose their pre-existing beliefs or worldview;
in this way, the CT is perpetuated in part because it
can mean different things to different people, thus con-
tributing to the multi-faceted collection of beliefs cen-
tered around one CT.
After establishing our new annotation scheme, we con-
ducted a second inter-annotator agreement experiment
on 20 previously unseen documents from the CT sub-
corpus and 20 from mainstream. The inter-annotator
agreement results are shown in rows 3 and 4 in Ta-
ble 1 for the decision on CT vs. non-CT and in Ta-
ble 2 for relatedness. Note that we reached a perfect
agreement on the mainstream documents for CT vs.
non-CT, thus corroborating our decision to trust the
retrieval strategy for this subcorpus. For the CT doc-
uments, Fleiss’ kappa increased from 0.466 to 0.696.
For relatedness, we also see a marked improvement in
Fleiss’ kappa from 0.655 to 0.776 for CT documents
and from 0.512 to 0.819 for mainstream documents,
but we do not reach a perfect agreement. All scores
correspond to substantial agreement based on Landis
and Koch (1977).

7. Using the Annotation Scheme for
Coronavirus Documents

The second round of annotation in Sandy Hook doc-
uments shows that annotators reach a high agreement
in annotating for both conspiracy and relatedness. This
leads to the next question, namely whether the anno-
tation guidelines developed based on texts on Sandy
Hook will also be relevant for the annotation of other
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Seed Category # LOCO docs # docs annotated Conspiracy Rate Related Rate
Sandy Hook Conspiracy 364 364 0.615 0.615
Sandy Hook Mainstream 1476 200 0.020 0.780
Coronavirus Conspiracy 571 571 0.413 0.891
Coronavirus Mainstream 1965 20 0 0.850

Table 4: Statistics of our annotations.

CTs, or whether we need to adapt the guidelines to new
CTs.
To answer this question, we chose a second seed from
the LOCO corpus: coronavirus. This choice was de-
termined in the attempt to find a CT that is differ-
ent enough from Sandy Hook. The coronavirus CT
concerns ongoing events, unlike the Sandy Hook CT,
where the focus event happened in 2012. Furthermore,
while the majority of the narratives on Sandy Hook are
centered around the event of the school shooting, there
is no such core event for coronavirus. Our hypothesis
is that the coronavirus texts are more diverse in topics
than the Sandy Hook ones, therefore if the annotation
guidelines are usable for coronavirus, they should also
be usable for a wider range of CTs.
We conducted a third inter-annotator agreement exper-
iment on 20 CT and 20 mainstream documents for the
coronavirus seed. From the annotation results in rows 5
and 6 of Tables 1 and 2, we see a clear divergence. For
CT vs. non-CT, both Fleiss’ kappa and Krippendorff’s
alpha are considerably lower for these documents than
for the second round of Sandy Hook documents (kappa:
0.577 vs. 0.696), clearly showing that the CT docu-
ments are structured differently in different CTs. For
the mainstream documents, in contrast, the results are
very similar to the second round of Sandy Hook anno-
tations. For relatedness, the CT documents had similar
trends to the second round of Sandy Hook while the
mainstream documents reached lower scores (kappa:
0.517 vs. 0.751).
These differences can partly be explained by the differ-
ences in the success of the automatic retrieval strategies
in LOCO (see below for more details): A much higher
percentage of the documents in the CT subcorpus for
the seed coronavirus are non-CT based on our defini-
tion. Additionally, in comparison to the Sandy Hook
documents, a higher percentage of documents in both
subcorpora for the coronovirus seed are related to the
topic.

8. Overview of All Annotations
We re-annotated the documents from the first inter-
annotator agreement experiment and continued anno-
tating the remaining documents in the conspiracy sub-
corpus for both seeds. An overview of the complete
set of annotations is shown in Table 4. Here the con-
spiracy rate refers to the percentage of documents of
a subcorpus that were annotated as CT by our annota-
tors. We see that for both seeds, the conspiracy rate is
very low for mainstream documents (0.020 for Sandy

Hook and 0.0 for coronavirus). However, the rate is
also rather low for the CT documents, showing that less
than 2/3 of the documents in the Sandy Hook CT sub-
corpus, and less than half of the documents in the coro-
navirus CT subcorpus, actually contain CT language.
The relatedness rate refers to the percentage of docu-
ments that were labeled as closely or broadly related to
the seed CT by the annotators. Here we see a similar
trend to the Sandy Hook CT subcorpora, a much higher
rate for the coronavirus CT subcorpus, and lower rates
for the mainstream subcorpora: 0.780 for Sandy Hook
and 0.850 for coronavirus. These numbers show very
clearly that the two retrieval strategies work qualita-
tively differently for different CT seeds.

9. Conclusion and Future Work
We have investigated the annotation of documents in
the LOCO corpus for the presence of language that
indicated a belief in conspiracy theories. Our experi-
ments show that the automatic retrieval methods used
to create the LOCO corpus reach different levels of
conspiracy content and relatedness for the two seeds
that we used for our investigation. We also find that
distinguishing between CT and non-CT is a difficult
and subjective task. Our annotation guidelines can help
with consistent decisions across different annotators
and can be used across different CTs. We do notice a
deterioration of inter-annotator agreement in some met-
rics, but these can be partly explained by the underlying
differences in terms of the ratios of conspiracy content
and relatedness. However, this needs deeper probing.
For the future, we are considering an extension of the
CT annotation to include a concept similar to CThink-
ing by Introne et al. (2020), to better handle doc-
uments such as the one in Figure 3. More gener-
ally, we plan to use the annotated texts for creating a
classifier to detect CT language across different CTs.
The annotations will be publicly available at https:
//github.com/zytian9/locoAnnotations.
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Abstract
The SNACS framework provides a network of semantic labels called supersenses for annotating adpositional semantics in
corpora. In this work, we consider English prepositions (and prepositional phrases) that are chiefly pragmatic, contributing
extra-propositional contextual information such as speaker attitudes and discourse structure. We introduce a preliminary
taxonomy of pragmatic meanings to supplement the semantic SNACS supersenses, with guidelines for the annotation of
coherence connectives, commentary markers, and topic and focus markers. We also examine annotation disagreements, delve
into the trickiest boundary cases, and offer a discussion of future improvements.

Keywords: adpositions, pragmatic markers, supersenses, context, discourse, annotation

1. Introduction
Sentence-level representations of meaning and compo-
sitionality in corpora tend to emphasize semantics, rele-
gating pragmatics to the sidelines or sweeping it under
the rug. Even pragmatics signaled explicitly with a lex-
ical marker (please, even, hopefully, however) may be
dumped into a miscellaneous category if the standard
categories available to semantic elements are not a good
fit: viz. UD’s miscellaneous syntactic relation called
discourse (de Marneffe et al., 2021) and UCCA’s mis-
cellaneous semantic category called Ground (Abend and
Rappoport, 2013). Discourse-level representations, on
the other hand, may explicate pragmatics in depth for
certain kinds of markers: in particular, much work has
targeted discourse connectives (e.g. Samy and González-
Ledesma (2008)); some work has examined discourse
particles (e.g. Stede and Birte (2000)); and few if any
studies have attempted to examine the full range of prag-
matic markers (§2).

Here we investigate whether a grammatically de-
fined class of expressions (namely prepositions and id-
iomatic prepositional phrases in English, like as for and
in other words) can be categorized at the token level
with respect to their pragmatic status. We build on the
SNACS framework and annotated data (Schneider et
al., 2018). SNACS was designed to disambiguate adpo-
sitional semantics in corpora (§2.1). Expressions that
cannot be assigned a semantic label were excluded from
the regular SNACS supersenses (and annotated in cor-
pora with a special “discourse” label, `d). Here we
propose a small taxonomy to cover adpositional prag-
matic markers in general (§3), with special designations
for coherence connectives, commentary markers, and
topic and focus markers (§4). A pilot study reveals that
drawing boundaries is in some cases quite difficult (§5).
We examine inter-annotator disagreements, diagnose
some of the major problematic cases, and discuss possi-
ble improvements to the annotation guidelines (§6).

2. Background
Here we introduce the semantic framework for analyz-
ing adpositions (§2.1), with an eye toward broadening it
to include pragmatic meanings treated separately in the
literature (§2.2 and §2.3).

2.1. SNACS Framework
The SNACS (Schneider et al., 2018, Semantic Network
of Adposition and Case Supersenses) hierarchy is a
multilingual annotation framework developed for anno-
tating adpositional (i.e. prepositions and postpositions)
and possessive markers. The hierarchy is an inventory
of supersenses, categories designed to capture coarse-
grained semantics while abstracting away from lexically
particular meanings (e.g. the spatial difference between
inside and outside is collapsed under the locative su-
persense, LOCUS).1 Currently, the SNACS framework
defines 50 supersenses that capture event participant or
thematic roles (PARTICIPANT subhierarchy e.g. AGENT,
RECIPIENT), circumstantial roles that define adjunct
relations (CIRCUMSTANTIAL subhierarchy e.g. TIME,
PURPOSE), and roles describing relations between enti-
ties (CONFIGURATION subhierarchy e.g. POSSESSOR,
WHOLE).

Moreover, the SNACS framework makes use of an
annotation mechanism called the construal analysis
to handle meaning generalization across differing ad-
positional expressions (Hwang et al., 2017). In this
approach, a token may receive two distinct supersenses.
For example, both adpositions in “a slice of a cake” and
“a page in a book” mediate a WHOLE relationship with
respect to the governing nominal—but in contributes a
distinctively locative framing. The generalization is cap-
tured by the scene role—semantic role associated with
the scene (typically indicated by the predicate)—and al-

1The complete SNACS hierarchy is available at http://
www.xposition.org/supersenses/.
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lowing the function to specify the meaning more closely
associated with the adpostion itself.2 As detailed in §5.1,
SNACS has been used to annotate multiple corpora in a
handful of different languages. Extensive guidelines for
English and expanded guidelines for other languages
are publicly available.

2.2. Pragmatic Markers
Previous theoretical and sociolinguistic work has stud-
ied pragmatic and discourse markers in English and
proposed several taxonomies. Fraser (1990) argued that
pragmatic markers are linguistic devices to convey a
speaker’s potential communicative intentions, which do
not belong to the content meaning of the proposition,
as later categorized by Maschler and Schiffrin (2015).
As Fraser (1996) further pointed out, pragmatic markers
come in many different linguistic forms (e.g. syntac-
tic, lexical, phonological), and their presence plays a
crucial role in the interpretation of the utterances in-
volved. Specifically, Fraser (1996) classified these prag-
matic markers into four types: basic pragmatic mark-
ers (1a), commentary pragmatic markers (1b), parallel
pragmatic markers (1c), and discourse markers (1d).3

(1) a. I promise that I will be there on time.
b. Amazingly, Derrick passed the exam.
c. Good evening ladies and gentlemen, welcome

to the home of the Black Bears.
d. Jane is here. However, she isn’t going to stay.

Fraser (2009, p. 892) proposed a further taxonomy
concerning “meta-comments” on the structure of the dis-
course under the fourth type above, namely discourse
markers, called discourse management markers. This
taxonomy consists of the following subtypes: discourse
structure markers (e.g. In summary), used to highlight
the contribution of the following discourse segment
within the overall discourse structure; topic orientation
markers (e.g. by the way), linguistic devices to fore-
shadow topic change; and attention markers (e.g. in
any case), signaling a topic change is in the making.
In particular, we are interested in the topic orientation
markers and their uses from Fraser (2009) as they per-
tain to our discussion and observations on the pragmatic
adpositional usages in English. Notable functions of
topic orientation markers characterized by Fraser (2009)
are as follows:

(2) a. return to a prior topic: back to my point
b. continue with the present topic: speaking of
c. digress from the present topic: by the way

2In other words, “a slice of a cake” would be annotated
as plain WHOLE, while “a page in a book” would receive
WHOLE↝LOCUS (to be read as “WHOLE construed as LO-
CUS”) in recognition of the locative meaning contributed by
the preposition in.

3The examples used here were selected from the origi-
nal paper. (Each type was further categorized into several
subtypes.)

d. introduce a new topic: on a different note

Although the focus of the current work is on English
pragmatic markers and in particular pragmatic uses of
adpositions in English, it is worth pointing out that sim-
ilar phenomena and linguistic devices are prevalent in
other languages, such as discourse particles and their
functions as well, for example, in German, as delineated
in Stede and Birte (2000), and in a parallel corpus study
for English, Spanish, and Arabic (Samy and González-
Ledesma, 2008).

2.3. Pragmatic Markers vs. Discourse
Markers

It is important to clarify that the categorization of prag-
matic markers described in §2.2 is not mutually exclu-
sive with contemporary computational approaches to
discourse markers as in the Penn Discourse Treebank
(Prasad et al., 2014, PDTB), nor are they subclasses of
each other. While Fraser (1996) did not characterize
pragmatic or discourse markers based on their syntactic
categories, PDTB followed a well-defined set of syntac-
tic classes to select explicit discourse markers,4 one of
which includes prepositional phrases such as as a result
and on the other hand etc. (Prasad et al., 2014).

Adverbial discourse connectives, as recognized by
PDTB, may be semantic and/or pragmatic. The fol-
lowing examples indicate a clear semantic relationship
between events:

(3) a. First, preheat the oven to 350 degrees.
Then, combine the ingredients in a saucepan.
(temporal)

b. We can go inside if it is raining. (conditional)
c. The forecast was wrong. As a result, we got

caught in the rain. (causal)

Adpositional expressions whose primary meaning is se-
mantic would be covered by existing SNACS labels,
even if the expression also functions as a discourse con-
nective (see further discussion on this in §4.4).

Below we focus on expressions whose primary
meaning is pragmatic. As we will demonstrate, a prepo-
sitional expression can even serve multiple pragmatic
roles in English. In other words, a prototypical dis-
course marker considered by one discourse framework
to signal a coherence relation between two propositions
is not necessarily tied to that function invariably; in-
stead, the interpretation of such markers depends on
their specific use in context, and their contributions to a
given discourse could be multi-dimensional, with some
being primary and others being secondary.

4PDTB uses the term discourse connectives to refer to the
lexical items that connect discourse segments based on syntac-
tic criteria. For our purposes, the terms discourse connective
and discourse marker are used interchangeably to refer to
any lexical item that adds extra-propositional meaning to the
understanding of discourse.
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3. Pragmatic Adpositional Usages
In contrast to the semantic usages where prepositions
mediate a relationship between the two constituents
(e.g. “The cat is on the mat”—the mat is the location of
the cat), pragmatic uses of adpositions do not directly
comment on the content of the sentence. Rather, they
add contextual information that situates that content in
discourse. For example, a prepositional expression may
mediate the relationship between two propositions in
a discourse as in (4), where the prepositional phrase
idiom “for instance” does not add propositional content
to the sentence. Rather, it links to a prior utterance and
specifies that the current proposition (“Florida has no
state income tax”) is an example of the aforementioned
situation.

(4) Your state of domicile impacts financial matters.
For instance, Florida has no state income tax.

Prepositional expressions can be deployed for a
range of pragmatic meanings: signaling the speaker’s
opinion or perspective (5a); heralding a topical change
in the discourse ((5b) switches the subtopic to snacks);
or positioning the speaker’s utterance with respect to
the larger context ((5c) exemplifies digression from the
main topic).

(5) a. Without a doubt, she’s the best in her field.
b. As for snacks, I prefer pita chips.
c. This is a drugstore, by the way, not a pharmacy.

SNACS has excluded such usages from supersense anno-
tation, directing annotators to tag them as non-semantic
discourse markers (label `d) (Schneider et al., 2020).

A proposal for extending SNACS to pragmatic us-
ages by introducing a new CONTEXT subhierarchy was
made by the Korean SNACS project (Hwang et al., 2020,
K-SNACS). K-SNACS has particularly focused on prag-
matic adpositions that contribute meaning at the level of
information structure, a level that includes the notions
of focus, topic, and givenness (Lambrecht, 1994; Krifka,
2008; Lüdeling et al., 2016). For these pragmatic adpo-
sitions, K-SNACS has proposed the CONTEXT branch
for adpositions whose meanings rely on contextual in-
formation either available in discourse or implicit in the
shared knowledge between interlocutors. It places two
labels within the CONTEXT tree: FOCUS and TOPICAL.
FOCUS is assigned to usages where the adposition in-
dicates the information structure focus of a sentence,
contributing meanings of contrastiveness, likelihood, or
value judgements (among others). TOPICAL markers
apply to a phrase indicating a new subtopic, similar to
(5b).5 We will explore the details and usage of these
labels in English and propose two additional labels for
the CONTEXT subhierarchy in §4.

5The pragmatic label TOPICAL stands in contrast to
SNACS TOPIC, which is the semantic role highlighted in
locutions like speak about something.

4. Extending SNACS via Context
The current work extends upon the SNACS schema
to include pragmatic relationships signaled by English
prepositions. We build upon prior work by K-SNACS to
introduce CONTEXT as a top-level pragmatic category
on par with the existing semantic top-level categories:
PARTICIPANT, CIRCUMSTANTIAL, and CONFIGURA-
TION. For the purpose of SNACS, we note that an
adpositional usage may qualify as pragmatic for one of
two reasons:

• It provides extra-propositional reference to the in-
terlocutors and/or their attitudes toward the propo-
sitional content or situation in which the conversa-
tion takes place.

• It mediates the relationship between sentences/
utterances in the discourse, e.g. as a connective
linking entire propositions, or as a marker that pre-
supposes something was mentioned previously.

We propose four subcategories under CONTEXT:
TOPICAL, FOCUS, COMMENTARY, and COHERENCE.
These are expected to cover the lion’s share of the prag-
matic uses of adpositions; any miscellaneous pragmatic
usages of adpositions that do not fit under these subtypes
are to be directly labeled with CONTEXT.

It is also important to note that, for pragmatic uses
of adpositions, we do not make use of the construal
analysis (§2.1). For semantic relations, construals allow
scene role and function labels to differ. For pragmatic
uses requiring the CONTEXT hierarchy, we assume for
now that only one label applies. We will revisit this
assumption in §6.

4.1. Topical
TOPICAL annotates the adpositions that mark the in-
formation topic in a sentence. The information topic
emphasizes the topic in a discourse that is presented
in contrast to the available discourse referent, thereby
signaling a change of topic in discourse. For example,
the phrase “when it comes to...” puts forward a new
topic in contrast to the old one. Adpositional examples
of TOPICAL include:

(6) a. Bill prefers beaches for vacations.
As for me, I prefer the mountains.

b. Jodi is a stickler about following directions.
With regards to cooking, she never follows
recipes.

4.2. Focus
The FOCUS label is used to mark the element of a
sentence that contributes to information such as con-
trastiveness or likelihood, often evoking an implicitly
understood pragmatic list (a set of alternatives or scale)
pertinent to the object of the adposition. That is, FOCUS
marks the tokens that emphasize an element of a sen-
tence evoking an implicitly understood pragmatic scale
pertinent to the object of the preposition. In English,
the function of FOCUS is best exemplified by adverbials
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like (not) only, (not) even, and also.6 In (7b), for exam-
ple, by saying “not even Bill passed the test”, we are
implying that Bill, the likely was the candidate that was
most likely to pass, failed along with many others less
worthy candidates.

(7) a. Only Bill did a good job.
b. Not even Bill passed the test.

Most prototypical English FOCUS usages are exem-
plified by adpositional phrases like “as well”. In (8a),
the phrase “as well” suggests that Bill is one of the
many that would receive invitation. Modifying the utter-
ance with “in itself”, as in (8b), places a limitation to the
stated proposition—that the idea may be problematic if
other extraneous factors are considered.

(8) a. Don’t forget to invite Bill as well.
b. There’s nothing wrong with the idea, in itself.

4.3. Commentary
The label COMMENTARY marks material with the
speaker’s orientation towards the main content, such
as hedging, attributing it to themselves or someone else,
or revealing their attitude (positive or negative) toward
it or its veracity. Consider the following examples.

(9) a. Based on the latest reports, our cumulative
spending is expected to continue rising.

b. In my opinion, this is our only option.
c. Without a doubt, she’s the best in her field.
d. For sure, we can change it.

In (9a), the prepositional phrase provides attribution
for the statement or conclusion in the main proposition.
Example (9b) does something similar—it attributes the
proposition to the speaker’s opinion, while also hedging
the speaker’s commitment to the proffered assertion. In
(9c) and (9d), the prepositional phrases comment on the
level of veracity of the propositions.

4.4. Coherence
COHERENCE signals how two propositions (i.e. clauses
or sentences) are related in the discourse at a pragmatic
level. Grammatically, markers of COHERENCE in En-
glish are usually attached to the second proposition.
The broad label COHERENCE targets a coarser level of
granularity than discourse annotation frameworks such
as the Penn Discourse Treebank (Prasad et al., 2014,
PDTB), Rhetorical Structure Theory (Mann and Thomp-
son, 1988, RST), and Segmented Discourse Representa-
tion Theory (Asher and Lascarides, 2003, SDRT). Note,
however, that discourse relations between sentences that
are primarily semantic receive labels from the semantic
parts of the hierarchy, rather than COHERENCE, such as

6Tor be clear, these adverbials are not annotated in SNACS
as they are not adpositional. We provide these examples here
with straightforward and unambiguous markers only to illus-
trate how focus can be marked lexically in English.

PURPOSE or EXPLANATION shown below.7

(10) I need $10 (in order) to:PURPOSE see the movie.
(Xposition_031)

(11) I will appoint him as:EXPLANATION he is most
qualified for the job. (Xposition_008)

Although we do not formalize finer-grained coher-
ence relations, we can illustrate some of the major sub-
types that have been identified in English corpora follow-
ing the aforementioned discourse formalisms such as
the RST Discourse Treebank (Carlson et al., 2003; Carl-
son and Marcu, 2001, RST-DT) and PDTB 3.0 (Prasad
et al., 2019):

• JUXTAPOSITION: The two propositions that the
connective links contribute to the discourse jointly;
that is, one proposition moves forward to the other
proposition in a linear way: e.g. JOINT or SE-
QUENCE in RST-DT and CONJUNCTION in PDTB
3.0. Example: “In addition, we put in new floors.”

• ELABORATION: one of the propositions is more
specific than the other: e.g. one proposition pro-
vides further details for the other proposition such
as elaborating or reinforcing a point, or narrowing
or broadening the scope of discussion, as defined
in RST-DT. Example: “In particular, we ...”

• EXCEPTION: One proposition describes a situa-
tion, and the other proposition describes or pro-
vides a counterargument or an exception, as de-
fined in PDTB 3.0. Example: “Outside of my
opinions about them, we ...”

• INSTANTIATION: One proposition describes a
general situation or a group of things / issues etc.,
and the other proposition specifies one or more in-
stances that belong to the aforementioned generic
situation, as defined in PDTB 3.0 and is equivalent
to ELABORATION-SET-MEMBER and EXAMPLE in
RST-DT. Example: “For instance, we ...”

• CONTRAST: One or more differences are raised
in the two propositions. Example: “In contrast to
our expectations, we ...”

• CONCESSION: One proposition is acknowledged
but the other proposition is still claimed. Example:
“Despite recent fluctuations in stock price, we ...”

Again, these are merely illustrative examples of COHER-
ENCE. At present we do not seek to distinguish them
in our framework, but once an adpositional expression
is tagged as COHERENCE, another framework can be
invoked to clarify the nature of the coherence relation.

4.5. Context
The CONTEXT label is used directly for miscellaneous
pragmatic meanings not covered by the aforementioned
subtypes. This includes metadiscourse expressions that
comment on the speaker’s plan for the discourse such as

7The selected examples are from the SNACS project web-
site, Xposition (Gessler et al., 2022): http://www.xposition.
org.
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by the way in (5c). Other prototypical uses in English
include but are not limited to: on that note, speaking of,
and moving on, which correspond to Fraser (2009)’s cat-
egorization of the topic orientation markers; and mark-
ers signaling something about the relationship between
interlocutors such as politeness or formality (e.g. with
all due respect).

5. Pilot Context Annotation
5.1. SNACS Corpora
A number of corpora in several languages have been
annotated with SNACS such as English, Mandarin Chi-
nese (Peng et al., 2020), Korean (Hwang et al., 2020),
German (Prange and Schneider, 2021), and Hindi (Arora
et al., 2022). Since the focus of the present pilot anno-
tation effort is to annotate adpositional discourse ele-
ments in English, we extract such instances previously
marked as discourse markers (`d) from the three English
SNACS Corpora: PASTRIE (Kranzlein et al., 2020),
STREUSLE (Schneider and Smith, 2015; Schneider et
al., 2018), and The Little Prince (Schneider et al., 2020,
LPP), amounting to 165 annotation instances. Specifi-
cally, PASTRIE contains data from Reddit produced by
presumed speakers of four native languages (English,
French, German, and Spanish).8 STREUSLE contains
web reviews from the Reviews section of the English
Web Treebank (Bies et al., 2012). LPP contains an
English translation of the fiction story Le Petit Prince.
Albeit limited, the resulting annotated data could also
provide insights into the use and distribution of adpo-
sitional pragmatic markers in English across different
types of data.

5.2. Annotation Procedures
The STREUSLE data was used as development data
for developing the guidelines: it formed the basis of
preliminary discussions and attempts at categorization,
culminating in a final round of annotation and joint ad-
judication by the four researchers developing the guide-
lines. In order to test the validity of the guidelines, two
new annotators were recruited to independently anno-
tate the STREUSLE data in comparison to the adjudi-
cated version produced by the researchers developing
the guidelines.

In the annotation workflow, each extracted `d ele-
ment is presented in a sentence, with the `d element
highlighted and the preceding and following sentences
provided for additional context.9 Annotations in (12)–
(16) show prepositions (previously annotated with `d)
updated to the appropriate CONTEXT labels.

(12) Tourists like the other reviewer might not appre-
ciate their efficiency or quality, but I certainly

8See Section 3.1 of Rabinovich et al. (2018) for details on
the identification of the native languages.

9If the sentence that contains the `d element is the begin-
ning or the end of the document, a special token ([START] or
[END]) is used to indicate this, as shown in (12).

do. This isn’ta TGIF or Cafe, its a lunch sand-
wich place and a good one at:FOCUS that. [END]
(STREUSLE_reviews-317846-0008)

(13) Any ER would be the same. As:TOPICAL far as
being treated like a drug seeker, that has not been
my experience. As a nurse I know about drug
seekers. (STREUSLE_reviews-169083-0005)

(14) We have used them for plumbing & A/C and they
are affordable and get the work done right. Great
place 5 stars for:COMMENTARY sure. Thanks
From Bill (STREUSLE_reviews-359433-0003)

(15) And so you will love to watch all the stars in the
heavens ... they will all be your friends . And ,
besides:COHERENCE , I am going to make you a
present ... " He laughed again . (lpp_1943.1436)

(16) This store is a real gem and has much to of-
fer the serious crafter or the occasional crafter.
By:CONTEXT the way, Salmagundi (the store
name) means something like smorgasbord; pot-
pourri; motley; variety; mixed bag; miscella-
neous assortment; mixture, a variety of many
kinds of things. Great name for a great store!
(STREUSLE_reviews-377347-0011)

In addition to the five labels described in §4 (i.e. FO-
CUS, TOPICAL, COMMENTARY, COHERENCE, CON-
TEXT), the annotators were also instructed to use a
NOT_CONTEXT label if they think that no pragmatic
use of the adposition is involved; in other words, the `d
element in question only involves a semantic reading,
and the existing SNACS framework should capture its
meaning, as shown in (17) and (18) below as well as
(10) and (11) in §4.4.

(17) They have messed up my order and.... The food
was just not good! I had sonic in many other
palces but for:EXPLANATION some reason this
sonic is always just covered in grease and not
good... :( I hope they get there act together...
(STREUSLE_reviews-109263-0003)

(18) Then the desserts came, and they were hands
down the best dessert we ever had. I will sum
it up with:MEANS, it was worth every penny!
[END] (STREUSLE_reviews-388799-0006)

5.3. Reliability of Annotation
In order to evaluate the reliability of the taxonomy
and the complexity of the task, we conducted an inter-
annotator agreement (IAA) study on each of the three
English SNACS datasets, described in §5.1, which com-
prise 165 annotation instances. Each of the `d ele-
ments from each English SNACS dataset were anno-
tated by two native speakers of American English using
the guidelines described in §4. Overall, there were three
annotators: STREUSLE was annotated by the same
two annotators (Annotator 1 and Annotator 2), and
PASTRIE and LPP were annotated by the same two
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Figure 1: Confusion Matrices for STREUSLE Annotations.

annotators (Annotator 2 and Annotator 3), meaning
that Annotator 2 annotated the STREUSLE, PASTRIE,
and LPP data.

# `d
items

Raw
Agreement

Cohen’s
Kappa

PASTRIE 74 56.8% 0.41
STREUSLE 72 59.7% 0.42
LPP 19 89.5% 0.83

Table 1: IAA of SNACS Context Annotation in English.

Table 1 shows raw agreement and Cohen’s kappa
scores between the two annotators for each dataset. Re-
sults show higher agreement levels for LPP than PAS-
TRIE and STREUSLE. We attribute this to the fact that
LPP is a formally written novella, while PASTRIE and
STREUSLE are web or social media data written in
a conversational style, in some cases with fragments
or missing context from previous turns, which makes
it much more difficult for the annotators to accurately
gauge what was intended at the time of the writing.
Feedback from the annotators indicated that for some
cases the preceding and following sentences were insuf-
ficient context for interpreting the pragmatic markers.

We also note that the agreement for PASTRIE is
slightly lower than that of STREUSLE. This is likely
due to the fact that PASTRIE data contains Reddit dis-
cussions from a variety of topics, and some of the sub-
reddits have their own jargon not readily understandable
by annotators, as pointed out in Kranzlein et al. (2020).
Another reason behind the complexity and difficulty of
the PASTRIE annotations is that although the data is in
English, 78.4% of the instances were produced by pre-
sumed native speakers of French, German, and Spanish.
Though for the most part the text is fluent English, there
may be instances where non-native speakers do not fully

conform to native speakers’ expectations in their use of
pragmatic expressions.

For STREUSLE, we also noticed that Annotator 1

achieved higher agreement with the adjudicated version
(i.e. the annotations produced by the researchers de-
veloping the guidelines) than Annotator 2, as shown
in Figures 1a and 1b respectively. One possible inter-
pretation is that Annotator 1 simply understood the
annotation task better than Annotator 2, and thus the
scores may indicate an issue with the guidelines instead
of the categories themselves. Figure 2 also demon-
strates that Annotator 2 underused the FOCUS label,
which is unsurprising due to dearth of transparent and
unambiguous cues in English. Additionally, the con-
fusion matrices shown in Figure 1 also help identify
some sources of confusion from the labels as well as the
adpositonal markers associated with such labels such
as FOCUS vs. COHERENCE (e.g. as well) and COHER-
ENCE vs. COMMENTARY (e.g. in fact). We will discuss
these cases in detail in §6 below.

6. Analysis
In this section, we take a closer look at some of the
challenges posed by the annotation of adpositional prag-
matic markers.

6.1. FOCUS vs. COHERENCE

The status of adpositional FOCUS is fairly clear-cut
in languages like Korean, which features a small
set of high-frequency focus markers (Hwang et al.,
2020). In English, however, focus is less often cued
adpositionally—and to the extent that it is, there is an
apparent overlap between FOCUS and COHERENCE us-
ages, which was a source of difficulty for annotators.
Consider the following examples with pragmatic ad-
verbs:
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(19) It rained yesterday.
a. Additionally, it hailed. [COHERENCE]
b. It even hailed. [FOCUS]

As a prototypical discourse connective, “addition-
ally” in (19a) links the proposition “it hailed” to the
previous utterance “It rained yesterday”, advancing the
content in a coherent manner. “Even” in (19b) brings
focus to the marked proposition, expressing that the new
information exceeds the expectation set by the informa-
tion that is available in the context: it not only rained
yesterday, but in a surprising turn of events, it hailed.
The prepositional phrase “as well” seemingly does both,
complicating the annotation.

(20) It rained yesterday. It hailed as well.

The phrase “as well” serves the role of a discourse
connective linking the proposition to the previous utter-
ance, but it also plays a focusing role like “even”, in such
a way that the hailing event is put forward as a surpris-
ing event that beyond contextual expectations. In other
words, the interpretation of this piece of information is
not contained in the semantics of the current proposi-
tion, nor does it inherit from the previous proposition.
Rather, the focus reading here is extra-propositional.

As a means of addressing this issue, we considered
the use of the construal analysis to resolve this semantic
overlap was considered. That is, rather than having the
annotators decide which label to go with, we would
allow annotators to use both labels to annotate usages
like “as well”. However, this created yet another con-
cern: which label, i.e. COHERENCE or FOCUS, should
be assigned as scene role versus function? In SNACS
annotation, the scene role is the meaning assigned by
the scene of a sentence (e.g. head predicate, head nomi-
nal, or the construction). However, pragmatic labels
are what they are by virtue of not being directly related
to any of the aforementioned elements. To call either
label as scene or function would essentially violate the
construal analysis, by definition.

For this reason, in this pilot annotation study we

only allowed one label per prepositional token, assigned
at the annotator’s discretion based on their interpreta-
tion of what meaning was most salient. For example,
since the phrase “as well” in (21) functions as a connec-
tive between propositions (i.e. the beers were good and
there were good choice of beers), it receives the label
of COHERENCE. The phrase “as well” in (22), marked
with the FOCUS label, implies the existence of other
unmentioned incriminating aspects of the organization
in question (presumably, a vet).

(21) Good place to be on a Sunday Night. The beers
were good, nice choice of beers as:COHERENCE
well, and as usual the mussels were great,
the place upstairs is a nice addition to the
bar downstairs. Filled up on too much
beer and hence cannot comment on the food.
(STREUSLE_reviews-366946-0003)

(22) They refused. Terrible communication as:FOCUS
well. At one point they told me the
dog had been fixed, the next day it hadn’t.
(STREUSLE_reviews-006970-0008)

We observe, however, that this practice does cre-
ate annotation disagreements. (23) exemplifies a split
between annotators. Annotator 1, who chose FOCUS,
is cuing a perhaps more nuanced shade of meaning
than Annotator 2, who chose COHERENCE. The extra-
propositional meaning of “as well” would indicate the
location to be an additional characteristic that further
elevates their already high opinion of establishment.
This suggests that the current guidelines will produce
disagreements based on a variety of reasons: nuanced
differences based on reading, familiarity with the topic
of the text, or simple disagreement, to name a few.

(23) They are honest about ‘immediate’ concerns
versus ‘recommended’ repairs and have very
fair prices. Such a convenient location
as well with coffee shop and bradley food
and beverage right around corner. [END]
(STREUSLE_reviews-303922-0005)

Thus, as alluded to in brief in §2.3, we also con-
sider the possibility of introducing a modified version
of construal analysis specifically for the CONTEXT tree
whereby, when necessary, we recognize a secondary
function (to the primary function) of pragmatic and
discourse markers. That is, it is likely that multiple
interpretations coexist, but they correspond to differ-
ent aspects of the markers in question. Depending on
the amount of available context provided and the com-
mon knowledge shared by the participants in a given
discourse, some aspects and functions become more
salient than the others.

6.2. COHERENCE vs. COMMENTARY

As can be seen from Figure 1b, another source of con-
fusion comes from COMMENTARY and COHERENCE,
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corresponding to the discourse marker “in fact”. Again,
this is a prototypical discourse marker in English, but
it mediates various types of relationships between dis-
course units, as attested in PDTB 3.0 (Prasad et al.,
2019).10,11 In the following example, “in fact” signals
an elaboration or reinforcement of the previous propo-
sition by describing a related event (i.e. vomiting) that
happened.

(24) The sauce was dry and the enchiladas did
not taste good.at all. In:COHERENCE
fact my friend vomited after our meal.
With higher than average prices to boot!
(STREUSLE_reviews-150192-0004)

However, our annotation results indicate that “in
fact” may project a pragmatic meaning beyond dis-
course linking. Consider the following examples:

(25) Practicing your joke is crucial . You do n’t need
to have it completely memorized — in fact , you
" should n’t " memorize it — but you need to
be really comfortable with it , so comfortable
that you can continue on with telling it even if
you get nervous or sidetracked , which is very
possible once you ’re in front of an audience .
(GUM_whow_joke)

(26) The question isn’t about Is smoking Mari-
juana a progress ?. In fact, we don’t care
because we want to guarantee freedom not
societal progress. In conclusion, we fight
for the same results (on societal issues only).
(PASTRIE_french-4c78c7ab-4fd2-4206-342f-
22bae20cea4a-09)

Both of these examples of “in fact” manage the flow
from one proposition to the next, consistent with the
COHERENCE label. However, in addition to the co-
herence relationship they mediate, they inject a sense
of the writer’s attitude towards the topic. This is the
most clearly evident in (25),12 the writer uses “in fact”
as a means of signaling their own commitment to the
upcoming proposition (not memorizing a joke) with
respect to a perhaps a more standardized advice (mini-
mal memorization). In the same way, the prepositional
phrase advances an attitude contrast in (26) between
the previous proposition and upcoming proposition. In
other words, “in fact” blurs the boundary between the
COMMENTARY and COHERENCE categories.

10Among those relations for “in fact” recognized by PDTB
3.0 are: EXPANSION.CONJUNCTION, EXPANSION.LEVEL-
OF-DETAIL, COMPARISON.CONTRAST, and COMPARI-
SON.CONCESSION.

11The PDTB 2.0 manual, however, registered doubts about
the status of “in fact” as a discourse connective (The PDTB
Research Group et al., 2007, p. 8, fn. 9). “Of course” is a
similar expression that was not annotated in PDTB (Bonnie
Webber, p.c.).

12This example is from the GUM corpus (Zeldes, 2017).

Thus, it is clear that the assignment of COHERENCE
to “in fact” is grounded in the criterion that COHER-
ENCE marks the linking between the two propositions,
according to the guidelines. The COMMENTARY read-
ing depends on the interpretation of the single propo-
sition that “in fact” is embedded in—i.e. whether it is
also signaling something about the interlocutors’ atti-
tude towards the content. We believe that the current
guidelines would benefit from a richer array of examples
for multi-functional markers like “in fact”. Addition-
ally, the results from this pilot annotation work also
suggest that for annotating adpositional pragmatic mark-
ers it may be necessary to either adopt a multi-label
strategy (i.e. primary and secondary labels for different
interpretations) or introduce a combined categorization
(e.g. COHERENCE∽COMMENTARY where the label on
the left corresponds to the stronger reading) in order to
better capture the pragmatic reading in context instead
of imposing the constraint that only one single label is
applicable.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a small taxonomy that aims
to capture categories of pragmatic meaning associated
with adpositional expressions in English. Our pilot anno-
tation study sheds light on deficiencies in the guidelines
that may explain annotator confusion and disagreements.
These issues call for a deeper investigation of multi-
functional uses of some of these pragmatic expressions.
We intend to take these issues up in future work.
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Abstract
This paper presents a method for semi-automatically building a corpus of full-text English-language biomedical articles an-
notated with part-of-speech tags. The outcomes are a semi-automatic procedure to create a large silver standard corpus of 5
million sentences drawn from a large corpus of full-text biomedical articles annotated for part-of-speech, and a robust, easy-
to-use software tool that assists the investigation of differences in two tagged datasets. The method to build the corpus uses
two part-of-speech taggers designed to tag biomedical abstracts followed by a human dispute settlement when the two taggers
differ on the tagging of a token. The dispute resolution aspect is facilitated by the software tool which organizes and presents
the disputed tags. The corpus and all of the software that has been implemented for this study are made publicly available.

Keywords: semi-automatic corpus annotation, biomedical document annotation, part-of-speech

1. Introduction
Training and evaluating machine learning Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) systems require benchmark
corpora annotated for the NLP task being learned.
Manually curated gold standard corpora, the language
resources that are typically used to train and test such
systems, are unfortunately, costly to produce especially
in domains requiring specialized knowledge to under-
stand the text.
Our goal is to provide a large corpus of biomedical text
annotated with part-of-speech (POS) using the Penn
Treebank Tagset to facilitate the training of a deep
learning model. Our current corpus, which we call Bio-
POSTAg, drawn from full-text biomedical articles, has
5 million sentences and we continue to work toward a
corpus containing 35 million sentences. Due to the size
of this corpus, no completely manual annotation is pos-
sible. An alternative to a gold standard annotated cor-
pus is a silver standard corpus (Rebholz-Schuhmann et
al., 2010). Therefore we have decided on a silver stan-
dard approach. The silver standard was first proposed
to be generated in a fully automatic way (Rebholz-
Schuhmann et al., 2011) using annotation systems and
some method to harmonize their resulting annotations.
Researchers continue with this practice (Sousa et al.,
2019), while others incorporate some manual annota-
tions (Eckart and Gärtner, 2016). Because our building
of the silver standard corpus uses only two automated
annotators, we need to have some human intervention
to make decisions when the annotators disagree. Since
this human intervention is added, the process that is de-
scribed herewith is termed semi-automatic.
The BioPOSTAg corpus is evaluated by comparing the
performance of a model trained on the silver standard
corpus versus the same model trained on a human-
annotated gold standard corpus on a POS tagging task.
We have chosen the CRAFT corpus (Verspoor et al.,
2012) as the gold standard training and test sets for this

comparison.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows: a
semi-automatic procedure to create a large silver stan-
dard corpus; a large corpus of complete biomedical ar-
ticles annotated for part-of-speech has been built and
is made available to the research community; and a ro-
bust, easy-to-use software tool that assists the investi-
gation of differences in two annotated datasets facili-
tating the human dispute resolution aspect of the semi-
automated procedure.

2. Background
Part-of-speech (POS) tagging assigns a POS to each to-
ken in a text. Modern POS taggers are trained using
some form of machine learning. Training requires an
annotated corpus. Training of a deep learning model re-
quires a corpus with a large number of samples, in this
case sentences with the tokens annotated for POS. The
manually tagged gold standard corpora that have been
built, e.g., the GENIA corpus (1997 abstracts) (Kim et
al., 2003) and the CRAFT corpus (97 full-text papers)
(Verspoor et al., 2012) are reasonably small. Having
larger tagged corpora may be beneficial. In addition,
while part-of-speech tagging in the biomedical litera-
ture genre has long been a topic of research (Kim et
al., 2003; Tateisi and Tsujii, 2004), the early focus has
been on POS tagging of article abstracts. POS tagging
of complete article texts provides some subtle differ-
ences due to sentence structure and other writing and
content issues (Cohen et al., 2010).
Complete biomedical article datasets are becoming
available to the research community, so having ma-
chine methods that work with full papers is both fea-
sible and critically important given the large amount
of literature produced in this socially significant re-
search field. Because manual annotation is costly, es-
pecially in the biomedical domain since it requires spe-
cialized knowledge, large annotated corpora of full text
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biomedical articles do not currently exist. The focus
of the current study is the semi-automatic curation of
a sufficiently large silver standard corpus of complete
article texts annotated with POS tags that might boost
the performance of deep learning trained POS taggers.
To provide the automatic aspect of this silver standard
corpus curation task, this study uses two top ranked
biomedical POS taggers: the popular Genia (Kim et al.,
2003; Tateisi and Tsujii, 2004) and a variant of Med-
Post (Smith et al., 2004) that we call PostMed so as
not to confuse it with the original but to pay homage
to the original name and work. Genia was trained on
a corpus of 1999 manually annotated MEDLINE ab-
stracts. In addition to POS tagging, Genia’s other abil-
ities (named-entity tagging and chunk parsing) are not
used in this study. MedPost is a POS tagger, but also of
importance for this study, it can work with .nxml files:
interpreting the xml tags, breaking the file into sen-
tences, and performing tokenization. It was designed to
work with MEDLINE abstracts, so a wrapper was pro-
vided by the second author giving PostMed, the modi-
fied version that works with full article texts (e.g., fig-
ures and tables are removed). These POS taggers have
achieved over 98% and 97% accuracy, respectively, on
MEDLINE citations.
Unlike other silver standard corpora building which use
techniques developed for the type of data that is rep-
resented in the silver standard corpus, the techniques
that we are using have been trained on MEDLINE ab-
stracts whereas the data that we are annotating with our
semi-automatic method are full-text articles. Full-text
articles contain language that is not found in abstracts,
such as references to figures and tables. So, the use
of these two taggers could be considered akin to cross-
domain tagging but obtaining good performance may
not be as difficult as sometimes is the case with cross-
domain tagging. Our hypothesis was that the outputs
of these two part of speech taggers would perform rea-
sonably well on this new type of data, that the number
of differences would be manageable, and that human
intervention would be able to enhance the final out-
come. The second part of our hypothesis, that the num-
ber of differences would be manageable was overly op-
timistic. As a result, we developed a software tool, a
data viewer, whose purpose was to organize these dif-
ferences along different dimensions thereby facilitating
our viewing of the differences in various ways.

3. Related Work
Research related to this study falls into three categories:
corpora annotated for POS, POS taggers, and stud-
ies of the performance on full-text articles of taggers
trained on article abstracts. Some small corpora an-
notated for POS based on clinical notes (Pakhomov
et al., 2006) and on patient records (Huseth and Rost,
2007) have been built, the latter one being annotated
semi-automatically. Because few biomedical corpora
with POS annotations exist, methods such as cross-

training have been used to circumvent this paucity of
data, but the resulting performance tends to be low
(Barrett and Weber-Jahnke, 2014). Adding a biomedi-
cal domain-specific corpus has been shown to improve
results (Coden et al., 2005). MedPost (Smith et al.,
2004) uses a lexicon that enumerates permitted POS
tags for the most frequently occurring 10,000 words in
MEDLINE to improve its performance (Smith et al.,
2006). And, some improvements with cross-trained
taggers have been reported by introducing specialized
lexicons to address the problems associated with un-
known words (Miller et al., 2007). It has been demon-
strated (Tateisi et al., 2006) that because biomedicine
has subdomains, performance drops when taggers are
required to tag a subdomain that differs from the train-
ing subdomain. And, some results show excellent per-
formance by off-the-shelf POS taggers (TnT (Brants,
2000)) for tagging clinical reports (Hahn and Wermter,
2004). Other POS taggers have been developed for the
biomedical domain, some being better performers than
others. dTagger (Divita et al., 2006), trained and tested
on the MedPost corpus, performs with 95.1% accuracy.
TcT (Barrett and Weber-Jahnke, 2014) performs with
96.7% accuracy on the MedPost corpus. These last two
taggers have not been used in the present study because
they are no longer available.
When using taggers that have been trained on biomed-
ical article abstracts, it is important to know how well
they scale up when they are used to tag full-text arti-
cles. Results suggest a 7-8 percentage point drop be-
tween testing the taggers on abstracts and testing them
on full-text journal articles (Verspoor et al., 2012).

4. Data Set and Curated Corpus
The dataset used in this study is the complete article
dataset that was first made available by The National
Center for Biotechnology Information (PubMed Cen-
tral) in 2009. It consists of the full text of articles pub-
lished in 288 biomedical journals. Our goal is to build
a corpus annotated for part-of-speech from the full set
comprising approximately 35 million sentences. The
current BioPOSTAg corpus1 has been built from a set
of 49 biomedical journals. The corpus comprises ap-
proximately 5 million sentences. These articles were
POS tagged by Genia and PostMed.
The corpus is part-of-speech tagged using the biomed-
ical update (Warner et al., 2012) of the Penn Tree-
bank Tagset (Marcus et al., 1993). The updated tagset
consists of the original 36 part-of-speech tags and 12
other tags for punctuation and currency symbols to-
gether with 4 additional tags added in the biomedical
update. Tagging guidelines (Santorini, 1995; Warner
et al., 2004; Warner et al., 2012) were consulted. The
MedPost (and hence, PostMed) tagset used here is the
original Penn Treebank Tagset. The Genia tagger uses
the enlarged tagset.

1https://github.com/nelder/Biomedical-POS-Tagger/
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5. Building the Corpus
The first step in the building of the corpus is to gen-
erate the tagging of Genia and PostMed. PostMed is
used first to preprocess the .nxml files as described pre-
viously and to generate its tagged output. Genia then
takes the tokenized output of PostMed and performs its
tagging. These files can then be compared to discover
the POS differences. We now direct our discussion in
the next sections to how the POS differences are re-
solved with human intervention.

5.1. Part of Speech Tagging Difference
Because we were using only two POS taggers, our goal
to produce a silver standard corpus could not use a
scheme such as voting to decide a tagging outcome
when the tags from the two taggers differed. So, we
opted to have some human intervention to make deci-
sions when this situation arose. Due to the volume of
data and frequency of mismatch, it was not feasible to
manually verify the tagged text produced by each of
these taggers. As such we developed a software data
viewer, using which, as humans, we could navigate and
compare the outputs of these two taggers to identify
where they disagreed. Implicit in this approach is the
assumption that when Genia and PostMed specify the
same tag for a particular word, then they are correct.
While this might not be strictly true (see Section 6 for
details), this assumption has seemed not to be deleteri-
ous. We harnessed the discord between these two tag-
gers by assuming that one was correct and the other was
incorrect. Our main focus thus, was the part of speech
tagging difference (POSDiff). To illustrate, Genia and
PostMed assigned the following tags:

Committee for Animal Research
NNP IN NNP NNP (Genia)
NN IN NN NN (PostMed)

POSDiff instances exist, one for each of the words:
Committee, Animal, and Research. The POSDiff al-
lowed us to group like errors in an attempt to provide
human solutions to classes of problems as opposed to
individual instances of tagging errors. Our method to
find and correct errors is described later.

5.2. POSDiffs Discovered
With all of our tools in hand we began the process of
building a better corpus by analyzing the POSDiffs be-
tween Genia and PostMed tagged data for our 49 jour-
nal corpus. We discovered that 5% of POSDiffs ac-
count for 81% of the disagreements. This means that a
small handful of the POSDiffs disproportionally are re-
sponsible for the tagging errors which also means that
solutions to these POSDiffs would be highly valuable
for overall corpus quality. We also noted that across
our 5 million sentence corpus there were a total of 496
POSDiffs. As Table 1 outlines, the top 25 most fre-
quent POSDiffs accounted for 81.38% of the disagree-
ments. The full list of POSDiffs is included in https:
//github.com/nelder/Biomedical-POS-Tagger/ as a csv

file.

5.2.1. Decision Making
With all of the information now in hand we began to
look through the POSDiffs from most common to least
common and apply human judgement to correct each
of the POSDiffs. For each of the POSDiffs we as-
sessed a random sample of instances from the most
frequent words within each POSDiff to develop an
understanding of the cause. We took into consider-
ation the pattern, whether it be each example look-
ing consistent or more sporadic to decide when to di-
rect more energy into looking at additional examples.
For each of the 13 most frequent POSDiffs listed in
Table 1 we created a decision procedure which se-
lected between the taggers. The encoded procedure
(which is machine interpretable) indicates whether ei-
ther of the taggers is globally correct for a given
POSDiff. If not, it will indicate the preferred tag-
ger and a procedure of specific interventions to ap-
ply before using the default preferred tagger. These
interventions pattern match either words or word pat-
terns and apply an intervention. These interventions
can be a specific POS tag, a tagger to use, or a con-
text specific procedure. For instance, “positive = mix
: PRIOR WORD TAG@JJ|NN? postmed,genia”. In
this case the word “positive” is tagged using PostMed’s
tag when the tag on the prior word is either a JJ or
NN, otherwise it uses Genia’s tag. These decision pro-
cedures now exist for 70% of the POSDiff instances
that occurred and as such we’ve eliminated many of
the disagreements between the two taggers that were
originally present with these procedures. The remain-
ing 30% were eliminated by choosing the Genia tagger
as providing the correct tag.

5.2.2. Sample Decision Procedures: Globally
Correct Tagger

For Genia tagging VB (Verb, base form) and PostMed
tagging VBP (Verb, non-3rd person singular present),
we determined that Genia was tagging correctly in the
vast majority of the sampled cases we examined. In
all cases the syntactic structure involved a modal verb,
then base case verb, followed up by the participle form
of the verb. The issue was that PostMed was tensing
the base form of the verb and then making a mistake on
the main verb following this incorrectly tensed verb.
An example is outlined in Figure 1, where this particu-
lar POSDiff is highlighted in black and other POSDiffs
present in that selected sentence are highlighted in blue.
Given the consistent cause we saw across the 10 sam-
pled cases we assigned Genia to be the correct tagger
globally for this POSDiff.

5.2.3. Sample Decision Procedures: Word Specific
Solution

For Genia tagging NN (Noun, singular or mass) and
PostMed tagging JJ (Adjective), we noted that neither
tagger was exclusively correct. This tagging error was
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Table 1: POSDiffs discovered (subset of most frequent 25).

POSDiff Instances Freq. Cumulative Unique Instances
(%) Freq. (%) Words per Word

G:NNP | P:NN 572,633 15.60% 15.60% 65607 9
G:JJ | P:NN 430,673 11.73% 27.33% 42387 10
G:VB | P:VBP 338,190 9.21% 36.54% 2312 146
G:VBN | P:JJ 270,197 7.36% 43.90% 4666 58
G:VBG | P:JJ 162,882 4.44% 48.34% 3727 44
G:NN | P:JJ 156,541 4.26% 52.60% 8360 19
G:NN | P:SYM 142,748 3.89% 56.49% 9 15861
G:VBG | P:NN 120,278 3.28% 59.77% 4290 28
G:VBN | P:VBD 91,012 2.48% 62.25% 1968 46
G:DT | P:PRP 87,779 2.39% 64.64% 22 3990
G:NNS | P:VBZ 63,313 1.72% 66.36% 2755 23
G:NNS | P:NN 54,028 1.47% 67.83% 4667 12
G:VBD | P:VBN 53,115 1.45% 69.28% 1762 30
G:RB | P:WRB 48,486 1.32% 70.60% 5 9697
G:NN | P:VBP 46,106 1.26% 71.86% 2090 22
G:FW | P:NN 46,018 1.25% 73.11% 1458 32
G:RBR | P:RB 44,569 1.21% 74.32% 22 2026
G:NNP | P:JJ 41,995 1.14% 75.46% 2586 16
G:CD | P:NN 36,809 1% 76.46% 7496 5
G:JJ | P:RB 35,246 0.96% 77.42% 2763 13
G:JJ | P:DT 32,357 0.88% 78.30% 11 2942
G:NNP | P:NNS 31,441 0.86% 79.16% 4178 8
G:VBD | P:JJ 28,888 0.79% 79.95% 1816 16
G:NN | P:NNS 27,213 0.74% 80.69% 2494 11
G:VBZ | P:NNS 25,422 0.69% 81.38% 2150 12
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energy into looking at additional examples. For each of the 13 most frequent POSDiffs (listed in 
Exhibit G) we created a decision procedure (machine interpretable, captured in Exhibit F) which 
selected between the taggers. These decision procedures now exist for 70% of the errors that 
occurred and as such we’ve improved many of the errors present in the corpus.  

Sample Decision Procedures: Globally Correct Tagger 
For Genia tagging VB (Verb, base form) and Postmed tagging VBP (Verb, non-3rd person singular 
present) we determined that Genia was tagging correctly in the vast majority of the sampled 
cases we examined. In all cases the syntactic structure involved a modal verb, then base case 
verb, followed up by the participle form of the verb. The issue was that Postmed was tensing the 
base form of the verb and then making a mistake on the main verb following this incorrectly 
tensed verb. An example is outlined in Figure Ten. Given the consistent cause we saw across the 
10 sampled cases we assigned Genia to be the correct tagger globally for this POSDiff.  

Figure Ten: Example of G: VB | P: VBP POSDiff 

Sample Decision Procedures: Word Specific Solution 
For Genia tagging NN (Noun, singular or mass) and Postmed tagging JJ (Adjective) we noted that 
neither tagger was exclusively correct. This tagging error was related to the use of a noun an an 
adjective in English such as the word soup in the phrase “soup spoon.”  In this case the noun acts 7

as an adjective though is in fact a noun. In this case we sampled the more frequent words and 
assigned correct taggers on a word by word basis. We also noted that words ending in “ing” 
were in fact to be tagged as VBG (Verb, gerund or present participle) and as such we overrode 
both taggers and used our own tag. In this process we worked with a random sample of 5 
examples for 10 different words. We noted that Genia was correct more often than Postmed and 
as such assigned it as the tagger to side with for less frequent words we were not able to assign 
a solution to. An example of this tagging error is illustrated in Figure Eleven. In this case our 
decision procedure for the correct tag is based upon the word within the POSDiff.  

 “Part-of-Speech Tutorial: JJ vs NN”, Part of Speech Help, https://sites.google.com/site/7

partofspeechhelp/home/jj_nn

Figure 1: Example of a POSDiff that can be corrected
globally

related to noun compounds: the use of a noun as a noun
premodifier in English. In this case the noun acts as an
adjective though is in fact a noun. In this case we sam-
pled the more frequent words and assigned correct tag-
gers on a word by word basis. We also noted that words

ending in “ing” were in some cases (Manning, 2011) to
be tagged as VBG (Verb, gerund or present participle)
and as such we overrode both taggers and used our own
tag. In this process we worked with a random sample of
5 examples for 10 different words. We noted that Ge-
nia was correct more often than PostMed and as such
assigned it as the tagger to side with for less frequent
words we were not able to assign a solution to. An
example of this tagging error is illustrated in Figure 2,
where the POSDiff of interest is highlighted in black
and other POSDiffs present in that selected sentence
are highlighted in blue. In this case our decision proce-
dure for the correct tag is based upon the word within
the POSDiff.

5.2.4. Sample Decision Procedures: Context
Specific Solution

For Genia tagging NNS (Noun, plural) and PostMed
tagging NN (Noun, singular or mass), we noted that
there were cases in which both taggers were correct.
This POSDiff was caused by tags for irregular plural
forms of nouns. We selected correct taggers for 12
of the most common words, set a tag override to NNP
(Noun, proper) for one word, but had a more complex
pattern necessary for the word bacteria. After examin-
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Figure Eleven: Example of G: NN | P : JJ POSDiff 

Sample Decision Procedures: Context Specific Solution 
For Genia tagging NNS (Noun, plural) and Postmed tagging NN (Noun, singular or mass) we 
noted that there were cases in which both taggers were correct. This POSDiff was caused by 
tags for irregular plural forms of nouns. We selected correct taggers for 12 of the most common 
words, set a tag override to NNP (Noun, proper) for one word, but had a more complex pattern 
necessary for the word bacteria. After examining 5 samples for the word bacteria we concluded 
that if the following word after bacteria was either a NNP or NN we would use the Postmed tag, 
and otherwise use the Genia tag. These contextual based decision procedures were used in a 
number of other instances to handle complex errors. Genia was selected as the default tagger for  
words which were not captured by our rules set.  

Figure Twelve: Example of G: NNS | P: NN POSDiff 

  

Decision Procedure Language 
In order to encode the decision procedure model we were building for each POSDiff we 
developed a machine interpretable language which was quick for us to type. This language was 
later interpreted by software when it was understanding the decisions we had made for each 
POSDiff so that we could build the new corpus.  

Figure 2: Example of a word specific POSDiff

ing 5 samples for the word bacteria we concluded that
if the following word after bacteria was either a NNP
or NN we would use the PostMed tag, and otherwise
use the Genia tag. These contextually based decision
procedures were used in a number of other instances to
handle complex errors. Genia was selected as the de-
fault tagger for words which were not captured by our
rules.

5.2.5. Decision Procedure Language
In order to encode the decision procedure model we
were building for each POSDiff we developed a ma-
chine interpretable language which was quick for us to
type. This language was later interpreted by software
when it was understanding the decisions we had made
for each POSDiff so that we could build the new cor-
pus. An example of this language was previously seen
in Section 5.2.1.

5.3. The BioPOSTAg Corpus
The current BioPOSTAg corpus consists of
119,348,590 words, 4,790,737 sentences, part-
of-speech annotated with the biomedical update
(Warner et al., 2012) of the Penn Treebank Tagset
(Marcus et al., 1993). It is publicly available at
https://github.com/nelder/Biomedical-POS-Tagger/.

5.4. The Data Viewer
5.4.1. Comparison of Taggers
To construct this set of POSDiffs we built software
which processed the tagged output from Genia and
PostMed. The corpora these taggers had annotated
was full-text data from 49 biomedical journals, as men-
tioned previously. We then kept track of each instance
of a POSDiff, the particular word on which it occurred,
and an address to the original article which would allow
us to view the context in which this POSDiff occurred.
In the example shown in abbreviated form in Figure
3 we can see the case where Genia tagged AFX and
PostMed labeled JJ. This POSDiff occurred 12 times, 8
times on the word “non”. We also can see the address
of each instance of this difference in the form of a file

path to the Genia and PostMed tagged journal papers
including the line and word number ( FILEPATH —
line number / word number ).

5.4.2. Complementary POSDiffs
Having collected this information we also considered
the significance of the concept of a complementary part
of speech difference (POSDiff-C). So far we have con-
sidered Genia saying tag A, and PostMed saying tag B
to be entirely distinct from PostMed saying tag A and
Genia saying tag B. While this was a valid assump-
tion to make in pursuit of grouping likely similar errors
together under each POSDiff (combining POSDiff &
POSDiff-C likely would just create more complex de-
cision criteria to pick the correct tagger later on) we
may want to consider this data elsewhere in our assess-
ment. As such we were interested in seeing the car-
dinality in terms of frequency of occurrence of each
POSDiff versus its POSDiff-C. Within each POSDiff
we also wanted to understand if particular words ap-
peared in both POSDiff and POSDiff-C. If for exam-
ple there was a case that for the word “web” Genia
said common noun and PostMed said adjective as well
as there existing cases where Genia said adjective and
PostMed said common noun, then the decision crite-
ria for selecting between taggers in these cases would
need to be more nuanced. Otherwise if there were not
many of these cases we could likely select with more
basic criteria. The significance of this information was
better understood as the decision making model is put
together.

5.4.3. Context to POSDiff
We also constructed a tool to enable us to understand
the window of context surrounding each POSDiff oc-
currence for a given POSDiff. By understanding the
preceding and following words and POS tags around
each instance, we were able to get a better understand-
ing of the cause of each error. This information aided
in our construction of a model for addressing the POS-
Diffs.

5.4.4. Data Explorer Tool
Having generated a large dataset of POSDiffs as well as
a complementary data set around the number of occur-
rences of POSDiff-Cs we developed a viewing frame-
work to enable easy traversal of this information. Us-
ing a HTML/CSS front-end, we were able to leverage
libraries like JQuery and Bootstrap Data Tables to ex-
pedite our development process.
As illustrated in Figure 4 our table library made it easy
to sort the information by any attribute and traverse our
large data set. The first view enables a top level look
at all POSDiffs. Clicking on any of the particular POS-
Diffs reveals information about the words on which a
particular POSDiff occurred. This page also allows us
to collect notes on which of the taggers was correct.
This notes field will serve as the basis of our decision
making model. Figure 5 reveals the frequency of each
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PROCESS 

Comparison of Taggers  
To construct this set of POSDiffs we built software which processed the tagged output from 
Genia and Postmed. The corpora these taggers had annotated was abstract data from 49 
biomedical journals, as mentioned previously. We then kept track of each instance of a POSDiff, 
the particular word on which it occurred, and an address to the original article which would allow 
us to view the context in which this POSDiff occurred. In the following example we can see the 
case where Genia tagged AFX and Postmed labeled JJ. This POSDiff  occurred 12 times, 8 times 
on the word “non.” We also can see the address of each instance of this difference in the form of 
a file path to the Genia and Postmed tagged journal abstracts including the line and word number 
( FILEPATH | line_number / word_number ). This comparison code is included in Appendix B.  

"G:AFX|P:JJ": { 
    "pos_frequency": 12,  
    "words": [ 
        [ 
            "non",  
            "Acta_Vet_Scand/
Acta_Vet_Scand-42-1-2202332.nxml.genia.tagged|31/29",  
            "Acta_Vet_Scand/
Acta_Vet_Scand-42-1-2202332.nxml.postmed.tagged|31/29" 
        ],  
        [ 
            "non",  
            "Acta_Vet_Scand/
Acta_Vet_Scand-43-2-1764189.nxml.genia.tagged|99/15",  
            "Acta_Vet_Scand/
Acta_Vet_Scand-43-2-1764189.nxml.postmed.tagged|99/15" 
        ],  
        
.. abbreviated .. 

    ],  
    "words_freq": [ 
        [ 
            "non",  
            8 
        ],  
        [ 
            "anti",  
            4 
        ] 
    ],  
    "words_freq_alpha": { 
        "anti": 4,  
        "non": 8 
    } 
}, 

Figure 3: View of the database containing the POSDiff information
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Complementary POSDiffs  
Having collected this information we also considered the significance of the concept of a 
complementary part of speech difference (POSDiff-C). So far we have considered Genia saying 
tag A, and Postmed saying tag B to be entirely distinct from Postmed saying tag A and Genia 
saying tag B. While this was a valid assumption to make in pursuit of grouping likely similar errors 
together under each POSDiff (combining POSDiff & POSDiff-C likely would just create more 
complex decision criteria to pick the correct tagger later on) we may want to consider this data 
elsewhere in our assessment. As such we were interested in seeing the cardinality in terms of 
frequency of occurrence of each POSDiff versus its POSDiff-C. Within each POSDiff we also 
wanted to understand if particular words appeared in both POSDiff and POSDiff-C. If for example 
there was a case that for the word “web” Genia said common noun and Postmed said adjective 
as well as there existing cases where Genia said adjective and Postmed said common noun, then 
the decision criteria for selecting between taggers in these cases would need to be more 
nuanced. Otherwise if there were not many of these cases we could likely select with more basic 
criteria. The significance of this information was better understood as the decision making model 
is put together. The code in Appendix C was used to compile this complementary POSDiff 
information.  

Context to POSDiff 
We also constructed a tool to enable us to understand the window of context surrounding each 
POSDiff occurrence for a given POSDiff. By understanding the preceding and following words 
and POS tags around each instance, we were able to get a better understanding of the cause of 
each error. This information aided in our construction of a model for addressing the POSDiffs. The 
code for this context analysis is included in Appendix D.  

Data Explorer Tool  
Having generated a large dataset of POSDiffs as well as a complementary data set around the 
number of occurrences of POSDiff-Cs we developed a viewing framework to enable easy 
traversal of this information. Using a HTML/CSS front-end, we were able to leverage libraries like 
JQuery  and Bootstrap Data Tables  to expedite our development process.  5 6

Figure Seven: POSDiff View on data viewer.  

 “jQuery,” jQuery, https://jquery.com/.5

 “DataTables | Table plug-in for jQuery,” DataTables, https://datatables.net/.6 Figure 4: Summary of the POSDiffs provided by the data viewer

word within this POSDiff as well as information about
the POSDiff-C.

An additional page for each word provides links to
view the particular source for each instance of a POS-
Diff which is displayed on a page as illustrated in Fig-
ure 6. Note this particular POSDiff is highlighted in
black and other POSDiffs present in that selected sen-

tence are highlighted in blue. Each word is followed
by the POS tag it received from each of the taggers.
Source data can be viewed at the bottom of this page.
Other views of the database have been presented earlier
in Figures 1 and 2.
The software tool organizes and displays the differ-
ences in the tagging provided in two files. The tool
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As illustrated above our table library made it easy to sort the information by any attribute and 
traverse our large data set. The first view enables a top level look at all POSDiffs. Clicking on any 
of the particular POSDiffs reveals information about the words on which a particular POSDiff 
occurred. This page also allows us to collect notes on which of the taggers was correct. This 
notes field will serve as the basis of our decision making model. The illustration below reveals the 
frequency of each word within this POSDiff as well as information about the POSDiff-C.  

Figure Eight: POSDiff View of data viewer.  

An additional page for each word provides links to view the particular source for each instance of 
a POSDiff which is displayed on a page as illustrated below. Note this particular POSDiff is 
highlighted in black and other POSDiffs present in that selected sentence are highlighted in blue. 
Each word is followed by the POS tag it received from each of the taggers. Source data can be 
viewed at the bottom of this page. 
  

Figure 5: Example of a POSDiff view provided by the data viewer
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Figure Nine: Single POSDiff instance view in the data viewer.   

Figure 6: Example of a POSDiff, the document that it occurs in, and the Part-of-Speech tagging by Genia and
PostMed

is very versatile. It was initially designed to compare
the output given by two part-of-speech taggers but it is
easily convertible to comparing any two files, so it can
be used for human analysis of the differences between
a machine tagged output and gold standard tags.

6. Evaluating the Quality and
Effectiveness of the Corpus

Much interest in having POS taggers for biomedical
text (Kim et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2004; Nguyen and
Verspoor, 2019) and to have full-text corpora (Verspoor
et al., 2012) to train from is evident. An in-depth man-
ual study of a representative portion of the full-text sil-
ver standard corpus that we have developed here to de-
termine the quality of the corpus is our ultimate goal
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and is our intention in future work. In the meantime,
we have provided two evaluations of the silver stan-
dard corpus. First, we evaluate on a small sample, the
percentage of correct tags provided by the Genia and
PostMed taggers. In addition, we are interested in our
assumption that the two taggers provide the correct tag
when they agree. We have chosen a representative por-
tion of the CRAFT corpus (Verspoor et al., 2012) for
this test. The second evaluation method is to compare
a model trained on the silver standard corpus compared
to the same model trained on a human-annotated gold
standard corpus on the downstream task of interest, i.e.,
POS tagging. We have chosen the CRAFT corpus (Ver-
spoor et al., 2012) as the gold standard training and test
sets for this comparison. There is no overlap between
the papers in the CRAFT corpus and the papers used to
build the silver standard corpus.
For the first test, we have chosen one paper from the
CRAFT corpus consisting of approximately 8,700 to-
kens. With this subset of tokens the Genia tagger cor-
rectly predicts 87% and PostMed predicts 84%. These
scores are approximately 10 percentage points below
their scores when tagging abstracts. Of course, the
human intervention that we have described previously
improves this performance. When these two taggers
agree, they disagree with the CRAFT corpus tag on
about 1% of the tags. While this seems high (and
higher than we expected), approximately half of these
disagreements are between the JJ and NN tags when
the word is used as a modifier. However, as we dis-
cuss below, this mistagging (since the human interven-
tion does not correct these mistags) does not seem to be
deleterious.
Second, to evaluate the effectiveness of this silver cor-
pus, we have conducted two experiments to provide
the comparison. In the first experiment, we have
done a 5-fold cross-validation by training a third party
BioRoBERTa-based POS-tagger (Trevett, 2021) with
the training data portion of the CRAFT dataset and
tested it against the test set portion of the CRAFT
dataset. This experiment achieves an average 97.89%
test set accuracy with a standard deviation of 0.04. In
the second experiment, the same model is trained with
the silver standard corpus and tested against the same
five test set portions of the CRAFT corpus that were
set aside in the 5-fold cross-validation evaluation. It
achieves an average accuracy of 98.09% with a stan-
dard deviation of 0.05. The silver standard trained
model outperforms the gold standard trained model
used in the first experiment by a noteworthy, for this
level of accuracy, 0.2 percentage point improvement.
This performance gain is statistically significant, p <
0.0001. This evaluation is summarized in Table 2.
We provide the following information about the model
and the training. The original BERT-based model
(Trevett, 2021) consists of a BERT-based embedding
layer followed by a linear layer to predict the POS tag
of the input sentence. For the two biomedical text based

Accuracy
Tagger trained on: (mean and s.d.)
the CRAFT dataset 97.89± 0.04
the BioPOSTAg dataset 98.09± 0.05

Table 2: Evaluation on the CRAFT dataset of a third
party BioRoBERTa-based POS-tagger (Trevett, 2021)
trained on the CRAFT dataset and the BioPOSTAg
dataset, mean and standard deviation from 5-fold cross-
validations, p < 0.0001

experiments, we fine-tuned a BioRoBERTa embedding
layer. The learning rate was initialized to 0.01 and it
was decayed by 80% after any epoch if the validation
accuracy decreased. The model was fine-tuned for 20
epochs in both experiments.

7. Conclusions
Our goal to provide a large silver standard corpus of
biomedical text annotated with part-of-speech using the
Penn Treebank Tagset to facilitate the training of deep
learning models has been partially fulfilled. Our cur-
rent corpus, drawn from full-text biomedical articles,
has 4,790,737 sentences comprised of 119,348,590 to-
kens annotated for part-of-speech, and we continue to
work toward a corpus containing 35 million sentences.
The corpus is available online at elder.ca/research/
biomed pos corpus.txt. In addition to this language
resource, we have also designed, implemented, and
made available a robust, easy-to-use software tool that
assists the investigation of differences in two tagged
datasets. It is available at https://github.com/nelder/
Biomedical-POS-Tagger/.

8. Future Work
As stated earlier, the goal is to completely annotate 35
million sentences drawn from 288 biomedical journals
with POS tags. These journals represent both exper-
imental and clinical research. Having a corpus com-
prised of writing styles across a wide variety of jour-
nals will facilitate having a more robust deep learning
trained POS tagger.
When correcting the POSDiffs, some decisions were
made for purposes of expediency. A more careful anal-
ysis of the word specific and context specific solutions
needs to be carried out. As part of its functionality, the
data viewer captures both the language that describes
how modifications to the corpus are to be carried out by
the associated software and notes discussing the ratio-
nale for these modifications. With these sources of in-
formation, the corpus can be easily modified after care-
ful consideration of the discussion.
To enhance our understanding of quality of the cor-
pus beyond the small study reported above, an in-depth
manual study of a representative portion of the full-text
silver standard corpus to provide measures of the qual-
ity of the corpus will be done.
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Abstract
Event schemas are structured knowledge sources defining typical real-world scenarios (e.g., going to an airport). We present a
framework for efficient human-in-the-loop construction of a schema library, based on a novel script induction system and a
well-crafted interface that allows non-experts to “program” complex event structures. Associated with this work we release a
schema library: a machine readable resource of 232 detailed event schemas, each of which describe a distinct typical scenario
in terms of its relevant sub-event structure (what happens in the scenario), participants (who plays a role in the scenario),
fine-grained typing of each participant, and the implied relational constraints between them. We make our schema library and the
SchemaBlocks interface available online.12

Keywords: schemas, script induction, dataset curation, annotation interfaces

1. Introduction
What is implied by the invocation of a real-world sce-
nario such as, say, a criminal trial? From one’s knowl-
edge of the world, one makes a myriad of inferences:
the scenario typically starts with the defendant being
accused and brought to court, it likely contains events
such as the presentation of evidence by a prosecutor,
and it ends with the judge announcing the final verdict.
This type of scenario-level knowledge is recognized as
being vital for text understanding (Schank and Abel-
son, 1977; Minsky, 1974; Bower et al., 1979; Abbott et
al., 1985): scripts can help with coreference resolution,
disambiguating word meaning, and making inferences
(Lehnert et al., 1983). However, explicitly annotating
this knowledge in a way useful to language process-
ing systems has proven to be a difficult task. At one
end, one may try to hand-engineer this knowledge in
a richly detailed format (DeJong, 1983; Mooney and
DeJong, 1985; Mueller, 1999). While this facilitates
precise inferences, it requires an onerous annotation
effort carried out by experts, and hence tends to be
difficult to scale. On the other end, one may employ
data-driven methods to automatically induce this knowl-
edge (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2009; Balasubramanian
et al., 2013; Rudinger et al., 2015), at the price of noise
and a severe loss of detail. Wanzare et al. (2016) take a
semi-automatic approach, taking advantage of both au-
tomatic and annotator-driven components. The authors
use an initial human annotation to obtain high quality
event sequence descriptions for a target scenario, be-
fore using semi-supervised clustering to aggregate these

∗Equal contribution. Order decided via wheel.
γCorresponding author

1Schema library:
https://nlp.jhu.edu/schemas/schemas.zip

2Interface: https://nlp.jhu.edu/demos/sb

Figure 1: An example event schema from our library,
induced from a skeleton mined by Causal Association
Rule Mining (Section 3) and fully fleshed out by an
annotator using our SchemaBlocks interface (Section 4).

annotations (Wanzare et al., 2017; Regneri et al., 2010).
In this paper, we also adopt a semi-automatic approach
in order to facilitate the creation of a new annotated
resource of structured, machine readable event schemas.
As depicted in Figure 1, each event schema characterizes
a real-world scenario, describing the events the scenario
typically involves, the participants of these events, their
role and typing information, and the implied relations
between these participants. Our workflow follows two
main steps. First, we automatically induce what we term
as skeleton schemas: argumentless event sequences that
form the outline of an event schema. Second, using
our SchemaBlocks interface, we have human annota-
tors “flesh out” the manually selected skeleton schemas
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by adding argument, role, typing, and relational infor-
mation, in addition to a name and description of the
scenario the schema describes.
The main contributions of this paper are:3

1. a new semi-automatic script induction system,
which combines two recent advances in automatic
script induction (Belyy and Van Durme, 2020; We-
ber et al., 2020) with a novel SchemaBlocks anno-
tation interface, to elicit common sense knowledge
from crowdworkers,

2. a resource of 232 schemas, 150 of which are semi-
automatically induced, with the rest created manu-
ally from textual descriptions, and

3. two novel evaluation metrics for schemas: corpus
coverage, an automatic metric which computes
coverage of schemas on a text corpus, and schema
intrusion, a human-based metric which quantifies
the coherence of each schema, similarly to the
word intrusion task (Chang et al., 2009).

2. The Anatomy of a Schema
Conceptualizations of what constitutes a schema dif-
fer across the literature. A schema in our resource is
constructed from three basic elements:

1. events,

2. its participants, which are the entities that partici-
pate in these events, and

3. the relations between these participants.

The atomic types of events, entities, and relations are
defined by the DARPA KAIROS Phase 1 (v3.0) ontol-
ogy.4 It consists of 67 event types, 24 coarse-grained
entity types, and 46 relation types. The KAIROS on-
tology was selected because this work was carried out
in the context of a larger effort, where collaborators
used schemas for information extraction. While that
choice influenced the content of the schemas produced
here, our methods are ontology-agnostic, and our inter-
face’s building blocks (see Section 4.1) could easily be
adjusted to elicit schemas from humans with any type
of ontology, including more general and more flexible
ontologies such as FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998).

Events In this work, the backbone for the meaning of
a schema is the temporally ordered chain of events that
it describes. The individual events that make up this
chain are drawn from a taxonomy of event types (e.g.,
an Acquit event, a Transportation event). In addition,
each event type has specific participants (e.g., the Defen-
dant or Transporter), to be linked to entities. While we

3Resources tied to this paper are grouped here:
https://nlp.jhu.edu/schemas

4The ontology can be downloaded here:
https://nlp.jhu.edu/schemas/ont.xlsx

use the term “chain” to describe the sequence of events
defined in a schema, the schemas presented here need
not always be ordered as a linear chain. In our schemas,
subsequences of events may be marked either as occur-
ring in a linear temporal order, in an arbitrary temporal
order, or as forming mutually exclusive branches.

Participants Participants fill the roles specified by
each event in the schema. The same participant can (and
usually will) be used to fill different roles across differ-
ent events, indicating a co-referring relationship. All par-
ticipants may also take on types: either coarse grained
types defined in the KAIROS ontology (including types
such as person, organization, commercial item, etc), or
fine grained types defined as references to Wikidata: for
instance, on Figure 1, Q156839 refers to a Wikidata
entity for “cook”, which substantially narrows down
a more generic type person. Our annotated schemas
utilize both KAIROS and Wikidata types.

Relations Relations between participating entities are
the last ingredient of the schemas defined here. These
relations are also drawn from the KAIROS ontology. As
of now, all relations are defined between two entities,
each of which participate in at least one event defined
in the schema: e.g. ClaimResponsibility(Cook, Meal)
in the “CookMeal” schema on Figure 1.

3. Induction of Skeleton Schemas
Our system first automatically induces what we term as
skeleton schemas: argumentless event sequences form-
ing an outline of a potential event schema. A selected
group of these skeleton schemas is then passed to an-
notators to manually flesh out the full event schemas.
By starting the schema creation with an automatic, data-
driven step, we allow the data to “speak for itself” with
regards to what kinds of topics and scenarios we might
want to target given a specified domain. The fact that
the base of the schemas has some connection to our tar-
geted domain gives at least some assurance that the final
schemas will be applicable towards making common-
sense inferences when used in real-world applications.
The automatic system for skeleton schema induction
combines two recent advances in schema induction:

1. an Association Rule Mining (ARM) based algo-
rithm presented in Belyy and Van Durme (2020),
which efficiently finds all event subsequences with
sufficient support in the data, and

2. a script compatibility scoring model presented in
Weber et al. (2020), which finds high quality subse-
quences output by the ARM method, and combines
them to form full skeleton schemas.

We give a brief overview of each of these approaches
and how they are used in our system below.

3.1. Mining Associations for Script Induction
Belyy and Van Durme (2020) show how prior classic
work in automatic script induction (primarily the line of
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work following Chambers and Jurafsky (2008)) can be
better recast as a problem of Association Rule Mining.
ARM works with a dataset where each datapoint is a set
of items. In the script induction setting, an item is an
event, and a datapoint is the set of events appearing in a
document and sharing some co-referring argument. The
ARM approach consists of two distinct stages:

1. Frequent Itemset Mining. This step searches for
subsequences of events which have enough support
in the dataset. What is considered “enough” is
defined by a user-set hyperparameter. To do this
efficiently, Belyy and Van Durme (2020) make use
of the FP-growth algorithm (Han et al., 2000).

2. Rule Mining. This step uses the frequent itemsets
mined from the previous step in order to define
rules in a form similar to Horn clauses.

In our system, we make use of only step 1 of the pro-
cess defined above, mining event subsequences which
have enough support in our targeted domain data. We
mine event subsequences from the NYTimes portion of
Gigaword (Graff et al., 2003). The output of this step is
a large set of potentially interesting event subsequences.

3.2. Building Schemas with a Causal Scorer
The step presented in the previous section leaves us with
a fairly large inventory of event subsequences, not all
of which may be useful or relevant for the creation of
schemas. There are, hence, two problems at hand:

1. how to filter out lower quality subsequences, and

2. how to create skeleton schemas from the filtered
inventory of event subsequences.

Both problems are handled via the causal inference
based scoring approach of Weber et al. (2020). This
approach defines a scoring function, cscore(·, ·) which,
taking in two events e1 and e2, outputs a score propor-
tional to the aptness of e2 following e1 in a script. As
an example, “trip” and “fall” should take on high scores,
while “trip” and “eat” should not. The approach builds
upon reasonable assumptions on the data generation
process to overcome conceptual weaknesses in prior
approaches, and was shown to output scores more in
line with human judgments of script knowledge. We
refer readers to the paper for details.
In order to create our skeleton schemas, we first use
the trained scoring module from Weber et al. (2020),
which was trained on the Toronto Book corpus (Zhu et
al., 2015; Kiros et al., 2015), to score all subsequences
obtained via the process described in Section 3.1. Since
the causal scoring module is only defined pairwise, we
take the following average as the assigned score for a
subsequence S = (e1, ..., eN ) of length N :

score(S) =
2

N(N − 1)

N−1∑

i=1

N∑

j=i+1

cscore(ei, ej)

We take the top T of these subsequences. To ensure
that a diverse set of events are selected in the subse-
quences, we remove those in which all event types in
the sequence have been used at least 50 times by higher
scoring subsequences.
The score function above is biased towards shorter sub-
sequences: picking the highest scoring pair of events
in a subsequence creates a higher-scoring subsequence.
To mitigate this, our final step involves joining together
subsequences to create larger chains. For each of these
T subsequences, we find the highest scoring event that
may be appended to the subsequence. We then find other
subsequences that start with this event, and append the
highest scoring one to the existing subsequence.
The top C of these larger subsequences are then given
to a curator (one of the authors), who manually selects
chains to be passed to human annotators as skeleton
schemas. This is done as an expedient to ensure both
the diversity and quality of the resulting schema anno-
tations. We pick C = 1,000 as the upper feasible limit
for a manual curator. To make sure there are enough
potential merges, we set T = 100C. Finally, our anno-
tation budget was enough to turn the top 150 of these C
chains into schemas (see Section 4.3).

4. Annotation with SchemaBlocks
After skeleton schemas are induced, we want to include
rich commonsense information (i.e. event participants,
their types and relations) in addition to the event se-
quence. As the existing induction tools struggle to in-
duce these fully automatically, we involve a human in
this process. We describe the newly proposed schema
annotation interface, SchemaBlocks, and show how it
can be used to

1. create schemas from scratch (Section 4.2), and

2. flesh out skeleton schemas (Section 4.3).

We also share our annotation guide and some relevant
statistics on the annotation process.

4.1. SchemaBlocks Annotation Interface
SchemaBlocks is a Web-based tool5 that provides a way
to display and modify the contents of a schema by repre-
senting its units – events and arguments, entity relations
and types – as blocks, that can be stacked and nested.
An example schema is shown in Figure 2. In addition
to capturing schema events, participants, and their re-
lations, the interface also allows for the representation
of entity coreference, event ordering, and the mutual
exclusivity of events.
To get started, an annotator needs to become famil-
iar with the ontology, which defines the vocabulary of
blocks used to build schemas. In the interface, this is
displayed as the dashboard, organized hierarchically for

5Source code of SchemaBlocks:
https://github.com/AVBelyy/SchemaBlocks
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Figure 2: An excerpt from one of the released schemas,
featuring: (1) mutually exclusive events, (2) entity types,
(3) entity relations, and (4) a slot filled with more than
one entity (State1 and State2), reflecting that an event
may include multiple participants under the same role.
Participants left in light pink by the user are defined as
part of the event type in KAIROS, but not instantiated
(reified) in the event schema.

convenience. Figure 3 shows all levels of the ontology
hierarchy for the “Medical” event category. The block
interface is flexible and could be adapted to a similar
event ontology, such as FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998),
ACE (Doddington et al., 2004) and ERE (Song et al.,
2015). For larger event ontologies, it may be helpful to
implement search functionalities into the interface to fa-
cilitate quicker access to a specific event in the ontology.
The core annotation process with SchemaBlocks would,
however, remain the same. Such features may be worth-
while additions in future versions of SchemaBlocks.
SchemaBlocks’ interface is primarily based on the
Google Blockly library.6 On top of the UI primitives
provided by Blockly, we implement ontology-to-blocks
and blocks-to-JSON converters. This allows to trans-
form a structured ontology description into the set of
Blockly blocks, which the user can manipulate to cre-
ate a schema, and when they are done, transform their
block-based schemas into a machine-readable format.
During schema creation, we also continuously run type
checking and type inference over schema entities, so
that if a user breaks ontological type constraints, they
will be notified and the relevant entity blocks will be
highlighted until the error is fixed.
Our choice of block-based representation is inspired by

6https://github.com/google/blockly

Figure 3: SchemaBlocks dashboard displaying high-
level event and relation types from the KAIROS ontol-
ogy. The “Medical” event category is further expanded
to show subtypes. “Variables” and “Order” blocks allow
to assign multiple entities to a single participant of an
event, and to specify the ordering of events, respectively.

Scratch (Resnick et al., 2009), a prominent tool that
engages children to learn the basics of computer pro-
gramming. By enabling users to program schemas us-
ing ontology-specific blocks — as opposed to general-
purpose text formats such as JSON or XML — we were
able to engage annotators with non-programming back-
grounds and annotate schemas at a faster rate. The
annotators in our study (undergraduate students with
non-CS majors) found the interface easy-to-use and left
overall positive feedback. To familiarize annotators with
the interface, we provided them with a guide prior to
running the annotation: https://nlp.jhu.edu/
schemas/guide.pdf.

4.2. Annotating Schemas from Scratch
In the first annotation round, annotators were pro-
vided with 82 textual descriptions of schemas from
the KAIROS Schema Learning Corpus (LDC2020E25).
This corpus contains textual definitions for 82 complex
events (CEs), which we aim to transform into event
schemas. Each complex event is given a title, a 2-3
sentence description, specifications of the scope of the
complex event (i.e., when and where the complex event
should be considered initiated or finished), and the se-
ries of steps that defines the complex event. Each step
is defined with a title specifying the event type of the
step, a short one sentence description, and expected
high-level event types that may happen as subevents.7

The annotators are then tasked with translating these
textual descriptions of schemas into a machine readable
form via our SchemaBlocks interface. Relations and

7All of this in natural language; no event ontology is used.
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entity types are not specified in the textual descriptions,
so annotators are instructed to annotate for relations that
must be true throughout all steps of the schemas, as well
as provide coarse- and fine-grained types. Annotators
reported an average time of 30 minutes to annotate a CE
into a schema, with 82 schemas being the product of
this annotation task. The number of events in each of 82
schemas ranges from 2 to 10, with 6 being the median.

4.3. Fleshing out Skeleton Schemas
In the second annotation round, annotators were asked
to “flesh out” the skeleton schemas from Section 3,
into fully-fledged schemas. Given a skeleton schema,
we import it into SchemaBlocks as a partially filled
out schema, where only events are specified. We then
present these partially filled out schemas to annotators
and task them with determining:

• What scenario the partially filled out schema is
describing. This includes naming the schema, as
well as writing a brief textual description on what
it is about.

• Who the participants of the given events are, what
types (coarse- and fine-grained) they take on, and
which roles are filled with co-referring participants.

• What relations hold between the above defined
entities. The criteria for annotating relations here
is the same as before.

Given that this annotation is designed to be similar to
the one presented in Section 4.2, all annotators who
participated in the first annotation effort required little
extra training to complete this annotation (only a single
one-hour training session). Again, annotators reported
around a 30-minute average to annotate a schema. The
end result of this fleshing out process is an additional
150 schemas. The number of events in this additional
set ranges from 3 to 6, with 4 being the median.

5. Schema Library Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our schema library8, looking
at schemas’ internal coherence as well as usefulness of
schemas for downstream tasks. Namely, we evaluate
the coherence of the event sequence in a schema by
measuring the accuracy on the schema intrusion task
(Section 5.2). Then, we compute how many documents
in a given corpus are “covered” by the schema library as
a whole, using the corpus coverage metric (Section 5.3).
Finally, we report the results on several ranking tasks,
using event schemas as structured queries to rank multi-
modal documents, and vice versa (Section 5.4).
We evaluate both the library of schemas created from
scratch (Section 4.2, “82 schemas”), as well as the li-
brary created from schema skeletons (Section 4.3, “150

8At the time of writing, there were no other publicly avail-
able schema libraries using the KAIROS ontology, which
limited the cross-library comparisons we could run.

schemas”). The two methods used to obtain each library
are not meant to be compared directly, because they are
two different ways of eliciting schemas from humans.
Each method relies on a different starting point for
schemas: respectively, textual descriptions of schemas,
and event chains induced from a corpus. Choosing
which one to use depends on the resources available.

5.1. Evaluation Datasets
Gigaword We pick a random subset of 100K docu-
ments from the NYTimes portion of the Fifth Edition
of the English Gigaword corpus (Graff et al., 2003),
spanning the New York Times news articles from years
1994–2010. We use this corpus for corpus-based evalu-
ation in the schema intrusion task (Section 5.2), as well
as to compute corpus coverage (Section 5.3).

CC-News We pick a subset of 300K news articles
from English, Russian, and Chinese CC-News (Nagel,
2016). To do that, we perform language ID over the orig-
inal CC-news collection, using the cld3 library along
with the “meta lang” field from a particular news source.
We then take a random subset of 100K documents for
each language to evaluate corpus coverage (Section 5.3)
in a cross-lingual scenario.

KAIROS SLC As part of the KAIROS Schema
Learning Corpus (SLC), the Linguistic Data Consor-
tium (LDC) has annotated 924 multilingual multimodal
documents (covering images, audio, video, and text in
English and Spanish) with KAIROS event types, la-
beling each document with one of 82 complex events
mentioned earlier in Section 4.2.9 The CE label indi-
cates the complex event (from LDC2020E25) that best
applies to a document. Each CE label is covered by 11
documents on average, one label per document. Out of
924 documents, 921 have partial event-only annotations
and 36 have complete annotations (with identified and
provenance linked entities and relations). Given the
sparsity of complete annotations, we use the event-only
annotated documents in order to compute ranking-based
metrics (Section 5.4).

5.2. Schema Intrusion Task
To measure to what extent our schemas form meaning-
ful units, and how much the content of one schema
overlaps with that of another, we introduce the schema
intrusion task. Schema intrusion is similar in spirit to
word intrusion for topic models (Chang et al., 2009).
At a high level, for each schema S from our library, we
pick a step from a different schema S′ and add it to
S. We present S to a human evaluator with the task of
picking the intruder. The more coherent and exhaustive
each schema is, the more the intruder should stick out
as being out of place, untypical, or at least irrelevant.

9At the time of writing, these annotations have been split
into three collections: LDC2020E24, LDC2020E31, and
LDC2020E35. While rarely freely released, historically, such
collections are eventually made available under a license to
anyone, under some timeline established within a program.
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Figure 4: Example schema intrusion sample. (a) A step from the “Download Computer Virus” schema (right)
is added to the “Cook Meal” schema (left). The step “Virus infects computer” (solid orange) is sampled, with
“Computer” replaced with “Sink” (dashed yellow) and “Virus” replaced with “CookingTools” (solid yellow). This
yields the intruder “Cooking Tools infect Sink” (dashed orange). (b) The schema with the intruder is presented to
the human annotators.

Simply inserting a step from schema S′ into schema S
gives rise to artefacts, making it easy to spot the intruder
without reasoning about the coherence of schema S.
Consider Figure 4(a): inserting a step from “Download
Computer Virus” into “Cook Meal” would introduce the
participant “Computer” or “Virus”, which gives the step
away as the intruder, regardless of schema coherence.
Thus, we need a way of renaming participants of the
step we pick from “Cook Meal” before inserting it into
“Download Computer Virus”. To avoid any bias from
the ordering of the steps, we shuffle the steps before
showing them to the annotator.

Building instances of the intrusion task to present to
annotators is a sampling procedure. In the following,
we detail two ways to define the samples and their
unnormalized weights: a library-based method and
a corpus-based method. To sample an intruder for
schema S with the library-based method, we need to
sample a step e from a schema T , as well as a mapping
M = {x→ y} of the participants of e to participants
of S. The mapping M is used to rename participants
from e with names that come from S, camouflaging
e’s participants to look like participants from S, and

mitigating the artifacts mentioned above. A sample is a
tuple (T, e,M) with weight w. Let type(x) be the set of
types associated with participant x under the KAIROS
ontology. For instance, in Figure 4(a), “Virus” is asso-
ciated with the types {abs, com}. We use the Jaccard
index J(A,B) = |A∩B|

|A∪B| to measure overlap in types be-
tween participants, with J(∅,∅) = 0. We compute w
as the geometric mean of type overlap between partic-
ipants: w = [

∏
x,y∈M

J(type(x), type(y))]
1

|M| . The use

of the geometric mean is meant to exclude type incom-
patibilities, any of which would set the weight to 0. In
addition, we reject any sample which, after renaming
e’s participants, would create a step already in S.

The corpus-based method finds candidate steps e by
relying on documents. We first match schemas in the
library with documents, in a process called schema in-
ference. We describe a document using the events and
participants from an ontology. We frame schemas as
predicates over tuples of events, relying on that same
ontology, and using Horn clauses to capture the rela-
tionships between schemas, events and their partici-
pants. Using the formalism and tools of Probabilistic
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Soft Logic (Bach et al., 2017), schema inference is re-
cast as a convex optimization problem, and solved. This
procedure is further detailed in Appendix A.1. Here,
a sample is (d, T, e,M) where d is a document such
that both S and T match d. As part of matching with
d, some of the participants in S and T will be matched
with entities present in d. Let ent(x, d) be the (possibly
empty) set of entities associated with participant x in
document d. For each tuple (d, T, e,M), similarly to
the weight based on type mentioned above, we com-
pute w = [

∏
x,y∈M

J(ent(x, d), ent(y, d))]
1

|M| . For this

corpus-based method, we used the Gigaword corpus
mentioned in Section 5.1, only keeping documents that
contain between 2 and 10 events, to be comparable to
the number of events in our schemas.

The mapping M = {x→ y} is used heuristically to
modify the description of e, by replacing occurrences of
string x by string y. We manually ensured that intruders
would not be given away by artifacts that come up dur-
ing this procedure, as follows. First, we normalized the
form of the step descriptions in all schemas, standard-
izing verb inflection and syntax. Second, we reviewed
each intruder instance and corrected any grammatical
inconsistencies introduced by heuristically renaming
participants. Finally, human evaluators for the task were
only presented with the textual description of steps. As
a result, any difference between schema curators in the
use of the KAIROS ontology, the presence or absence
of explanatory comments or any other SchemaBlocks
feature, cannot have any influence on the human annota-
tor’s ability to spot the intruder. Figure 4(b) shows one
instance of the task, as presented to the annotators.

Each intrusion task, consisting of one schema (as shown
in Figure 4(b)), is completed by three separate an-
notators on the Mechanical Turk platform (see Ap-
pendix A.2). Results of this evaluation are shown in
Table 1. The total accuracy for the task (“Total”), which
considers each annotator separately, is far above the
accuracy of randomly picking the intruder (“Random”).
This shows that our schemas form units meaningful for
humans. In addition, more than 85% of times, at least
one out of the three annotators was able to spot the in-
truder (“1 Ann.”), far above the corresponding accuracy
of random picks (“Random 1”). Finally, even when
we require all three annotators to agree on the intruder
(“3 Ann.”), the accuracy is still far above that of picking
at random (“Random 3”). The differences in accuracy
between “n Ann.” and the corresponding “Random n”
are significant (p-value � 0.01), as measured by the
two-sided McNemar’s test.

Contrasting both methods to sample the intruder, it
seems both are roughly equally hard to spot. One would
expect the corpus intruders to be more difficult to detect,
since their sampling is informed by documents. While
this is true for the 150 schemas, it is not for the 82
schemas. This can be explained by the fact that some
schemas match many documents, while some match

Library Corpus

82 150 232 82 150 232

Total 62.0 67.3 65.4 73.2 61.7 65.8
1 Ann. 84.1 86.7 85.8 93.0 83.3 86.6
2 Ann. 64.6 71.3 69.0 79.3 62.0 68.1
3 Ann. 36.6 44.0 41.4 48.0 40.0 43.0

Random 16.0 21.2 19.3 16.0 21.2 19.3
Random 1 40.2 50.8 47.1 40.2 50.8 47.1
Random 2 7.3 11.7 10.1 7.3 11.7 10.1
Random 3 0.5 1.0 0.8 0.5 1.0 0.8

Table 1: Human accuracy on the schema intrusion task,
as %. “82”, “150” and “232” refer to the size of the
schema library used. “1 Ann.” (resp. “2 Ann.”) consid-
ers the intruder found if at least 1 (resp. 2) annotator(s)
found the intruder. “3 Ann.” counts an intruder as found
only if it was found by all 3 annotators. “Total” con-
siders each vote separately. “Random” is the expected
accuracy of picking the intruder at random. “Random n”
is the expected accuracy of picking three intruders at
random with replacement, and having at least n of those
be the correct answer.

fewer documents. Similarly, some schema steps match
more documents than others as certain events come up
more often than others in the corpus. This likely induces
a skew in the types of events that intruders typically
cover, which in the case of the 82 schemas, introduces
regularities that make the intruders stick out.

5.3. Corpus Coverage
Event schemas are meant to provide missing pieces of
knowledge (e.g., events and their participants) that are
otherwise not stated explicitly in text, aiding document-
level tasks such as coreference, summarization, and
inference (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2010; Balasubrama-
nian et al., 2013). When dealing with a large schema
library L, one needs to first narrow down all schemas
s ∈ L to only those that apply to a given document d,
depending on the task. We quantify this with a similar-
ity function sim(d, s) and a task-specific threshold t:
namely, we say that s applies to d when sim(d, s) ≥ t
for some task-specific t. Given t, we compute coverage
at t (Cov@t) as a fraction of documents d ∈ D such
that at least one schema s ∈ L applies to d:

Cov@t =
|{d ∈ D | ∃s ∈ L : sim(d, s) ≥ t}|

|D| .

We compute Cov@t for the 82 schema subset,
and for the full 232 schemas’ library. We use
sim(d, s) = |E(d) ∩ E(s)|/|E(d)|, where E(s) and
E(d) define all events mentioned in a schema s and
extracted from a document d, respectively.10 The events

10For our experiments, we treat both E(s) and E(d)
as multisets of events. E.g., if a document d such that
E(d) = {LIFE.INFECT, LIFE.INFECT, MEDICAL.VACCINATE}
is matched with a schema s such that
E(s) = {LIFE.INFECT, LIFE.DIE}, then sim(d, s) = 2/3.
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Schema ranking Document ranking Corpus coverage

Nevents Avg Rank↓ MRR↑ R@10↑ R@30↑ nDCG↑ Cov@0.5↑ Cov@0.7↑ Cov@0.9↑
[1; 5) 26.4 35.4 .112 .072 .244 .199 .387 .293 .246 .162 .960 .895 .852 .576 .797 .491
[5; 10) 23.8 32.1 .147 .088 .340 .193 .472 .347 .276 .170 .937 .833 .785 .502 .614 .334
[10;∞) 20.8 30.6 .194 .105 .410 .229 .545 .411 .269 .247 .925 .759 .759 .417 .533 .242

[1;∞) 21.1 30.2 .191 .109 .404 .239 .442 .351 .272 .240 .925 .745 .761 .400 .542 .223

Table 2: Summary of the ranking-based evaluation over 82 schemas and documents from KAIROS SLC. Numbers
in regular font use gold events from the corpus, numbers in italics use events extracted with the LOME IE system.

82 schemas 232 schemas

Nevents 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.5 0.7 0.9

[1; 5) .887 .531 .425 .975 .637 .509
[5; 10) .791 .391 .233 .892 .496 .278
[10;∞) .695 .313 .164 .807 .379 .195

[1;∞) .684 .303 .154 .798 .367 .183

Table 3: Corpus coverage Cov@t (t ∈ {0.5, 0.7, 0.9})
on the Gigaword corpus, using events extracted with
the LOME IE system.

82 schemas 232 schemas

Nevents 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.5 0.7 0.9

[1; 5) .874 .588 .529 .980 .719 .643
[5; 10) .784 .450 .303 .915 .558 .368
[10;∞) .708 .376 .224 .850 .472 .272

[1;∞) .720 .392 .246 .860 .490 .299

Table 4: Corpus coverage Cov@t (t ∈ {0.5, 0.7, 0.9})
on the English subset of the CC-News corpus, using
events extracted with the LOME IE system.

are automatically extracted using the pretrained mul-
tilingual FrameNet parser from the LOME IE system
(Xia et al., 2021), which extracts FrameNet events and
their arguments. To account for varying document
lengths, we stratify the results by the number of ex-
tracted events Nevents in each document. We map the
extracted FrameNet events to the KAIROS ontology
using a rule-based mapping.11

As a result, we observe (Tables 3 and 4) that the ini-
tial 82 schemas cover a meaningful part of Gigaword
and CC-News: at least 15-25%, and up to 98.3% of
documents, depending on corpus D and threshold t. Ex-
tending the library L by the additional 150 schemas
improves corpus coverage by around 20%, thus sug-
gesting these 150 schemas improve the diversity of the
scenarios covered by the initial 82 schemas.
Comparing across multiple languages in CC-News (Ta-
bles 4 to 6), we notice the coverage on Chinese and Rus-
sian news articles does not drop and even improves, de-
spite that schemas were originally mined using English-

11The mapping rules can be accessed at this link:
https://nlp.jhu.edu/schemas/k2f.js

82 schemas 232 schemas

Nevents 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.5 0.7 0.9

[1; 5) .886 .612 .561 .983 .734 .670
[5; 10) .778 .465 .335 .921 .586 .408
[10;∞) .688 .387 .250 .839 .492 .306

[1;∞) .713 .414 .287 .858 .523 .349

Table 5: Corpus coverage Cov@t (t ∈ {0.5, 0.7, 0.9})
on the Russian subset of the CC-News corpus, using
events extracted with the LOME IE system.

82 schemas 232 schemas

Nevents 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.5 0.7 0.9

[1; 5) .875 .589 .528 .981 .718 .639
[5; 10) .776 .460 .314 .924 .582 .387
[10;∞) .699 .408 .251 .877 .531 .314

[1;∞) .713 .422 .271 .885 .545 .337

Table 6: Corpus coverage Cov@t (t ∈ {0.5, 0.7, 0.9})
on the Chinese subset of the CC-News corpus, using
events extracted with the LOME IE system.

language resources. This suggests that the proposed
schemas are robust and useful for cross-lingual scenar-
ios, owing to its language-independent ontology and the
advances in cross-lingual event extraction tools.
The difference between 82 and 232 schemas’ coverage
is significant (p-value� 0.01) for all compared varia-
tions of Nevents and t, as measured by the two-sided
Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

5.4. Ranking Evaluation
How sufficient is the event-only representation E(d) of
a document d to rank schemas s ∈ L and predict the
true complex event (CE), using sim(d, s) as a ranking
function? To answer this question, we conduct a rank-
ing evaluation using KAIROS SLC, where each d has
precisely one CE label. For each document d, we rank
schemas according to sim(d, s) and report the aver-
age rank (lower is better), mean reciprocal rank (MRR,
higher is better), and recall@10 (R@10, higher is better)
of the gold CE label. Similarly we ask, how well can we
rank schema-salient documents d ∈ D given event-only
description E(s) of a schema s? For each schema s,
we rank documents according to sim(d, s) and report
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recall@30 (higher is better) and normalized discounted
cumulative gain (nDCG, higher is better) of the gold an-
notated documents. We also compute corpus coverage,
which does not require ground-truth CE labels.
As a result (Table 2), we find that the event-only repre-
sentation does provide useful signal for ranking docu-
ments and schemas, compared to e.g. a fully random or-
dering (where R@10 for schema ranking = 10

82 ≈ 0.122
and R@30 for document ranking = 30

921 ≈ 0.033). In-
cluding additional signal, like participants’ types and
relations, could potentially improve the ranking. How-
ever, this information is costly to annotate for, and was
not provided for most of the documents in KAIROS
SLC. Thus, improving annotation pipelines for complex
events could not only boost schema induction, as argued
throughout our paper, but also enable rapid data collec-
tion for schema-based information extraction, which in
turn leads to more precise schema-supported inferences
in downstream document-level tasks.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a novel semi-automatic script
induction system and induce a dataset of 232 schemas.
The automatic portion of our system is rooted in a new
method, extending an ARM-based approach, which
finds interesting subsequences, with a causal scoring
metric for filtering out and fusing together these interest-
ing subsequences. The interactive portion of our system
is made possible through a new tool, SchemaBlocks, a
block-based interface developed to make annotation of
schema structures intuitive and easy.
We release both the SchemaBlocks interface and the
induced 232 schemas to the community, which we be-
lieve will be useful broadly and will facilitate further
efforts in what is traditionally an interminable pain for
all looking to build robust AI systems: the annotation
of robust commonsense knowledge structures.
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A. Schema Intrusion Task Details
A.1. Schema Inference
Here, we describe how we match schemas with docu-
ments in the schema intrusion task. There are 3 main
parts to the Schema Inference system:

1. representations for events and participants,

2. representations for schemas, and

3. the inference mechanism based on Probabilistic
Soft Logic (PSL) (Bach et al., 2017).

Throughout the following, we will use the example de-
picted in Figure 2.

Events and participants Each document is turned
into a knowledge graph using a FrameNet parser, as
described in Section 5. Knowledge graphs are then
flattened to unary or binary relations, following neo-
Davidsonian semantics. For instance,

{ "@id": "K0C03N60D.7.2",
"@type": "kairos:Primitives/Events/

Movement.Transportation.Unspecified",
"confidence": 0.9,
"participants": [
{ "@id": "K0C03N60D.7.2.P1.1",

"role": "kairos:Primitives/Events/
Movement.Transportation.Unspecified/
Slots/Destination",

"values": [{ "confidence": 1.0,
"entity": "e2323a3", }]},

{ "@id": "K0C03N60D.7.2.P3.1",
"role": "kairos:Primitives/Events/

Movement.Transportation.Unspecified/
Slots/PassengerArtifact",

"values": [{ "confidence": 0.8,
"entity": "e2323a1", }]}

],
}

is turned into

Movement.Transportation.Unspecified(K0C03N60D.7.2) .9

Destination(K0C03N60D.7.2, e2323a3) 1.

PassengerArtifact(K0C03N60D.7.2, e2323a1) .8

We omit common prefixes for readability. We collect
those predicates in dedicated files, together with confi-
dence values, which constitute PSL’s observation files.

Schemas We frame each step in a schema as a pred-
icate, whose arguments are an event and a number of
participants. We frame a schema as a predicate, whose
arguments are a set of events, where each is an argument
to one of its steps. Using Horn clauses, we define the
schema as a conjunction of its steps.
Concretely, the example from Figure 2 turns into:

Territorial_Dispute(Claim_event, Attack_event,
Diplomatic_event)

<- Claim(Claim_event, State1, State2, Territory)
& Attack(Attack_event, State1,

State2, Territory)
& Diplomatic_Resolution(Diplomatic_event,

State1, State2, Territory)

Territorial_Dispute(Claim_event, Attack_event,
Resolution_event)

<- Claim(Claim_event, State1, State2, Territory)
& Attack(Attack_event, State1,

State2, Territory)
& Legal_Resolution(Resolution_event, State1,

State2, InternationalCourt, Territory)

Claim(Contact_event, State1, State2, Territory)
<- Contact.Contact.Unspecified(Contact_event)
& Participant(Contact_event, State1)
& Participant(Contact_event, State2)
& Topic(Contact_event, Territory)

Attack(Attack_event, State1, State2, Territory)
<- Conflict.Attack.Unspecified(Attack_event)
& Attacker(Attack_event, State1)
& Target(Attack_event, State2)
& Place(Attack_event, Territory)

Diplomatic_Resolution(Contact_event, State1,
State2, Territory)

<- Contact.Contact.Unspecified(Contact_event)
& Participant(Contact_event, State1)
& Participant(Contact_event, State2)
& Topic(Contact_event, Territory)

Legal_Resolution(Contact_event, State1, State2,
InternationalCourt, Territory)

<- Contact.Contact.Unspecified(Contact_event)
& Participant(Contact_event, State1)
& Participant(Contact_event, State2)
& Participant(Contact_event, InternationalCourt)
& Topic(Contact_event, Territory)

We include negative priors for each step and schema
predicate. We give each rule a weight: 100 for step def-
initions, 10 for schema definitions, and 1 for negative
priors. The negative priors and the weights jointly en-
sure that with a rule of the form A & B -> C where
A and B are ground expressions, C will be assigned the
probability assigned to A & B. Primitive events from
the ontology and typing predicates are set to closed
predicates. Other predicates are set to open.

PSL Inference PSL is a formalism and a tool to as-
sign probabilities to ground expressions. To perform
schema inference, we enumerate all the possible ground-
ings for schemas and steps, i.e. all possible combina-
tions of predicates and arguments. The set of possible
arguments is taken as the set of entities and events from
the knowledge graph. The set of possible predicates is
that of all possible events and slots from the KAIROS on-
tology. PSL associates a continuous variable to each of
those targets, and uses the observation files and the rule
file to produce a convex optimization problem involv-
ing those variables. Solving this optimization problem
results in values for the variables, which we interpret as
the probability, for individual events, steps and schemas,
that they have happened. To be able to partially match
a schema, we need to be able to ground any subset of
its events and participants. We do this by introducing
“UNK” events and entities, which can fill any event and
participant role, and co-refer with any entity.
We post-process PSL’s results to obtain instantiated
schemas, using the confidence values provided by PSL.
Any event whose value is an “UNK” event, we consider
as unmatched, and interpret this as an event that was
not found in the documents, but that is predicted by
the schema to have happened. We re-scale the confi-
dence of a schema by the proportion of matched events
it contains.
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To simplify the matching process, we filter the schema
library using an Apache Lucene index. Schemas and
knowledge graphs are represented as bags-of-events.
We build a Lucene index for the schema library, and
given a knowledge graph, query it for relevant schemas.

A.2. Human Evaluation
We use Mechanical Turk to collect responses for the
schema intrusion task. Each Mechanical Turk assign-
ment consists of a single intrusion task (i.e. a single
schema with an intruder, see Figure 4(b)). Each task
is completed by three separate annotators who are paid
$0.20 per assignment. Instructions shown to the annota-
tors can be seen on Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 5: Instructions for the schema intrusion task shown to the Amazon Mechanical Turk workers.

Figure 6: Examples of schemas along with intruder events shown to the Amazon Mechanical Turk workers.
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Abstract
We present a scheme for annotating causal language in various genres of text. Our annotation scheme is built on the popular
categories of CAUSE, ENABLE, and PREVENT. These vague categories have many edge cases in natural language, and as such can
prove difficult for annotators to consistently identify in practice. We introduce a decision based annotation method for handling
these edge cases. We demonstrate that, by utilizing this method, annotators are able to achieve inter-annotator agreement which is
comparable to that of previous studies. Furthermore, our method performs equally well across genres, highlighting the robustness
of our annotation scheme. Finally, we observe notable variation in usage and frequency of causal language across different genres.
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1. Introduction

The way we comprehend the world through notions of
causer and caused dominates how we form notions of
responsibility, make decisions based on world knowl-
edge, and relate events to one another. For example,
are the addictive properties of nicotine or genetics to
blame for the correlation between lung cancer and smok-
ing (Gundle et al., 2010)? Do language patterns limit
channels of thought, or do channels of thought limit
language patterns (Whorf, 1956)? Did Eve make Adam
eat the apple (Pearl, 2009)? In line with previous work
on annotating causal relations in text, which makes the
author’s internal causal reasoning primed for the pur-
pose of analysis, this paper presents the Constructions of
CAUSE, ENABLE, and PREVENT (CCEP) corpus. This
project builds mainly upon the Bank of Effects and
Causes Stated Explicitly (BECauSE) of Dunietz (2018),
Dunietz et al. (2017b), and Dunietz et al. (2015) while
incorporating a force dynamics approach to causation
categorization first introduced by Wolff et al. (2005) and
defined in Table 1. We provide a multi-test approach for
annotators in order to ground intuitions about the vague
concepts of CAUSE, ENABLE and PREVENT (abbrevi-
ated as C, E, and P, respectively) in a straightforward and
accurate manner. Unlike the majority of previous anno-
tation studies on causal language, which typically work
with news data, the CCEP is annotated on a cross-genre
dataset including short stories, Reddit posts, in addition
to news data, to provide insights into how causal rela-
tions are described differently across genres. In the next
section, we provide a brief overview of the theoretical
motivation behind the categories of CAUSE, ENABLE,
and PREVENT. Following this, in section 3, we provide
an overview of related causal annotation research in or-
der to contextualize the present study. Next, in section 4,
we provide a description of our annotation guidelines

and supporting materials1. In section 5, we describe
the training methods and tools used during annotation.
Section 6 presents our IAA scores, comparing them to
other causal annotation projects, which demonstrates
the robustness and reliability of the present scheme. Fi-
nally, we discuss future directions for research as well as
outstanding practical and theoretical issues in section 7,
before concluding in section 8.

2. Theoretical motivation
The force dynamics theory of causation (Wolff et al.,
2005; Wolff, 2007) is an approach to knowledge rep-
resentation that encodes how causal judgements may
be formed in human cognition (Wolff and Thorstad,
2017). The concepts of CAUSE, ENABLE, and PREVENT
are distinguished according to “various patterns of ten-
dency, relative strength, rest, and motion between an
affector and a patient” (Wolff and Zettergren, 2002, p.2).
More specifically, these notions are defined in terms of
whether the affector and the patient act in concordance,
whether there is a tendency for the patient toward the
result, and whether the result occurs or not. The specific
attributes of each category are given in Table 1.

Patient tendency
toward result

Affector-Patient
Concordance

Occurrence
of result

CAUSE N N Y
ENABLE Y Y Y
PREVENT Y N N

Table 1: Wolff et al.’s (2005) force dynamics theory of
causation.

While useful, this table is somewhat misleading, as
boundaries between the three classes are often unclear.

1Publicly available at: https://github.com/
emorynlp/LAW-2022-Causal
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A more appropriate way of understanding these classes
is as products of various force vectors, as in Figure 1.

CAUSE

A

R E

P

ENABLE

P A R E

PREVENT

A

P E

R

Figure 1: Representation of CAUSE, ENABLE, and PRE-
VENT from Wolff (2007), where forces associated with
the affector (A), forces associated with the patient (P)
combine to form the resultant force (R) that may or may
not be directed towards the endstate (E).

These vector diagrams represent the various forces at
play in a causal relation. The patient is viewed as having
a tendency for the endstate when the force associated
with the patient is in the same direction as the endstate.
Furthermore, the patient and affector act in concordance
when the patient’s force is in the same direction as the
affector’s force. The endstate may only occur when
both the resultant’s force and the force of the endstate
are collinear. In PREVENT relations, the resultant force
and the endstate are not collinear, and so the endstate
that the patient tends toward does not occur. Under-
stood as complex interactions of various factors, it is
clear that there are numerous edge cases where affec-
tor and patient work more or less in concordance. As
Wolff (2007) observes, people use qualitative assess-
ments when deciding whether the resultant force could
have been produced from the affector and patient forces.
Accordingly, it would be unreasonable to ask annotators
to consider complex vector operations when annotating
text. With this in mind, two questions arise. Firstly, how
can we enable annotators to resolve instances which lie
at the edges of these categories? And secondly, how
can we design intuitive guidelines to aid annotators in
recognizing these relations, helping them identify the
appropriate category when annotating causal language?

3. Related Research
Table 2 summarizes a number of influential studies
on causal annotation. Among these works there are
those in which annotations are performed manually
(Mostafazadeh et al., 2016b; Caselli and Vossen, 2017;
Dunietz et al., 2017a; Dunietz, 2018), those in which
events are pre-identified (Mirza et al., 2014; Mirza and
Tonelli, 2016; Caselli and Vossen, 2017), those in which
additional temporal relations are annotated (Mirza et
al., 2014; Mirza and Tonelli, 2016; Mostafazadeh et
al., 2016b; Caselli and Vossen, 2017; Dunietz, 2018),
as well as those that categorize the causal relation into
the three CEP categories (Mirza et al., 2014; Mirza and
Tonelli, 2016; Mostafazadeh et al., 2016b; Caselli and
Vossen, 2017).
We identify three improvements that could be im-
plemented in annotation schemes of causal relations.

Firstly, most of the previous annotation schemes that
aim to implement the CEP categories use simple coun-
terfactual tests to discern between them. However, coun-
terfactual reasoning by itself is often cognitively taxing
and these rather simplistic counterfactual tests are not
always ideal since, as mentioned in section 2, there are
many edge cases which are hard to reason about. For
example, consider the Causal and Temporal Relation
Scheme’s (CaTeRS) definitions of A CAUSE B, which
is: In the textual context, if A occurs, B most probably
occurs as a result, and A ENABLE B, which is: In the
textual context, if A does not occur, B most probably
does not occur. These definitions are concerned with
only one facet of the CEP relations—namely, necessity
and sufficiency. However, Wolff et al. (2005) does not
define necessity as an attribute of ENABLE nor suffi-
ciency for CAUSE or PREVENT. Not only are the notions
of sufficiency and necessity a point of contention in lit-
erature (Lauer and Nadathur, 2020; Baglini and Siegal,
2020; Bar-Asher Siegal and Boneh, 2019), but these
characteristics of CEP arguably arise as a byproduct of
the core attributes of CAUSE, ENABLE, and PREVENT
as shown in Figure 1.
Secondly, causal language encompasses a wide variety
of lexical items. Much previous work in annotation of
causal language ties causal meaning to a closed class of
triggers. For example, the Penn Discourse Treebank’s
(PDTB) triggers are limited to conjunctions and adver-
bials, while PropBank limits its annotation of causal
language to arguments of verbs. Furthermore, since
the arguments of causal relations are usually taken to be
events, as in Mostafazadeh et al. (2016b), some schemes
do not annotate causal relations where only the agent
in the Cause is specified. Thus, a richer representation
of causal language enabled by a wide variety of identi-
fied triggers would improve the field’s understanding of
causal language.
Finally, the majority of causal annotation has been car-
ried out on data from news sources. As such, there is a
clear need for causal annotation of different genres and
text types.

3.1. BECauSE
Of most relevance to the present study is the BE-
CauSE corpus of causal relations developed in Duni-
etz et al. (2015), Dunietz et al. (2017b) and Dunietz
(2018). The causal relations in this corpus are annotated
based on pre-identified connectives between a Cause
argument and an Effect argument listed in the Con-
structicon, a spreadsheet containing 191 pre-identified
causal constructions and other relevant information.
The causal relations are identified in 3x2 dimensions,
including Purpose, Motivation, Consequence
and Facilitate vs. Inhibit. However, he notes
that the combination of both Inhibit and Purpose
is not possible. Furthermore, since the identification
choice between Inhibit and Facilitate relation-
ships were pre-identified in Dunietz’s Constructicon, the
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Annotation scheme
Manual

annotation
Pre-identified

events
Temporal
relations

Discourse
relations

CEP

PDTB (Prasad et al., 2008;
Prasad et al., 2006)

✓ ✓
PropBank (Kingsbury and
Palmer, 2003; Bonial et
al., 2014)

✓ ✓

Causal TempEval-3
(Mirza et al., 2014)

✓ ✓ ✓
CATENA (Mirza and
Tonelli, 2016)

✓ ✓ ✓
CaTeRS (Mostafazadeh et
al., 2016b)

✓ ✓ ✓
Storyline Extraction
(Caselli and Vossen,
2017)

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

BECauSE 2.1 (Dunietz et
al., 2017b; Dunietz, 2018)

✓ ✓ *

* BECauSE uses Facilitate and Inhibit, where Facilitate maps onto
CAUSE/ENABLE and Inhibit to PREVENT.

Table 2: Previous causal annotation schemes.

project’s annotators’ decision-making was constrained
to the dimension of Purpose, Motivation, and
Consequence. Notably, Dunietz expresses a desire
to attempt more fine-grained distinctions based on Wolff
et al. (2005)’s aforementioned CEP categories, although
he is unable to achieve sufficiently stable inter-annotator
agreement.

4. The CCEP Annotation Scheme
The Constructions of CAUSE, ENABLE, and PREVENT
(CCEP) annotation scheme includes the annotation
guidelines which utilizes the Constructicon as an an-
notation tool. Included in the annotation guidelines is
a flowchart (named the Causal Relation Decision Tree
abbreviated as CRDT, presented as Figure 2) designed
to guide the annotators’ decision process. These three
components are adapted from Dunietz (2018).
In this section we describe the main features of both the
Constructicon and the Annotation Scheme. Annotating
instances of “causal language” within the CCEP scheme
consists of labelling clauses or phrases which denote
an event, state, action, or entity, the Cause, which is
explicitly presented as promoting or hindering another,
the Effect. The Cause and Effect must be textually
connected through an explicit trigger, referred to as the
“connective”.

4.1. Parts of an annotatable causal instance
Annotation of an instance is prompted by the appear-
ance of a causal connective, which can be related with
up to three other spans of text of which any may be
disjoint. Annotation spans are thus one of four types:
(i) The Causal Connective which functions as the basis
of all annotation instances and signifies the possibil-
ity of a causal construction (e.g. for...to, because), (ii)
The Cause span which is generally an event or state

involving an entity and is ideally expressed as a propo-
sitional clause or phrase, (iii) The Effect span which
is also generally an event or state, ideally expressed as
a propositional clause or phrase, and (iv) The Means
span which includes an action that serves the purpose of
differentiating between the agent of the Cause and the
action by which that agent induces the Effect.

4.2. The Constructicon

Causal connectives are pre-identified in the Constructi-
con which is provided to annotators to actively use as
they annotate. It is adapted from Dunietz (2018) with
the addition of three causal connectives identified dur-
ing annotation (‘due to’, ‘stop’, and ‘caused by’). We
also deleted six columns containing information which
is not pertinent to the CEP classification task, including
‘WordNet senses included’, ‘Type’, ‘Degree’, ‘Notable
restrictions on type’, ‘Possible overlapping categories’
(since these are only relevant with Dunietz’s roles), and
‘Number of distinct construction variants’ (which was
deemed unimportant for annotators). The Constructicon
grounds the backbone of this scheme in Construction
Grammar, meaning that constructions are taken as the
fundamental units of language. On this account, con-
structions pair directly with meanings. As such, causal
relations should be easily observable in specific lexical
constructions, following the surface construction label-
ing approach. The Constructicon is provided as a search-
able spreadsheet of 194 causal connective patterns, and
was designed to minimize the decision-making burden
placed on annotators. Examples of constructions in-
clude for <Effect> to <Effect>, <Cause> and <Effect>
because <Cause>.
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CAUSAL RELATION tests*:
1.1. Could a reader of the sentence be expected to answer a “why” question

about the potential Effect argument? If not, it is not causal.
1.2. Would the Effect have been just as probable to occur had the Cause not

happened? If so, it is not causal.
1.3. Could you just as easily claim the Cause and Effect are reversed? If so,

it is not causal.
1.4. Can the sentence be rephrased as “It is because (of) X that Y?” If so, it

is likely to be causal.
*For these tests, the Effect must be negated if it is a PREVENT relation.

Do not annotate.
PREVENT test:

2.1. Is the Cause presented as increasing or
decreasing the probability of the Effect?

PREVENT

CAUSE vs. ENABLE tests:
3.1. If the relation can be restated as “Cause {with the goal of/in the hopes of}

Effect”, is the Effect fully realized or only hoped-for? If it only hoped-for,
it is likely a CAUSE relation.

3.2. Is the Cause presented as both necessary and sufficient for the Effect? If
so, it is likely a CAUSE relation.

3.3. Is the instance easily restated as “Cause enabled Effect” without changing
the semantics? If so, it is likely a ENABLE relation.

3.4. If the Cause did not occur, is the Effect presented as being able to occur
anyway? If so, it is likely a ENABLE relation.

3.5.If the Cause and Effect have agents, do the agents of the Cause and Effect
act in agreement? If so, it is likely a ENABLE relation.

ENABLE CAUSE

No
Yes

Decreasing

Increasing

Figure 2: Decision tree for causation categorization (the CRDT).

4.3. Causation in CCEP
While Dunietz focuses on causal categories of
Purpose, Motivation, and Consequence, as
well as Facilitate and Inhibit, we aim to ex-
tend the applicability of his tools to categorize CAUSE,
ENABLE, and PREVENT, which is a more nuanced ex-
ploration of his second dimension. Dunietz (2018) dis-
cusses a preliminary attempt to have a 3x3 categoriza-
tion including CEP; unfortunately, he is unable to reach
satisfactory IAA scores. His solution is to collapse
CAUSE and ENABLE into Facilitate, leaving PRE-
VENT to map to Inhibit, where in the 3x2 combina-
tion of possible relations, relations of both Inhibit
and Purpose-types were not possible.
As discussed above, the CCEP scheme is built on the
force dynamics model of causation from Wolff and Song
(2003). Consequently, annotators are tasked with identi-
fying causal relations as CAUSE, ENABLE, or PREVENT-
type. Since the Constructicon specifies when a connec-
tive is PREVENT-type, the core task for annotators of
the CCEP scheme is to distinguish between instances of
CAUSE and ENABLE. To this end, we provide the fol-
lowing tests presented in the annotator’s decision flow

as depicted in the CRDT in Figure 2.

Test 3.1. If the relation can be restated as “⟨Cause⟩
{with the goal of / in the hopes of} ⟨Effect⟩”, is the
Effect fully realized or only hoped-for? If it is only
hoped-for, it is likely a CAUSE relation.

Test 3.2. Is the Cause presented as both necessary and
sufficient for the Effect? If so, it is likely a CAUSE
relation.

Test 3.3. Is the instance easily restated as “⟨Cause⟩
enabled ⟨Effect⟩” without changing the meaning? If so,
it is likely a ENABLE relation.

Test 3.4. If the Cause did not occur, is the Effect pre-
sented as being able to occur anyway? If so, it is likely
a ENABLE relation.

Test 3.5. If the Cause and Effect have agents, do the
agents of the Cause and Effect act in agreement? If so,
it is likely an ENABLE relation.

These tests are ordered hierarchically, so passing test 3.1
holds more weight than passing test 3.5. However, tests
are not necessarily definitive. For instance, if a relation
does not pass test 3.1, this does not guarantee it is an
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ENABLE relation. As such, annotators are instructed to
work through each test and make a judgement that takes
into account the greater weight of the earlier tests over
the later tests.
Test 3.1 is intended to capture causal relations of pur-
pose. Specifically, when an agent acts in a way to bring
about a desired state of affairs, that desire causes the
agent to act.
Test 3.2 reflects the fact that Causes of ENABLE are not
sufficient alone for the Effect to occur given the patient
tendency towards the endstate. Therefore, if the Cause is
presented as necessary and sufficient, it must be a Cause
of a CAUSE relation (by contraposition). For example,
if the author writes, ‘I failed the test only because the
professor dislikes me’, the span of ‘the professor dislikes
me’ is to be interpreted as the sole Cause, sufficient for
bringing about the author’s failure, and should thus be
annotated as a CAUSE relation.
Test 3.3 is motivated by the observation that while not
all instances of the use of lexical cause are of CAUSE-
type (e.g., ‘a cause of her death were her poor eating
habits’), uses of enable are generally of ENABLE-type.
Test 3.4. is grounded in similar reasoning to the point
made for Test 3.3, but holds for cases where a force
relevant to the causal relation is not captured within
the span of the Cause or Effect, but may or may not be
mentioned elsewhere in the document. If all relevant
forces act toward the same endstate, it may be possible
for one of the forces to compensate for the lack of an
alternate force moving in the same direction.
Finally, test 3.5 is designed to determine the cases in
which the affector and patient act in concordance, track-
ing Wolff’s notion of ENABLE.
To conclude, these diagnostics aid in clarifying the
vague notions of CEP for annotators in a way that
sufficiently retains the original prototypical notions of
CAUSE, ENABLE, and PREVENT characterized by Wolff
and Song (2003).

5. Methodology
5.1. Data
The CCEP is a corpus of 150 documents (totalling
22,558 tokens) taken from three different sources: Ae-
sops Fables2, CNN newswire from the cnn_dailymail
corpus3, and Reddit posts taken from popular college
subreddits4. Posts are filtered using the Profanity-Check
Python library5. All data from these sources are tok-
enized using the ELIT Tokenizer6 and then filtered to a

2https://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/21/
pg21.txt

3https://huggingface.co/datasets/cnn_
dailymail

4https://github.com/emorynlp/RedditData
accessed on 14th February 2022.

5https://github.com/vzhou842/
profanity-check

6https://github.com/emorynlp/
elit-tokenizer

Figure 3: A sample annotation instance in INCEpTION.

length between 100 and 200 tokens.

5.2. Training
To guarantee that annotators understand the guidelines
and meet a standard of performance, they undergo ex-
tensive training prior to undertaking annotation. The
training consists of three stages: (i) annotators read
the guidelines and view an instructional video, (ii) they
take 10 online quizzes7 consisting of 10 questions each
on span identification, argument labelling, and relation
labelling, and (iii) they must achieve a satisfactory inter-
annotator agreement (IAA) score with gold-standard
annotation of 10 practice documents. We began the
training process with four annotators, consisting of three
undergraduate students and a postdoctoral researcher
who are all experienced annotators. Of these four, two
progressed into the annotation process. Annotators are
instructed to rotate through the various data sources in
batches of 5 to ensure that any difference in IAA scores
is not a result of familiarity with the annotation tool or
experience following the annotation scheme.

5.3. Annotation Tool
Annotation was performed using the INCEpTION tool8

(illustrated in Figure 3) developed by Technische Uni-
versität Darmstadt (Klie et al., 2018). This tool enabled
the coordination of CCEP with two other parallel anno-
tation projects in multiple layers including coreference
and temporal relation annotation.

6. Results from the CCEP corpus
6.1. Inter-Annotator Agreement
We used F1 to measure span agreement and Cohen’s
Kappa to measure causation type and argument labels
in order to be able to compare our performance to Duni-
etz (2018)’s, as shown in Table 3. As demonstrated in
Table 4, our overall corpus of causal annotations yields
an F1 score of 0.77 for connective identification, which
is an improvement on the 0.70 of Dunietz (2018). Al-
lowing for partial overlap, our F1 score of 0.83 also
improves upon Dunietz’s 0.78. For agreed connective
spans, the corpus also yielded a κ score of 0.83 for types
of causation. This is similar to Dunietz’s 0.80 for the
causation categories of Purpose, Motivation, and
Consequence. However, our argument span score
of 0.71 was lower than Dunietz’s at 0.86 (excluding
overlap) and his 0.96 compared to our 0.86 including
overlap. This was likely due to argument length dis-
agreement, as all three document types contained very

7Training quizzes were created using Google Forms.
8https://inception-project.github.io/
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Annotation
scheme

Relation
types

Arguments
IAA

Arguments
metric

Connectives
IAA

Connectives
metric

Relation
IAA

Relation
metric

Corpus size

PDTB 1
0.90*

(Miltsakaki et al., 2004)
Percent n/a n/a 0.53†

(Pitler et al., 2008)
F1

2499 (news)
(Prasad et al., 2019)

PropBank 1 0.93
Cohen’s
Kappa

0.93
Cohen’s
Kappa

0.91
Cohen’s
Kappa

2499 (news)
(Palmer et al., 2005)

Causal
TimeEval-3

3 n/a n/a 0.55 F1 0.3 F1 20 (news)

CATENA 3 n/a n/a n/a n/a 0.622 F1

276 (news)
(Pustejovsky et al., 2006)
(Graff, 2002)
(UzZaman et al., 2012)

CaTeRS 9** 0.91
Fleiss’
Kappa

n/a n/a 0.51
Fleiss’
Kappa

320 (stories)
(Mostafazadeh et al., 2016a)

StoryLine
Extraction

2 n/a n/a n/a n/a 0.638
Dice
Coefficient

258 (news)

BECauSE 2.1 5 0.86‡ F1 0.70 F1 0.80
Cohen’s
Kappa

>116 (news)
(Sandhaus, 2008)
(Marcus et al., 1994)
(Ide et al., 2010)
(Smith et al., 2014)

* Calculated for 3103 tokens. † Only for CONTINGENCY relations. ** Only 4 of 9 are causal. ‡ Spans only.

Table 3: Results from previous causal annotation studies.

different writing styles, ranging from the wordy, rant-
like style of Reddit documents to more succinct news
reporting.

Reddit News Fables Overall
Connective spans (F1) 0.82 0.75 0.75 0.77
Connectives + overlap (F1) 0.86 0.81 0.81 0.83
Types of causation (κ) 0.78 0.89 0.82 0.83
Argument spans (F1) 0.76 0.72 0.68 0.71
Arguments + overlap (F1) 0.91 0.83 0.85 0.86
Argument labels (κ) 0.93 0.86 0.91 0.90

Table 4: Annotation performance across different text
types, with and without partial overlap for span identifi-
cation. κ = Cohen’s Kappa.

Since the main obstacle faced by the present study is to
provide a means of establishing agreement on instances
of vague CEP categories—and specifically distinguish-
ing between CAUSE and ENABLE—we provide the per-
centage of how often annotators agreed on the CAUSE
and ENABLE labels in Table 5. These scores demon-
strate that annotators were able to reliably differenti-
ate between these categories across different document
types.

CAUSE vs. ENABLE

agreement
Reddit 78.57%
News 89.25%
Fables 80.95%
Overall 82.48%

Table 5: Percentage of agreement in cause type between
CAUSE and ENABLE across the various genres.

Finally, we perform a one-way ANOVA comparing over-
all F1 scores across genres for all documents, which
yields a p-value of 0.29 showing no significant effect of
data type on IAA. This demonstrates the robustness of
our guidelines across genres, which included specific

instructions for genre-specific idiosyncrasies such as the
appearances of abbreviations and shorthands in Reddit
posts.

6.2. Statistics
The analysis of our corpus provides numerous interest-
ing insights. The corpus contains a total of 150 doubly-
annotated documents, which featured 870 annotations
of causal constructions between both annotators, with
22 of our 300 annotated documents containing no causal
annotation at all. As shown in Figure 4, CAUSE-type
instances dominated all instances of annotated causal
language. This was to be expected since test 3.2 of
the CRDT tests for CAUSE-type instances asks annota-
tors whether the textual context presents the Cause as
necessary and sufficient for the Effect. In the limited
context of a 200-token document, many authors present
the Cause as contextually necessary and sufficient in
some way for the Effect to occur.

Reddit News Fables
0

50

100

150

200

250

Document Type

C
ou

nt

CAUSE
ENABLE

PREVENT

Figure 4: Counts of CEP across document types.

Table 6 is also of interest because it demonstrates that
Fables had the most annotations of causal language,
while News contained the least. We hypothesize that
this is because of the narrative, event-driven structure
of Fables, which have been popularly used for temporal
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annotations for this reason (Bethard et al., 2012). The
same reasoning may explain the less frequent use of
causal relations in news data—news articles are more
concerned with reporting states of affairs than making
attributions of causality.

Reddit News Fables Total
Category n % n % n % n
CAUSE 218 79 182 71.9 258 75.7 658
ENABLE 56 20.3 63 24.9 77 22.5 196
PREVENT 2 0.7 8 3.2 6 1.8 16
Total 276 100 253 100 341 100 870

Table 6: Counts of CEP across document types.

Table 7 reports the most popular connectives across the
different document types. Firstly, note that the most fre-
quent five connectives account for approximately half
of all instances of annotated causal language. While
our findings generally align with Dunietz’s counts of
connective patterns in the BECauSE corpus (our most
frequent five appear in his top seven), it is interesting to
note that their frequencies vary across document type.
For example, the conditional only appears 8 times in
the CNN news data, highlighting the factual nature of
news reporting. Furthermore, while ‘after’ appears as
our fourth most popular connective pattern, these in-
stance occur almost exclusively in the CNN data (with
41 counts, compared to only 4 in Reddit and 6 in Fa-
bles). Similarly, while ‘because’ occurs in the top five
most frequently appearing connectives, 77.8% of these
appearances were in Reddit. This is most likely due
to the stream-of-consciousness style of Reddit writing,
where writers are not so concerned with diversifying
their word choice. Finally, Table 8 lists the connectives
that were used exclusively for either CAUSE or ENABLE
throughout the entire corpus. While some pairings seem
intuitive (e.g., ‘let’ and ‘allow’ denoting ENABLE rela-
tions), others are less so (e.g., ‘with’ denoting CAUSE
relations).

6.3. Summary of findings
In summary, this project reached IAA scores of F1 =
0.77 for connective spans, κ = 0.83 for causation cat-
egorization of connectives, F1 = 0.71 for argument
spans, and κ = 0.90 for argument labels. Also observe
that allowing for partial overlap only increases connec-
tive identification F1 from 0.82 to 0.86, while argument
identification improves from 0.71 to 0.86. This is to be
expected, since connective spans are pre-delimited in
the Constructicon for annotators, while argument spans
are not. Furthermore, the most frequently annotated
connectives in our corpus aligned with those in the BE-
CauSE corpus. The sub-corpus of Fables contained the
most occurrences of causal language, while News had
the least. Finally, analysis of the connectives and their
types across different sub-corpora reveal some interest-
ing trends, such as connectives that appear frequently in
one document type but not another, or connectives that
only appear as CAUSE or ENABLE.

7. Discussion
A limitation of the surface construction labeling
approach is its inability to represent long-distant,
document-level causal relations. Consider the follow-
ing text taken from one of the Reddit posts: ‘I’m pretty
much being called a liar and a cheat. Happened to
anyone else? So, I literally cried when my TA told me.’
Intuitively, the accusation of plagiarism described in
the first sentence could be construed as a Cause of the
narrator ‘literally crying’. However, this causal relation
is not annotatable according to our guidelines because
(i) it is not demarcated by a lexical connective, and (ii)
even with the connective ‘so’ before ‘I literally cried...’,
the span is not enough to fit into the construction of
<Cause>, so <Effect> as the left argument of ‘so’ is not
the accusation of plagiarism.
A potential direction for future researchers may be to
annotate a wider, more varied datasets when choosing
text to annotate. While the straightforward and clean
language used in news and short stories may enable
higher IAA, using noisy data such as Reddit posts test
the robustness of annotation schemes.
Finally, the IAA of our project demonstrates the fea-
sibility of using CEP categorization in causal relation
annotation. However, we did not include Dunietz’s
other causal dimensions of Motivation, Purpose,
and Consequence. Thus, a natural next step in future
research would be to integrate these aforementioned
three categories and CEP into a single scheme. This
expansion of dimensions annotated in the same layer
would provide more insight into how causal relations
are described in text.

8. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a decision based method
for annotating causal categories across various genres
of text. Our annotation scheme was designed to capture
the categories of CAUSE, ENABLE, and PREVENT, and
their many edge cases which are difficult for annotators
to consistently identify in practice. We showed that, by
using this method, annotators can achieve IAA which
is comparable to previous studies. Furthermore, our
method performs equally well across genres, highlight-
ing the robustness of our annotation scheme. Finally,
we observed a number of interesting differences in us-
age and frequency of causal language across different
genres.
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Causal Reddit News Fables
Connective n Frequency n Frequency n Frequency Total Overall %
to 48 17.39% 24 9.49% 46 13.49% 118 13.56%
for 29 10.51% 30 11.86% 42 12.32% 101 11.61%
if 30 10.87% 8 3.16% 47 13.78% 85 9.77%
after 4 1.45% 41 16.21% 2 0.59% 47 5.40%
because 35 12.68% 4 1.58% 6 1.76% 45 5.17%
Total 146 52.90% 107 42.30% 143 41.94% 396 45.52%

Table 7: Comparison of popular connectives across different document types.

Causal Connective Type Reddit News Fables Total
make CAUSE 6 8 15 29
with CAUSE 4 4 10 18
cause CAUSE 4 6 0 10
let ENABLE 0 0 6 6
allow ENABLE 2 3 0 5
have CAUSE 0 2 3 5

Table 8: Count of connectives annotated exclusively as either CAUSE or ENABLE and n ≥ 5.
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Abstract
Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) is a semantic graph framework which inadequately represent a number of important
semantic features including number, (in)definiteness, quantifiers, and intensional contexts. Several proposals have been
made to improve the representational adequacy of AMR by enriching its graph structure. However, these modifications are
rarely added to existing AMR corpora due to the labor costs associated with manual annotation. In this paper, we develop
an automated annotation tool which algorithmically enriches AMR graphs to better represent number, (in)definite articles,
quantificational determiners, and intensional arguments. We compare our automatically produced annotations to gold-standard
manual annotations and show that our automatic annotator achieves impressive results. All code for this paper, including our
automatic annotation tool, is publicly available at https://github.com/emorynlp/EnrichedAMR/
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1. Introduction
Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) is a seman-
tic graph framework that represents natural language
sentences in directed, acyclic graphs (Banarescu et al.,
2013). Nodes represent concepts, and labeled edges rep-
resent relations between concepts (1-b). AMRs are most
commonly written in PENMAN format (Matthiessen
and Bateman, 1991), as shown in (1-c).

(1) a. The boy wants the girl to believe him.

b. want-01

boy
believe-01

girl

ARG0

ARG1

ARG0

ARG1

c. (w/want-01
:ARG0(b/boy)
:ARG1(b2/believe-01

:ARG0(g/girl)
:ARG1b))

The primary function of AMR is to capture argument
structure. Features of the graph need not be anchored to
grammatical features of the natural language sentence.
This has the advantage of allowing succinct representa-
tion of non-compositional aspects of meaning. A major
disadvantage, however, is that it can give rise to inter-
annotator disagreement (Bender et al., 2015), as well as
making the task of parsing harder (Buys and Blunsom,
2017; Lin and Xue, 2019; Oepen et al., 2019; Oepen
et al., 2020). Moreover, evidence show that more ex-
plicit grammatical information might improve AMR
parsing performance. For example, bridging the gap
between natural language and AMR, via preprocess-

ing with an Elementary Dependency Structures (EDS)
(Oepen and Lønning, 2006) parser, has been shown to
improve AMR parsing results (Shou and Lin, 2021).
In addition to being abstract, AMR is under-specified
with respect to a number of important semantic fea-
tures. A consequence of this design choice is that AMR
introduces ambiguity which is absent from the source
sentence. For instance, the graph depicted in (1-b)/(1-c)
is also the representation for (i) ‘a boy wanted girls
to have believed him’, (ii) ‘the boys will want a girl
to believe them’, etc. This radical under-specification
can be problematic for NLU tasks beyond identifying
argument structure.
In this paper, we report results from our Automatic (en-
riched) AMR Annotator, A3. In section 2, we provide
a background on existing approaches to improving the
expressive capacity and representational adequacy of
AMR. In section 3, we outline the proposed enrichments
to be made by A3. In section 4, we describe how the
automatic annotator enriches existing graph structures,
starting with the base cases before discussing more chal-
lenging constructions which arise as a result of AMR’s
abstraction from grammatical form. In section 5 we re-
port two annotation experiments. In the first experiment,
we calculate Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA) scores
for gold-standard manual annotations, demonstrating
the reliability of the enrichment scheme. In the second,
we compare the output of A3 to manually produced an-
notations. Section 6 provides a comprehensive analysis
of error types produced by A3. Finally, in section 7,
we discuss implications of the present approach on data
production, before concluding in section 8.

2. Related Work
There has been a concerted effort towards improving the
representational adequacy of AMR, as well as its recent
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Translation Richer Graph Structure
Artzi et al. (2015) (coreference) Bonial et al. (2018) (comparatives)
Bos (2016) (quantifier scope) Donatelli et al. (2018) (tense and aspect)
Stabler (2017) (number, determiners) Donatelli et al. (2019) (tense and aspect)
Lai et al. (2020) (quantifier scope) Pustejovsky et al. (2019) (quantifier scope)
Williamson et al. (2021) (Intensionality) Bonial et al. (2020) (speech acts)

Bos (2020) (quantifier scope)
Van Gysel et al. (2021) (quantifier scope)

Table 1: Approaches to improving the representational adequacy of AMR

offspring, Uniform Meaning Representation (UMR)
(Van Gysel et al., 2021). This strand of research en-
deavors to improve the expressive power of AMR either
in terms of enriching its graphical structure (Bonial et
al., 2018; Donatelli et al., 2018; Donatelli et al., 2019;
Pustejovsky et al., 2019; Bonial et al., 2020; Bos, 2020;
Van Gysel et al., 2021) or by adding information during
a subsequent translation step into a logical form (LF) in
first-order logic or lambda-calculus (Artzi et al., 2015;
Bos, 2016; Stabler, 2017; Lai et al., 2020; Williamson
et al., 2021). Table 1 lists the phenomena addressed in
these representative works.
Both of these approaches have their own merits. On the
one hand, developing a richer graph structure allows us
to directly represent meaning in the AMRs. However,
revision of existing resources, such as the AMR 3.0 cor-
pus (Knight et al., 2020), is costly and time-consuming.
Moreover, unless the resulting graph structure can be
mapped to a coherent model theoretical semantics, the
enriched graph will not be any more representationally
adequate than the original structure. On the other hand,
making use of a translation function with minimal revi-
sion to the graphical structure allows us to work with
existing corpora after translation into symbolic logical.
However, we would ultimately like to work with AMR
graphs directly, avoiding the need for translation into
a logical language such as lambda calculus which can
often be cumbersome for the purposes of computation.
For these reasons, we take enriching the graph structure
to be the ultimate goal, with the caveat that the graphs
should have a model-theoretic semantic interpretation
with as few ad-hoc interpretation rules as possible.
Despite various theoretical works on enriching AMR’s
graphical structure, there are no large-scale annotated
corpora which implement these design features. The
gold standard AMR 3.0 corpus (Knight et al., 2020)
remains the major resource for parser training and eval-
uation. Considering the size of the AMR 3.0 corpus
and the extensive cost for manual annotation, there is a
clear need for efficient automatic annotation methods to
augment the pre-existing data. The challenge, therefore,
is to design graph structure which is not only suitably
expressive but also tractable for automatic annotation.
While some previous work has focused on classifying
AMR labels for natural language sentences (Chen et
al., 2021), there has been no attempt to systematically
add these labels to the graph structure. Enriching AMR

graphs requires additional steps in mapping the semantic
features from sentence tokens to the abstract (or un-
anchored) graphs. The methodology of this paper is
inspired by Chen et al. (2021), who introduce a rule-
based classifier for labeling aspect based on the UMR
guidelines. The classifier uses part-of-speech (POS)
tagging and lexical frames such VerbNet (Kipper et al.,
2002; Kipper, 2005). It takes a sentence and returns a
list of events labeled with aspectual information. Like
Chen et al. (2021), we develop a rule-based classifier.
However, our classifier performs the additional step of
fitting the labels onto the corresponding AMR graph.
In this paper, we focus on the representation of gram-
matical number (singular/plural), (in)definite articles,
quantifiers, and intensional arguments, all of which can
provide important quantificational and referential cues
for semantic scope, coreference resolution, and natural
language inference tasks.

3. Enriched Graph Structure
In this section, we outline the enriched graph structure
adopted in the present study. Here, we describe simple
cases for each feature, reserving discussion of excep-
tional cases for section 4.5.

3.1. Representation of Number
In many cases, number marking adds important infor-
mation because it is the only indicator of quantity. Even
for noun phrases with a quantificational determiner, plu-
rality is often informative. For example, the two cases
in (2) can be differentiated only if plurality is marked.

(2) a. Some boys painted the wall.
b. Some boy painted the wall.

As such, plurality should ideally be represented in AMR
to avoid the introduction of unwanted ambiguity. Sta-
bler (2017) represents both plural and singular nouns
by appending a marker to the corresponding concept
matching the noun’s grammatical number, as in (3).

(3) a. The boy wants to go to the museums.
b. (w/want-01

:ARG0(b/boy.sg)
:ARG1(g/go-01

:ARG0b
:ARG1(m/museum.pl)))
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However, this exact implementation is potentially prob-
lematic for a few reasons. Firstly, it is redundant to
annotate both singular and plural explicitly. Instead,
we can leave singular as the unmarked form, marking
only plurals. Secondly, it is not uncommon for plural
nouns to be represented by a predicate sense (e.g., ‘the
attempts’ ⇒ attempt-01.pl). However, most eval-
uation and processing scripts will be unable to process
this notation since they rely on regex patterns to detect
predicate senses.
We propose instead to add number as an additional at-
tribute introduced by a :number role. We also do not
abbreviate the marking, to better exploit the familiarity
of AMR parsers built on pre-trained language models
with natural language descriptions such as plural as
opposed to the abbreviated .sg and .pl.

(4) Enriched AMR: Number
a. The boy wants to go to the museums.
b. (w/want-01

:ARG0(b/boy)
:ARG1(g/go-01

:ARG0b
:ARG1(m/museum

:number plural)))

This representation is also able to represent dual num-
ber marking, present in languages such as Slovene and
Hebrew, with an additional attribute dual.

3.2. Representation of Definiteness
Definite and indefinite articles convey information
which is useful for coreference resolution. While in-
definite articles occasionally express quantity informa-
tion (e.g., ‘They could buy everyone a house’), definite
and indefinite articles are typically referential. To avoid
confounding the role of articles and quantificational de-
terminers, we introduce a new :definite role with
the attribute + for definite and - for indefinite articles,
as in (5).

(5) Enriched AMR: Articles
a. The boy gave a girl some cookies.
b. (g/give-01

:ARG0(b/boy
:definite+)

:ARG1(c/cookie
:quant(s/some
:number plural))

:ARG2(g/girl
:definite-))

3.3. Representation of Quantifiers
The majority of work on quantifiers in AMR treats them
as constants as opposed to concepts (Bos, 2016; Stabler,
2017; Lai et al., 2020; Williamson et al., 2021). As
such, we aim to replace quantificational arguments of a
:quant role with a quantificational constant. It is also
common in existing corpora to see quantifiers annotated

using the :mod role, in which case we replace it with
:quant to maintain consistency, as in (6).

(6) Enriched AMR: Quantifiers I
a. Every dog
b. (d/dog

:mod(e/every))
c. (d/dog

:quant every)

Unlike Bos (2016) and (Lai et al., 2020), we do not
conflate universal quantifiers such as every, all, and
each, as these may vary in distributivity. Information
which could be useful for downstream NLI tasks.
Next, AMR represents generalized quantifiers such as
someone, somebody, something, everyone, everybody,
everything, no one, nobody, and nothing as atomic con-
cepts (7-b). However, this representation obscures the
quantificational force of these noun phrases, so we de-
compose them as in (7-c).

(7) Enriched AMR: Quantifiers II
a. Everyone
b. (e/everyone)
c. (p/person

:quant every)

We do not take a stance on whether or how to represent
quantifier scope in the AMR graph structure. Unlike
with the previous semantic features, if AMRs are left
underspecified for scope, no information is lost since the
corresponding natural language sentence is also scopally
ambiguous. Provided there is some independent mecha-
nism of scope taking, AMR can remain underspecified
for scope as in Minimal Recursion Semantics Copestake
et al. (2005), Hole Semantics Blackburn and Bos (2005),
or Glue Semantics Asudeh and Crouch (2002), without
loss of information. The scope of quantifier phrases
could either be represented in an additional scope node
layer (Pustejovsky et al., 2019; Van Gysel et al., 2021)
or could be generated deterministically and filtered (Sta-
bler, 2017). This could be done either manually or by
training a parser on a large scope-disambiguated corpus.
Unfortunately, the several existing scope-disambiguated
corpora are either too small in size for robust machine
learning and are not representative of complex scope
interactions (Higgins and Sadock, 2003; Andrew and
MacCartney, 2004; Srinivasan and Yates, 2009; Man-
shadi et al., 2011), or are not yet publicly available
(Bunt, 2020). In anticipation of developments on this
front, our changes to the representation of quantifier
phrases remains flexible.

3.4. Representation of Intensionality
Finally, Crouch and Kalouli (2018) note that AMR is
unable to represent non-veridical environments. For
example, the following AMR will give rise to the infer-
ences that there is a girl, and that she is sick.

(8) a. The boy believes a girl is sick.
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b. (b/believe-01
:ARG0(b2/boy)
:ARG1(s/sick-05

:ARG1(g/girl)))

However, these inferences are not valid given the inten-
sional nature of the attitude verb ‘believe’. To remedy
this, Williamson et al. (2021) propose the addition of a
:content role which is interpreted as an intensional
operator responsible for representing the scope of modal
predicates such as attitude verbs.

(9) J(x/P:contentA)K =
λw.∃x. P (x) ∧ content(x)(λw′. JAK(w′)))

We adopt Williamson et al. (2021)’s proposal to replace
numbered arguments with the :content role where
appropriate.

(10) Enriched AMR: Intensionality
a. The boy believes a girl is sick.
b. (b/believe-01

:ARG0(b2/boy)
:content(s/sick-05

:ARG1(g/girl)))

Following the scheme just described, the sentence in
(11-a) is represented as in (11-b).

(11) Enriched AMR
a. A boy believes that the girls gave everyone

some cookies.
b. (b/believe-01

:ARG0(b2/boy
:definite-)

:content(g/give-01
:ARG1(g2/girl

:definite+)
:ARG1(c/cookie

:quant some
:number plural)

:ARG2(p/person
:quant every)))

4. The Automatic Annotator
Our automatic annotator, A3 uses a combination of cues
from the natural language sentence as well as its AMR
in order to classify and map the target labels to the
graph using the PENMAN parser (Goodman, 2020).1

In sections 4.1-4.4, we describe the simpler cases of
classification and mapping, before describing some of
the numerous challenges in section 4.5.

4.1. Annotating Number
A3 searches for tokens identified by the Stanford
CoreNLP parser2 (Manning et al., 2014) as having the
plural noun part-of-speech (POS) tag. The plural noun
is then mapped to the corresponding alignment in the

1https://github.com/goodmami/penman
2https://github.com/stanfordnlp/CoreNLP

AMR graph and the plural number attribute is ap-
pended to the triple. However, several abstract structures
of AMR require special treatment. These are discussed
in section 4.5.

4.2. Annotating Definiteness
Articles are identified through using a POS tag match.
A string match for definite (‘the’) and indefinite (‘a/an’)
articles is then used for tokens that are classified with a
DET tag. A3 then locates the span of head noun using
the Stanford CoreNLP constituency parser (Manning
et al., 2014) which was chosen due to it’s performance,
after experimenting with different constituency parsers
including ELIT (He et al., 2021) and the Berkely Neural
Parser (Kitaev and Klein, 2018). Finally, an appropriate
:definite attribute is attached to the concept corre-
sponding to the span of the head noun.

4.3. Annotating Quantifiers
The conversion for quantifiers utilize cues from the
AMR graph alone and contains two steps. First, we
identify quantifier concepts which are arguments of ei-
ther a :quant or :mod role, before converting the
quantificational concept to a constant. The second step
decomposes generalized quantifiers by separating the
concept and quantifier through a string match. The in-
stance assignment for the original generalized quantifier
is modified to the corresponding concept and the quan-
tifier is attached to it as the attribute of the :quant
role.

4.4. Annotating Intensionality
A3 identifies intensionality through relevant lists of
verbs and constituency structures. In most cases, appro-
priate uses of the :content role are identified using
the MegaVeridicality dataset (White et al., 2018). Finite
clauses are identified using MegaVeridicality version 1
(White and Rawlins, 2018), and non-finite clauses using
version 2 (White et al., 2018). A3 loops through the
lemmatized tokens and searches for lemmas that are in
the MegaVeridicality dataset. We compared the NLTK
(Bird and Loper, 2004) and LemmInflect3 lemmatizer
and found that LemmInflect performs better. An inten-
sional context is identified by checking if the matched
verb is followed by a sentential complement, signified
by a corresponding verb phrase constituent containing
an SBAR or S label.
For speech verbs such as ‘say’ or ‘report’, the sentence
structure is not correctly identified by the parser when
the complement clause has been fronted (e.g. ‘The stock
price doubled yesterday, as reported by the newspaper’),
which is not uncommon in the dataset, especially since
AMR is sourced from news and broadcast data. To deal
with these cases, A3 instead looks for sentences where
the verb is not followed by a noun phrase and annotates
the object argument with a :content role.

3https://github.com/bjascob/LemmInflect
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4.5. Mapping Difficulties
Here, we list some non-canonical cases of each phe-
nomena which are handled by A3, but which require
additional mapping instructions. We reserve discussion
of cases which are not presently handled by our annota-
tor to section 6.

4.5.1. Relational and Agentive/Patient Nouns
When enriching AMR with grammatical number and
(in)definiteness, there are numerous non-trivial mapping
problems posed by AMR’s abstraction away from sur-
face form. Most notably, AMR opts to express concepts
using disambiguated predicate senses from PropBank
(Kingsbury and Palmer, 2002) wherever possible. For
instance, AMR uses a person concept to represent
agentive nouns (12) and patient nouns (13).

(12) a. Teacher
b. (p/person

:ARG0-of(t/teach-01))

(13) a. Employee
b. (p/person

:ARG1-of(e/employ-01))

Other deverbal nouns may be represented through the
use of an implicit thing argument.

(14) a. An apology
b. (t/thing

:ARG3-of(a/apologize-01))

Finally, AMR represents relational nouns using spe-
cialized concepts such as have-rel-role-91 or
have-org-role-91.

(15) a. My uncles
b. (p/person

:ARG0-of(h/have-rel-role-91
:ARG1(u/uncle)
:ARG2(i/i)))

These design choices create obvious problems for a
naive mapping from grammatical features onto graph
structure. In each case, we want to mark the root
node of each of these (sub)-trees with a plural at-
tribute, :definite +/- attribute, or :quant con-
stant. However, the concept which most transparently
corresponds to the surface string is not the root, for ex-
ample uncle in (15-b). To solve this, A3 tracks back
through the directed edges of the sub-graph to find the
root node, before marking it with the relevant attribute.

4.5.2. Name, Date, and Quantity Entities
We also observe exceptions for plural and definite mark-
ings for name and date-entity concepts, as well as
X-quantity concepts. The X-quantity concept
is typically introduced as a :unit and explicit quantity
information is provided in the form of a real number.
Similarly, for the case of name and date-entity
concepts, the addition of a :definite or :number
attribute is redundant.

(16) a. Five dollars
b. (m/monetary-quantity

:quant5
:unit(d/dollar))

4.5.3. Intensional Transitive Verbs
In addition to attitude predicates present in the
MegaVeridicality dataset, A3 is designed to map the
numbered arguments of several Intensional Transitive
Verbs (ITVs) to a :content role. ITVs are verbs that
combine with a nominal direct object, but which do not
permit an inference to the existence of the direct object
in the world of evaluation (Schwarz, 2020). This can be
seen in the following examples, which are semantically
coherent despite the non-existence of unicorns in the
actual world.

(17) I {wanted/expected/desired/looked for} a unicorn.

Since object arguments of ITVs are intensional regard-
less of whether their complement is a noun phrase or a
sentential complement, A3 converts the object argument
of these predicates to a :content role. This mapping
is defined for a non-exhaustive dictionary of the most
common intensional transitive verbs (e.g. ‘want’) and
their intensional numbered argument as defined in their
PropBank argument structure (Palmer et al., 2004).

4.5.4. Other Intensional Operators
Besides attitude predicates and ITVs, A3 is designed to
handle modal auxiliaries, modal verbs, and intensional
raising predicates. Consequently, A3 uniformly con-
verts specific numbered arguments of modal predicate
senses onto a :content role. These are summarized
in Table 2.

Lexical item Predicate Sense Argument
need need-01 :ARG1
can, might, could possible-01 :ARG1
must (deontic) obligate-01 :ARG2
must (epistemic) infer-01 :ARG1
can capable-01 :ARG2
seem seem-01 :ARG1
allow allow-01 :ARG1
permit permit-01 :ARG1
should recommend-01 :ARG14

Table 2: Numbered arguments of modal concepts which
are converted to :content.

5. Annotation Experiments
In this section, we report the methodology and results
of two annotation experiments. In the first experiment,
we measure Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA) on the

4A3 converts :ARG1 of recommend-01 to :content
specifically when aligned with ‘should’, as this role may
also used for non-intensional arguments of ‘recommend’ e.g.,

‘I recommend this drink’.
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enrichment guidelines by doubly annotating 66 PEN-
MAN graphs selected from the AMR 3.0 corpus. In the
second experiment, we singly annotate an additional 60
graphs and compare the 126 manually annotated graphs
to the output of our automatic annotation tool.

5.1. Method
To build our dataset, we first select up to 8 PENMAN
graphs from each of the 12 datasets making up the (un-
split) AMR 3.0 corpus (excluding the guidelines). To
ensure that the graphs contain relevant features, we re-
strict our dataset to graphs associated with a sentence
of good-length (between 30 and 40 tokens), totalling
96 AMR graphs. We then select 30 additional graphs,
from the same corpus (including the guidelines), which
contain the relevant quantificational determiners or gen-
eralized quantifiers.
For the first experiment, we manually enrich 56 graphs
from the good-length dataset and 10 graphs from the
quantifier dataset for grammatical number, (in)definite
articles, quantifiers, and the :content role. We com-
pare IAA between the gold standard annotation by cal-
culating F1 scores for the features of interest.
For the second experiment, we singly annotate the re-
maining 60 graphs and adjudicate among the doubly an-
notated graphs, creating a dataset of 126 gold-standard
human annotations. We then processes the same 126
graphs using A3 and we compare the output with our
gold-standard annotations.
All annotations were carried out by the first and second
authors using StreamSide5 an open-source annotation
tool for producing graph-based meaning representations
(Choi and Williamson, 2021).

5.2. Manual Annotation Results
In the first experiment, two experienced annotators dou-
bly annotate 56 graphs from our good-length dataset and
a further 10 graphs from our quantifier dataset. The stan-
dard agreement metric for AMR graphs is the Smatch
score of Cai and Knight (2013). However, this metric
compares similarity between entire graphs. Calculat-
ing this score on our enriched graphs will give inflated
scores due to the underlying similarity of the graphs
used as the foundation for our annotations. Conse-
quently, we present specific F1 scores calculated for
each of the relevant features covered by the guidelines.
Table 3 presents the F1 scores and the statistics for the
66 double annotations. This dataset contains around 1.7
grammatical number and article each per graph and one
quantifier and intensional role per 2-3 graphs. The F1
scores range from 90.05 for (in)definite articles to 97.35
for the marking of plurals, demonstrating the robustness
of our annotation guidelines for human annotation. The
IAA for intensionality is surprisingly high (91.43) given
the increased difficulty associated with correctly identi-
fying intensional contexts. Unlike with number, articles,
and quantifiers, there are a wide range of lexical items

5https://github.com/emorynlp/StreamSide

responsible for introducing a :content argument, as
attitude predicates are a relatively open-class.

Task F1 Count Per-Annotation
Number 97.35 114 1.73
Articles 90.05 113 1.71
Quantifiers 95.45 20 0.30
Intensionality 91.43 53 0.80
All 93.52 300 4.55

Table 3: Inter-annotator agreement and count of enrich-
ment types in the 66 doubly annotated AMR graphs.

5.3. Automatic Annotation Results
In the second experiment, we compare the output of the
automatic annotator, A3, to 126 singly annotated gold-
standard annotations. Average count per annotation
for each feature is provided in Table 4. The frequent
occurrence of these semantic features highlight the need
for representing them in meaning representations.

Task Count Per-Annotation
Number (Plural) 173 1.37
Articles 214 1.70
Quantifiers 41 0.33
Intensionality 102 0.81
All 530 4.21

Table 4: Count of enrichment types in the 126 gold-
standard annotations.

Table 5 presents the precision, recall, and F1 scores for
the automatic annotator.

Task FP FN Precision Recall F1
Number 14 17 91.76 90.17 90.96
Articles 8 34 95.72 84.04 89.50
Quantifiers 2 2 96.00 96.00 96.00
Intensionality 15 24 84.54 77.36 80.79
All 39 77 92.26 85.79 88.91

Table 5: The performance of A3 on 126 gold standard
AMR graphs.

For the 173 plurals identified in the gold annotations,
A3 failed to identify 17 of them. It also labeled 14 extra
cases with plural that are not marked in the gold annota-
tions, yielding an F1 of 90.96. The sources of error orig-
inated mostly from incorrect alignment information and
the parser’s failure to identify the correct POS tags (see
Table 6 in section 6). The F1 score for articles is 89.50,
with high precision (95.72) and lower recall (84.04). A3

failed to attach 34 out of the 214 (in)definite articles
to the AMR graph and inserted 8 additional articles.
Potential causes for the false negatives include failure
to identify the correct head noun, incorrect alignment
of the head noun, missing alignment of the head noun
that disables attachment of articles, as well as incorrect
article location due to mapping problems mentioned in
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section 4.5. The performance for quantifiers is the best
among the features and scores highly for both precision
and recall. Finally, A3 achieves an F1 score of 80.79
for intensionality. While this score is lower than that of
the other features, it is nonetheless quite high consider-
ing the degree of complexity of this classification task.
Overall, the results demonstrate the efficacy of A3 in
enriching AMR graphs for the targeted features.

6. Analysis of Errors
In this section, we report on the errors made by A3.
These limitations stem from a number of issues. Among
them are: imperfect annotation or alignment, limita-
tions of the parsers, abstractness of the AMR graph,
non-canonical or ungrammatical syntax, discrepancies
between annotator judgements and the verb list, and
inadequacies of certain PropBank argument structures.
A percentage of error types made by A3 is provided in
Table 6, with specific examples provided in the text.
Limitations of the POS tagger caused A3 to occasion-
ally fail to label irregular plurals. For example, the
tool correctly marks person for plural when aligned
with people, but it fails to mark phenomenon for plu-
ral when aligned with phenomena. Moreover, math-
ematics is marked as plural by the automatic anno-
tator even though it is associated with the concept
mathematics. Lastly, the POS tagger fails to iden-
tify the head noun in ‘the welfare rolls’ since ‘rolls’ is
treated as a verb instead of a plural noun.
The constituency parser struggles with dialogue when
it features an interruption with a filler word, such as

‘umm’ or ‘err’, producing a disjoint constituency tree.
It may also struggle to correctly resolve syntactically
ambiguous sentences. Lastly, there are a number of
ungrammatical sentences in the dataset (e.g., ‘For the
time before everything is officially opened, opened, all ,
no cars can enter unless they have special permission’)
which lead to parsing errors.
The abstract and un-anchored nature of AMR can some-
times present difficulties for A3 to map tokens to the
corresponding concepts in the graph. For instance, ‘ac-
cording to’ is represented with the predicate say-01
in AMR due to their similarity in meaning, though the
token ‘say’ does not appear anywhere in the sentence.
Another example occurs with the noun phrase ‘two men,
deadly enemies to each other’ which is represented
with two separate man concepts and thus should not
be marked as plural in the graph.
Another source of error is discrepancies between the
MegaVeridicality dataset and human annotator judg-
ments about whether to mark an argument as intensional.
For instance, the MegaVereridicality dataset contains
some aspectual verbs which are not intensional such as

‘continue’.
Finally, certain ITVs have overloaded predicate senses
in PropBank. For example, the ITV ‘look for’ has an
intensional object position which is annotated as :ARG1
of look-01. However, the same numbered argument is

used to annotate the non-intensional object argument of
‘look at’, as shown in the description tag of its PropBank
argument structure (18).

(18) look.01
<role descr="thing looked at
or for or on" f="gol" n="1">

7. Discussion
While the agreement scores of A3 are impressive, there
is nonetheless a gap in quality between the annotation
tool’s output and our manual annotations. Nevertheless,
we expect this gap to inevitably shrink with the devel-
opment of better parsers, and several of the remaining
problems can be solved through the production of hand-
written mapping dictionaries, similar to the ones we
created for modal auxiliaries and common ITVs but at a
larger scale.
Given its baseline performance A3 can already be used
to enrich a large number of graphs, which can then
be quality checked by trained human annotators. This
semi-automated approach affords a means of producing
gold-standard meaning representations at a rate which
far surpasses creating manual annotations from scratch
(Oepen and Lønning, 2006; Abzianidze et al., 2017;
Abzianidze and Bos, 2019).

8. Conclusion
Recent work on improving the representational ade-
quacy of AMR has focused on enriching its graph struc-
ture. In this paper, we presented an automatic AMR
annotation tool, A3, designed to enrich AMR graphs to
better represent a number of important semantic features
including number, (in)indefiniteness, quantificational
determiners, and intensional arguments. This task in-
volves correctly identifying an appropriate label, before
mapping it onto an existing AMR graph. This task is
often non-trivial due to the abstract, or un-anchored,
nature of AMR graphs. Our tool thus utilizes a number
of cues provided by several state of the art parsers.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the enrichment
scheme as well as that of A3, we presented two an-
notation experiments. The first involves manually pro-
ducing doubly annotated graphs which are enriched for
the semantic features mentioned above. IAA was calcu-
lated for specific labels, showing a high rate of agree-
ment. Secondly, we compared the output of A3 to gold-
standard manual annotations. The F1 scores of the au-
tomatic annotator are close to that of human annotators
except when identifying intensional arguments which is
by far the hardest classification task. It is our hope that
the present paper encourages further efforts to automati-
cally augment existing AMR corpora, with the aim of
producing large corpora of representationally adequate
Abstract Meaning Representations. All code for this
paper is publicly available on our repository at https:
//github.com/emorynlp/EnrichedAMR/.
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Source of Error Plural Article Quantifier Intensionality
Incorrect or missing alignment 32.26% 19.05% 2.56%
POS tagger fails to identify correct tag 48.39% 16.67%
Constituency parser error 50.00% 33.33%
Ambiguous/ungrammatical syntax 25.00%
Abstractness of AMR graph 19.35% 14.28% 75.00% 30.77%
Verb list discrepancies 23.08%
Overloaded predicate sense for ITV 10.26%
Total 100% 100% 100% 100%

Table 6: Percentages of error types made by A3
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Abstract
This paper identifies novel characteristics necessary to successfully represent, search, and modify natural language information
shared simultaneously across multiple modalities such as text, speech, image, video, etc. We propose a multi-tiered system that
implements these characteristics centered around a declarative configuration. The system facilitates easy incremental extension
by allowing the creation of composable workflows of loosely coupled components, or plugins. This will allow simple initial
systems to be extended to accommodate rich representations while providing mechanisms for maintaining high data integrity.
Key to this is leveraging established tools and technologies. We demonstrate using a small example.

Keywords: Annotation, Representation, Corpora, Framework

1. Introduction
In this paper, we propose a novel representation that
is capable of addressing some frequent use cases that
arise during the manipulation of data and annotations
spanning multiple modalities. To the best of our knowl-
edge, none of the existing systems are capable of grace-
fully addressing them. The proposed approach is ca-
pable of handling multiple modalities of information.
However, for the purposes of this article, we will re-
strict ourselves to areas of research that deal with three
modalities: i) Natural Language Processing (NLP)
(a.k.a. Computational Linguistics (CL)); ii) Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR); iii) Computer Vision (CV).
A fortunate side-effect of neural network methods is
an exponential growth in research on multimodal data
across various disciplines (Ramachandram and Taylor,
2017). In addition, the availability of large datasets,
and fast GPUs has made it possible for an individ-
ual without explicit linguistic, acoustic, image process-
ing, or other forms of knowledge, to assemble a sys-
tem demonstrating state of the art performance across
a wide array of “understanding” tasks. However, all
these advances have not (yet) made redundant the need
for some level of task-specific supervision. Such super-
vision is typically provided through a combination of
gold standard and predicted annotation layers. Over the
past two or three decades, each community has made
significant progress in terms of the tools and represen-
tations that allow the capture of multiple layers of an-
notations within their subdomain. However, the prob-
lem identified by Bird and Liberman (2001), the lack
of standards to guarantee interoperable representations
across the input signals and associated annotation re-
mains largely unsolved.
Many existing tools and methods tend to be fragmented

and brittle. Small changes in the information aggregate
can impose a substantial toll on orchestrating the har-
mony across multiple annotation layers. The typical
approach for addressing this disconnect is an ad-hoc
manipulation of information (either content or annota-
tions) at a stage lying somewhere after it is captured
and before being used for training; or pre-processing
information before the application of trained models to
unseen cases in order to ensure maximum compatibil-
ity with the assumptions made during training.
We start by reviewing the state of frameworks in Sec-
tion 2. In Section 3 we look at the collection of seri-
alizations that have been proposed over the years with
a quick look at the available tooling in Section 4 be-
fore presenting the need for a generalized architecture
in Section 5, followed by details of the architecture in
Section 6 with a Subsection 6.3 demonstrating some
core capabilities using concrete use case. We conclude
in Section 7.

2. State of Frameworks
Over time many types of annotations have been created
within as well as across the three modalities. While
some layers of annotations can be independent of oth-
ers, they typically tend to be interdependent. These de-
pendencies can range from very simple to very com-
plex. Many annotation frameworks1 have been pro-
posed over the years to enable the capture, storage
and manipulation of this information aggregate. Due
to space limitation, we will highlight only some of
them2. Following are a few notable frameworks de-

1A framework is a collection of (software) tools, libraries
and methodologies to help manage the data and annotations.

2For a more detailed information on the evolution of vari-
ous frameworks, the reader can refer to the Handbook of Lin-
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veloped over the past two decades:
• ATLAS: A Flexible and Extensible Architecture

Linguistic Annotations (Bird et al., 2000; Bird and
Liberman, 2001; Maeda et al., 2006)

• GATE: General Architecture for Text Engineer-
ing (Cunningham, 2002)

• UIMA: Unstructured Information Management
Architecture (Ferrucci and Lally, 2004)

• LAF: The Linguistic Annotation Framework: A
Standard for Annotation Interchange and Merg-
ing (Ide and Suderman, 2014)

• ELAN: A Professional Framework for Multi-
modality Research (Wittenburg et al., 2006)

• EMU: Advanced Speech Database Management
and Analysis (Winkelmann and Raess, 2014;
Winkelmann et al., 2017; Jochim, 2017)

• ANNIS; Complex Multilevel Annotations in a
Linguistic Database (Dipper et al., 2004; Götze
and Dipper, 2006; Zeldes et al., 2009; Rosen-
feld, 2010; Zipser et al., 2015; Krause and Zeldes,
2016)

GATE was probably one of the first comprehensive
suite of tools that could be used to annotate and tag
linguistic information on text. It was created during the
heyday of the Java programming language. The GATE
ecosystem has evolved over time and is currently being
overhauled to use cloud architecture. Unfortunately,
the new version is not available for testing yet.
As for UIMA, its strong coupling with the Java pro-
gramming language has had a severely negative impact
on its user base as Python has emerged as the language
of choice for most popular frameworks across NLP,
speech and video. The underlying Common Annota-
tion Structure (CAS) which claimed to address various
interoperability issues through the creation of a type
system did not live up to the hype.
The Linguistic Annotation Framework (which includes
GrAF) is designed with the assumption that all annota-
tions should be represented as graphs and manipulated
using various graph algorithms of minimization, trans-
duction, etc. LAF (and GrAF) framework is not being
actively developed but is being adopted by the Text-
Fabric3 that is using it for curating corpora of ancient
texts.
ANNIS, in combination with PAULA XML and Salt-
NPepper has an active, large community. The Salt-
NPepper modules play a similar role in the ANNIS
framework—somewhat akin to the role SQL plays in
the database landscape. It handles multiple modalities
using a pluriverse approach where multiple disparate
layers of different annotations and variations within an-
notation schemata for similar phenomena.
One other notable example is the OntoNotes cor-
pus (Weischedel et al., 2011) which used a relational
data model (Pradhan et al., 2007), to capture inter-

guistic Annotation (Ide and Pustejovsky, 2017)
3
https://github.com/annotation/text-frabric

and intra- layer connections and delegated constraint
checks to its ACID4 conformant engine. Individual
layers of annotations were independently serialized
in separate files with minimum inter-layer data cou-
pling (Pradhan and Ramshaw, 2017). Unfortunately,
it did not see adoption outside the project itself. Recent
introduction of data versioning systems (DVS) and the
use of Data Frames for representing such information,
seem to reinforce the importance of an underlying rela-
tional data model.

3. State of Representations
In the previous section we looked at some annotation
frameworks. Over the years, there have been large
scale initiatives such as the Text Encoding Initiative
(TEI) (Ide and Véronis, 1995) and international stan-
dardization efforts such as the ISO TC37 SC4. The
NLP community has seen numerous annotation for-
mats over the years, with the general consensus that
they are best represented using some graph formalism.
The requirements of such formats can vary quite a bit
depending on whether it is being used during the cre-
ation of complex annotations or whether a stable ver-
sion of this is used for training machine learning mod-
els, or for purposes of teaching. In the first case where
the users are creators of some complex set of anno-
tation, it is important to have a rich set of tools and
representations to address the issues that creep over a
lifetime of an annotation project, such as evolution in
guidelines which can necessitate retroactive updates to
annotations in order to create a consistent body of an-
notations. On the other hand, (typically read-only) con-
sumers of annotations don’t need to understand or deal
with data complexities that don’t impact its use. We
cannot cover a complete history of work in this area,
but will discuss a few notable cases.

• The LAF, GrAF, TCF and LIF family—The
Linguistic Annotation Format (LAF) (Ide and Ro-
mary, 2004) and its successor—Graph Annotation
Format (GrAF) (Ide and Suderman, 2007) primar-
ily used XML.

• NXT—Short for NITE XML Toolkit (Calhoun
et al., 2010; Carletta et al., 2005), where NITE
stands for Natural Interactivity Tools Engineering,
is a multi-level, cross-level and cross-modality an-
notation representation, retrieval and exploitation
of multi-party natural interactive human-human
and human-machine dialogue data.

• EAF—ELAN Annotation Format (EAF), is an
XML based data serialization format is part of a
larger Abstract Corpus Model5 (ACM).

• AG—This is the annotation graph XML format
used by various tools to create and manipulate in-

4In computer science, ACID (atomicity, consistency, iso-
lation, durability) is a set of properties of database transac-
tions intended to guarantee data validity despite errors, power
failures, and other mishaps.

5
http://emeld.org/workshop/2003/brugman-paper.html
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ternally to store various corpora by the Linguistic
Data Consortium which are typically released as
simpler representations.

• TextGrid—This is the underlying format for files
created and used by the Praat tool6 (Boersma and
others, 2014)—probably the most popular tool
used by researchers and students for the study of
computational phonetics.

• CHAT—This is the serialization used by the
CLAN programs that have evolved over the years
as part of the CHILDES project (MacWhin-
ney, 2014) which has grown to become a larger
collection—the TalkBank. This also has a task
specific nature.

• The CoNLL-* family—The Computational Nat-
ural Language Learning (CoNLL) shared tasks
initiated a culture of yearly international evalua-
tions, starting in 2002, to promote consistent and
replicable research. The initial data representation
was in the form of a space (or, tab) separated ta-
ble of columns one of which being the words and
the other being a sequence of labels that identified
various annotation classes such as base phrases,
named entities, etc. Each year, a new task typ-
ically added one or more columns to this table
creating what came to be widely recognized as
CoNLL (column) format.
The Universal Dependencies effort (De Marneffe
et al., 2021) started as a project for representing
dependencies across many languages in a consis-
tent fashion. This group embellished the CoNLL
format, starting with version that represented
dependency trees, and gave it a new moniker
CoNLL-U (Universal). The Universal Dependen-
cies effort has spawned off-shoots in coreference,
morphological layers, named entities, etc. and has
become the consumer favorite. Notable extensions
to this are CoNLL-UA (Universal Anaphora) and
CoNLL-UP (Universal Propositions). There have
been recent updates to this format to allow the in-
jection of useful metadata.

• Symbolic Expressions—One of the oldest, large
scale and successful annotation projects—The
Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) used
Lisp-like symbolic expressions (S-Expressions or
sexp) to represent syntax trees. A variation of
such formalism called the PENMAN (Kasper,
1989) notation was used for defining the Sug-
gested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO) (Bate-
man, 1990; Bateman et al., 1990). This has seen a
recent revival in the Abstract Meaning Represen-
tation (AMR) project (Banarescu et al., 2013).

We can see that over the years many task agnostic
formats were based on a larger ecosystem of serial-
ization technologies such as XML, and have recently
seen some evolution to use JSON, as a result of the

6
https://praat.org

growth and significance of the world wide web. Two of
these formats—TextGrid and CHAT—addressed spe-
cific tasks in the humanities discipline. They were not
designed to be extensible which led to some backwards
incompatibilities. Also since they don’t have a formal
grammar, it is harder to write tools to manipulate them.
Finally, somewhat surprisingly, defying all principles
of database theory, the CoNLL family of formats,
which are essentially a collection of single unnormal-
ized, tables of data, has become the most widely used
format by most NLP researchers. And we are seeing
some resurgence in the use of symbolic-expressions to
represent rich graph structures.
The data formats for storing binary data such as au-
dio and video signals is a completely different branch
that has seen various proprietary and open source stan-
dardizations somewhat akin to the evolution of the Uni-
code standard for text. Most of the annotation formats
that deal with audio and video information use offsets
into this data typically as time points/intervals possi-
bly along with a spatial specification commonly in the
form of a pair of coordinates bounding box (or, bound-
ing rectangle) for two dimensional signals which are
the most commonly used ones7.

4. State of Tooling
Although we are going to focus on architecture in this
article, it is very important to acknowledge the fact that
availability of right tools and libraries plays a crucial
role in minimizing the inertia in its adoption and evo-
lution. Unfortunately, creation of novel architectures
and toolings is also one of the least funded areas8. For
a very recent and thorough survey of of tools that are
available for various document annotation phenomena
we refer the reader to Neves and Seva (2021). They
list some 60 tools and thoroughly evaluate 15 of them
using 26 criteria that cover multiple aspects of the an-
notation and tooling requirements. It is evident that
many tools have been moving to use the web and cloud
based architectures but are mostly centered on a graph-
ical user interface. One tool—SLATE- (Kummerfeld,
2019)–that stands out from others by catering to a niche
user base—an expert—someone who prefers a com-
mand line interface.

5. Case for a Generalized Architecture
It would be helpful to reiterate that one of the impor-
tant lessons that the community–specifically the ones
evolving a science of annotation–has learned over the
past couple of decades is that the most robust abstract
representation of a many different kinds of (or, layers
of) annotations has roots in a graph formalism. The
LAF framework attempts at a representation that can
capture conflicting variations in annotation schemas for

7The discussion of three dimensional signals such as lidar
data used for autonomous driving is beyond the scope of this
discussion.

8We can only speak from experience in the area of tooling
in natural language processing research
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a given layer of annotation—the classic example being
that of difference in word segmentation across guide-
lines. They propose a way forward for merging across
layers with such variations through the use of dummy
nodes that can be resolved in multiple ways while read-
ing or serializing a specific version. The LAF archi-
tecture, however, only deals with text sources. Chiar-
cos et al. (2012) provide an elaborate discussion on the
potential complexities introduced by minor differences
in representational decisions made by individual anno-
tation schemas in a multi-layered annotation corpus.
They provide an algorithm for merging annotations us-
ing the case of conflicting token representations across
such layers. The problem gets further complicated
when the notion of temporal intervals is introduced as
described in the ExMARaLDA effort (Schmidt, 2004).
Both these efforts address special case of a class of
problems that are expected to multiply with the addi-
tion of additional modalities such as speech signals that
are a function of time; and visual information which
adds a spatial dimension to the mix. The algorithms
presented in these are engineered for many such even-
tualities on an as-needed basis. This approach is likely
to prove prohibitive in the long run. Most approaches
poorly address the need for capturing metadata associ-
ated with the data itself.
Using declarative constraint specifications, for exam-
ple, an interval algebra in the temporal domain, or us-
ing constraints on transformation of graphic primitives
in a spatial domain, could allow one to generalize the
solutions at a higher level of abstraction which could
allow the creation of a class of solutions that would rea-
sonably manage a potential explosion of checks across
possible constraint violations. Furthermore leverag-
ing developments in version control and fully persistent
data structures (Driscoll et al., 1989) and conflict-free
replicated data types (Preguiça, 2018) which have stan-
dard implementations in many languages that are very
efficient in time and space could allow room for better
integration across schema evolutions. One other issue
with the existing frameworks is their typically mono-
lithic nature that results in a steep learning curve. An
architecture that attempts to decompose the typical do-
mains into smaller sub-domains can facilitate selective
and incremental adoption by end users and also allow
for creation of flexible extensions to address edge cases
specific to a particular sub-domain.

6. Proposed Architecture
A way to handle various slices of the representations,
maybe even an individual layers locally while still al-
lowing global consistency guarantees could substan-
tially relive the cognitive load on the user, or in other
words could go a long way in managing the inciden-
tal and accidental complexities of the tooling, which
would be even more important given the significant es-
sential complexities arising from the integration across
multiple modalities.
The architecture we propose here does claim to be a
new invention. Rather our design approach can be

compared with the evolution of the concept of the
blockchain, which as detailed by Narayanan (2017) is a
careful selection and assembling of a collection of con-
ceptual and technological innovations that happened
over the past fifty some years. The UNIX operating
system designers made a very similar claim9 (Ritchie
and Thompson, 1974). We have identified existing
tools, technologies and propose to follow well estab-
lished design principles such as, for example, separa-
tion of concerns, the liberal use of open/closed princi-
ple, and a decomposition of the domain into modules
that can be composed together in various declarative
configurations, as opposed to a monolithic design.

6.1. Design Requirements
All the design requirements that we will discuss are as-
sumed to operate over a corpus with the following gen-
eral characteristic of the underlying data and annota-
tions:

• Multiple layers of span-ed or span-less10; time-ed
or time-less11; annotations

• Multiple media types and encodings
• Different annotation guidelines
• Produced using different tools

6.1.1. Functional Requirements
Here we list some functional requirements that the for-
malism absolutely has to satisfy.

• Selective Disassembly and Reassembly—This is
an important requirement that we address in our
architecture as the example we discuss later will
highlight.

• Structured Querying Capability—One should
be able to perform structured queries spanning
media and layers.

• Ensure Synchronization after Modifications to
Layer(s)—For example, it should be reasonably
easy to propagate changes in one layer to other
layers while maintaining certain core constraints,

9“The success of UNIX lies not so much in new inventions
but rather in the full exploitation of a carefully selected set
of fertile ideas, and especially in showing that they can be
keys to the implementation of a small yet powerful operating
system.”—Ritchie and Thomson (1974)

10A span-ed annotation is one that is associated with a spe-
cific text span. Named-entities, base phrases, sentences, etc.
fall in this category. Whereas span-less annotations are ones
that are not directly associated with one specific span. Typ-
ically they tend to capture relation between two or more an-
notations that themselves may be span-ed or span-less. For
example, an identify coreference relation between a set of
span-ed entities and/or events in a text.

11A classic example of time-less annotation is punctuation
in a transcript; The space between words in a transcript on the
other hand can represent many different time durations. It can
be almost negligible (given some lower duration threshold)
with an effective duration of zero, or could range from several
milliseconds to several seconds or more with a positive value
of time duration.
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• Customized Aggregation—Allow modular and
customized information aggregation strategies.

6.1.2. Non-Functional Requirements
we have identified various capabilities that would be
expected of this architecture. We have identified a few
of these that we consider to be salient and concepts that
have not so far been sufficiently exploited by existing
frameworks.

• Prefer convention and configuration over writing
custom code.

• A focus on functional decomposition across dif-
ferent modalities at both the level of data and mul-
tiple layers to promote incremental adoption.

• Allow the capture of metadata at various levels—
including metadata on the annotations themselves.

• Retain rich source context to allow for its poten-
tial regeneration.

• Allow declarative specification of entities, con-
straints and transformations.

• Rely on functional data structures which are the
underpinnings of modern version control systems

• Delegate complex constraint satisfaction require-
ments to tools like relational database engines

• Build on an ecosystem of established data ab-
stractions and libraries rather than from scratch.

• Allow customizations through special modes,
hooks and plugins .

• Adopt literate annotation practices
• Easy but powerful data importing and exporting

mechanism.

6.2. An Implementation
In this section we will cover some details of the choices
we made over possible implementations that let us ad-
here to the list of criteria that we listed in the earlier
section.

6.2.1. Convention and Configuration over Code
Convention can go a long ways in keeping information
easily understandable and shareable. Our architecture
makes very few assumptions about the data, and allows
the creation of a multi-tier configuration with sensible
defaults for a small class of typical set of roles expected
of a user, or a typical combination of modalities. The
user can decide to tune the configuration as they be-
come more comfortable using the system and in a way
that allows them to be most effective at a given task.
We will look at two example abstraction that can go a
long way in reducing task complexity and allowing for
better data consistency.

A case specialized MIME
When dealing with multiple modalities of data and a
mix of text, binary or mixed content in files, it be-
comes important to use some notations that allow the
interpretation of the file content. This is one of the
main reasons for the creation of a Multipurpose Inter-
net Mail Extensions (MIME) standard. The purpose for

creating this standard was initially to identify multime-
dia contents and to support non-ASCII text characters.
However, the degree of specification that such formal-
ism provides globally across all data can be too gen-
eral for a specific domain. In specialized domains as
in the case of natural language processing, indication
that a file contains text does not add very much infor-
mation. In the absence of standard mechanisms, the
differentiation between file formats containing various
information is made through the use of various con-
ventional names or multiple file extensions. Let’s take
a look at a few historical cases: i) The ATLAS XML
files were traditionally named with an .aif.xml file
extension; ii) The original merged representation of the
Penn Treebank parses were stored in files with exten-
sion .mrg; iii) The CoNLL shared task tabular format
used a .conll extension. The variability introduced
using (sometimes) arbitrary naming conventions flies
in the face of the concept of namespaces with a likely
origin in programming language literature, but signif-
icant enough to have been exported in other fields of
study such as computer networking, area codes and
country codes in phone numbers, zip codes, etc. The
cases are too numerous and common place to need fur-
ther justification. However, so far as we are aware,
there has not been a way of specifying important in-
formation of the quality, source, version, etc. of infor-
mation found in various annotation files—either gold
standard or manual. Typically a file containing a syn-
tactic parse is commonly named with the .parse or
.tree extension. There was a time when the land-
scape of parses was limited to Penn Treebank parses,
and a few more bits of information was enough to dis-
ambiguate the contents for the end user.

It could be a predicted parse, or a gold standard parse; a
constituent parse, or a dependency parses, etc. Even if
one knows the answers to these questions the precise
provenance might be impossible to trace as it could
be predicted parse using a specific version of a spe-
cific parser trained on a specific corpus and which (as
is traditionally the case with off-the-shelf parses) was
trained on parses after removing empty category nodes
from them.

We propose the use of a system of tags and such tax-
onomy itself can be grouped under the meta tag (pre-
fix) “NLP-” to form a category of MIME types called
NLP-MIME and possibly ASR-MIME for speech data
and CV-MIME for vision data. Most of the data rep-
resented in other modalities such as image, videos, etc.
tends to be containers of binary data, and the mecha-
nism that has been in use for decades is by creating a
plethora of file types such as .wav, .au, .mp3 for
audio, and .png, jpeg, etc. for images, and so on
and so forth. A common solution for such content was
the specification of a header at the beginning of the file
which conveyed the salient invariants for that represen-
tation. For example, a .wav file would have a header
specifying the sampling rate to be 16K, a bit precision
of 16-bit and containing a single channel. We propose
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a content hash-like framework of 10 character hashes
which can capture the important characteristic of a file,
say a .parse file.
We will use an extension of signature .uughtzzzzz -
parse to indicate exactly what kind of parse it con-
tains. In this case we use a ten character coding scheme
where the first two characters map to a table indicating
the source file—if any. And the following few indicate
the value of one specific property each as shown below:

01 (word formed using first two characters [0,1])
This is reserved for the tag for the file that was
used as the source file and was transformed—
either automatically or manually—to form the
current version. If this is the source file, then these
have a special value of uu. Letter u standing for
unset.

2 (character at index 2)
Whether the parse is a gold standard (g or an au-
tomatic c, C, d

g Gold standard Penn Treebank parse
c Output of Charniak Parser
b Output of Berkeley Parser
. ...

3 (character at index 3)
How the hyphenization was represented in the
schema for these parses

h Tokens split at most hyphens (e.g., Treebank
parses using guidelines version ...)

s Tokens split at some hyphens (e.g., an inter-
mediate inconsistent version)

n Tokens split at none of the hyphens (e.g., the
original Treebank v3 parses)

. ...
4 (character at index 4)

Whether the parse used the NML phrase tag which
was added in later versions of Treebank guidelines

t Yes, it did
f No, it did not.

...

...

If one devises a reasonable strategy of creating such
tags, and once the crucial properties of the contents are
specified in the six character tag, then the user of the
data can make several sensible assumptions about the
contents. In fact, when there is a one-to-one conver-
sion between two such tags, it can be used in a build
system that would provide various guarantee—whether
the verifiable features in the contents match the tag; ex-
actly what function or transformations one needs to ap-
ply to a source tag to generate the contents for another
tag, likely within the same layer. Such a system can
substantially reduce the cognitive overhead on uses of
the system and also allow modular functions to be writ-
ten that only rely on the specific localized information
for a particular layer.
If it feels like creating a whole category of new MIME
types is going too far, then one might want consider the

Line No. A Typical Editor Emacs 
1 # coding=utf-8 #!/usr/bin/python 
2   # -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

 
 Figure 1: An established convention (from the early days

of UNIX, and further expanded over time) for adding useful
metadata on the first two lines of source code.

Figure 2: Example of hyphenation near right margin in a
typical typeset document. There are two parts or columns
in this figure. The left column is a snapshot of portion of
text adjacent to the right page margin. And the right column
shows the part that is adjacent to the left margin and on the
following line. Three out of nine lines have these hyphenation
artifacts marking the continuation of words on the following
line.

creation of molecular file formats12 which includes a
chemical/MIME specification.

A case for magic comments
We recommend the use of magic comments to provide
more detailed information, potentially richer and com-
plimentary to the tag classes. One of the practices or
conventions that goes long back in time is the concept
known as shebang, which would be immediately rec-
ognized by UNIX/GNU-Linux users as the interpreter
that should be involved to run the contents of that file
as a script provided the executable bit is set for that
file. This concept, which can be considered somewhat
akin to the headers in binary files, has found its way
into being used for many other scenarios—one of them
being the specification of the text encoding used in a
file as part of the UNICODE standard. A few bits of
(visually) invisible sequence of bytes, called the Byte
Order Marker13 (BOM) is used to indicate the specific
encoding used by a text file. The mechanics in various
situations are complex and described in the UNICODE
standard. The same design principle was used in other
systems such as by the Python programming language
to indicate the text encoding of the source code used in
a Python script.

It matters where and in what form data originates
NLP is a relatively new field that has seen an explosion
in interest over the past several years. Most researchers
made a very simplifying assumption that source text is
born as tokens. This recently raised interesting issues
leading to the introduction of shared tasks that started
with raw text.

12
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical file format

13
https://www.unicode.org/faq/utf bom.html#BOM
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Raw text in its unsegmented/untokenized form is still
not usually the root source of the text. Much of the
text that is part of the word layer of various corpora
typically is in the form of some markup which is inter-
preted by the end application and is not visible on the
interface. To take a few examples, most PubMed arti-
cles are available as a XML documents that adhere to
a specific schema. This text can contain various details
such as emphasis markers, subscripts, superscript, for-
mula, tables, etc. However, most annotation projects
strip that out while preparing data for annotation. A re-
sult of this is that the consuming learning algorithm or
system often does not have access to all the information
encoded in the source document. This can be good in
some cases but in many cases it results in the prediction
algorithm having to re-learn structure and properties of
the text which it could have otherwise used to learn use-
ful patterns. Recent iterations of CoNLL-U files have
started keeping such information in the headers.
Figure 2 demonstrates another special case that is typi-
cally encountered when annotating scanned text. When
scanned text is used as a source of annotation, it is a
typical practice to clean up such artifacts. However that
results in loss of useful information.
What we propose to do is keep track of all such infor-
mation in a way that it can be cleaned when necessary,
but can also be accessible to the learning algorithms.

6.2.2. Appropriate Level of Functional
Decomposition

We use the command design pattern that has been cen-
tral to generations of version control systems, but was
likely made popular, and has been expanded by the
git version control tool. This allows for a creation
of tools that focus on several top-level domain decom-
posed (potentially hierarchically) reasonably indepen-
dently of each other while ensuring that the resulting
artifacts can be aggregated to form a consistent whole.
One can design custom workflows that take into con-
sideration the nature of segmentation of a typical user
base such as the annotator, the data consumer (e.g., for
training machine learning models), a linguist, a pho-
netician, the schema designer (with less programming
expertise), the power user (who can write new plugins
and custom workflows), to name a few. For the power
user the architecture allows for creating and storing fre-
quently used or infrequent but complex stages of data
transformations or searches that can be executed easily
later.

6.2.3. Built on top of Giants—Emacs,
Emacs-Lisp, Org-mode, Babel, etc.

We decided to use the time tested decisions on repre-
senting text and other media that went into the design of
the programmable editor—Emacs14. It is important
to clarify that the architecture is not tied to the Emacs
editor. Emacs-Lisp15 (Monnier and Sperber, 2020) is
a dialect of lisp with a special focus on programmatic

14
https://emacs.org

15
https://cemantix.org/links/emacs-lisp.html

text editing capabilities. Its extensive documentation16

details the numerous text and data encoding decisions
that were made with its evolution and which we can
simply adopt.
We try to highlight some aspects of emacs-lisp that are
of particular import in this context:

• Homoiconicity—This is a fortunate side effect of
using a lisp dialect. The ability to treat data and
code interchangeably can be very powerful.

• Extreme Configurability—As part of its core de-
sign principle, the data represented and processed
using emacs-lisp is extremely configurable. There
are several layers of configurability that can be a
very powerful tool.

• Hooks—One of the fundamental design princi-
ples which also is its strength is the care taken in
capturing various events that alter states of data
and which allow for insertion of hooks that get au-
tomatically triggered helping one create an auto-
mated way of describing and ensuring validity of
constraints.

Another important component is the orgmode17 library
that can be used to represent active documents which
is touted to be a great format/library for conducting re-
producible research(Schulte and Davison, 2011). It’s
core functionality can provide many features that could
a general framework such as this one. Given the space
limitations, We will highlight a few functionalities that
directly contribute towards our goal.

• Rich Document Representation—orgmode is
sometimes referred to as Org Document as one
can consider it to be a set of tools to create rich,
structured documents.

• (Programmable) Structured Editing—It is a
kind-of markdown language that is designed with
structured editing in mind

• Rich API—The org-element.el library pro-
vides a rich set of functions and allows for cus-
tomizing connections between various pieces of
information through a mechanism of mixing and
matching (hierarchical) inheritance of information
(properties or key-value pairs) with a hierarchical
tag structure that can provide an immensely pow-
erful representation of information.

• Rich Set of Plugins—It has a very rich set of plu-
gins that provide a rich collection of search and
filtering libraries that can be used to search and
manipulate the data structures.

• Literate Programming (and therefore Literate
Annotation)—Another sub-ecosystem of plugins
are based on the babel library (another important
component of the emacs ecosystem.) This com-
bination opens up potential for a practice of liter-
ate annotation where one can potentially annotate

16The emacs-lisp manual is very comprehensive spanning
some 1200 pages and regularly maintained.

17
https://orgmode.org
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Rich Transcript  Um {lipsmack} and that's it. {laugh} 
Input to Syntactic Parser  Um and that 's it . 
Output of the Parser  (S (INTJ (UH Um))  

   (CC and) 
   (NP (DT that))  
   (VP (VBZ 's) (NP (PRP it))) 
   (. .)) 

   
 
 
 

Figure 3: Level of information from a syntactic parse as
expected by a syntactician.

annotations—among other capabilities.
We refer to the specification using a recursive acronym
YAMR18—YAMR Ain’t Meaning Representation.

6.2.4. Relational Data Model—The Force is Still
Strong

Separation of concerns is another important design de-
cision that plays a part in this architecture. One can
incorporate local constraints easily through the use of
hooks but complex constraints are best delegated to a
database engine using a database schema. There was
a time when NoSQL database seemed to promise the
world, but history has shown that an absence of schema
does not make schema go away. It just reappears in
places where it is not convenient to maintain and share.
The move by Google engineers to switch Spanner,
their distributed database, from NoSQL to SQL (Ba-
con et al., 2017) architecture is a good indicator that
relational models still have their place in the world of
distributed computing.

6.3. Illustrating the Architecture
We will try to illustrate the richness and flexibility of
our architecture using two short sentences.

6.3.1. An Example Task
Let’s assume that a syntactician would like to parse the
utterance shown on the first line of Figure 3 (among
many others). In its most raw form, this string reflects
the guidelines used for transcription that marks non-
word sounds in curly braces as shown. Most of the off-
the-shelf parsers are not trained on such special tokens
representing non-words. Let’s assume that the parser
expects pre-tokenized text as input. The second line
shows a cleaned, tokenized string that can be fed to the
parser. Following that is its likely parse.
Let’s say that a phonetician would like to take a closer
look at the relation between syntax and the duration of
words, pauses, etc. In order to accomplish that, first
the utterance needs to be processed through a forced
alignment routine that tries to align audio segments to
words, non-words in the transcript and also pauses that
are longer than a certain threshold. A typical aligner
does not care about the punctuation’s in the input, and
some even expect that to be part of the data clean up
process. The forced aligner produces two new layers of
information—a sequence of timed words and a phone-
level word alignment of the audio with respect to the
transcript. The next step is to integrate the syntax layer
with the phone-level alignment. Figure 4 depicts the
same transcript but in a tabular form.

18https://yamr.org

For the purposes of this discussion the top level header
represents four layers of information. The caption de-
scribes the notations used in the table. A closer look
at the table tells us that the alignment of sequence of
symbols across the layers is not quite straight forward.
Especially the fact that the time aligned words layer
does not insert an sp (pause duration) marker when the
duration is below a certain threshold. It should also be
noted that the phone-level alignment layer uses a dif-
ferent scale than the use of seconds by the timed word
layer. It is not hard to convince the reader that some
non-trivial mechanism needs to be in place for one to
integrate the syntax layer in this richer layer of infor-
mation. One could write one time script to deal with a
particular set of examples, but as far as we know there
is no good general purpose solution available to anyone
wanting to do such analysis.
The set of tools that we provide makes it easier for one
to address such cases only by filling in some config-
urational parameters, such as the fact that {LG} and
{laugh} are to be considered equivalent. In the worst
case one might have to write a few lines of custom code
if all such cases are not addressable using the configu-
ration.

6.3.2. A Serialized Representation
In this section we will try to describe and illustrate how
the serialization of the information looks like through
snapshots of the file view. One important piece to know
about orgmode is that it started as outline mode and so
there is an innate ability (when opened in emacs) of
folding (or, hiding) various levels of hierarchical infor-
mation under a specific node (called entry or headline)
in the orgmode lingua. Figure 5 shows a small cross
section of a file with a top-level Session node and its
first child that is the first utterance. The utterance itself
has multiple children nodes. The child nodes are rep-
resent either a word, a token, a whitespace or a metan-
ode. Whitespace is shown as a single underscore ( ).
These are identified using tags in the orgmode lingua
which is a alphanumeric sequence within two colons
(:). When a word and token are the same, the node can
have both tags :word:token:. Tags can be concate-
nated to one other to indicate a set.
This structure somewhat represents a variation of an
abstract syntax tree. The nodes that are tagged as
:metanode: have an associated operator. In this case
it is shows as [0R] and [AND] They are used when
traversing the tree to get a sequence of tokens that
match the users requirement. For example the three
nodes (I, , ’m) that are children of [AND] will all
be selected during the traversal provided each of them
represents a specific signature—in this case a :token:
tag—if one is trying to read the tokenized version of the
utterance.
One of the powerful features of the orgmode data struc-
ture is that one can assign arbitrary number of (poten-
tial hierarchy of) tags AND property, name-value tu-
ples and configure their inheritability. A node with
many associated properties is shown in Figure 6. We
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   Tokens  Timed Words   Phone Alignment  Transcript 

Token Start End Word  Start Time End Time Word  Start End Phone Score  Word   
(index) (char) (char)   (seconds) (seconds)   (sample) (sample)       

0 0 2 Um  30.082 30.952 um  300700000 302300000 AH1 -597.189941  UM  um 
         302300000 309400000 M 517.626770     
 2 3 sp    sp  309400000 309400000 sp -0.156736  sp   
   {LS}  30.952 31.312 {LS}  309400000 313000000 ls -896.665771  {LS}  {lipsmack} 
   sp  31.312 31.502 sp  313000000 314900000 sp -76.367462  sp   
0 3 6 and  31.502 32.102 and  314900000 316300000 AE1 -131.814972  AND  and 
         316300000 320600000 N 248.685242     
         320600000 320900000 D -30.130604     
 6 7 sp    sp  320900000 320900000 sp -0.156736  sp   
1 7 11 that  32.102 32.402 that's  320900000 321700000 DH -34.681316  THAT'S  that's 
2 11 13 's      321700000 322000000 AE1 -109.149544     
         322000000 322500000 T -150.791061     
         322500000 323900000 S 45.310963     
 13 14 sp  32.402 32.702 sp  323900000 326900000 sp -517.184387  sp   
3 14 16 it  32.702 33.182 it.  326900000 328400000 AH0 -507.279114  IT  it. 
4 16 17 .      328400000 331700000 T -731.196716     
   sp    sp  331700000 331700000 sp -0.156736  sp   
   {LG}  33.182 33.692 {LG}  331700000 336800000 lg -160.172989  {LG}   
     33.692 33.782 sp  336800000 337700000 sp 1.512673  sp   
 
 
 

                

Figure 4: Further details (in addition to the syntactic parse) expected by a phonetician. sp represents tokens identifying space
character. These are explicitly marked in the output of the aligner; {LS} and {LG} respectively are equivalent to {lipsmack}
and {laugh} as understood by the aligner. Greyed out tokens represent that they are missing from that layer. We have not
identified space characters in the transcript column as they are typically invisible to the eye.

Figure 5: The abstract tree representation of an utterance
with both the raw and tokenized versions available using ap-
propriate means of traversal.

have added some comments (not part of the org syntax)
along with the properties so that the reader can better
interpret their meaning. This framework makes use of
the concept that hypergraphs are better than just graphs
for modeling relational data (Wolf et al., 2016).
Finally, Figure 7 shows how one can switch to a tabular
view where a selected group of properties are displayed
as columns and are editable similar to a spreadsheet.
Lack of space prohibits us to go into much details but
one can customize the values for a given property to
belong to a certain list of values which makes it easier
to change them while adhering to those constraints.
In essence this forms a stream of rich nodes intercon-
nected to form hypergraphs where a hyperedges can
represent the sequence of nodes satisfying a specific
use case without destroying its relation with other an-

notations, data and metadata, thus allowing one to
potentially re-insert a transformed/enriched version of
those nodes into the (richer) consistent whole.

7. Conclusion
In this article we have outlined a novel architecture that
uses established tools and technologies as well as vari-
ous time tested design principles that could streamline
and simplify the management of multiple layers of an-
notations across various media while keeping the bar-
rier to entry quite minimal without sacrificing future
extensibility while allowing multiple versions of data
and annotations to stay alongside each other and allow
easy export of meaningful slices of the whole that are
of interest to the end user.
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